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Preface

FOR MORE THAN two centuries, ordinary citizens were important actors
on the Western political stage. Their vanguard entered political life with
a bang in the eighteenth century, firing the shot heard round the world
and responding with alacrity to the levee en masse. Over the ensuing
decades, tens of millions more served loyally as voters, citizen soldiers,
taxpayers, jurors, and the citizen administrators now disparaged as
patronage employees. In these and other ways, citizens were the back-
bone of the Western state, providing it with the administrative, coercive,
and extractive capabilities that allowed the West to conquer much of the
world.

In return for their service, citizens received a variety of benefits
including legal rights, pensions, and, perhaps most notably, the right to
vote. The history of suffrage is often written so as to suggest that the
opportunity to participate in national politics was wrung from unwilling
rulers after bitter popular struggles. This tacit exchange of service for ben-
efits, though, drew citizens further and more fully into political life. Citi-
zen administrators became the mainstays of vigorous political party
organizations. Expansion of the government’s revenue base to include tens
of millions of ordinary citizens also expanded the power of the representa-
tive and political institutions that encouraged popular compliance and
negotiated conflicts of interest. Reliance upon citizen soldiers continually
expanded the boundaries of participation as those asked to fight
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demanded the right to vote. In time, the government’s reliance upon the
support and cooperation of ordinary citizens had the critically important
effect of expanding the universe of popular political involvement.

The era of the citizen is now coming to an end. Today, Western gov-
ernments have found ways of raising armies, collecting taxes, and admin-
istering programs that do not require much involvement on the part of
ordinary citizens. This underlying development has, in turn, opened the
way for political elites to reduce their dependence upon popular political
participation and to avail themselves instead of methods for securing and
exercising power that do not rest on mass politics. In some respects, the
symptoms of this change are most marked in America, where voter
turnout has been declining for more than six decades as ordinary citizens
have been banished to the political sidelines. Despite the nation’s initial
democratic exceptionalism, contemporary political elites have substan-
tially marginalized the American mass electorate and have come to rely
more and more on the courts and the bureaucracy to get what they want.
We call this pattern “personal democracy” to distinguish it from popular
democracy, a way of doing business that required elites to mobilize non-
elites in order to prevail in the political arena. It is personal because the
new techniques of governing disaggregate the public into a collection of
private citizens. Their experience of democracy is increasingly personal
rather than collective.

Ordinary Americans, in recent decades, have been reduced from 
citizens to what are in Washington frequently called “customers”—
individual recipients of governmental services who are not encouraged to
involve themselves as a group in the political or governmental process.
Take, for example, the report of former vice president Al Gore’s National
Performance Review (NPR). The NPR, one of the few Clinton-era institu-
tions endorsed by most Republicans because of its “businesslike”
approach to government, generally fails to use the term “citizen” in its
references to the people of the United States. Instead, Americans are
deemed “customers” for government services. In its preamble to Chapter
2, “Putting Customers First,” the report quotes Gore as saying, “A lot of
people don’t realize that the federal government has customers. We have
customers. The American people.” The transformation of citizens into
customers is significant. Citizens were thought to own the government.
Customers, by contrast, are merely expected to receive pleasant service
from it. Citizens, moreover, are members of a political community with a
collective existence created for public purposes. Customers are individual
purchasers seeking to meet their private needs in a market. What is miss-
ing from the experience of customers is collective mobilization to achieve
collective interests, and the omission is not just a matter of changing
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semantic fashions along the Potomac. In keeping with a customer-
friendly orientation, government employees are advised to be courteous
and more “user friendly” at all times. Agencies are admonished to pro-
vide friendly surroundings for customers and are advised to conduct fre-
quent customer-satisfaction surveys. The NPR report, however, has little
or nothing to say about how customers might actually influence the sub-
stance of federal programs and their administration.

The declining role of the American citizen became even more evident
during the aftermath of the 2000 presidential election. The national
news media claimed that the so-called battle for public opinion was every
bit as important as the legal and institutional struggle for Florida’s
twenty-five electoral votes. This claim, however, was patently false.
Although public opinion was not totally irrelevant—each candidate
employed dozens of surrogates to trumpet his claims to the press—
neither candidate made much effort to elicit popular support. Certainly,
neither candidate heeded the calls of political activists like Reverend Jesse
Jackson for mass demonstrations and protests. The two candidates’ occa-
sional public appearances were not really designed to bolster popular
enthusiasm. They were intended more to strengthen the resolve of
important political allies and to induce contributors to keep their wallets
open to finance the battle, which was costing tens of millions of dollars.
While their public appearances were rare, both Al Gore and Joe Lieber-
man spent hours on the telephone each day contacting contributors.
GOP fund-raisers were active throughout the nation as well. Al Gore, for
one, fully understood the minimal role of the mass public in the battle.
In response to a television reporter’s question on November 28 about the
role of public opinion in the presidential struggle, Gore said, “I’m quite
sure that [public opinion doesn’t] matter in this, because it’s a legal ques-
tion.” This was a rather significant observation from a candidate for elec-
tive political office.

During the course of the Florida struggle, the media also pointed
with pride to the fact that an all-out battle between the nation’s two
major political parties was being resolved peacefully. There were no tanks
or troops in the streets, as there might have been in other nations. On a
typical day, fewer than a score of protestors stood outside the vice presi-
dent’s residence. The absence of political ferment was said by the
national media to indicate the maturity of American democracy and
Americans’ profound respect for the rule of law. Yet the absence of
expressions of popular political emotion, the paucity of demonstrators,
and the near absence of any kind of popular political action or protest
during the course of the battle for the presidency should not be seen as a
symptom of America’s political well-being. Quite the contrary. The 
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struggle over the presidency involved a few hundred—at most a few 
thousand—political leaders and activists. Perhaps a few hundred thou-
sand others watched the battle on the television networks or regularly
followed newspaper accounts. Most Americans, however, paid only mild
attention to the Florida struggle. They assumed it would eventually end
and were, as the polls suggested, prepared to accept either outcome. Little
popular feeling was expressed and few demonstrators were in evidence,
but not because Americans are so mature. Perhaps, instead, Americans
failed to become agitated because most knew the political struggle they
were witnessing did not involve them.

If further confirmation was needed, the declining importance of the
citizen in the American political process was underlined again in the
aftermath of the 9-11 terrorist attacks on New York and Washington.
President George W. Bush addressed the nation to calm fears, to inform
Americans of his plans, and to call upon the citizenry to do its part in the
face of the crisis. What exactly was the part the president assigned to
ordinary Americans? We were advised to sing patriotic songs, think patri-
otic thoughts, and, above all, to go shopping. In other words, the govern-
ment had little need for citizens and could think of little for them to do
besides buoy up the economy and stay out of the way. More than two
centuries ago, Americans entered the political arena with the shot heard
around the world. Today, perhaps, they can be seen exiting that same
arena holding the credit card accepted around the world.

In the process of thinking through this book, we have incurred debts to
many people besides one another. Three able, undergraduate research
assistants made contributions at different stages of the enterprise—Helen
Kalinsky, Alex Ginsberg, and David Estrakh. Adam Sheingate and Riccardo
Pelizzo made useful suggestions that helped to sharpen (or broaden) our
argument. James Jordan and Henry Tom of the Johns Hopkins University
Press moved the project toward publication with prompt efficiency, and
Princeton Editorial Associates copy-edited the manuscript with meticu-
lous care. Participants in several conferences provided us with valuable
opportunities to hear what innocent bystanders had to say about our
work, and to take account of it. We would like, in particular, to thank
the members of the General Seminar of the Political Science Department
at Johns Hopkins, the participants in the 2000 Fordham University
Conference on Political Parties, the delegates to the 2001 Conference of
the National Academy of Public Administration, and the discussants at the
Paul Van Riper Symposium at the 2002 meetings of the American Society
for Public Administration.
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Chapter 1

From Popular to Personal Democracy

IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY, America was exceptional for the vitality
of its democratic institutions—especially its political parties. The coun-
try may have been slow to abolish slavery, but it was first to achieve uni-
versal white manhood suffrage; and by midcentury, when European
states were taking their first hesitant steps toward mass democracy,
America’s dynamic party organizations were routinely mobilizing 70 to
80 percent of the electorate in presidential campaigns. Outside the
South, even midterm congressional contests typically pushed turnout
past 60 percent.1

Today, American politics is no longer exceptional for its feats of grass-
roots mobilization. In the midterm elections of 1998, for example, merely
a third of the registered voters went to the polls. In the 2000 national
election, barely half of all voters—but all nine Supreme Court justices—
cast presidential ballots. Candidates are spending more than ever to turn
out their supporters. They are employing the tools of mass communica-
tions to project their voices and images across a vast electronic electorate.
But the citizen response has grown progressively weaker. Behind the
receding waves of electoral mobilization, a new kind of American excep-
tionalism is emerging, one marked by rates of voter participation signifi-
cantly lower than those that prevail today in the same European nations
that once stood by and watched while the United States built the world’s
premier popular democracy.
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Voting is the most common means of citizen participation, and the
contraction of the electorate is the most obvious sign of the diminished
role that citizens play in American politics. But the decline of citizen
activism extends beyond the empty voting booth. Though the absence of
nineteenth-century opinion polling makes it difficult to trace forms of
popular participation other than voting, there are strong indications of a
general decline in popular politics since the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury.2 The evidence of the last thirty or forty years suggests, at best, a
stagnation in political activism. Contributing money to political organi-
zations is the only activity to register an unambiguous gain since the
1950s, but it is unclear whether we should regard such financial dona-
tions as a sign of active involvement in politics or as a substitute for it.3

Even the venerable institution of the citizen jury is increasingly giving
way to a criminal justice system in which judges, lawyers, and private
arbitrators are the only participants.4

Just how truncated the role of the ordinary citizen has become in
America was made patently clear when President George W. Bush called
Americans to action in the wake of the 9-11 terrorist attacks on New York
and Washington, D.C. Did Bush ask Americans to sacrifice, to buy bonds,
to volunteer for military service, or to donate blood? Not exactly. In
point of fact, the president told Americans the best thing they could do
for their country would be to shop more while the government went
about the business of fighting terrorism. In other words, the nation’s
defense was best left to professional administrators and soldiers, and ordi-
nary folks should avoid getting in the way.5 Tens of millions of Ameri-
cans displayed flags and clearly wanted to do something for their
country, but their country seemed to have nothing for them to do. A few
months later, during his 2002 State of the Union address, President Bush
issued a call to Americans to commit themselves to community service.
Precisely how they were to serve and to what end were left vague.

American democracy is not dead. It has, however, undergone a trans-
figuration, and so has American citizenship. These changes do not come
from some vast conspiracy to deprive the general public of its place in
politics. In fact, twentieth-century political reforms have given citizens
unprecedented access to the political process. The introduction of pri-
mary elections, the use of referendum and recall, sunshine laws, legisla-
tive mandates requiring agencies to give public notice and hold public
hearings before making policy changes—all would seem to have made
the government more responsive to citizens than ever before. Through
ACTION, VISTA (Volunteers in Service to America), Americorps, and the
Peace Corps, the government has sponsored the activism of citizens com-
mitted to a vision of the public good, and it has extended the idea of citi-
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zenship itself to cover many circumstances of life once regarded as purely
private. Gender, race, age, sexual preference, and physical disability now
figure in the claims that we make upon the public. According to sociolo-
gist Michael Schudson, “a dimension of citizenship has come to cover
everything,” and he adds that the new political dimensions of life in the
United States may compensate for the “slackening of voter turnout.”6

But the new opportunities for citizen involvement have changed the
nature of citizenship itself. The proliferation of opportunities for individ-
ual access to government has substantially reduced the incentives for col-
lective mobilization. For ordinary Americans, this means that it has
become standard practice to deal with government as individuals rather
than as members of a mobilized public. At the same time, Americans of
more-than-ordinary political status find that they can use the market,
courts, administrative procedures, and other political channels to
achieve their ends without organizing the support of a political con-
stituency. In short, elites now have fewer incentives to mobilize non-
elites, and non-elites have little incentive to join with one another. The
two circumstances have operated in combination with one another to
produce a new politics of individualized access to government and a new
era of “personal democracy” for those in a position to take advantage of
its possibilities.

Recent trends in popular participation are all the more striking
because they seem to run counter to expectations. For example, the most
powerful predictor of political activism used to be education, and
although levels of education have been rising in the United States, politi-
cal participation has not.7 Personal democracy may help to explain why.
Increased education, together with the increased accessibility of govern-
ment, may have equipped Americans to get what they want on their
own, without hitching their interests to coalitions of like-minded fellow
citizens.

Just as curious as the combination of rising education and declining
participation is the conjunction of the “advocacy explosion” in Washing-
ton with quiescence beyond the Beltway. Estimates of the explosion’s
magnitude vary, but everyone agrees that there has been a dramatic
increase in the number of organizations represented in Washington, per-
haps as much as a fourfold increase since the late 1960s. Yet the popula-
tion explosion in organized interest groups has not been accompanied by
any comparable increase in organizational activism among the public at
large—except for the increase in financial contributions, which may actu-
ally represent a retreat from direct involvement.8 Perhaps the most puz-
zling anomaly in contemporary democratic politics is the disparity
between mass immobility and elite agitation.9 The coupling of elite con-
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flict with popular quiescence is inconsistent with expectations based on
what might be called the neoclassical theory of political democracy. As
developed by Robert Dahl, Maurice Duverger, V. O. Key, and E. E.
Schattschneider, this theory asserts that high levels of competition or
conflict among political elites will increase rates of mass participation as
contending leaders and parties engage in rival efforts to mobilize political
support.

V. O. Key credited the Jeffersonians with setting the stage for mass
mobilization when they built local party organizations to “line up the
unwashed in their support.” The practice was distasteful to the opposing
Federalists, but they were soon forced to do the same or risk exclusion
from office and power.10 Throughout the nineteenth century and well
into the twentieth, party leaders and candidates waged political warfare
like generals, recruiting and mobilizing regiments of voters whose num-
bers tended to grow whenever party conflict intensified. But some time
in the twentieth century, the link between leadership competition and
citizen mobilization weakened and then disappeared. Though partisan
conflict in Washington has rarely been more rancorous than during the
past several years, this rancor does not seem to have been translated into
popular mobilization. Voter turnout, for example, once rose and receded
with the intensity of partisan division in Congress; but by the late 1960s,
surges of congressional conflict and tides of electoral activism no longer
ebbed and flowed in concert, and voting itself was riding a downward
wave that has not yet broken.11

Down to the end of the nineteenth century, American elites encour-
aged popular participation because they needed the active support of
non-elites. In its infancy, of course, the United States had to win the alle-
giance of citizens already attached to states and regions. It was largely for
this reason that the framers of the Constitution extended basic rights of
participation and representation to common folk in exchange for their
consent and support for a new government. Constitutional Convention
delegate James Wilson explained that to “raise the federal pyramid to a
considerable altitude,” it would be necessary to give it “as broad a base as
possible.”12 For at least a century after ratification, the federal govern-
ment remained a small state in a big country. It depended on the support
of citizen soldiers, citizen taxpayers, and citizen administrators in order
to survive and govern.

The government’s need for its people set the terms of political com-
petition. Groups and parties contending for office and influence were vir-
tually compelled to organize and mobilize citizens. Popular support was
the currency of power, and in the struggle to acquire power, political
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leaders produced the high rates of participation that persisted until the
start of the twentieth century. Left to themselves, many citizens—espe-
cially those with lower levels of income and education—would never
have taken to politics. Limited political information, limited interest in
public affairs, and primitive communications technology would have left
many of them on the sidelines of the nation’s public life. They became
active because vigorously competitive leaders marched them into the
public forum.13

As they sought popular support, politicians striving for power were
compelled to offer concessions and inducements in exchange for the
people’s allegiance. At first, elites offered representation and participa-
tion. Later, they pledged more concrete benefits. Even today, contending
politicians offer voters health benefits, social services, old-age pensions,
and job security in return for their votes. Yet today, the promises seem
more ritualistic than ever—designed less to mobilize new support than to
retain the old and to placate important interest groups. There are fewer
promises of new benefits and more pledges to continue existing pro-
grams while controlling their costs, fewer efforts to galvanize new con-
stituencies and more fence-tending to retain a political base.

This is what happens when elites discover that they can do without
the support and service of common folks. Rather than expand the range
of public benefits to broaden their support base, elites promote the pri-
vate market as a better source than government for education, health,
welfare, and old-age benefits. Rather than expand the base of the federal
pyramid through voter mobilization, elites disparage representative insti-
tutions as gridlocked and ineffectual. Term limits are proposed as a rem-
edy for the ossification of these institutions; privatization, deregulation,
and expansion in the role of the judiciary offer paths around the demo-
cratic deadlock.

The upper classes never relied exclusively upon mass politics to
advance their political and economic goals. Facing the rise of popular
democracy in the nineteenth century, they tried to ride the majoritarian
tide by astutely deploying campaign contributions and lobbyists.14

Reformers, who readily spied the hand of privilege that manipulated
these political innovations, railed against the influence of “big money”
in elections and interest-group lobbying in Congress.15 But there was no
reactionary conspiracy here to reverse the progress of democracy. The
money and the lobbyists represented the elites’ capitulation to democ-
racy’s electoral and representative institutions, and an acknowledgment
that they would have to play the democratic game. By contrast, contem-
porary reforms that are supposed to democratize government—enhanced
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access to the courts and to the process of administrative rule making—
may actually enable political elites to circumvent the arena of popular
politics and exercise power without mobilizing democratic support.

The Making of Modern Citizens

The manifestations of the new era in American politics are subtle and
wide-ranging. Consider, for example, the recent transformation of civic
education in American public schools. Civic education’s purpose is to
teach young people a common set of political ideals and beliefs and to
habituate them to the rules of conduct that govern public life in a democ-
racy. Promoting good citizenship was one of the purposes for which pub-
lic schools were originally created in this country.16 The not-so-hidden
curriculum used to concentrate on preparing students for collective polit-
ical action, especially the electoral process.17 Students held elections to
choose team captains, class officers, and student government representa-
tives. They even held mock elections that paralleled real elections.

Schools have not abandoned all of these rituals. But there is a pro-
nounced shift from these electoral exercises to “student service learning.”
Maryland was the first state to make it a requirement for high school
graduation, but other states are quickly following suit. Elementary and
secondary school students are expected to “volunteer” for public service
jobs with charitable, civic, and public interest groups. Student service
learning is also a growing presence on college campuses, and there have
been calls to make it a graduation requirement in the state colleges and
universities of California.18

Traditional civic education tried to teach students that they could
help to govern the country along with their fellow citizens just as they
governed their classrooms, teams, and schools with their fellow students.
Service learning imparts a fundamentally different set of lessons about
citizenship. Citizenship is no longer about the collective activity of gov-
erning. Students are urged to produce the public services that a voting
public once demanded from its government, frequently services that gov-
ernment has abandoned or is not prepared to pay for. Lessons in service
have supplanted training for sovereignty.

One study finds that more than half of all service-learning students
report that they have worked in environmental or beautification projects,
which may not even provide direct assistance to other human beings.
But the principal and intended beneficiaries of these programs may be
the students themselves, rather than the service recipients. The service-
learning experience is supposed to be personally rewarding and to bolster
“self-esteem.”19

Downsizing Democracy
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The civic activities of young adults (ages eighteen to twenty-four)
reflect a similar shift toward service activities. During the past twenty-five
years, voter participation among young people has declined by more
than twelve percentage points while their participation in quasi-public
and private volunteer organizations like Americorps or the Jesuit Volun-
teer Corps has grown substantially.20 In a recent study of local activists,
sociologist Nina Eliasoph found parallel tendencies among adults in gen-
eral. Activists tend to avoid “politics” in favor of community service proj-
ects. Talking about political issues, they believe, is wasteful because such
talk seldom arrives at consensus or clearly defined conclusions. Perhaps
more important, they are convinced that political issues are unlikely to
yield to the efforts of community volunteers like themselves. They tend
to concentrate instead on community service projects that they know
will enable them to “make a difference”—especially projects aimed at the
welfare of children. Not only were such efforts likely to be noncontrover-
sial, says Eliasoph, but the volunteers “took a ‘focus on children’ to mean
‘a focus on private life.’ That meant that the only real changes regular cit-
izens could make were changes in feelings.”21 Not least important were
the feelings of the activists themselves, whose personal satisfaction
depended on the conviction that they were “making a difference.”

What passes for citizenship today often inverts the feminist dictum
that the personal is political. It has transformed the political into the per-
sonal. Political activity should feel “empowering.” It should enhance self-
esteem. It should not engender confusion, ambiguity, or frustration.

An all-too-easy diagnosis of the new, service-oriented citizenship
would locate its origins in a more comprehensive feel-good culture of
self-gratification and self-esteem. But such a diagnosis would overlook
the authentic sacrifices made by volunteers who actually perform tasks
that are useful to their communities. And it would ignore the more
authoritative efforts of political elites to recast the meaning of American
citizenship: “Ask not what your country can do for you; ask what you can
do for your country.” President Kennedy’s inaugural exhortation bore
fruit in the Peace Corps and, later, in VISTA. The National Community
Service Act of 1990 would embrace an even wider population of volun-
teers, and it supplied more than $200 million to fuel President Bush’s
“thousand points of light.” President Clinton followed this initiative in
1993 with his half-billion-dollar Americorps program. For his part, Presi-
dent George W. Bush called upon the nation’s schools to help bring
about a “renewed spirit of patriotism” in the wake of the 9-11 terrorist
attacks. Concretely, however, the president seemed to translate patriot-
ism into something like service learning when he suggested that
students could demonstrate patriotism by raising money to help Afghan
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children.22 Bush’s subsequent call for a renewed spirit of voluntarism has
a similar ring.

These programs unquestionably inspire worthy people to worthy
deeds, but they also represent a government-sponsored shift in our con-
ception of citizenship. Rather than make demands of government, we
now fulfill them ourselves, and in doing so we gain the personal satisfac-
tion and certainty that we have actually performed a service and made a
difference.

The New Science of Public Administration

While citizens have been encouraged to think of themselves as public ser-
vants, the more conventional public servants employed by the federal
government have also been encouraged to adopt a new perspective on
the citizens whom they serve. This new perspective emerged in the 1993
Report of the National Performance Review, the manifesto of the Clinton
administration’s campaign to “reinvent” government. The review is one
in a long succession of studies designed to improve the functioning of
the federal bureaucracy. Its predecessors emphasized the democratic
accountability of public bureaucracy, which was one of the first points
made by the first Hoover Commission in 1949: “The President, and under
him his chief lieutenants, the department heads, must be held responsi-
ble and accountable to the people and the Congress for the conduct of
the executive branch.” The statement has all the banality of a self-evident
truth. But, as political scientist James Q. Wilson observes, nothing like it
appears in the Report of the National Performance Review overseen by
Vice President Gore. The subject of democratic accountability is hardly
ever mentioned. Nor do citizens figure in the report. They have been
transformed into “customers,” and the review’s explicit objective,
declared by the vice president, is “to make the federal government cus-
tomer friendly.”23

There is nothing necessarily undemocratic about this aim. The vice
president’s point is that federal employees should strive to meet the
needs of their clients and treat them with respect—in other words,
the government should be more responsive to its people. But there are
crucial differences between citizens and customers. As noted above, citi-
zens were thought to own the government, while customers merely
receive services from it. Citizens belong to a political community with a
collective existence and public purposes. Customers, however, are indi-
vidual purchasers seeking to meet their private needs in a market. Cus-
tomers are not involved in collective mobilization to achieve collective
interests.

Downsizing Democracy
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Customer service has also become the focus of training for public
administrators in general, in a departure from an earlier emphasis on
public responsibility. In the 1950s, political scientist Fritz Morstein Marx
summarized the bureaucratic orthodoxy of the time: “Public responsi-
bility . . . asserts the necessity of providing demonstrable public bene-
fits and of meeting public expectations. . . . Public responsibility under
popular government further demands the willing subjection of the
bureaucracy to the laws as the general instruction of the representatives
of the people.”24 But the authors of a more recent text regard the public
as a collection of customers to be “managed” rather than a public to be
served:

You should work hard to cultivate outside group support for your mis-
sion. . . . When you deal with the general public you should expect its
members to have a limited understanding of the complexity of most
issues. . . . While it is to your advantage to have the public on your side,
this may not always be possible. Your organization may have a mission
that is in conflict with . . . community groups. . . . Your job is to uphold
your organization’s mission. . . . Be prepared to suffer through public
outcries, insults and demonstrations while supporting your program
goals.

But suffering can be minimized by effective management of the media,
representative institutions, community groups, and the public at large.25

Citizens have been demoted to customers; public administration, to cus-
tomer relations.

The Politics of Social Capital

The narrowing political role of American citizens has done nothing to
diminish the ethical elevation of citizenship itself. Citizenship, in fact,
seems to have become an embodiment of the virtues and values in which
American society is alleged to be deficient—civic consciousness, the
sense of community, responsibility to others. Among academics, a recent
“explosion of interest in the concept of citizenship” is partly a response
to a perceived deterioration in the practice of citizenship.26 The new
requirements for community service in public school systems are intro-
duced to reinvigorate a sense of public-mindedness weakened by a mar-
ket-driven society that inspires the avarice of its consumers rather than
the public spirit of its citizens. One of the more recent eulogies for the
lost virtues of citizenship comes from a representative of the television
industry, an institution often blamed for the erosion of America’s civic
community. Anchorman Tom Brokaw’s best-selling book, The Greatest
Generation, honors an entire generation of citizens who endured the
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hardships of the Depression and the hazards of World War II.27 They are
the measure of what we have lost and the model of what we should have
become. In a sense, they are modern America’s counterparts to the fallen
soldiers glorified in Pericles’ famous funeral oration, the citizen heroes
who sacrificed themselves for the sake of Athens.

We are witnessing a radical divergence between the moral conception
of citizenship and the political conduct of citizens. The mismatch is
widely acknowledged and is conventionally attributed to deficiencies in
the moral, cultural, or social resources of today’s citizens, deficiencies
that prevent them from acting on behalf of interests larger than their
own.28 The general diagnosis is that America has amassed money and
power at the expense of its “social capital”—the interpersonal connec-
tions and mutual trust that used to sustain collective enterprises. In a
book and a series of articles, Robert D. Putnam documents a general
decline in civic engagement since the 1960s, a decline that has trans-
formed us into a nation of increasingly solitary and mutually mistrustful
citizens.29 Even in our services to others, we have become more likely to
act alone. Putnam finds an increase in “volunteering” since the mid-
1970s, but it is accompanied by a decline of participation in community
service projects.30 Altruism itself has been privatized.

Though Putnam attributes an array of social and cultural ills to the
erosion of social capital, the political consequences of that erosion must
weigh most heavily in any assessment of American democracy and citi-
zenship. Those consequences strike at the sources of political engage-
ment. Formal associations and informal socializing once instilled habits
of cooperation and elevated private interest into public spirit, but the
social ties that sustained the practice of democratic citizenship have
weakened or dissolved. This depletion of social capital has impoverished
grassroots democracy, depopulated the public forum, and undermined
the effectiveness of popular government, which the people have come to
regard with growing mistrust.

By Putnam’s account, three-quarters of the decline in civic engage-
ment can be attributed to just two factors—television and generational
change. Television made entertainment a private matter to be enjoyed in
one’s home. The diversions of an older America—visiting with neighbors,
lodge meetings, church socials—now compete with a calculated cam-
paign of amusement designed to capture an audience for commercials.
Americans, long known as a rootless and mobile people, seem to have
become a nation of stay-at-homes.31

They have also abandoned the public commitments of the self-sacri-
ficing “civic generation” that pulled through the Depression, then
fought World War II. Having missed the collective experience of the war
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and its unifying force, Americans born during the second half of the
twentieth century turned inward. According to Putnam, the satisfactions
of personal fulfillment and material comfort displaced an older attune-
ment to patriotism and community. Though the new generation was
hardly homogeneous, its ambitious Yuppies, New Age seekers, and 
channel-surfing couch potatoes had in common a detachment from the
public concerns of their predecessors. But Putnam’s picture of civil society
in decay and citizenship in decline is curiously incomplete. It suggests
that the patriotic generation of World War II rose to meet its public
responsibilities because it was called upon to do so, and because the call
seemed compellingly urgent and just. Putnam’s picture neglects the possi-
bility that that generation’s successors remain politically inert because no
one has issued a convincing summons for their support. What appears to
be a failure of citizenship may in fact be a failure of political leadership.

Several of Putnam’s critics seem to converge on precisely this over-
sight in the “civil society” argument, though they reach it from different
directions. The late C. Everett Ladd, for example, challenged Putnam’s
central contention that we have experienced a decline in civic engage-
ment. Though established group ties may have disappeared, Ladd argued,
new connections emerged in their place. The new attachments, however,
differ systematically from the ones that they succeeded. According to
Ladd, “the trend is away from centralized, national organizations to
those decentralized and local.”32 In other words, networks of civic
involvement are increasingly detached from national institutions and
elites. Social and civic interactions continue, but no national leadership
stratum uses these connections to mobilize participants around larger
national purposes.

Sociologist Theda Skocpol traces the fraying of civil society to an
“unraveling from above.” More privileged Americans have pulled out of
cross-class membership federations that once linked local chapters to
national organizations. They have thrown their support instead to staff-
led advocacy groups with headquarters in Washington but little or no
presence at the grassroots. Skocpol points out that some of the organiza-
tional keystones of civil society—like the PTA—were elite-generated feder-
ations created from the top down.33 “Classic American association-
builders,” she observes, “took it for granted that the best way to gain
national influence, moral or political, was to knit together national, state,
and local organizations that met regularly and engaged in a degree of rep-
resentative governance.”34 Such associations depended not only on the
power of numbers but also on the dues of members. Today they can be
sustained by foundation grants, wealthy patrons, direct-mail fund-
raising, or the fruits of litigation.
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Changes in government institutions, not the ebbing of civil society,
have been responsible for opening up these new political niches for inter-
est groups that get what they want without mobilizing a mass member-
ship. To some extent, in fact, civil society is as much a product of
political institutions as vice versa. Skocpol’s cross-class federations were
modeled on the federal structure of the government they were trying to
influence. Civic traditions do not spring up spontaneously to undergird a
passive state. The exercise of public authority often shapes civic culture
and determines whether or not civic institutions take root in the society
that surrounds government.

One of the first outings for Robert Putnam’s argument about the 
citizen-forming role of civil society was a study of the effectiveness of
regional governments in Italy that attributed their general success in the
north and their disappointing performance in the south to a thousand-
year-old difference in “civic traditions” between the two regions. Political
scientist Sidney Tarrow responded that the difference in civic traditions
might be a product of government itself. In the south, a succession of for-
eign occupiers found it advantageous to discourage the formation of
associations or coalitions among the subject population. In the north,
competing parties in the nineteenth century mobilized supporters by cre-
ating sports clubs, mutual aid societies, and recreational associations.
Civil society was a product of politics, and so was its absence.35

Recent lamentations on both left and right mourn the loss of politi-
cal consciousness among citizens, the waning of collective feeling, the
disappearance of public spirit. We are lectured about our abandonment
of old-fashioned communal virtues, our culture of self-involvement, our
expectations of entitlement. As citizens, it seems, we are no longer good
enough for our country. Above all, we have lost the discipline of self-
sacrifice and given ourselves too completely to self-interest.

But self-interestedness, as historian Peter Riesenberg points out, has
been the constant companion of citizenship.36 Even Pericles recognized
the intimate connection between the public sacrifices of citizens and
their private interests. Political communities had to offer inducements to
inspire good citizenship: “For where the prize is highest, there, too, are
the best citizens to contend for it.”37

Who Needs Citizens?

States offer “prizes” for citizenship because they have need of citizens. In
classical antiquity, the extension of citizenship rights often followed
from an escalation in the need for military manpower—especially foot
soldiers. At the beginning of this century, historian Otto Hintze noted
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that in modern states there had been a similar connection between
dependence on citizen soldiers and the extension of suffrage. The exis-
tence of militia forces was associated with the early onset of democracy,
and even in more centralized and authoritarian systems, Hintze argued,
universal military service eventually led to universal suffrage, if only after
several generations.38

Armies, of course, had to be equipped, provisioned, paid, and 
pensioned—all of which enlarged the state’s need for taxpayers—and the
need for taxpayers gave states another incentive to extend the rights of
citizenship. Long before American colonists demanded that representa-
tion accompany taxation, England had begun to recognize taxpayers as
citizens. The step was taken not just to part taxpayers more peacefully
from their money but to increase the wealth available to be taxed. Prop-
erty rights, the right to practice a trade or engage in commerce, and the
right to secure those rights through the courts all helped to enhance the
prosperity of taxpayers and expand the state’s revenue base.39 In abso-
lutist France, the transformation of taxpayers into citizens occurred later,
but more suddenly, when a revenue crisis forced Louis XVI to summon
the Estates-General for the first time in centuries.40 Within a few years,
almost everybody in Paris was addressing everybody else as “citizen.”

The modern states of Europe invented modern citizenship not just
because they needed standing armies and the money to pay for them but
because the very existence of the state defined the conditions for citizen-
ship. The modern state was a membership organization to which people
belonged directly as individuals, not indirectly through their member-
ship in families, clans, tribes, guilds, or status orders; and the state itself
replaced this jumble of premodern political jurisdictions as the single,
paramount object of political allegiance.41

Understood in this way, the connection between the modern state
and modern citizenship is tautological. The definition of citizenship is
implicit in our definition of state. But citizenship was more than a verti-
cal relationship between subject and state; it also implied a relationship
among fellow citizens, a common tie of blood, belief, or culture that
united them into a political community. Beyond that, citizenship also
has behavioral implications—a role in governing the state and the sup-
port of state authority. These involvements in governance were the activi-
ties denoted by Aristotle’s definition of the citizen as one who rules and
is ruled. The benefits of rulership were the prizes that citizens won for
being of service to the state, and as Pericles observed, the more valuable
the prizes, the higher the standards of citizenship were likely to be. His
ancient observation, as well as the modern state’s cultivation of citizen
soldiers and taxpayers, suggests an alternative to the view that the recent
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decline in the role of American citizenship is a product of the citizens’
personal characteristics, their cultural values, or their access to “social
capital.”

Citizens become politically engaged because states and political elites
need them and mobilize them. If citizens remain passive, politically
indifferent, or preoccupied with private concerns, the reason may be that
our political order no longer provides incentives for collective participa-
tion in politics. The state may no longer need citizens as much as it once
did, or perhaps citizens have become a nuisance to political elites, or it
may be that citizen “prizes” have gotten too expensive for the state to
afford.

Citizens, of course, do not disappear simply because they have
become institutionally inconvenient. A political system engaged in the
collective demobilization of citizens fashions other arrangements for the
political management of its population. In general, American institutions
operate increasingly to disaggregate and depoliticize the demands of citi-
zens. The “reinvention” of American government has reinvented citizens
as “customers.” It has offered “stakeholders” easy access to the decision-
making process as a low-energy alternative to collective mobilization. It
emphasizes private rights at the expense of collective action. It is promot-
ing arrangements for policy implementation that encourage individual
choice rather than the articulation of public interests. It has reduced the
occasions for citizens to congregate around “opinion leaders,” and it has
weakened the incentives for political entrepreneurs to organize public
constituencies. It has begun to privatize not only many of its own func-
tions but the public itself. American politics has entered the era of per-
sonal democracy.

A Short History of Personal Democracy

The routine operations of American government once relied on the large-
scale mobilization of the public to a far greater extent than they do
today. Conceptions of political democracy that focus on parties, elec-
tions, and pressure groups tend to overlook this fading dimension of pop-
ular sovereignty. But the complete citizen, as Aristotle observed, plays two
roles—ruling and being ruled—and these roles have been bound to each
other. The more government rule depended upon citizen cooperation,
the more government submitted to the rule of citizens. As government
has learned to manage the public business without the public, it has also
diminished the occasions for the kind of popular mobilization that
demands reshaping public policy or changing political institutions.
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Some of the first steps toward the demobilization of American citi-
zens date to the Progressive Era, when reformers sought to eliminate
waste and incompetence from government by abolishing patronage and
by crippling the political party organizations that mobilized working-
class, immigrant voters who offended the Progressives’ “public-regard-
ing” conception of citizenship.42 The Progressives’ conception of an
autonomous citizen independently evaluating candidates and policies
was an early anticipation of personal democracy. But some of the most
significant discouragements to the collective mobilization of citizens fol-
lowed the end of World War II, perhaps the last and greatest summons to
citizen duty in the nation’s history.

These discouragements were expressions of the postwar conservative
reaction against the New Deal. Both the Administrative Procedure Act of
1946 and the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947 were intended to curb the author-
ity of New Deal regulatory agencies by holding them to formal standards
of rule making and adjudication. The ostensible purpose of these enact-
ments was to prevent the interest groups under regulation from “captur-
ing” the agencies that were supposed to regulate them. The chief concern
of congressional conservatives at the time was the privileged status of
labor unions with respect to the National Labor Relations Board. To
counter such interest-group influence in the regulatory process, Congress
tried to open administrative rule making to the public at large by means
of requirements for public notice and comment. To avoid bias in particu-
lar cases, the Administrative Procedure Act attempted to construct a fire-
wall between the agency’s rule makers and its administrative law judges.
And finally, Congress decreed that an agency’s decisions could be
appealed to the courts.43

In the effort to eliminate factional bias from the regulatory process,
Congress also reduced the incentives for citizens to mobilize and form
interest groups. After the passage of the Administrative Procedure Act,
pressure successfully exerted on an agency’s rule makers did not neces-
sarily extend to its adjudicators, and because the rule-making process
was now open to the public at large, there was not so much need to
organize groups and mobilize constituencies in order to gain access to
rule making, especially since unfavorable decisions could be appealed
from regulatory agencies to the courts. The postwar regulatory reforms
were eminently democratic, at least in a formal sense.44 It could be
argued, in fact, that they opened government more fully to the participa-
tion of its citizens because of their notice-and-comment provisions and
the opportunity to appeal agency decisions to the courts. The Taft-
Hartley Act was explicitly justified as a measure that would protect 
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individual workers from undemocratic labor unions as well as from the
unfair labor practices of their employers. But since the new regulatory
regime facilitated individual access to policymaking, it reduced the value
of collective mobilization.

The legalistic mode of administration imposed by the postwar con-
servative reaction was extended, in the 1960s and 1970s, to types of poli-
cies that the conservatives could hardly have anticipated—civil rights,
occupational health and safety, environmental protection, and consumer
protection.45 A further step in the progress of legalistic policymaking was
the use of public interest lawsuits as instruments of regulation. The civil
rights movement had used litigation to advance its aims since the
1940s—but it did so, in part, because the denial of voting rights to
African Americans and their minority status meant that they were seri-
ously handicapped in the usual arenas of democratic decision-making.
Litigation, like the resort to civil disobedience, was a way to overcome
their electoral disabilities. In the 1970s, however, public interest groups
emerged whose chief democratic disability was not minority status but
the very breadth and diffuseness of the disorganized constituencies that
they claimed to represent. These groups devoted less energy to mobiliz-
ing their potential supporters than to litigation. Aided by responsive fed-
eral judges, these new public interest groups employed lawsuits against
federal agencies—like the Environmental Protection Agency—to establish
regulatory standards that the agencies were then required to enforce.46

What ensued was an “advocacy explosion.” Organizations claiming
to represent diffuse population groups such as consumers, children, the
disabled, the elderly, or the public in general opened Washington offices
not just to conduct traditional lobbying activities aimed at Congress or
the federal bureaucracy but to litigate on behalf of their constituents. The
relationship between the constituencies and the organizations claiming
to speak for them, however, was often quite tenuous. Litigation required
money, research, and expertise, but not the political mobilization of a
popular following. The “membership” of these groups sometimes
amounted to nothing more than a mailing list of faceless contributors
who had never met with one another to discuss the group’s political
objectives or strategies. A few highly influential groups, in fact, were actu-
ally supported by foundation grants and legal fees won in court cases,
and some received funding from the federal government itself.47

The legalization of national policymaking accentuated an emphasis
on individual rights that has always been inherent in American ideas
about citizenship. Public interest lawsuits aimed not only to assert those
rights but to invent new ones, and in the process they changed the char-
acter of national political discourse. Legal scholar Mary Ann Glendon
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argues that the language of rights is a conversation stopper. It “puts a
damper on the processes of public justification, communication, and
deliberation upon which the continuing vitality of a democratic regime
depends.”48 The successful assertion of a right trumps all other argu-
ments. In some instances, of course, political argument can actually be
stimulated by the contest between competing rights, or by the attempt to
extend a recognized right to a new situation. Once established, however,
a right can be invoked without engaging in the collective action that
awakens and renews the common ties of citizenship.

The vast increase in interest-group litigation and the rights-based
politics that followed from it may help to explain one of the previously
noted anomalies of American politics.49 By all accounts, the population
of Washington lobbyists and interest groups has grown rapidly since
1970, to unprecedented levels, but there has been no corresponding
increase in group membership among Americans at large. One possible
reason for this disparity may be that some of the newest interest groups
have begun to target ever narrower interests.50 But an explanation with
an even longer reach is that contemporary interest groups tend to concen-
trate more on litigation, research, polling, fund-raising, and media rela-
tions and less on mobilizing popular support. The handful of
Washington-based interest groups that actually have extensive grassroots
memberships, like the National Rifle Association and AARP, are connected
with the vast majority of their constituents only by mail.51 The interest-
group struggle in Washington, like the clash of party elites in Congress,
becomes increasingly disconnected from the mobilization of citizens,
and the scope of citizenship itself narrows.

While Washington interest groups floated free from the constituen-
cies that they claimed to represent, the federal government seemed to
fasten itself more firmly to the grassroots. “Maximum feasible participa-
tion,” was the controversial watchword of federal policy.52 Requirements
for citizen participation spread from one national program to another.
Public bureaucracies and private interest groups seemed to be moving in
opposite directions, but they were both dancing to the same music. Both
public and private organizations sought to open the administrative
processes of regulation and policy implementation to outside forces, but
they accomplished almost exactly the opposite. “Maximum feasible par-
ticipation” usually achieved only minimal mobilization of the public. In
the Community Action Program, the Model Cities Program, and other
antipoverty ventures of the federal government, the chief effect of partic-
ipatory administration was to absorb and dissipate the political pressures
generated by urban protest movements, often by co-opting the actual or
incipient leaders of those movements.53 The participatory programs also
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lacked substance. To allow for policymaking by the people, official poli-
cymakers had, after all, to refrain from issuing precisely designed pro-
grams with clearly articulated objectives. The immediate result, as
political scientist Theodore Lowi pointed out, was that “the absence of
central direction and guidance simply deprives the disappointed of some-
thing to shoot against. This is a paternalism that demoralizes.”54

The absence of clearly formulated rules and objectives was also a for-
mula for policies that would be difficult to justify and defend from
attack, precisely because the policies and their purposes were not clearly
or compellingly defined. When the Reagan tax cuts made deficit reduc-
tion the organizing purpose of federal politics in the 1980s, the last ves-
tiges of community action were swept away, along with the revenue-
sharing and block grant programs of the 1970s.55 They suffered from the
same political disabilities as their participatory predecessors—vaguely
defined objectives and weak or politically diffuse clienteles.

What replaced community action was a new conservative policy
regime that preached the virtues of the market not just as a substitute for
big government but as an instrument of big government. Privatization
and vouchers were supposed to free the public sector of bureaucratic inef-
ficiency and unresponsiveness. But they also represented a new stage in
the erosion of citizenship. Vouchers and programs of “choice” were
designed so that public policies could be disaggregated into private deci-
sions. Under a school voucher system, for example, parents dissatisfied
with the kind of education their children receive need never complain or
join with other parents to protest. They can simply choose to send their
children to a different and more satisfactory school.

There is an undercurrent in twentieth-century American politics that
flows through movements and measures strikingly at odds with one
another. The postwar conservatives who backed the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act and the Great Society liberals who launched the War on
Poverty will never be mistaken for ideological soul mates. They are con-
nected, however, by a shared political sensibility that ties them not only
to each other but also to the Progressives who preceded them and the
Reagan-Bush conservatives who followed. The link between the two is a
tendency to individualize democracy—an inclination to provide citizens
with personal access to politics, policymaking, and administration and,
by so doing, to reduce the frequency and the need for collective action.

Personal democracy lowers the political barriers that citizens used to
breach only by collective assault. Freedom-of-information policies, sun-
shine laws, mandatory public hearings, public-notice-and-comment
requirements, quotas for “citizen” representation on boards and commit-
tees, public agency “hotlines,” and policies of choice—all these and other
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arrangements besides permit citizens to play politics alone. Yet the prin-
cipal effect of these apparently benign arrangements for personal democ-
racy is to shrink the role of citizens in American politics. Organizational
entrepreneurs and elites who once mobilized followers in order to earn a
place among the government’s power holders and policymakers now dis-
cover that they can achieve similar or better results through litigation or
that, by claiming to speak on behalf of a diffuse and otherwise voiceless
constituency, they can qualify as “stakeholders” whose presence is essen-
tial to the legitimacy of federal policy.

When popular mobilization ceases to be a favored strategy among
leaders, citizens are left to their own devices—of which there is no short-
age these days. But these devices generally lend themselves only to an
attenuated kind of citizenship, and they seldom result in political mobi-
lization for collective ends. More frequently the outcome is individual
action for improved service or personalized treatment. One alternative
for citizens is community activism designed not to raise political issues or
reshape public policy but to produce public goods and services directly—
cleaning up the environment, for example, or serving meals in a home-
less shelter. This dimension of personal democracy may be personally
rewarding and certainly helpful to needy people or the local community
at large, but it does not represent an exercise of political democracy. A
nation of citizens, once illuminated by democratic purpose, has disinte-
grated into a thousand points of light.
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Chapter 2

The Rise and Fall of the Citizen

FOR MORE THAN two centuries, the survival of Western governments
depended not just on the consent of the governed but on their active
and willing cooperation. By contributing to the administrative, coercive,
and extractive capabilities of their countries, the governed elevated
themselves from mere subjecthood to the dignity of citizenship. They
made their entrance disruptively in the eighteenth century with the rev-
olutionary bang of the shot heard round the world. In time, however,
they brought a welcome stability to national politics. They represented
the foundation of public order and the energy source for functioning
government.

In return for their services, citizens received a variety of benefits, per-
haps most notably the right to vote. The history of suffrage is often writ-
ten to suggest that the opportunity to participate in national politics was
wrung from unwilling rulers after bitter popular struggles. Yet, as E. E.
Schattschneider observed, the difficulty with which voting rights were
secured in the United States and elsewhere has often been overstated.1

Political elites learned that accepting the extension of suffrage was
worthwhile even though it seemed to pose a risk to their own power. By
integrating citizens into the political order, elites enhanced the state’s
ability to wage war, raise revenues, and administer the government. In
the eighteenth century, governments usually resisted demands for suf-
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frage expansion. By the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, however,
Western regimes had come to see popular voting rights in a more favor-
able light.

The tacit exchange of service for benefits drew citizens further and
more fully into political life. Citizen administrators supplied much of the
energy for vigorous political party organizations. Expansion of the gov-
ernment’s revenue base to include tens of millions of ordinary citizens
also expanded the power of the representative institutions. These institu-
tions encouraged popular cooperation with tax collectors and moderated
conflicts about the distribution of tax burdens. Reliance upon citizen sol-
diers expanded the boundaries of participation as those asked to fight
demanded the right to vote.

Today, at the start of a new millennium, however, Western govern-
ments’ reliance on the support and cooperation of citizens has dimin-
ished, and the scope of popular participation has narrowed. Today’s
public authorities manage to raise armies, collect taxes, and implement
policies without widespread citizen involvement. These changes have
enabled political elites to reduce their dependence upon popular political
participation and to secure and exercise power by means other than mass
politics. The era of the modern citizen, which began with a bang, is qui-
etly slipping away.

In some respects, the symptoms of this change are most marked in
America. The democratic exceptionalism of the Tocquevillian republic
stands in stark contrast to the democratic demobilization of contempo-
rary politics. The presidential election of 2000 is emblematic of the new
order. In the most competitive and closely fought contest in generations,
only a bare 50 percent of the electorate bothered to go to the polls, and
the ordeal ended in a judicial determination that the counting of votes
was not decisive in any case. Like the litigious contestants of 2000, con-
temporary political elites have substantially marginalized the American
mass electorate and have come to rely more and more upon courts and
bureaucracies to get what they want.

The essential and original claim of American exceptionalism was not
just that we were different from other nations but that we had a different
way of being a nation. America was a community of political belief, not of
blood and soil. Political scientist Hans Morgenthau—no sentimentalist—
detected something almost spiritual at the core of the country. Unlike
other nations, America did not, he argued, gradually arrive at a concep-
tion of its national mission by reflecting retrospectively on the course of
its history. “The rule that action precedes reflection in the discovery of
the national purpose suffers but one complete exception. The United
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States,” Morgenthau wrote, “is the only nation that has reversed the
sequence. The awareness of its purpose was not an afterthought. The
United States was founded with a particular purpose in mind.”2

John Winthrop provided a classic illustration of the anticipatory pur-
posefulness that Morgenthau saw in American politics. In the middle of
the Atlantic, on the deck of the Arbella, Winthrop—soon to be the first
governor of the Massachusetts Bay Colony—preached a sermon to his fel-
low travelers, who would soon become the first citizens of that colony.
His subject was the purpose of their errand in the wilderness, an errand
not yet begun. The purpose that Winthrop had in mind was, of course,
religious as well as political, but it was also a universal purpose that spoke
to all humankind and not to a narrow sect. In the most famous passage
of his sermon he urged his shipmates to “consider that we shall be as a
city on a hill, the eyes of all people are upon us.” But in a less prominent
place, before he reached the summit of his homily, Winthrop reflected
on the nature of the religious bonds that would solidify the Puritan polit-
ical community: “though we be absent from each other many miles . . .
yet we ought to account ourselves knit together by this bond of love.”3

From the outset, the American polity was no mere territorial commu-
nity; it was not defined by spatial propinquity. It was a compact among
fellow believers. And although the nation remained Anglo-American for
centuries, it would eventually surrender much of its ethnic distinctive-
ness as well. America claimed to be a nation defined by shared and uni-
versally valid purpose or principle. Long after that purpose had ceased to
be a Puritan one, it still retained something of its original religious reso-
nance. To English journalist G. K. Chesterton, America was the nation
with the soul of a church. In Gunnar Myrdal’s formulation, Americans
became the people of the Creed: they shared a set of beliefs that was sup-
posed to set the nation’s existence on a different plane than that of other
nations, and although writers like Samuel Huntington and Louis Hartz
have found much that was troublesome in the Creed, hardly anyone
denied its power.4

But a political community organized around ideas might redefine or
simply dissolve itself much more easily than one rooted in blood and
soil. Though all nations may be imagined communities, some are more
imaginary than others. In the Civil War, America showed that it could
imagine itself out of existence, and though we face no such dramatic rup-
ture today, the bonds of American citizenship are sufficiently exiguous
that they can be redefined in ways that drastically change the role and
political attachments of the American people.

The exceptionalist vision of Americans as a people united only by
democratic purpose may have been a patriotic conceit, but in the 
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nineteenth-century Republic there was very little else to hold the citizens
together as a nation. Even coercive efforts to preserve the country, like
the Civil War, could scarcely have succeeded without an army of volun-
teers devoted to the cause of the Union. In an earlier departure from the
exceptionalist vision, President Jefferson acquired the territory of
Louisiana without first securing the consent of its inhabitants. They were
citizens by purchase, not by principled belief. But the very fact that the
government’s hold over its new territorial acquisition was so tenuous
made national authorities especially deferential to the inhabitants and
heavily reliant on their willingness not only to transfer their loyalties
from Paris or Madrid to Washington but to take on the work of govern-
ing. To facilitate such cooperation, the government agreed that courts in
the most heavily populated section of the Louisiana Purchase would fol-
low the continental civil code rather than the English common law.5

They still do.
Nineteenth-century American citizens helped to perform the work of

government and in return gained a voice in government. Of course, the
United States was not the only nation that employed citizens to perform
the tasks of government. What distinguished the United States from
European regimes of the nineteenth century was the exceptional extent
of its reliance on citizen government. The framers of the American Con-
stitution were hardly radical democrats, but they felt compelled to pro-
vide for popular political participation in order to ensure that the new
regime would have citizens’ backing. They had no choice. More than
forty years after they completed their deliberations, Alexis de Tocqueville
reported that he had found nothing in America that a European would
regard as government.6 There was no professional civil service surviving
from an earlier era of royal administration. There was scarcely any stand-
ing army. The country’s territory extended to remote regions in which
the only government was what the citizens provided themselves. It was
no wonder that American government was exceptional for its attentive-
ness to citizen sensibilities and for its professed dedication to the creed of
popular sovereignty. The United States was more democratic than other
states of the time partly because it was exceptionally dependent on the
good will, cooperation, and work of its people.

The Rise and Fall of the Citizen Administrator

Early-nineteenth-century America was certainly no bureaucratic state.
Without a corps of professional civil servants to bring the government to
bear on its people, early American administration had to rely heavily
upon the people themselves. America’s nineteenth-century administra-
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tors might have been lacking in expertise, but they possessed other essen-
tials of public administration, namely, loyalty and public standing.
Indeed, even European states with technically proficient bureaucrats had
long recognized that expertise by itself was insufficient. Two more 
fundamental attributes were also vital. First, administrators had to be
loyal to the government they were supposed to serve, and, second, they
had to be capable of securing public compliance with government policy.

In early-modern Europe, meeting these two conditions was often far
more difficult than securing competent administrators. In England and
France, for example, the clergy provided a ready source of trained and
reasonably competent administrators. Wolsey in sixteenth-century Eng-
land and Mazarin and Richelieu in seventeenth-century France were
prominent figures in this administrative tradition. These cardinals, in
turn, recruited bishops and priests to flesh out the administrative struc-
tures of emergent nation-states. As the case of Thomas Becket suggests,
however, kings could not always rely upon the loyalty of their clerical ser-
vants, particularly when princes and popes vied for secular power.

In early modern Spain, kings sought to avoid subordination to the
church by drawing upon the exceptionally talented Jewish community
as a source of managerial and financial acumen. As a result, particularly
in Castille, many of the highest administrative positions were frequently
held by conversos, Jews who had nominally accepted the Catholic faith
in order to be legally eligible for government service. The conversos were
vigorously loyal to the Crown. The king was their only protector in a
hostile society that still regarded them as Jews. But it was precisely this
anti-Semitic hostility that undermined public compliance with the dic-
tates of a government managed by conversos. Dissident forces, charging
that the regime had been subverted by Jews, insisted that its legitimacy
was forfeit.7

The American solution to the twin problems of administrative loy-
alty and popular compliance was patronage. It was not an American
invention. England had known patronage at least since the Tudors, who
had met the problem of compliance by recruiting members of the local
gentry as administrators, in the hope that the respect these worthies
commanded in their communities might rub off on the government they
served. The existing social hierarchy provided an armature to support
administrative authority. And, since the appointees could expect to
retain their posts only so long as their sponsors were in power, they had a
tangible stake in the political survival of their patrons and a strong incen-
tive to political loyalty. Patronage and public administration have been
partners since the beginnings of modern state bureaucracies, and patron-
age was not necessarily inconsistent with effective government. Political
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leaders had good reason to choose the most competent of their retainers.
Still, in eighteenth-century England, “no aspiring office holder could
obtain a place without proper political connections or an obliging rela-
tive in high places.”8

In the United States, as political scientist Martin Shefter points out,
political patronage was far more extensive than in most European states
because mass-based political parties emerged in this country long before
there was a professional civil service. Because America possessed strong
parties and no civil service tradition, government jobs were freely avail-
able for distribution as patronage.9 The parties did not hesitate to exploit
this resource. Patronage became an American system of government—the
spoils system. The Jacksonians are charged with introducing the system
to reward their political friends and build a party machine at the expense
of the public treasury. The charge is not unfounded. But patronage served
other purposes too, as it had for the Tudors. After the Jacksonians’ 1828
victory, they faced not only their supporters’ demand for government
jobs but also an executive branch staffed by holdovers from the Adams
administration, staffers who might sabotage their efforts to set a new
course for the federal government. The remedy was a proscription of pub-
lic employees associated with the prior government, and their replace-
ment by loyal Jackson partisans.10

Jackson brushed aside concerns about the competence of the new
partisan administrators, declaring that public administration required no
special capabilities: “The duties of all public officers are, or at least admit
of being made, so plain and simple that men of intelligence may readily
qualify themselves for their performance; and I cannot but believe that
more is lost by the long continuance of men in office than is generally to
be gained by their experience.”11

Under Andrew Jackson, between 10 and 20 percent of the govern-
ment’s administrative personnel were removed to make room for sup-
porters of the new regime. Although the numbers were not as large as
charged by Old Hickory’s antagonists, the Jacksonians established the
principle that the loyalty of public servants was to be ensured through
the appointment of a new administration’s partisan supporters. In 1840,
when the Whig candidate, William Henry Harrison, captured the White
House for the first time, the new cabinet met and resolved to replace
Democratic appointees with loyal Whig supporters. Within a year, nearly
twenty-three hundred Democrats had been removed to make way for the
new president’s adherents. When the Democrats returned to office in
1844, they replaced thousands of Whig appointees with their own men.

Patronage helped to guarantee not only the loyalty of government
functionaries but also their ability to secure citizen compliance with
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government policy. In the United States, the problem of compliance was
considerably more acute than it had been in England. The American
government was weak, and its power did not extend very far into the
country, particularly after the Louisiana Purchase opened vast new
lands to settlement. By the 1820s, frontier squatters routinely ignored
federal land law and imposed their own property settlements through
armed violence and intimidation. Settlers who held their land under
grants from the French or Spanish government might be less than fully
loyal to Washington. In the South, doctrines of states rights and, even-
tually, of nullification challenged the authority of a federal government
lacking the military force to impose its will on a recalcitrant population.
Civil servants had to do more than administer. They had to win the loy-
alty of a people and shore up the legitimacy of the government that
they served.

Unlike the Tudors, America’s democratic rulers could not appoint
members of a landed gentry to administrative posts in order to capitalize
on the respect that they commanded among their less prestigious neigh-
bors. Outside the South, there was no landed gentry, and hierarchies of
status had always been much weaker in America than in Europe. By the
1820s, economic and political change had further eroded the institutions
that supported distinctions of rank and privilege. But political parties
were growing stronger, and the local leaders who ran them were prime
candidates for federal employment. A party politician who enjoyed popu-
larity among his neighbors (rather than aristocratic rank) and com-
manded their votes (if not their deference) might also command their
compliance with federal law and “win the good will and affections of the
people for the government.”12

For the remainder of the nineteenth century and into the early years
of the twentieth, patronage employees provided successive governments
with a generally loyal body of administrators whose own retention in
office was linked to the success of the politicians they served. By courting
the voters, patronage employees also helped to build support for the
regime they served. They provided citizens with a host of particularized
benefits ranging from social services to legal assistance and employment.
At times, these citizen administrators were able to secure popular compli-
ance when coercion would probably have failed. During the Civil War,
the efforts of Republican patronage workers helped to win acceptance of
military conscription, assisted in the sale of government securities, and
bolstered tax collection. The North’s superior party and patronage organ-
ization played a largely unheralded role in the Union victory.

Citizen administrators not only helped to preserve the national gov-
ernment but also adapted its practices to local circumstances, local needs,
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and local political considerations. Harold Gosnell’s classic study of
machine politics in Chicago during the 1920s and 1930s shows how
administrators reshaped government programs to fit the needs of individ-
ual citizens. Patronage workers helped constituents qualify for veterans’
pensions, obtain citizenship for relatives, and secure government hous-
ing assistance through the Home Owners’ Loan Corporation. They
helped the sick to get public medical services, helped immigrant entre-
preneurs secure permits needed for small businesses, showed them how
to meet (or evade) complicated building and zoning codes, and helped
their delinquent children to navigate the criminal justice system.13

From the perspective of the cosmopolitan upper classes of the late
nineteenth century, this particularistic style of administration repre-
sented corruption and political favoritism, and perhaps they were cor-
rect. But at least some later observers offered a more benign analysis of
patronage politics and the party machines that it supported. “In our pre-
vailingly impersonal society,” wrote sociologist Robert Merton, “the
machine, through its local agents, fulfills the important social function
of humanizing and personalizing all manner of assistance to those in
need,” a welcome alternative to “the cold bureaucratic dispensation of
limited aid” by official welfare agencies.14 Today’s customer-friendly
bureaucrats may have been trained to dispense services and assistance
with more personal warmth than their predecessors. Their jobs, however,
do not depend on loyalty to the party in power, and they have no role in
the political mobilization of their clients. Public administration may con-
tinue to be an instrument of democracy, but it has largely abandoned its
role as a functioning part of the democratic order itself.

The citizen administrator was the backbone of the political party
organizations that were instrumental in expanding popular participation
during the nineteenth century. Unlike their contemporary counterparts,
they had a stake in expanding popular political participation because it
was the basis upon which their own power and position rested. The gov-
ernment’s reliance upon citizen administrators linked the state to mass
participation. Using hundreds of thousands of patronage employees as
their campaign workers, American political parties during the nineteenth
century were capable of prodigious feats of electoral mobilization. In
some regions, party machines maintained levels of voter turnout
approaching 90 percent. During the critical 1896 presidential election,
Republican party workers brought more than 25 percent of the Republi-
can voters from every state in the union to walk past candidate William
McKinley’s home in rural Ohio as part of McKinley’s “front porch” cam-
paign.15 Citizen administrators worked directly to enlarge and elaborate
the universe of popular politics.
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Progressives fought to replace these short-term and decidedly ama-
teur administrators with professional bureaucrats whose chief loyalty
would be to the state rather than to parties and fellow partisans. Accord-
ingly, Progressives supported extension of the merit system in which an
autonomous civil service commission selected government workers on
the basis of competitive examinations rather than political loyalty and
service.

Progressives insisted on the separation of administration from poli-
tics.16 In his professorial phase, Woodrow Wilson himself pronounced
the orthodoxy. Administration was a science or technology that aimed to
achieve public objectives with greatest efficiency. But the administrators
had no business helping to define those objectives. That was the job of
politics. Administrators were politically neutral experts who served every-
one and no one. They were pledged to the public interest rather than to
the partisan purposes of the current administration.17 The divorce of
administration from politics also detached public bureaucracy from the
popular base on which it had formerly rested. This separation, however,
also implied the creation of a professionally staffed bureaucracy that
would permit governments to function without having to mobilize popu-
lar support or win citizen compliance.

To ensure that government employees would be insulated as much as
possible from popular political currents, academics and intellectuals
linked to the Progressive movement invented “personnel administra-
tion.” Its original principles called for military-like position-classification
schemes; efficiency reports and evaluations; the idea of public service as
a lifetime career; the circulation of bureaucrats among regions or locali-
ties; regulations governing salary, benefits, and promotions; and retire-
ment and pension plans.18 The techniques of personnel administration
were designed to permit the work of government employees to be
directed from the top down and to prevent those employees from being
influenced by shifts in popular sentiment or by local attachments. Gov-
ernment would be able to rely upon this permanent civil service to
escape its historic dependence upon short-term citizen administrators.

Many of the basic principles of personnel administration were
adopted by the federal government in response to the report of the Keep
Commission, appointed by President Theodore Roosevelt in 1905 to rec-
ommend improvements in federal administrative practices.19 Roosevelt’s
successor, William Howard Taft, created the Commission on Economy
and Efficiency, which supplemented the Keep Commission’s work by
elaborating principles of position classification and employee efficiency
evaluation.20 As they hoped, the Progressives had begun the separation
of government from popular political mobilization. By the mid–twentieth
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century, patronage survived only in a few redoubts like Cook County, 
Illinois. The machinery of government was in the hands of professionals
rather than citizen administrators. Later, even civil servants began to give
way to the employees of private firms that contracted to perform the gov-
ernment’s work21—one further step removed from the public will that
endowed the state with its authority.

Taxation: From Voluntary Compliance to Automaticity

Revenue was as necessary to government as reliable administrators. In
early-modern Europe, erratic tax systems made for fiscal instability and
impeded the development of strong nation-states. Rulers generally
depended upon income from their own lands, contributions from a usu-
ally reluctant nobility, and loans from financiers. Not only were these
revenue sources unreliable, but they made rulers heavily dependent upon
the noble estates and the wealthy financiers who controlled their fiscal
destinies. Beginning in the sixteenth century, European monarchs intro-
duced new revenue-raising devices designed to produce money more reli-
ably, and without the political inconvenience of dependence on powerful
barons or bankers. In France, for example, successive regimes sought to
tax crops, acreage, and commerce, and at times they resorted to the sale
of government offices and the confiscation of church properties. After
taking control of Brandenburg-Prussia in the fifteenth century, the
Hohenzollerns replaced the preexisting feudal revenue system with taxes
on property and beer production. The effectiveness of the new measures
was limited. In England, successive Tudor kings sought to introduce a
variety of direct taxes but were unable to seize the purse strings from Par-
liament. Throughout Europe, a patchwork of customs duties and excise
taxes also were introduced. These were often so inefficient that collection
costs exceeded the revenues that accrued to the government.22

Beginning in the eighteenth century, European governments broad-
ened the revenue base to the public at large. In addition to imposing
income and poll taxes, states started to sell securities in denominations
small enough that ordinary citizens, not just bankers and financiers,
might purchase them. These new mechanisms produced a steady and
substantial flow of royal revenue and diminished royal dependence on
the crown’s most powerful subjects. But in broadening the base for rev-
enue collection, the state also broadened the population whose loyalty
and support it had to cultivate. With expanded taxation came demands
for expanded representation and citizen participation, and increased
stature for the representative institutions. In most instances, the end
result was an expansion of governmental power. But in trying to expand
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their revenue bases, some regimes unleashed forces beyond their 
control—in France, a revolution.

The United States began life as a nation with the sort of broadly
based revenue system that European kingdoms reached only after cen-
turies of trial and error. Local, state, and federal governments relied heav-
ily upon ordinary citizens for their financial needs from the earliest days
of the Republic. Even before the American Revolution, the governments
of the thirteen colonies had already established mechanisms to expand
their revenue bases. Colonial property taxes weighed most heavily upon
farmers, whose property could be easily evaluated. In addition, most
colonies also levied poll taxes. In colonial Massachusetts, for example, a
person was valued at £20 and taxed at a rate of a penny per pound.23

The combination of property and poll taxes extended the reach of
colonial taxpayers, but these taxes gave common citizens a substantial
measure of political influence. Although most colonial legislatures were
dominated by relatively small elites, ordinary taxpayers could threaten
not to pay their taxes. Organized tax resistance was relatively common
during the colonial period, and colonial governments lacked the military
force to deal with it. They were compelled, as a result, to pay attention to
the views of farmers, tradesmen, and small-property owners who might
not command the prestige to hold seats in colonial legislatures but had
the capacity to deprive the government of badly needed revenues. Tax
resistance in Pennsylvania, for example, forced the colony’s government
to develop a more equitable system of property taxation in the early eigh-
teenth century. After the Revolution, Shays’ Rebellion in 1787 and the
1794 Whiskey Rebellion carried on the colonial tradition of taxpayer
recalcitrance.

To avoid provoking their testy taxpayers, the more imaginative
among the colonial governments sought to raise cash by issuing interest-
bearing certificates of indebtedness in small denominations. Eventually,
these came to circulate as paper money. According to Margaret Myers,
colonial Massachusetts was the first government in modern history 
to issue paper money.24 In the aftermath of King William’s War
(1689–1697), the colonial government was bankrupt and unable to bor-
row money. The government also lacked the coercive mechanisms
needed to enforce tax increases in the face of what was certain to be sub-
stantial popular resistance. In 1690, the colony printed £7,000 in interest-
bearing, redeemable certificates of indebtedness with which to fulfill its
obligations. During the ensuing decades, new issues brought the total
value of certificates in circulation to £194,000.

The smallest denomination of these Massachusetts certificates was
£50, which limited their circulation. In the 1720s, however, New York
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issued interest-bearing £25 notes, and Pennsylvania produced £12 notes.
These small notes made a large fraction of those involved in the cash
economy de facto holders of government bonds. By the 1730s, most of
the colonies had begun to circulate certificates of indebtedness in ever
smaller denominations. For example, beginning in 1750, Maryland began
to issue $1, $2, $4, and $6 notes. By the time of the Revolution, debt cer-
tificates, denominated in both pounds and dollars, were commonly used
as paper money and had actually replaced coin as the country’s primary
medium of exchange. One contemporary observer estimated that by
1776, paper money constituted nearly 60 percent of the £12 million in
circulation.25

Reliance upon widely distributed certificates of indebtedness was
one of the factors that forced colonial governments to pay attention to
the views of ordinary citizens. If a government lost public confidence,
its notes would no longer be accepted and its ability to meet its obliga-
tions would be threatened. For example, the pacifist sentiments of its
Quaker citizens compelled the government of Pennsylvania to pledge
that none of its paper money issues would be used for any form of mili-
tary expenditure.

After the Revolution and the construction of the federal government
in 1789, the states continued to rely upon broadly based property and
poll taxes as their major revenue sources. Initially, the federal govern-
ment financed its limited activities through tariffs and customs duties,
supplemented by moderate borrowing in national and international
credit markets. During the Civil War, however, the need for revenues
increased so dramatically that the government could not secure suffi-
cient funds from the traditional sources—domestic banks and financiers.
European investors, for their part, had no confidence that the Union
would prevail on the battlefield and were reluctant to purchase U.S.
securities.26

The federal government therefore turned to new forms of revenue
extraction, including excise taxes on manufactured goods, a tax on
incomes, bond sales to small investors, and the issue of a variety of legal
tender notes, some interest bearing and some not, in small denomina-
tions. All these revenue devices depended upon a measure of popular
acceptance and left the government financially dependent upon popular
confidence to meet the Union’s military expenses, which ultimately
totaled more than $4 billion. By the end of the war, excise and income
taxes had produced more than $1.2 billion in revenues. A moderately
progressive income tax was enacted in 1862. A levy of 3 percent was
imposed on all incomes below $10,000, with the rate rising to 5 percent
on incomes above that level. In 1864 and 1865, the income tax act was
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amended, eventually providing for rates of 5 percent on incomes below
$5,000 and 10 percent for those earning more than that amount.27

A third major revenue instrument introduced during the Civil War
was the sale of government bonds to small investors. In 1862, Treasury
Secretary Salmon P. Chase invited Ohio Republican banker Jay Cooke to
attempt to place $500 million in government bonds that could not be
sold to domestic banks or foreign investors. Cooke developed a plan to
market these securities to ordinary citizens who had never before pur-
chased government bonds. He thought he could appeal to the patriotism
of ordinary Americans, and he believed that widespread ownership of
government bonds would give large numbers of ordinary citizens a
greater concern for their nation’s welfare.28 Cooke established a network
of twenty-five hundred sales agents throughout the North and used the
press to promote the notion that purchasing government securities was
both a patriotic duty and a wise investment. In every community, Repub-
lican party organizations worked hand in hand with Cooke’s sales
agents, providing what historian Eric McKitrick calls the “continual affir-
mation of purpose” needed to sustain popular support and the regime’s
finances through four long years of war.29 By 1863, all the bonds had
been sold, and most were in the hands of private citizens rather than
financial institutions.

A final revenue instrument introduced during the war was the issue
of $450 million in legal tender notes. Some of these so-called greenbacks
bore interest, and others could be redeemed for twenty-year government
bonds. The bulk of the greenbacks, however, were unredeemable “fiat
money.” Issued in the form of payment on existing government debt, the
greenbacks constituted an interest-free loan from the general public to
the government. After the war, the constitutionality of federally issued
paper money was challenged and, eventually, upheld by the Supreme
Court.30

The revenue instruments devised during the Civil War became
important parts of the national government’s revenue-collection efforts
during the ensuing decades. The income tax was declared unconstitu-
tional by the Supreme Court in 1895 and then reinstated by the Six-
teenth Amendment in 1913. During the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, business and financial interests, along with the
Republican party that spoke for them, opposed the income tax and advo-
cated financing the federal government through the sale of large-denom-
ination bonds. Bondholders, unlike taxpayers, derived private profit from
financing the operations of the federal government, and a government
sustained by bonds tended to be attentive to the institutions and people
who bought bonds.
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Populists, most Democrats, and some liberal Republicans, in contrast,
supported the income tax, especially one with a progressive rate struc-
ture. It made the government financially dependent upon the great mass
of ordinary Americans and shifted influence away from the banks, finan-
ciers, and elite bondholders, who accrued interest and political influence
at the same time.31 If federal borrowing was required, Populists and most
Democrats favored bonds in small denominations that could be pur-
chased by ordinary citizens rather than fat cats.

The debate between the proponents of alternative modes of public
finance came to a head during World War I, when the Wilson adminis-
tration overcame congressional opposition and moved to raise a large
part of the war’s expenses through increased taxation. In his April 1917
message to a special session of Congress, the president said it was the
government’s duty to “protect our people . . . against the hardships and
evils . . . that would be produced by vast loans.”32 As a result, the financ-
ing of World War I was at least partially consistent with the Democratic
and Populist perspective. First, the income tax played an important role
in financing American participation in World War I. A tax on incomes
that by 1918 reached 6 percent on the first $4,000 in income and 12 per-
cent on the remainder generated nearly one-third of the $33 billion in
military and related costs incurred by the United States during the war.
The remainder of the expense of the war was financed by corporate taxes,
excise taxes, and, especially, government borrowing.33

Using marketing techniques similar to those devised by Jay Cooke
during the Civil War, the government urged Americans, through “borrow
and buy” campaigns, to participate in what were designated “Liberty
Loans” and “Victory Loans.” Four Liberty and Victory Loan campaigns
generated an astonishing $22 billion for the war effort. Bonds were sold
in denominations as low as $50, and purchase on an installment plan
was allowed. The Liberty and Victory Loan campaigns were conducted by
the War Loan Organization, which was organized into sales, speaking,
and publicity bureaus. The entire sales network was staffed by tens of
thousands of ordinary citizens who volunteered to work in coordination
with local banks. Another $1 billion was raised by the sale of thrift
stamps, war savings certificates, and small bonds in schools, post offices,
and factories to those sufficiently patriotic but too impecunious to partic-
ipate in the Liberty Loan drive. Stamps cost as little as twenty-five cents
each. A sheet of sixteen thrift stamps could be exchanged for an interest-
bearing $5 bond. Stamps and savings certificates were also sold by an
army of civilian volunteers.34

Despite this resemblance to Civil War–era bond sales, the govern-
ment did not rely entirely upon the patriotic ardor of ordinary citizens to
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market its securities. With the creation of the Federal Reserve System in
1913 and the designation of the Federal Reserve as the Treasury’s fiscal
agent in 1915, the United States government had greatly increased its
borrowing capabilities. To support wartime financing, the Federal Reserve
established a preferential discount rate on loans to member banks
secured by government obligations. Funds borrowed by the banks were,
in turn, used to promote installment loans to the public for the purchase
of war bonds. In essence, the Federal Reserve System provided the econ-
omy with enough money to ensure that the bond sales would be a suc-
cess.35 Patriotism was bolstered by institutional innovation and a
carefully conceived economic policy. Ordinary citizens played an impor-
tant role in financing World War I, but the emergence of the Federal
Reserve marked the advent of a new era in which institutional regularity
would gradually replace reliance upon popular enthusiasm in public
finance.

Taxes and borrowing rose once more during the Great Depression
and even more dramatically after the nation entered World War II in
1941. World War II marked a watershed in government finance. First, the
Revenue Act of 1942 substantially broadened the nation’s tax base,
increasing the number of households subject to the income tax from 13
million to 28 million. By 1944, tax rates began at 3 percent on incomes
between $500 and $2,000, rose to 20 percent for incomes above $2,000
and climbed steeply to reach a nominal rate of 91 percent on income
higher than $200,000.36

The second important innovation associated with the war was the
enactment of the Current Tax Payment Act of 1943. Before 1943, federal
income taxes were to be paid quarterly in the year after the income was
received. This system depended heavily upon the honesty, good will, and
foresight of individual taxpayers. Under the terms of the 1943 act, how-
ever, employers were required to withhold 20 percent of wages and
salaries and to remit these to the government as the income was earned.

The 1943 Current Tax Payment Act partially freed the government
from its historic dependence upon the support and integrity of the indi-
vidual taxpayer. The act made the collection of income taxes automatic
and involuntary from the perspective of the taxpayer and, together with
higher rates, increased federal income tax revenues from slightly more
than $1 billion in 1940 to just under $20 billion by 1944. While making
greater demands on citizens, the Treasury thus reduced its dependence
upon citizen compliance.

World War II also brought a great enhancement of the government’s
capacity to market and manage debt. The savings bond program was one
element in this expansion. During the course of the war, some $50 bil-
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lion in U.S. savings bonds were sold to individual citizens. Patriotic
appeals organized by the War Finance Division of the Treasury Depart-
ment and backed by mailings of more than 650 million pieces of adver-
tising encouraged workers to enroll in the payroll savings plan. Under
this scheme, workers agreed to have approximately 10 percent of their
income automatically deducted from their paychecks and invested in sav-
ings bonds. Like taxation, the purchase of government securities became
an automatic process requiring no continuing citizen effort. By the end
of the war, nearly 28 million workers were participating in the plan,
resulting in automatic monthly bond purchases of roughly $500 million.

Savings bonds sold to ordinary workers accounted for approximately
one-third of the funds borrowed by the U.S. Treasury during World War
II. The remainder, some $135 billion, was raised by marketing securities
to individual investors, corporations, and banks. As was the case during
World War I, government bond drives were marked by a great deal of
patriotic hoopla, often centered around appeals by film stars, war heroes,
and other celebrities. At the same time, however, the actual machinery
for marketing government securities had become much less reliant upon
the patriotism of individual citizens than had been the case during
World War I.

As before, the Federal Reserve System served as the Treasury’s sales
agent for securities. The scope and character of Federal Reserve activities,
however, changed substantially during World War II. Beginning in the
1920s, the Federal Reserve system had initiated open market operations,
through which it regulated the supply of money by buying and selling
government securities. When necessary, it could also print money to
finance its bond purchases. In 1942, the twelve Federal Reserve banks
began a policy of purchasing, at a fixed rates, all government securities
offered to them. The fact that government securities could be sold to the
Fed at this support price made them totally liquid and the equivalent of
interest-bearing money. This policy assured the success of all government
bond sales by giving banks and investors every reason to purchase gov-
ernment securities, since they could be easily resold at guaranteed
prices.37 In the process, however, the Fed also diminished the govern-
ment’s dependence upon the patriotism and support of individual citi-
zens to finance its enormous wartime borrowing needs.

Broadly based taxes and small-denomination securities once allowed
the federal government to finance its survival without subordinating
itself to powerful financial interests. And by distributing its taxes and
bonds into the hands of so many of its citizens, the government acquired
a tangible incentive to fulfill the promise of democracy. To collect its
taxes and sell its bonds, it needed widespread popular compliance and
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support, which could be sustained only if government remained atten-
tive to public sentiment and values. Hence the historic relationship
between taxation and representation. Even before this principle became a
cause of revolution, the colonial governments of British America were
sensitive to the possibilities of tax resistance. They resorted to debt
instruments as a way to circumvent the need for tax compliance, only to
find that they had created another kind of dependence upon popular
support.

The tax system itself reflected the government’s concern about its
credibility with the public at large. The principle of progressivity,
enshrined in American tax law since the Revenue Act of 1862, was a con-
cession to the popular sense of justice. According to tax historian Sidney
Ratner, progressivity accompanied the extension of new and relatively
high rates of taxation to citizens with small incomes.38 In principle, at
least, the handful of wealthy Americans had to be taxed at even higher
rates in order to convince tens of millions of their less prosperous fellow
citizens that the tax system was fair and that they should comply with its
demands.

The progressivity of the income tax has been weakened significantly
since the 1980s—one more sign, perhaps, that the government’s fiscal
reliance on the good will of ordinary citizens is waning. But it was not
only the great mass of ordinary citizens who lost influence as a result of
changes in the methods of tax collection and the marketing of govern-
ment securities. The distribution of authority within the govern-
ment has changed as well. From colonial times onward, legislatures
gained in political stature because the executive could not levy taxes
without their acquiescence. During the Reagan and Bush administra-
tions, however, budget deficits coupled with adamant Republican resist-
ance to any tax increases undercut the fiscal powers of Congress and
shifted control of the economy to the Treasury and the Federal
Reserve.39 For the government of the United States, as for most other
regimes, the historic problem of revenue collection has been to persuade
millions of citizens to pay taxes and purchase government securities.
Dependence upon a broad base of taxpayers and modest investors
increased governments’ dependence upon popular confidence. These
“democratic” measures of public finance paid for America’s indepen-
dence, its survival, and its victories in two world wars—but to a dimin-
ishing extent as time passed.

U.S. savings bonds, the democratic foundation of government
finance, have now become occasional birthday presents for grand-
children. They account for less than 1 percent of national debt. The federal
tax system has expanded on the collection techniques devised to mini-
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mize its dependence on taxpayer cooperation. Of the $2 trillion in federal
tax revenues collected every year, about one-half are generated by the
personal income tax; and employer withholding, which accounts for
approximately 75 percent of this sum, is remitted to the Treasury without
any positive act of support or compliance on the part of the individual
taxpayers. Another $500 billion is withheld from employees’ paychecks
for old-age, disability, and unemployment insurance. As one tax expert
noted recently, “Taxpayers who receive only wage, interest and dividend
income . . . have virtually no opportunities not to comply with tax
requirements.”40 Employers withhold income tax on wages and report it
to the Internal Revenue Service on 1099 forms. Computers allow the IRS
to match 100 percent of these reports to individuals’ tax returns. For
those who receive nonsalary income, the IRS examines the millions of
third-party information returns disclosing financial transactions that
banks, brokers, and businesses are required to file each year. These infor-
mation returns are matched by computers to the incomes reported by
taxpayers.

In short, the government collects revenues from millions of ordinary
citizens without having to worry much about whether they are willing to
pay. Tax avoidance has not disappeared, but unpaid taxes represent a very
small percentage of the nation’s overall tax obligation. Those few Ameri-
cans who resist taxation are easily managed through bureaucratic intimi-
dation and the criminal justice system, without calling out the militia—a
far cry from the time of Daniel Shays. So too is the financing of govern-
ment debt, which is no longer a matter of small-denomination bonds
and securities peddled with patriotic zeal by thousands of volunteers to
millions of citizens. Today it is a quiet matter of bond auctions at Federal
Reserve banks with only a few dozen representatives of financial institu-
tions in attendance.

Once, citizens in general played a large and active role in public
finance and earned the government’s deference as a consequence. But
the gradual development of new arrangements for collecting taxes and
financing public debt has reduced government’s financial dependence on
citizens, and it has diminished citizenship in the process. How little the
government depends upon citizens’ cooperation for its revenues became
manifest in October 2001. Some members of Congress proposed that the
Treasury issue war bonds to help finance the nation’s war against terror-
ism and to provide Americans with an outlet for their patriotic senti-
ments in the wake of terrorist attacks. The Bush administration was cool
to the idea. An administration spokesman said it would be better if Amer-
icans “put their money to work for the nation” by shopping rather than
purchasing securities.41
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The End of the Citizen Soldier

Along with administration and raising revenue, a third essential requisite
for the modern state is the ability to defend itself militarily. Here too the
role of ordinary citizens, once critical to national survival, is now much
diminished.

England’s yeoman archers were a formidable presence on medieval
battlefields, but the era of the citizen soldier began only at the end of the
eighteenth century. Before that time, wars were typically fought by
armies of professional soldiers who campaigned for pay and booty.
Armies were small by contemporary standards. The eighteenth-century
Prussian army, for example, one of the most powerful in Europe, con-
sisted of only 80,000 men.42 For major campaigns, kings commonly filled
out their forces by recruiting mercenary troops. But mercenaries were
mere hirelings. Occasionally loyal to their entrepreneurial captains, but
seldom to the regime that employed them, they sometimes switched
sides in the middle of campaigns. Their commanders tended to regard
battle casualties as a capital loss inconsistent with good business practice,
a policy powerfully supported by their troops.

These military practices were defeated in battle by the levee en masse
of the French Revolution. In 1793 it produced 300,000 volunteers and
conscripts to defend France and the Revolution. Though scarcely trained
and poorly equipped, the French troops fought with an ardor born of
devotion to a cause. Under Napoleon, the French nation’s call to its
people produced an army of 1.3 million. Its battlefield triumphs con-
verted France from a kingdom to an empire and demonstrated that popu-
lar support could be transformed into military power.

For the rest of the nineteenth century, other European governments
tried to convince their own subjects to emulate the élan and self-sacrifice
of the French troops. Universal military service became the European
norm, along with nationalist indoctrination, which was soon extended
from soldiers to children by universal compulsory schooling. In time, the
expansion of military service led to the development of national pension
systems, initially introduced to reward former soldiers and their immedi-
ate dependents. And finally there was the right to vote. Proponents of
suffrage expansion argued that the franchise would give subjects a sense
of ownership in the state and inspire them to fight for their country. A
Swedish slogan of the nineteenth century captured the essential connec-
tion: “One man, one gun, one vote.” Modern warfare transformed politi-
cally voiceless subjects into citizens.

World War I was associated with a great wave of suffrage expansion in
Europe and North America as governments sought to mobilize support
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for the war effort.43 In Canada, for example, under the Wartimes Election
Act, women with relatives serving in the armed services were given the
right to vote for the duration of the war. The government apparently
believed that a woman with a vote would have reason to urge her hus-
band, son, or brother to make whatever sacrifice was needed for victory.44

While most of Europe still relied on mercenaries and professional sol-
diers, the British colonies in North America were already fielding armies
of ordinary citizens. England had urgent missions for its own profes-
sional troops elsewhere and consistently urged the thirteen colonies to
provide for their own defense against the French in Canada, the Indians
on the frontier, and the Spanish in the South and West. The militia forces
organized for these purposes would eventually defeat Britain itself and
create a new nation.

Colonial militiamen made up the bulk of Washington’s Continental
Army, but their short tours of duty reduced their military effectiveness.
Like their French Revolutionary contemporaries, however, the militia’s
enthusiasm for the cause often made up for what they lacked in training
and discipline. The colonies’ part-time soldiers had other virtues as well.
When they returned home, they performed the vital service of holding
their communities to the patriot cause, often by intimidation or violence,
so that the Continental Army had continuing access to its recruitment
base and to most of the food produced in the colonies.45

Once independent, the United States continued to rely primarily on
militiamen so as to avoid the costs and political risks that a large profes-
sional army entailed for a fledgling democracy. The federal Militia Acts of
1792 and 1795 provided for the enrollment of able-bodied, free white
men between the ages of eighteen and forty-five in the state militias and
authorized the president to call the state militias to national service for a
period not to exceed three months in any one year. The statutes carried
no penalties for failing to enroll in the militia; nevertheless, thousands of
Americans signed up and received some measure of military training.46

The militia produced politicians as well as soldiers. Like Abraham Lin-
coln, many aspiring officeholders without wealth or social standing
brought themselves to the attention of fellow citizens through militia
service.

Virtually all the American soldiers who fought in the War of 1812
were militiamen. The vast majority served for six months or less, and their
military performance was spotty. In some instances, rival units refused to
cooperate with one another, and battles were lost because militia-
men decided to return home in midcampaign. But militia forces led by
able officers like General William Henry Harrison of Kentucky, General
Jacob Brown of New York, and, of course, Andrew Jackson were able to
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defeat larger, well-trained British forces, thus confirming the American
conviction that citizen soldiers could outfight professionals.

After the War of 1812, the organized state militias gave way to local
volunteer units that drilled on weekends and paraded in fancy uniforms
on patriotic occasions.47 But some saw military action in civil distur-
bances, during which they often performed effectively. One volunteer
regiment in New York City put down major riots in 1834, 1836, and 1837.
On the frontier, volunteer units were responsible for much of the vio-
lence against Native Americans, and during the Mexican-American War,
they accounted for more than 70 percent of the troops mustered. Despite
many casualties, primarily from disease and malnutrition, volunteers and
militiamen fought well throughout the twenty-one months of the war
and distinguished themselves at Buena Vista. Congress was so pleased
with the military performance of the volunteers that it slashed the size of
the regular army from 30,000 to 12,000 men at the war’s conclusion, cal-
culating that volunteers would always be available to serve the nation’s
military needs.

At the outbreak of the Civil War, both the Federal and Confederate
governments called the state militias into service. In 1861, President Lin-
coln asked the states to send 75,000 soldiers to serve for three months
under officers appointed by the state governors. As the war continued,
the president called for more troops to be raised by the states. The Civil
War’s bloody consumption of manpower, however, soon outran the sup-
ply of state volunteers. In July 1862, facing severe manpower shortfalls,
Congress took the unprecedented step of directing the states to draft sol-
diers to fill their quotas. In 1863, for the first time, the national govern-
ment, rather than the states and communities, sought to mobilize citizen
soldiers. Congress enacted a conscription law summoning young men
directly into the military service of the United States. Those ordered to
report were permitted to hire substitutes. Only some 160,000 draftees and
substitutes ever served in the Union army, but many tens of thousands of
men volunteered in preference to being drafted. Counting militiamen,
conscripts, volunteers, and “involuntary volunteers,” more than 2 mil-
lion citizen soldiers fought in the Union army and another million on
the Confederate side.

In the aftermath of the Civil War, the Southern states were initially
prohibited from organizing militia units. Once Republicans took control
of the Southern state governments, however, Congress authorized the
formation of new state militia units. Composed largely of African Amer-
ican enlisted men and white officers—often carpetbaggers—these units
were disparaged by Southern whites as “black and tan” militias.48 Act-
ing outside the law, the whites formed their own militia companies,
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generally composed of Confederate veterans. These units engaged in a
campaign of terror and intimidation against African American militia-
men, killing many of their leaders. In the closing days of Reconstruc-
tion, the official and extralegal militias fought a number of pitched
battles, with casualties on both sides, before the South’s Republican
regimes crumbled.49

Beginning in the 1870s, the states reorganized their militia units and
renamed them the National Guard. By 1900, state guard units had
enrolled a total of 114,000 men. Five states supported entire divisions,
twenty-five supported brigades, and the others supported at least one reg-
iment apiece. Despite the word “national,” the guard units were con-
trolled by the states and were used by the state governors primarily to
suppress civil disorder. Between the end of Reconstruction and the begin-
ning of World War I, governors summoned the guard units more than
five hundred times to end race riots, quell religious disputes, and inter-
vene in political conflicts. During the great period of strikes and labor
unrest between the 1870s and 1890s, the guard was often used to protect
industrial property and disperse strikers. Though guardsmen were citizen
soldiers drawn from all classes of society, the officers were almost invari-
ably members of the well-to-do classes who had little sympathy for strik-
ers. As a result, the National Guard became notorious for its use of
violence against labor protestors. During the 1894 Pullman strike, for
example, the Second Illinois Regiment fired into a crowd, killing more
than twenty strikers and wounding many more.

The association of the National Guard with strikebreaking and vio-
lence led to demands that it be reorganized or even disbanded—demands
supported by the officer corps of the regular army, which saw the guard
as a rival and resented the system of political promotions that made
untrained civilians colonels and generals. But it was the Spanish-
American War that first undermined the guard’s autonomy. At the war’s
start, Congress passed the Volunteer Act, which created regiments of
national volunteers who would, after training, become units of the regu-
lar army. They would make up part of the expeditionary force. The guard
would defend the coast.

After some political maneuver, however, the act was amended so that
state National Guard units could volunteer en masse for combat duty
while retaining their identities. A number of guard units entered the ser-
vice through this route, but most saw their identities diluted as the regu-
lar army required them to add new men, usually from outside their home
states, to bring units up to regulation strength. The Volunteer Act also
gave the president, rather than the state governors, the power to appoint
all general officers and their staffs. As a result, the National Guard units
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came to be more fully integrated within the army. Most of the Americans
who served during the war were citizen soldiers. More than 233,000 vol-
unteers entered federal service, as compared to a regular army of slightly
more than 30,000 men. Nevertheless, citizen soldiers had been subordi-
nated to the professionals.

After the war, the 1903 Dick Act formalized the subordination of the
guard to the national army. The act declared that the National Guard
constituted the organized militia of the United States rather than merely
a congeries of state forces. The administration and organization of all
state guard units was required to conform to that of the regular army, and
the guard was to be issued arms and equipment by the federal govern-
ment. The president was authorized to summon state guard units for fed-
eral service for a period of up to nine months. Under the act, once a unit
entered the federal service it lost its identity as a state force and became
part of the regular army’s volunteer forces. In essence, during periods of
military necessity, the guard would serve as a recruitment base for volun-
teers who would then become integrated into the United States Army.

The nationalization of the guard advanced further with the National
Defense Act of 1916. It allowed states to retain their responsibility for
training guard units, and the guard continued to be available to gover-
nors for in civil emergencies. In time of war, however, guardsmen could
be drafted into the federal service for the duration. The president was
given the authority to appoint all commissioned officers and noncom-
missioned officers for men so drafted. At the same time, the act began
the creation of today’s military reserves by authorizing the establishment
of a force consisting of soldiers who had completed a tour of active duty.
These were to be former regular army soldiers with no ties to the states or
to the National Guard. This subordination of the guard and the creation
of the prototype for the modern military reserves clearly signaled a
declining role for the citizen soldier in the United States.

The American army that fought in World War I was primarily com-
posed of draftees. More than 24 million men registered under the 1917
Selective Service Act, and nearly 3 million were drafted. Another 700,000
young Americans volunteered for service, and 370,000 soldiers were
drawn from the National Guard. Guardsmen were drafted by Wilson in
August 1917 as individuals, which formally severed their ties with the
states. Most guard units were merged with other units and lost their iden-
tities and community ties. In July 1918, the army chief of staff, General
Peyton March, completed the integration of the guard into the regular
army in his General Order 73, which declared, “This country has but one
army, the army of the United States.”50 Guardsmen were prohibited from
attaching any state insignia to their uniforms. Henceforth, “U.S.” was to
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be the only indication of an American soldier’s civic affiliation. The com-
munity-based militias that had won independence and crushed secession
had given way to a nationally conscripted military force—an army of
strangers.

At the same time, however, the federal government sought the sup-
port of local communities to reduce anticipated political opposition to
conscription. To this end, the actual task of inducted draftees was
entrusted to forty-six hundred local boards of citizen volunteers. Addi-
tional citizens’ committees gave medical and legal advice and assisted
inductees until they reported for duty.51 As a result, the creation of the
World War I army was based on a mix of national recruiting drives aimed
at stimulating patriotism, and local administration designed to elicit
community cooperation for the war effort.

Like World War I, World War II was fought by an army of conscripted
and volunteer citizen soldiers with state guard units providing only a
small fraction the nation’s forces. Congress enacted the first peacetime
draft in American history in 1940. During the next five years, 10 million
men were inducted into the armed forces, and another 5 million were
given deferments for work in war industries. Another 5 million Ameri-
cans, including more than 300,000 women, volunteered for service,
prompted by the same mix of patriotism and anticipation of conscription
that produced the original levee en masse. Community boards once again
took on the work of conscription and the goal of cultivating grassroots
support for the Selective Service System.

Postwar legislation, however, further diminished the status of com-
munity-based military units and the role of citizen soldiers themselves.
The 1952 Armed Forces Reserve Act created a Ready Reserve consisting of
all members of the Army and Air National Guards as well as all those
with unfulfilled reserve obligations. The act not only reduced the distinc-
tion between the National Guard and the reserves but also virtually con-
verted the National Guard from a state force into another component of
the national reserve forces.

During the two major postwar conflicts, the wars in Korea and Viet-
nam, reserve and National Guard forces played virtually no role. Fewer
than 2 percent of the soldiers who fought in Korea were drawn from the
guard and reserves. In the case of Vietnam, President Johnson decided
that sending draftees to fight in an unpopular war might arouse less
political resistance than sending reservists—many of them family men
with strong community ties.52 Popular opposition to the war, however,
spilled over into widespread draft resistance—one factor contributing to
the conversion of the American military into an all-volunteer profes-
sional force. Military planners would later argue that the technical com-
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plexity of the new weapon systems required a highly trained, professional
army rather than a force composed of short-term conscripts. By the time
large numbers of reservists were once again called to duty, this time in
the 1990 Persian Gulf War, they were mainly former members of the
standing military rather than true citizen soldiers.

Community-based units of citizen soldiers have finally disappeared
from the nation’s military. Some experts, in fact, argue that new weapon
systems will make massed troops obsolete.53 Future wars, they assert, will
be fought by computers and “smart” weapons. The American-led NATO
attack on Serbia in 1999 seemed to foreshadow a new era of war without
casualties. The campaign depended entirely upon “smart” missiles and
bombs launched from ships and aircraft that generally remained out of
the range of enemy fire. President Clinton made no appeals for citizen
sacrifice and assured the American people that none of their soldiers
would be hurt in the fighting. The American military effort in
Afghanistan in 2001–2002 similarly depended mainly upon advanced
technology and devastating air power; few Americans were actually sent
into dangerous situations.

Citizens once entered the nation’s service accompanied by their
friends and neighbors, tied to one another and to particular parts of the
country. They were not solitary conscripts who stood alone in the face of
military authority. They were in a position to make demands and to com-
mand respect. Not surprisingly, the government’s reliance upon citizen
soldiers was closely associated with the expansion of voting rights and
with the construction of the nation’s public welfare system. Theda
Skocpol has shown that the system of veterans’ pensions established after
the Civil War may have anticipated the development of America’s welfare
state. At its peak, not long after the turn of the century, Civil War pen-
sions provided support not only to veterans but to their widows as well.54

Militiamen called to place their lives at the service of the nation
thought themselves just as entitled to vote as those who risked only
property. The revolutionary militia was known as a breeding ground for
radical democrats. In 1776, the Philadelphia Committee of Privates, an
organization of Pennsylvania militiamen, advised voters, “Let no man
represent you disposed to form any rank above that of Freeman.”55 The
sentiments of armed militia men could not be ignored in the suffrage
debates that followed the success of the revolutionary cause. Throughout
the colonies, citizen soldiers pressed for and helped to win expanded vot-
ing rights. Organizations of state militiamen demanded an end to prop-
erty restrictions on the suffrage on the ground that those asked to fight
should not be barred from voting. In Maryland, groups of armed militia-
men went to the polls in 1776 demanding to vote whether or not they
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could meet the state’s existing property requirements for voters. In some
instances, those denied the right to vote threatened to refuse to continue
to fight. The result in Maryland and other states was a general expansion
of the suffrage during the revolutionary period, an expansion designed to
accommodate the demands of those Americans being asked to fight. The
War of 1812 led to suffrage reforms in a number of states on the argu-
ment that “men who were good enough to fight were good enough to
vote.”56 Women’s suffrage in the United States, as in England and
Canada, was partially brought about by World war I, on the basis of the
notion that women were more likely to support the war effort if they pos-
sessed the right to vote.57 Most recently, the Twenty-Sixth Amendment,
lowering the voting age to eighteen, was designed in part to bolster sup-
port among young men who were then being conscripted for service in
the Vietnam War. It may have been the last feeble gesture acknowledging
that soldiering and citizenship went hand in hand.

The Decline and Fall of the Citizen

No antidemocratic onslaught will be found responsible for the decline
and fall of the American citizen. Behind the general political demobiliza-
tion of the past several decades stand mostly good intentions—even dem-
ocratic ones. The diminution of citizenship has, in many cases, followed
as an unforeseen consequence of efforts to improve the effectiveness and
responsiveness of government. Several generations of military reform-
ers—beginning with General George Washington—viewed the citizen
soldier as inferior to the well-trained and well-disciplined professional
fighting man. General Emory Upton, one of the army’s most influential
strategists during the late nineteenth century, was assigned to study mili-
tary tactics and formations in Europe and Asia. Upton’s great work, The
Military Policy of the United States, published in 1904, was designed to
show that professional military forces under centralized bureaucratic
control were inherently superior to armies based upon citizen soldiers.58

Upton’s work influenced the views of the American officer corps for the
next half century.

Practices designed to make the nation’s government and economy
operate more smoothly have diminished the space in which citizenship
can operate. Civil service reform, income-tax withholding, and the open-
market operations of the Federal Reserve System were all compellingly
reasonable innovations. All reduced the government’s reliance upon the
active and collective cooperation of its people.

In making citizens expendable, the government did not exclude
them. But it included them on new terms. Beginning with the Progres-
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sive reformers of the late nineteenth century, collective participation in
politics was gradually replaced by individual access. Initiative, referen-
dum, recall, and the direct election of U.S. senators seemed straightfor-
ward advances in the inexorable progress of mass democracy that was
born in revolution and grew along with the country itself. But the Pro-
gressive ideal emphasized the solitary and independent citizen, the self-
mobilizing citizen. Progressive democracy attempted to dispense with the
party organizations that had been the chief vehicles for the collective
mobilization of the public. Collective mobilization gradually evolved
into the selective mobilization of personal democracy. The administra-
tive, financial, and military needs of the government no longer required
the political engagement of the general population.

The declining dependence of the government upon the allegiance of
its citizens marks the end of the political era that began with the French
and American Revolutions. Governments can fight wars, collect revenues,
and administer programs without having to rely much upon the collec-
tive and active support of millions of ordinary people. Indeed, in some
respects, enthusiastic citizens have come to be seen as a hindrance rather
than a help. In recent military conflicts such as the Kosovo War and even
the Persian Gulf War, the U.S. government deliberately avoided stirring
up popular enthusiasm because doing so would have made it more diffi-
cult to limit the wars’ objectives to the narrow ones deemed consistent
with America’s interests.

Americans do not seem to be in immediate danger of losing the for-
mal rights they won in an earlier political epoch. The vestigial organs of
citizenship can survive long after their original purposes have evapo-
rated. The Roman Senate, after all, survived long after the death of the
Republic that gave it meaning and even after the collapse of the Western
Empire that had given it ritualized recognition. Today, the institutions of
popular democracy persist and continue to command the obligatory
respect of politicians and officials. But they are being displaced by the
institutions of personal democracy, and a critical dimension of citizen-
ship is disappearing. To an increasing extent, ordinary citizens deal with
government one by one, and forfeit the influence that they once enjoyed
as members of a mobilized public.
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Chapter 3

Elections without Voters

AS LONG AS national security, public finance, and government admin-
istration depended upon the cooperation and active support of citizens,
political authority flowed from democratic elections. Triumph at the
polls was not just proof of popularity. It was a test of the capacity to 
govern—both an endorsement of the victor’s policies and an indication
that citizen administrators, citizen soldiers, citizen taxpayers, and bond-
holders were prepared to cooperate in carrying them out. The federal
government’s early and extensive reliance on its people was a factor in its
early realization of full white manhood suffrage. Reliance on the citi-
zenry also meant that electoral competition was the principal means
through which nineteenth-century political elites settled their policy dif-
ferences on everything from internal improvements to tariffs.

The reliance of nineteenth-century elites on voter mobilization and
countermobilization drove electoral turnout to heights never achieved
since. By the 1890s, almost 80 percent of the eligible voters went to the
polls in the average presidential election, and turnout approached 70 per-
cent for midterm congressional races. In some areas outside the South,
more than 90 percent of the electorate regularly exercised their voting
rights.1

In spite of twenty-first-century communications technology, today’s
elections barely turn out a majority of the eligible voters even in presi-
dential contests. Part of the explanation—perhaps the most important
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part—is that political elites have found ways to achieve their policy
objectives without mobilizing voters. Rather than take issues to the elec-
torate for resolution, today’s contending elites attempt to outdo their
opponents by litigating, by manipulating administrative procedures, or
by the use of mechanisms like privatization, vouchers, or bureaucratic
adjudication that remove policy to arenas beyond the reach of their
rivals. In the process, the millions of citizens who might once have been
called to the aid of their parties now remain passive bystanders. Yester-
day’s actors have become today’s audience—spectators and customers
rather than citizens.

Mobilization and Its Alternatives

The age of the citizen soldier was the era of “militaristic” political cam-
paigns.2 Well-organized political parties mobilized their troops in virtu-
ally every constituency. Voters in each precinct were “drilled” by party
“captains” who in turn received support and direction from a disciplined
and well-financed party organization. A rabidly partisan press dissemi-
nated news that sometimes amounted to little more than propaganda.3

On election day, hundreds of thousands of party workers marched from
house to house, handing out leaflets, urging voters to the polls, and occa-
sionally offering financial inducements to help voters make up their
minds.4 Millions of citizens attended campaign rallies, listened to
speeches, and marched in parades. Playing electoral politics was the
national pastime.5

It was not, however, the only game in town. Even in the nineteenth
century, politicians occasionally achieved their ends by means other
than mobilizing voters. Slavery, for example, was too big an issue for elec-
toral resolution. Shortly after it was settled, the country went through its
first impeachment crisis, and not long after that, criminal indictments
and prosecutions orchestrated by political reformers undid the Whiskey
and Tweed Rings. Even in elections, extralegal violence played a role, and
in the South it helped to restrict the size of the electorate.6 Nevertheless,
all-out voter mobilization in national elections was a central strategy for
forces seeking to control the government and influence national policy.

The nineteenth-century pattern of mass mobilization has little in
common with the conduct of American politics today. For the last gen-
eration, voter turnout in the United States has averaged slightly more
than 50 percent in presidential contests. Fewer than 49 percent of those
eligible actually voted in the 1996 presidential election, the lowest elec-
toral turnout since 1924. In midterm congressional elections, more than
two-thirds of eligible voters stay home. The averages, however, conceal
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sharp differences in political participation. Affluent and well-educated
Americans continue to vote at nineteenth-century levels. Except among
the young, presidential election turnout among college graduates
remains close to 80 percent. Less affluent and less well educated Ameri-
cans, in contrast, have been politically marginalized. Among eligible vot-
ers with less than a high school education, for instance, turnout has
dropped from nearly 50 percent in the early 1970s to barely 30 percent
today.7

Competing political elites obviously continue to appeal for votes. Par-
ties and candidates may have spent as much as $2 billion dollars compet-
ing for popular support in the 1996 national, state, and local races.8

Much of this money, however, is typically spent on television spots dur-
ing the final month of the campaign. These ads are aimed primarily at
middle-class Americans who are already registered and likely to vote.
Sophisticated polling techniques allow candidates to target narrow
slices of this truncated and already attentive audience with political
advertising tailored to their interests.9 The development of direct-mail
tactics, computerized databases, the new possibilities for campaigning on
the Internet—all make targeted or “customized” campaigning a political
growth industry.10

In sharp contrast with the nineteenth-century pattern, today neither
party makes much effort to mobilize the tens of millions of poorer and
less well educated Americans who are not currently part of the
electorate.11 On the contrary, many candidates deliberately depress
turnout by engaging in “negative” campaigning, which disparages the
opposition and is designed to discourage both nonvoters and their oppo-
nents’ established supporters from going to the polls.12 Many Americans
claim that negative campaigning and smear tactics have made them too
disgusted to participate in politics.13 Only the occasional political out-
sider like Minnesota governor Jesse Ventura makes any real effort to bring
nonvoters into the electorate.14 Neither of the major parties supports
electoral reforms such as the elimination of voter registration require-
ments or a shift from weekday to weekend voting. Both practices are stan-
dard in Western Europe, and the European experience suggests that these
two changes alone would appreciably boost electoral turnout.

More than 60 million Americans entitled to vote in presidential elec-
tions neglect to do so. The parties’ apparent indifference to this enor-
mous reservoir of potential voters is especially curious in view of the
bitter conflicts that divided them in the last third of the twentieth cen-
tury and the inconclusive outcomes of recent electoral contests. The vast
sums spent on holding the loyalties of current voters have failed to give
either party a decisive political edge. Divided government and political
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stalemate seem more acceptable to party elites than an effort to shift the
political balance by activating the politically inert.

Party divisions in Congress, as evinced by patterns of roll-call voting,
have achieved levels of polarization unseen since the nineteenth century,
and partisan struggles between Congress and the White House are pur-
sued with a ferocity that is virtually without precedent in American his-
tory. Democratic Congresses drove Republican Richard Nixon from office
and sought to do the same to Ronald Reagan. A Republican Congress
impeached, but failed to convict, Democratic president Bill Clinton. Yet
these titanic battles of national politics have not induced either party to
engage the interest of the unmobilized voters. The battles provoke
scarcely a ripple of political activity beyond the Washington Beltway, and
participation continues to decline.

The conjunction of elite combat and popular disengagement defies a
well-established generalization of political science. The generalization
says that high levels of elite conflict will promote mass participation as
contending forces engage in competitive efforts to mobilize political sup-
port. Writing during the 1950s, E. E. Schattschneider argued that popular
mobilization was most likely to be initiated by the losers in elite strug-
gles, losers who hoped to change the outcome by “expanding the scope
of conflict” and enlarging the universe of participants.15 French political
scientist Maurice Duverger asserted that mass mobilization was most
likely to be initiated by elites representing groups in the lower reaches of
the social hierarchy, where potential voters are most numerous. Politi-
cally upscale competitors resort to all-out mobilization in response.
Duverger called it “contagion from the left.”16

American political practices were generally consistent with this
model until the last third of the twentieth century. The Jeffersonians,
Jacksonians, and Republicans all expanded the suffrage and brought new
groups into the political process in an effort to overwhelm their oppo-
nents at the polls. During the 1930s, the New Dealers sought to solidify
their political power by increasing participation on the part of working-
class and ethnic voters. As recently as the 1960s, liberal Democrats tried
to fend off the Republicans and overpower conservative forces within
their own party by passing the Voting Rights Act to enfranchise millions
of African Americans in the South and by securing passage of the
Twenty-Sixth Amendment, which gave the vote to young people.

Recently, however, American politics seems to have departed from
the democratic patterns of the past. An ongoing presidential impeach-
ment battle failed to drive turnout above one-third of the voters in the
1998 congressional elections. In fact, the contending parties deliberately
refrained from mobilizing the politically inactive. “I don’t think we
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ought to play to that crowd,” said Representative John Lindner of Geor-
gia, chairman of the House Republican campaign committee, when asked
if the GOP should seek to bring new voters to the polls in 1998.17 Such
reluctance may have been understandable for Republicans because the
relatively low incomes and educational levels of nonvoters mark them as
potential Democrats. But Democrats are no less reluctant. In 1984, Walter
Mondale’s campaign advisers told him that the idea of mobilizing new
voters was “backward thinking.”18 Democrats refrained from engaging in
large-scale voter registration efforts even though the polls indicated that
among Americans registered and likely to vote, Mondale faced nearly cer-
tain defeat at the hands of Ronald Reagan.

Schattschneider, Duverger, and other theorists of democratic mobi-
lization may have failed to give sufficient weight to elite apprehensions
about expanding the universe of participants. Even in an era of scientific
opinion polling, the political leanings and partisan loyalties of new par-
ticipants are always uncertain. Democrats in the 1960s, for example,
pushed for the vote for eighteen-year-olds, only to discover that, on bal-
ance, young voters helped the Republicans in the 1970s and 1980s.

Even if new participants remain loyal to the political party that
mobilized them, they are likely to bring with them new aspirants for the
party’s leadership positions. Party leaders who attempt to recruit political
outsiders may wind up watching their success from the sidelines. The
popular forces brought into politics by the Jeffersonians, for example,
ultimately displaced their patrons and transformed Jeffersonian republi-
canism into Jacksonian democracy. Expanding the population of partici-
pants is a risky strategy seldom undertaken lightly. Lord Derby famously
called the expansion of Britain’s electorate under the Reform Bill of 1867
a “leap into the dark.”

Today, both political parties seem more afraid of the dark than ever.
Republicans are concerned that an expansion of the electorate might lead
to an influx of poor and minority voters, who are unlikely converts to the
GOP. Some Republican conservatives, in fact, hold that ordinary Ameri-
cans have succumbed to a moral and intellectual paralysis that renders
them unfit to participate in governing the nation. This was the explana-
tion advanced by some right-wing intellectuals and commentators to
explain why most Americans seemed insufficiently outraged by President
Clinton’s conduct to support the GOP’s campaign to impeach him.19 The
people were no longer good enough for democracy.

An expansion of the electorate might be expected to benefit the
Democrats. But the influx of tens of millions of new voters would repre-
sent a substantial risk for current Democratic officeholders. Even if these
new voters remained loyal to the Democratic party as an institution, they
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might not support the party’s current leadership. Some liberal interests
allied with the Democrats—upper-middle-class environmentalists, public
interest lawyers, and antismoking activists, for example—might lose
influence in a more fully mobilized electoral environment.20 Liberal
activists may have understandable misgivings about increased participa-
tion among working- and lower-middle-class whites, whom they see as
opponents of abortion rights and affirmative action and proponents of
school prayer and unrestricted handgun ownership.21

Elites, of course, have always been wary of popular participation. The
crucial difference between today’s elites and those of the past is not that
politicians have overcome their fear of the dark but that they have found
the means to avoid the dark altogether. When citizens were essential to
governance, political leaders were compelled to mobilize them. It was the
only way to govern. But when the cooperation of citizen soldiers, citizen
administrators, and citizen taxpayers became expendable, it was easy to
dispense with citizen voters as well. Contemporary leaders can pursue
their goals by means that do not require them to take the risks inherent
in old-fashioned democratic mobilization.

Almost all American politicians publicly deplore the nation’s low lev-
els of voter turnout. But even modest efforts to boost voter turnout
inspire little support in Washington. The so-called Motor Voter Act, for
example, signed into law by President Clinton in 1993, was bitterly
opposed by most Republicans.22 Congressional Democrats, for their part,
were willing to delete those portions of the bill that were most likely to
maximize registration among the poor, such as the provision for auto-
matic registration of all eligible clients at welfare offices. Many Democrats
had actually been happy to see a previous version of the act vetoed by
President Bush in 1992. At any rate, the Motor Voter Act has had little
effect upon the size or composition of the electorate. Thus far, few of the
citizens registered under the act have actually gone to the polls to cast
their ballots. In 1996, the percentage of newly registered voters who
appeared at the polls actually dropped.23 Political mobilization requires
more than the distribution of voter registration forms. Candidates and
parties must make political warfare, as they did in the era of “militaristic”
campaigning.

The Rise and Fall of the American Electorate

A quarter century before the American Revolution, a sizeable percentage
of white males living in the colonies (and even a few black men) had the
right to vote. As in Britain, the suffrage was usually limited to free-
holders. The minimum value of the freehold required in order to vote
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varied from one colony to the next, and in Virginia it was acreage rather
than assessed value that made a man a member of the electorate.

In crowded Britain, substantial landownership was limited to a privi-
leged few, and the freehold requirement disenfranchised most men. But
it was relatively easy to become a freeholder in the colonies, where popu-
lation was sparse and land was plentiful. The inflationary effects of the
colonies’ reliance on paper money added to the pool of eligible voters by
elevating the nominal value of their real estate. By the time of the Revo-
lution, between 50 and 75 percent of the colonies’ white males satisfied
the freehold requirement.24

Easy access to landownership was not the only contributor to the
expansion of America’s pre-Revolutionary electorate. Colonial govern-
ments, as we have seen, counted on broad support from their taxpayers
and militiamen and were in no position to deny the vote to the citizens
who defended and financed them. After the Revolution, the new
national government’s dependence upon popular acquiescence shaped
the framers’ discussion of voting rights at the Constitutional Conven-
tion. Though many of the delegates expressed misgivings about the
“excessive democracy” found in states with liberal voting requirements,
the framers regarded popular participation as an indispensable source of
authority and stability for the new government they were creating. They
could not impose limits on the suffrage more restrictive than those
already in place at the state level. Delegate Elbridge Gerry, noted for his
mistrust of popular influence, conceded that widespread citizen partici-
pation would be necessary in order to ensure the widespread support
needed for a strong and stable central government.25

In the end, most delegates were convinced that popular participation
would increase the power of the national government relative to the
states and would give citizens sufficient confidence in the new regime so
that it could function effectively. The new Constitution provided that cit-
izens eligible to vote for members of the lower house of their states’ legis-
latures would also be eligible to vote for members of the U.S. House of
Representatives. Though the Constitution retained the property restric-
tions then in effect, the result was nevertheless fairly widespread white
manhood suffrage.

Property restrictions on voting were gradually abandoned by most
states, beginning with Maryland in 1802 and South Carolina in 1810.
Both the Jeffersonians and Jacksonians sought an expanded suffrage to
enfranchise their numerous but impecunious supporters. Jefferson him-
self asserted that all men who paid taxes or served in the militia should
have the right to vote. The Jeffersonians were especially prone to make
this argument in the North, where their Federalist opponents held
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power. Under Jeffersonian pressure, property requirements were reduced
or dropped altogether in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New York dur-
ing the second decade of the nineteenth century.

During the Revolution itself, the property and freehold requirements
that restricted the right to vote had come under severe attack. Men of
military age demanded the right to vote as a condition for accepting the
risks and hardships of military service. The issue of suffrage reform was
therefore linked to the more general question of independence. Advocates
of independence supported extension of the right to vote because they
recognized that soldiers with voting rights would have a personal stake in
the success of the revolution. Politicians with pro-British sympathies
opposed the elimination of the various property restrictions that limited
voting rights.26 For its part, the Continental Congress sought to encour-
age the martial spirit and loyalty of state militiamen by recommending
that all noncommissioned militia officers be elected by their men.

After the war, veterans and their political supporters demanded
expansion of the suffrage as a reward for their wartime sacrifices. “The
soldier is as much entitled to vote as the Captain of the company or the
Colonel of the regiment,” thundered the Fredericktown, Maryland, 
Hornet.27 Some opponents of suffrage reform argued that military service
was its own reward and that the true burden of the war actually had been
borne by the civilians, who had been required to “pay heavy taxes to sup-
port you in the field, endure all that anxiety which the patriot feels for
his suffering country . . . [and had not the] . . . privilege of shining in the
heroic page.”28 Members of one Pennsylvania militia company answered
this argument forcefully by appearing at the polls fully armed. They were
allowed to cast ballots.29

In the late 1790s, anticipation of possible American involvement in a
war against the French revolutionary regime led to another wave of suf-
frage expansion. In Maryland, for example, prominent state legislator
Michael Taney introduced a bill in 1797 establishing universal white
manhood suffrage. Taney pointed out that Maryland militiamen might
soon be called up for service. He urged the legislature to avert the difficul-
ties encountered during the Revolution, when the state had been com-
pelled to expand the suffrage because its militiamen had been reluctant
to fight unless they were given the right to vote.30 A number of states
substituted tax-paying requirements for the freehold restriction, thus
achieving nearly universal white male suffrage.

The need to summon militiamen to service during the War of 1812
and, again, during Dorr’s Rebellion of 1842, led to the further lowering of
property and freehold requirements in the northeastern states.31 In the
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South, ironically, the institution of slavery helped to bring about suffrage
reform for poor whites. The maintenance of citizen patrols to pursue run-
away slaves and the frequent summons of the militia to confront the
dreaded threat of servile insurrection compelled Southern states to
expand the suffrage to whites too poor to own slaves themselves.32 Dur-
ing the 1820s, unenfranchised members of the militia in Virginia and
North Carolina demanded the right to vote as a condition for serving in
slave patrols. By 1829, several southern states had begun systematically to
enfranchise white men of military age to bolster white unity and to
enhance the security of the slave system.

By the closing decades of the nineteenth century, virtually all white
males in the United States had the right to vote. Women, of course,
remained outside the electorate until 1920, and African Americans in the
South were expelled from it after the end of Reconstruction. Immediately
after the Civil War, African Americans voters ensured Republican control
of the South while the disenfranchisement of ex-Confederates prevented
Democrats from challenging that control.33 After the compromise of
1876, however, white southerners regained the right to vote and used it,
along with violence and economic coercion, to drive black voters out of
the electorate, thereby destroying the Republican party in the South.34

Black voting rights were not fully restored in the South until the enact-
ment of the 1965 Voting Rights Act nearly a century later.

Despite the exclusion of women and blacks, late-nineteenth-century
America was the world’s most democratic nation. In Europe, voting rights
were hedged by restrictions, and even voters were not fully mobilized. In
the United States, not only did white males hold the right to vote, but
most of them exercised it.35

Demobilization: The Legacy of Progressivism

The nineteenth-century era of electoral mobilization ended with the rise
of Progressivism. Like the Constitution’s framers, the Progressives spoke
for an upper class that hoped to construct a powerful and active govern-
ment, one with the capacity to expand the nation’s economy, regulate
social relations, and advance the national interest on the world stage. But
the framers had believed that building a strong state would require them
to tolerate and even encourage widespread popular participation. The
Progressives regarded mass mobilization as an impediment to effective
government. Rather than broadening the government’s receptivity to
popular activism, the Progressives narrowed it. They weakened the party
system, disfranchised millions of immigrant and working-class voters
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through voter registration requirements, and contributed to the develop-
ment of bureaucratic institutions whose authority was based on exper-
tise, not popular support.

The Progressive inventory of antiparty reforms is a familiar one. The
Australian ballot reform took away the parties’ traditional privilege of
printing and distributing ballots and encouraged split-ticket voting. The
introduction of nonpartisan local elections eroded grassroots party
organization. The extension of civil service systems for administrative
appointments stripped party organizations of much patronage and
reduced their resources for recruiting workers and adherents. The intro-
duction of the direct primary diminished party leaders’ control over can-
didate nominations. Although these reforms hardly destroyed party
organizations, they did diminish the political vitality of the parties and
enhance the power of the institutions controlled by the upper middle
classes—newspapers, civic associations, chambers of commerce, and the
municipal research bureaus that were the forerunners of today’s think
tanks.36

Another major Progressive Era reform was the introduction of per-
sonal registration requirements for voting. They drove millions of poten-
tial voters from the electorate and continue to depress voter turnout in
the United States today. U.S. voting turnout declined sharply between
1890 and 1910 as laws were adopted across much of the nation requiring
eligible individuals to appear personally at a registrar’s office prior to elec-
tion day to prove their eligibility and register to vote. The nominal pur-
pose of registration rules was to discourage corruption and fraud in the
conduct of elections. To many Progressives, however, the term “corrup-
tion” was a code for the sorts of politics practiced in America’s large
cities, where political machines had organized immigrant and ethnic
populations. Progressives not only objected to the corruption that was
unquestionably an aspect of party politics during this era but also
opposed the growing political power of the big-city parties and their
working-class and immigrant supporters as a corruption of the democ-
racy envisioned by the founders.

Personal registration rules imposed a new burden upon potential vot-
ers and altered the format of American elections. Under the registration
systems adopted after 1890, it became the duty of individual voters to
secure their own eligibility. This duty could prove to be a significant bur-
den. During a personal appearance before the registrar, would-be voters
were required to furnish proof of identity, residence, and citizenship. The
inconvenience of registration varied from state to state, but usually voters
were allowed to register only during business hours on weekdays. Many
potential voters could not afford to lose a day’s pay in order to register.
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Moreover, voters were usually required to register well before the next
election, in some cases up to several months earlier. Finally, since most
personal registration laws included a periodic purge of the election rolls,
ostensibly to keep them up to date, voters often were required to re-
register to maintain their eligibility. All of these hurdles represented bar-
riers to participation in the electoral process.37

Subsequent changes in state laws, as well as the 1993 Motor Voter Act,
have considerably diminished the difficulty of registering. Nevertheless,
any registration rule has the effect of depressing voter turnout, especially
among the poor and uneducated. Registering to vote requires a greater
degree of political interest and involvement than the act of voting itself.
To vote, a citizen need only be concerned with a particular election cam-
paign. To register weeks or months prior to the election, however, a poten-
tial voter must have a more general or abstract interest in the political
process rather than merely a specific interest in the campaign at hand.38

Abstract interest in politics is largely a product of education. Those
with relatively little schooling may be stirred by the events and issues of a
particular campaign, but by election day, it is usually too late to register.
It is largely for this reason that voter participation in the United States is
highly correlated with education and, thus, with income, race, and social
class background. Registration rules continue to deter poorer, less edu-
cated voters. They can still be brought to the polls, but only by special
efforts that contemporary parties and candidates are usually unwilling or
unable to undertake. For reasons already noted, candidates prefer media
campaigns aimed at actual rather than potential voters.

In addition to narrowing the electoral base of government, the Pro-
gressives also restricted the recruitment pool for public service. They
aimed to eliminate the citizen administrators who had arrived at their
government jobs by way of service in political party organizations. Pro-
gressives were determined to replace these short-term and decidedly ama-
teur administrators with professional bureaucrats whose chief loyalty
would be to the state itself rather than to any group outside it. They sup-
ported the “merit” system, under which an autonomous civil service
commission selected administrative employees on the basis of competi-
tive examinations rather than political connections.

The system assumed that politics could be separated from adminis-
tration.39 Administrators, in other words, should be politically neutral
experts or technicians, the efficient servants of a larger public interest
rather than of the factional biases of the party in power.40 The bureau-
cratic ideology of the Progressives allowed that the party in power might
have a role in defining the public interest, but the professionally staffed
bureaucracy would no longer have a role in mobilizing popular support
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for the government or its policies. Divorcing administration from politi-
cal mobilization detached the state’s executive apparatus from the popular
base upon which it had once rested.

The emergence of personnel administration during the Progressive
Era helped to ensure that government employees would be insulated as
much as possible from popular political currents. As noted in Chapter 2,
personnel administration included a system of position classifications;
efficiency evaluations; the idea of public service as a career; and rules
governing salary, benefits, promotions, and pensions.41 These instru-
ments of personnel administration helped to detach government workers
from shifts in popular sentiment so that their labors could be directed
from within the government itself. Public servants would now constitute
a civil service of quasi-permanent career officials rather than short-term
patronage workers whose sympathies and supporters lay outside the state
itself.

Many of the basic principles of personnel administration were devel-
oped by President Theodore Roosevelt’s 1905 Keep Commission.42 As we
saw above, Roosevelt’s successor, President Taft, created the Commission
on Economy and Efficiency, which supplemented the Keep Commis-
sion’s work by elaborating principles of job classification and standards
of workplace efficiency.43 The Progressives had begun to detach the insti-
tutions of public administration from those of public mobilization.

But they were not altogether successful. The administrative reforms
advocated by the Roosevelt and Taft commissions were not fully adopted
by Congress and the states. Congress, through its powers of legislative
oversight and such practices as senatorial courtesy, maintained its capac-
ity to intervene politically in administration. And at the state level, many
party machines resisted civil service and other Progressive reforms well
into the twentieth century.

More generally, while the Progressives were able to lay a foundation
for state autonomy, they failed to create political institutions that could
operate without mobilizing mass support. They engineered new institu-
tions that foreshadowed such independence—the Federal Trade Commis-
sion, the Federal Reserve Board and an increasingly powerful Interstate
Commerce Commission. All of these institutions expanded the federal
government’s capacity to take the initiative in regulating the economy
and society. They also created new channels of access to power that
bypassed the arena of popular politics—advisory commissions and legisla-
tive reference and municipal research bureaus that gave business and pro-
fessional elites direct access to the executive institutions of government.44

But recruiting soldiers, raising revenues, and administering pro-
grams still took substantial popular backing. Woodrow Wilson required
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a massive public relations effort and the services of an advertising
agency to bolster popular support for the fiscal and personal sacrifices
Americans were required to make during World War I.45 At the same
time, the absence of widespread popular political support weakened the
new administrative agencies created during the Progressive Era and
helped open them to rapid colonization by the interests they nominally
regulated.46

The political possibilities opened by the Progressives would not be
fully exploited for several decades. In the meantime, however, the advo-
cates of active government returned to the strategy of popular mobiliza-
tion. It was the principal reliance of the New Deal and the civil rights
movement that emerged after World War II.

Partial Remobilization: The New Deal

In the 1930s, Franklin Roosevelt and his liberal allies sought to reverse
the course that had been charted by the Progressives and to mobilize new
constituencies that would support his domestic policy initiatives, some of
which originated in the unfinished business on the Progressive agenda.
In the aftermath of the 1932 national elections, Franklin Roosevelt and
his party found themselves in control of the White House and both
houses of Congress for the first time in two decades. Democratic victory,
however, was a result of the economic crisis brought about by the Great
Depression. The bulk of the nation’s wealth as well as some of its most
powerful institutions—private and public—remained in the hands of the
New Deal’s conservative opponents. Democratic electoral success in 1932
might not survive the crisis that caused it or bring any lasting change in
the distribution of political power.

The New Dealers saw a strategy of popular mobilization as a way to
add durability to their momentary triumph over an opposition that had
privileged access to the courts, the federal bureaucracy, most major cor-
porations, universities, major law firms, and the national news media.
Accordingly, the Roosevelt administration sought to establish or
strengthen party organizations and to build ties to labor unions capable
of bringing blue-collar workers and their families to the polls. This effort
brought a substantial number of new voters into the electorate and
helped to make the Democrats the nation’s majority party for the next
thirty-five years.47

As it responded to the nation’s economic emergency, Roosevelt’s
administration established a number of major domestic spending pro-
grams that would energize the Democratic party’s electoral machinery
and attach millions of new voters to the New Deal coalition. In states and
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cities where established Democratic party organizations were willing to
give their allegiance to the new president, the administration used them
as the conduits for the millions of dollars distributed to citizens under
the aegis of such new federal initiatives as the Civil Works Administra-
tion, the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, the Works Progress
Administration, the Civilian Conservation Corps, and the National
Youth Administration. Over the course of the thirties, nearly half of all
American families would draw assistance from one or another of these
programs, and by controlling the distribution of that assistance, Demo-
cratic machines in cities like Chicago and Pittsburgh were able to enroll
millions of new voters. Most of the party’s new adherents were drawn
from the ranks of the unemployed and willingly gave their political sup-
port to the party organizations that provided them with crucial jobs or
emergency relief funds.

In states and localities where established Democratic organizations
were controlled by the president’s enemies, Roosevelt channeled relief
funds to insurgent Democratic factions and encouraged attempts to seize
control of the party machinery. In Michigan and Minnesota, for exam-
ple, insurgents loyal to the president were able to take control of state
party organizations and, with the help of federal relief funds, mobilize
large numbers of new Democratic voters.48 In other states, such as New
York, factional struggles between Democratic supporters and opponents
of the Roosevelt administration weakened the Democratic party and
reduced its effectiveness as an instrument for popular mobilization.49

The chief beneficiary of New Deal patronage here was Republican-Fusion
mayor Fiorello La Guardia.

Not only party organizations but also labor unions were enlisted in
the New Deal campaign to mobilize new blocs of voters, especially
unions affiliated with the newly created Congress of Industrial Organiza-
tions (CIO). Roosevelt supported the Wagner Act, through which the
government guaranteed labor’s right to organize—a guarantee badly
needed by the CIO’s industrial unions, which had been locked in mortal
combat with America’s manufacturers. In response, the CIO gave all-out
support to the Democratic party. The CIO and its constituent unions
contributed nearly $2 million to Roosevelt’s 1936 campaign for reelec-
tion. Where local Democratic party organizations were weak or non-
existent, the CIO in effect became the Democratic party, organizing
meetings and rallies, mounting registration drives, and delivering voters
to the polls.50

By 1944, the CIO Political Action Committee, which organized tens
of thousands of union members to work on behalf of Democratic candi-
dates, had become a central part of the national Democratic party’s cam-
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paign apparatus. Thanks to local party machines and labor unions, the
Roosevelt administration was able to expand voter turnout in the North
and to begin the process of permanently attaching millions of new voters
to the Democratic party. Presidential election turnout outside the South
rose from less than 57 percent of eligible voters in 1928 to more than 73
percent by 1940. A large percentage of new voters were unemployed and
had received some form of relief under the auspices of New Deal pro-
grams. The overwhelming majority of these supported the Democrats.
According to an August 1936 Gallup poll, an astonishing 82 percent of
Americans receiving some form of federal relief planned to vote for Roo-
sevelt. Millions of the voters mobilized by the Roosevelt administration
during this period became permanently attached to the Democratic
party coalition and provided the Democrats with a stable base of support
that, for a generation, would contribute to Democratic control of Amer-
ica’s political institutions.51

Democratic efforts to organize and mobilize new voters during the
1930s were confined to the North. Roosevelt believed that retaining the
support of the southern wing of the Democratic party was essential to
the success of his legislative agenda and his continued tenure in the
White House. He did not challenge either the political establishment of
the former Confederacy or the region’s segregationist order. Since the
administration of most New Deal programs was decentralized, southern
state governments shaped them to suit their racial customs. Benefits
under the new Aid for Families with Dependent Children Program, for
example, rarely went to black recipients in the southern states.52 To
appease southern landowners, agricultural labor was exempted from fed-
eral minimum wage and labor legislation.

Though they were potentially Democratic voters, most blacks and a
large number of poor whites living in the South were disenfranchised by
electoral systems that included poll taxes, literacy tests, and, in the case
of blacks, the threat of violence against those who sought to vote. The
South had the lowest voter turnout in the nation—only 18 percent, for
example, in the 1924 presidential election. Unlike their northern coun-
terparts, who faced Republican competition, the Democratic leaders of
the one-party South had no interest in boosting voter turnout. Most
viewed voter mobilization as a threat to their power and resisted all
efforts to expand the southern electorate. Roosevelt refrained from inter-
fering with these regional arrangements, and after World War II, the Tru-
man administration followed pretty much same course. Truman, for
example, helped to thwart the CIO’s “Operation Dixie,” an ambitious
effort to use veteran union organizers to expand both union membership
and voting rights among southern black workers and sharecroppers. The
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administration feared that the reaction of the Democratic party’s south-
ern, “Dixiecrat” wing would destroy the Democratic coalition and ruin
the president’s chances for reelection in 1948.53

In the North, Roosevelt’s political efforts produced a Democratic
coalition similar in its general outlines to that of a European social demo-
cratic party. It included members of the middle-class intellectual, profes-
sional, and quasi-professional strata; unionized workers; and the poor.
Some segments of the business community supported particular Democ-
ratic programs or saw the New Deal as an acceptable alternative to more
radical economic and social changes. The Democratic coalition also
included immigrant-stock voters and virtually the entire African Ameri-
can population. As this coalition developed, it provided the mass base of
support for the agenda of social reform and economic regulation associ-
ated with the latter part of Roosevelt’s first term.

New Deal mobilization efforts in the 1934 midterm congressional
elections increased the size of the Democratic majorities in both houses
of Congress. With the backing provided by this reinforced mandate, Roo-
sevelt embarked on the so-called Second New Deal. It included the enact-
ment of the Wagner Act, the Social Security Act, the Banking Act of 1935,
the Public Utility Holding Company Act (Wheeler-Rayburn Act), and the
Revenue Act of 1935. The last of these measures, dubbed the “Soak the
Rich” tax act, increased federal income tax rates and began the modern-
day expansion of the national government’s revenue base. The Democra-
tic congressional landslide of 1934, powered by a flood of new voters in
such states as New York and Pennsylvania, swept aside or at least tem-
porarily disheartened Roosevelt’s foes in both political parties and
opened the way for his new legislative program.54

Though the New Deal mobilization effort was impressive, it was
incomplete and temporary. The two forces upon which Roosevelt had
relied, organized labor and urban political machines, both lost political
potency after World War II. Labor was internally divided by struggles
between radical and moderate unionists.55 New technologies challenged
the machine’s domination of the electoral process. The use of the new
broadcast media permitted political candidates to run successfully for
office without organization support.56 By the 1950s, voter turnout in the
North had returned to pre–New Deal levels.

The possibilities for political change—much less social democracy—
during the New Deal era were even more sharply constrained by the place
of the South in the Democratic party. The South as a region benefited
from New Deal social and agricultural programs. Southern conservatives,
however, opposed a number of the administration’s tax and regulatory
initiatives, were deeply suspicious of the influence of liberal and labor
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forces in the Democratic coalition, and were determined to protect the
southern apartheid system. The congressional seniority system placed
many southerners in the key leadership posts of both House and Senate,
posts from which they could hinder New Deal initiatives and prevent any
social or racial reforms from penetrating their region.

In 1939, southern Democrats and conservative Republicans joined
forces in a conservative coalition that slashed relief expenditures, cut
business taxes, launched an investigation of the National Labor Relations
Board, and eliminated the Federal Theatre Project. Over the next thirty
years, this coalition worked to prevent liberal social and economic meas-
ures from being enacted. Conservative Republicans supported southern
autonomy on matters of race. The southerners worked with the Republi-
cans to prevent labor and liberals from bringing about the economic and
social reforms they sought. During the 1940s, 1950s, and early 1960s this
conservative coalition was quite successful, for example, in blocking
national health insurance proposals initiated by Presidents Truman and
Kennedy while simultaneously preventing the enactment of the signifi-
cant civil rights bills proposed in 1944, 1946, 1950, 1960, and 1963.57

Roosevelt’s determination to conciliate white southern Democrats by
overlooking the denial of voting rights to black southerners meant that
the New Deal and its ideological successors would be unable to overcome
the local and parochial elites who opposed their political goals.58 During
the 1960s, however, black civil rights leaders and their various white
allies sought to rectify this mistake.

The 1960s: Civil Rights, the Vietnam War,
and the Great Society

Popular electoral mobilization sparked by the civil rights movement
undermined the power of the conservative coalition. In Alabama, the
Montgomery bus boycott of 1955 focused national attention on a wave of
African American protest that would rock the South for a decade. At first,
national leaders of the Democratic party remained faithful to Roosevelt’s
strategy of preserving party unity by avoiding confrontation with the
white South on the issue of race. In his 1956 presidential campaign, for
example, Democratic candidate Adlai Stevenson asserted that the resolu-
tion of racial conflicts should be left to the individual states.

But the civil rights struggle won the support of northern liberals as
the campaign of protest escalated. Televised images of southern law
enforcement officers savagely beating peaceful demonstrators convinced
large numbers of northerners that support for the cause of black civil
rights was a moral imperative. For their part, a number of northern
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Democratic politicians began to calculate that their own political inter-
ests might be served by supporting at least some of the demands of civil
rights protestors.

Because of the great postwar migration of African Americans from
the rural South to northern cities, blacks now constituted a significant
voting bloc in a number of key northern states. John F. Kennedy cam-
paigned for black support in 1960 at the risk of antagonizing white
southerners, and black urban voters helped to produce his narrow presi-
dential victory, giving him 82 percent of their votes—an increase of more
than 20 percentage points over Stevenson’s showing in 1956. Without
this strong African American support, Kennedy would have lost the elec-
toral votes of New York, Illinois, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Michigan,
and the presidential election itself. Once in office, Kennedy acknowl-
edged the loyalty of black voters by issuing a series of executive orders
attacking discrimination in transportation, housing, employment, and
education.

Northern Democrats had little to lose and much to gain by support-
ing the civil rights cause. On the one hand, they might win favor with
their increasingly numerous black constituents. On the other hand, by
aligning themselves with southern blacks, northern Democrats could
shift the balance of power within their party by undermining the white
southerners, who had long enjoyed disproportionate influence in the
Democratic coalition.

Initially, the goals of the civil rights movement matched its label. It
concentrated on civil rather than political rights—chiefly public accom-
modations and employment.59 In 1961, however, the Kennedy adminis-
tration pressed civil rights leaders to shift their focus to voting rights.60

The administration believed that an emphasis on voting rights would be
less confrontational than the full-scale ground assault against the South’s
system of racial separation in restaurants, swimming pools, and trans-
portation.61 Kennedy also calculated that moving the battle to the
polling place would increase black Democratic votes in the South and off-
set defections among whites, improving the president’s prospects in the
1964 presidential election.62 Kennedy therefore supported the initiative
that became the Twenty-Fourth Amendment, outlawing the poll taxes
used in the South to disenfranchise blacks as well as many poor whites.63

Some civil rights leaders viewed the Kennedy administration’s focus on
voting rights as an effort “to cool the militancy” of the protest move-
ment.64 Most, however, were willing to accept the federal protection and
subsidies offered by Kennedy for voter registration drives.

Other politicians and interest groups had reasons of their own for
supporting the expansion of voting rights in the South. Upper-middle-
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class liberal activists with ties to universities, foundations, philanthropic
institutions, and the media had played a significant role in the Democra-
tic party since the Roosevelt administration; and, with the increasing
political and economic importance of the institutions to which they
were linked, they played even larger roles in the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations.

These liberal activists had consistently exercised greater influence at
the national level and in the White House than on Capitol Hill or in
state and local governments. The postwar liberals strongly favored
expanding the power of the federal government and of the presidency at
the expense of Congress and state and local governments. Liberal
activists had been the brain trust behind Roosevelt’s New Deal and the
intellectual force behind Truman’s Fair Deal. In the 1960s, liberals con-
tinued to support the idea of a powerful national government, led by a
vigorous chief executive, that would initiate national programs to regu-
late the economy, protect the environment, and provide a variety of
social services.65

The alliance of Dixiecrats and conservative Republicans had posed
the major obstacle to realization of the liberal agenda. During the 1940s
and 1950s, this coalition went on the offensive, initiating a series of
investigations whose chief political aim was to discredit liberals and lib-
eral institutions by linking them to the threat of international Commu-
nism.66 To this end, the House Un-American Activities Committee
(HUAC) probed supposed Communist influence in such liberal bastions
as labor unions, the film and broadcast industries, the news media, phil-
anthropic institutions, and the universities. HUAC investigations led to
criminal sentences for a number of witnesses who refused to testify
before the panel. Others saw their careers ruined by unsubstantiated alle-
gations linking them to Communist organizations.

In general, HUAC was used by successive chairmen, including south-
ern Democrats like Martin Dies of Texas and John Rankin of Mississippi,
as well as arch conservatives like J. Parnell Thomas of New Jersey, to
attack liberal Democrats. Meanwhile, in the Senate, Joseph McCarthy (R.-
Wisconsin) conducted probes of Communist infiltration of such institu-
tions as the State Department, in which liberal Republicans played
significant roles. McCarthy was backed by the midwestern, conservative
Taft wing of the Republican party. Taft and his allies saw McCarthy’s
probes as a useful means of discrediting the more liberal Eastern Estab-
lishment wing of the GOP, which had aligned itself with the New Deal
and often supported liberal Democratic programs.67

The emergence of the civil rights movement provided liberal forces
with an unexpected opportunity to turn the tables on their conservative
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foes. Extension of voting rights to African Americans in the South could
produce several million black voters to undermine the Dixiecrat politi-
cians aligned with the conservative coalition. This strategy promised lib-
erals a measure of revenge against the forces that had only recently
sought to portray them as Communist sympathizers. More important,
enfeebling the Dixiecrats would open the way for implementation of the
liberal agenda that the conservative coalition had blocked for more than
two decades.

Liberals were joined in their support for the expansion of black vot-
ing rights by important segments of the American business community.
Many national corporations were anxious to stop the turmoil of civil
rights demonstrations and boycotts and were happy to join the Kennedy
administration in encouraging black protestors to “work within the sys-
tem”—seeking to achieve their ends by voting rather than demonstrat-
ing.68 Firms with international markets were anxious to end the
embarrassment abroad caused by worldwide exposure to scenes of south-
ern police officers enforcing racial subordination by brutalizing peaceful
civil rights protestors.69

The national news media also had a stake in supporting the cam-
paign for black voting rights. The morality plays enacted on the streets by
civil rights organizations were irresistible to television networks in search
of dramatic, “visual” news. Electronic journalists just learning the uses of
their medium discovered new possibilities for shaping as well as reporting
the news. In Little Rock and elsewhere, a few of them helped to stage the
set-pieces that became national emblems of a renewed determination to
resolve the peculiar American dilemma.70

At the same time, civil rights leaders like Dr. Martin Luther King
learned to use television to gain the sympathy of northern audiences for
their cause.71 His movement’s struggle to win voting rights for black
southerners captivated the networks and electrified their viewers. Segre-
gationists unwittingly played the role scripted for them by the civil rights
movement, though occasionally they overacted. The murder of three
voter registration workers in Mississippi during the Freedom Summer of
1964 appalled the nation and turned the networks’ klieg lights on county
courthouses and black churches in the Deep South.72 They finally con-
verged on Selma, the seat of Dallas County, Alabama.

Martin Luther King targeted Selma for a concerted campaign of
protest activity partly because the disenfranchisement of African Ameri-
cans in Dallas County was so starkly obvious. Though they made up 58
percent of the county’s population, only 2 percent of the county’s regis-
tered voters were black. A sustained voter registration drive between 1962
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and 1964 had produced only 795 new black registrants. The county gov-
ernment responded to even these meager gains by instituting new regis-
tration standards—devices transparently designed to keep black residents
off the voting rolls—requiring new registrants to be able to read and
interpret passages from the state and federal constitutions and to provide
a certificate of “good character” from an already registered voter.73

Selma had been chosen, however, not only because it had an outra-
geous record of discrimination against would-be black voters but also
because Dr. King was confident that state and county political leaders
would respond to peaceful protests with violence, and in the process
imprint themselves on the collective consciousness of a national televi-
sion audience as the irrationally brutal oppressors of defenseless cru-
saders ready to sacrifice themselves for freedom and democracy.
Whatever the voting rights campaign may have been on the streets of
Selma, on television it was a clear-cut struggle of good against evil.74

Alabama and Dallas County authorities played their assigned roles con-
vincingly. Before a full array of network cameras, Alabama state troopers
launched a vicious attack against protestors on the Raymond Pettus
Bridge, leaving forty demonstrators seriously injured in what the
national news media dubbed “bloody Sunday.”75

From the perspective of protest leaders and the national media, Dal-
las County sheriff Jim Clark might have been sent by central casting to
play his part in the drama. Clark displayed a violent temper on camera
and off, wore a “Never!” button in his lapel, and armed his deputies with
electric cattle prods. Clark’s extravagant cruelty unwittingly contributed
so much to the cause of African American voting rights that the protes-
tors made him an honorary member of Dr. King’s Southern Christian
Leadership Conference (SCLC) as well as the Student Nonviolent Coordi-
nating Committee (SNCC) and the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People (NAACP).76 The previous year, Birmingham,
Alabama, police commissioner, Eugene T. “Bull” Connor had been simi-
larly helpful to Dr. King’s efforts when, in full view of network television
cameras, he arrested King and unleashed his deputies against peaceful
demonstrators.77

The drama and passion generated by television coverage of the Selma
protests helped to create the setting for passage of the 1965 Voting Rights
Act. The 1964 Democratic landslide had added significantly to the
strength of northern Democrats in both houses of Congress. This allowed
President Johnson to secure congressional passage of sweeping voting
rights legislation that substantially increased African American voter reg-
istration in the South. Under the terms of the 1965 Voting Rights Act,
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federal officials took control of voter registration in those states and local-
ities that had previously acted to deny voting rights to blacks. Millions of
black southerners became voters as a result.

The overwhelming majority of these new voters, of course, gave their
support to the Democratic party. At the same time, large numbers of
white southerners expressed their opposition to the national Democratic
party’s civil rights policies by shifting their support to the GOP—first in
national presidential contests and later in state and local races as well. As
a result, Democratic party organizations in the southern states, institu-
tions that had been controlled by conservative whites since Reconstruc-
tion, became increasingly dependent upon the support of African
Americans. In such states as Alabama, Mississippi, and South Carolina,
blacks quickly came to make up more than a third of the electorate and
to account for at least half the votes received by Democratic candidates in
statewide races. No southern Democrat could hope to be elected to
statewide office without overwhelming black support.

Forced to confront this new electoral reality, some Democratic politi-
cians, like Senators Jesse Helms and Strom Thurmond, joined their white
constituents by moving into the Republican camp. One—George Wallace
of Alabama—led a third-party revolt. Other southerners adjusted their
rhetoric and behavior to court black support. This strategy required
southern Democrats to abandon their alliance with Republican conserva-
tives and to support the national party on social welfare and civil rights
issues.78 As a result, the political potency of the conservative coalition,
which for so long had thwarted American liberals, began to wane.

Its passing briefly created the climate for an efflorescence of liberal
politics. During his first full term in office, President Johnson led con-
gressional Democrats toward his vision of a “Great Society,” whose key
components were embodied in a sweeping legislative program that
included the enactment of a comprehensive War on Poverty, Medicare,
Medicaid, the 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the 1965
Voting Rights Act, the 1966 Civil Rights Act, and the 1968 Fair Housing
Act. Liberals hoped that in alliance with newly mobilized African Ameri-
cans, they would be able to sustain the political momentum for further
domestic social reform. But even as Democrats enacted President John-
son’s ambitious legislative agenda, the Democratic coalition was con-
fronting serious internal divisions created, in part, by the party’s own
efforts to attract and mobilize an African American constituency.

Though proposed as an assault on poverty in general, the Great Soci-
ety’s economic opportunity initiatives served as vehicles for racial protest
in northern cities. The targets of protest frequently included urban politi-
cal party organizations and labor organizations—mainstays of the New
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Deal coalition and the political bedrock beneath Lyndon Johnson’s land-
slide victory of 1964. The community action agencies that served as local
outposts of the War on Poverty represented potential competition for the
patronage-consuming parties of big-city politics. The parties could dis-
tribute government-sponsored jobs, and they often did so in the form of
jobs with nonprofit corporations beyond the limits of local government
and outside the orbits of established political organizations. Even if local
political leaders managed to take control of the antipoverty agency, as
Mayor Daley did in Chicago, the effort was likely to ignite or intensify
the underlying struggle between Democratic stalwarts and black insur-
gents.79 Political allies that had helped to return Democrats to the White
House in 1960 now turned against one another in combat.

Organized labor was soon engaged as well. Job training and employ-
ment programs undertaken under the aegis of the War on Poverty created
new competitors in the labor market, and affirmative action policies
threatened to displace union members from slots in city government and
the building trades, slots that they had long regarded as theirs to occupy
and bequeath to family members. The “street-level bureaucrats” of
municipal government struggled to maintain authority over a restive and
resentful clientele that consisted, increasingly, of culturally alien Latinos
and African Americans.80

Until disrupted by the combined forces of the civil rights movement
and the War on Poverty, unions, urban party organizations, and local real
estate interests had found common ground in “executive centered coali-
tions” centered on entrepreneurial mayors and cemented together by fed-
erally subsidized urban redevelopment programs that assured profits to
developers, work for construction unions, lower taxes for homeowners,
and secure jobs in the municipal civil service for the lower-middle-class
and upwardly mobile members of the working class.81 For black city resi-
dents, these local urban renewal initiatives seemed little more than cam-
paigns of “Negro removal” designed to banish them from the fringes of
central business districts, where their presence posed a threat to commer-
cial property values. Now they struck back.

They had allies. White liberals—academics, foundation officials,
social welfare professionals—had participated in the design of the War on
Poverty, but in local politics, their social reform objectives confronted
many of the same obstacles that confronted black activists. They
denounced municipal bureaucracies and party machines as “insensitive”
to the needs of the black community; construction trade unions, as
racist; and neighborhood resistance to racial balance in the schools, as
segregationist. Its southern base overturned by the civil rights struggle,
the Democratic party’s foundations in the North were now shaken as the
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underlying racial schism within its ranks rumbled to the surface. The
emerging pattern of alliances and animosities in the Democratic party
was characterized at the time as a coalition of the top and bottom against
the middle—upper-middle-class white professionals allied with blacks in
opposition to lower-middle- and working-class whites.82

These divisions were hardened by the Vietnam War. During the early
years of American military involvement in Southeast Asia, President
Johnson sought to minimize tensions within his party by restricting
increases in military expenditures in order to avoid draining resources
from the domestic programs supported by white liberals and black
activists. America, he argued, could afford guns and the Great Society at
the same time. His effort to sustain consensus among Democrats was one
consideration in his choice of gradual escalation in Vietnam rather than
a massive military effort from the beginning.83

As escalation followed escalation, however, federal funds flowed away
from the War on Poverty to the war in Vietnam. The antipoverty initia-
tives were also undermined by resurgent conservative forces in Congress.
The price of their support for White House policy in Vietnam was a fed-
eral retreat from social engineering at home. Liberals—including mem-
bers of Johnson’s own cabinet, such as Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare John Gardner and Labor Secretary Willard Wirtz—saw the
Vietnam War as an immediate threat to the programs and institutions to
which they were committed. It was both an assault on liberal conscience
and on the policies that reflected liberal power.84

Thousands of liberal Democrats turned away from the Democratic
president to join the student radicals who had been campaigning against
the war since its early stages. They sought not only to end the war but
also to reverse the massive diversion of funds and political energy from
the movement for social reform that had seemed so promising at the
dawn of Johnson’s Great Society.85 Among their student allies on college
campuses, resistance to military conscription had already reached epi-
demic levels. The war was a more immediate threat to them than to their
elders. But their educational status made it possible for many of them to
avoid Vietnam. Higher education, in fact, was one common attribute
among the antiwar forces, both old and young. Blue-collar “Middle
America,” in contrast, provided disproportionate support for the Ameri-
can war effort in Vietnam—and many of the soldiers who fought there.

The conflict over the war exacerbated social class divisions within the
Democratic party, divisions that had been exposed by the struggle over
civil rights. Blue-collar Democrats resented what they saw as an effort by
a small but well-educated and relatively affluent stratum to impose its
own social and cultural values on the remainder of society. Alabama gov-
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ernor George Wallace expressed the anger of working-class Americans
when he exhorted them to resist the efforts of “pointy-headed intellectu-
als,” “pot smokers,” and “Harvard professors on bicycles” to come into
their communities and tell them how to live. Working-class Americans,
for the most part, were also angered by the lack of patriotism exhibited
by the sons of privilege who found ways to avoid the draft while their
own sons were sent to fight. The echoes of these conflicts of the 1960s
can be heard clearly today in arguments about “family values” and even
in continuing recriminations about the past drug use and military
records of some prominent politicians.

For their part, many middle-class Democrats viewed members of the
white working class as racists and jingoists. After a mob of New York City
construction workers wearing yellow safety helmets attacked and beat
student antiwar protestors, the term “hard hat” became synonymous
with working-class thuggery in the lexicon of liberal Democrats. “Archie
Bunker,” the white, working-class lead character of a television situation
comedy enormously popular among viewers of the period, was depicted
as a bigoted, neo-Fascist dolt.86

The collapse of the conservative coalition initially seemed to offer
liberal Democrats an opportunity to extend the New Deal agenda of
social reform beyond the 1960s. By the end of the decade, however, the
opportunity had been forfeited. Widening class and racial divisions
within the Democratic party destroyed the prospects for a grand alliance
of races and classes that would have united college-educated liberals
with their would-be working-class allies both black and white. Millions of
working-class whites in the North and South abandoned the Demo-
cratic party to support George Wallace’s independent presidential bid in
1968 and at least briefly joined the Republican camp to vote for Richard
Nixon in 1972. Nixon’s hard hat supporters were the forerunners of the
“Reagan Democrats,” who would help to elect a Republican president in
1980 and 1984.

The Democratic party faced a choice at the start of the 1970s—
whether to attempt a revival of the New Deal electoral coalition that
included organized labor and the white working class or whether to work
out their political destiny without the party’s traditional blue-collar base.
In the national political arena, the first strategy was most closely associ-
ated with the presidential campaign of Robert Kennedy and the second
with what came to be called the “New Politics.” Kennedy’s electoral strat-
egy included efforts to continue the remobilization of the electorate
begun by the New Deal and the civil rights movement, taking advantage
of the possibilities opened by the enfranchisement of millions of African
Americans in the South. His strategy envisioned a significant expansion
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of the electorate. The postmaterial forces of the New Politics, however,
had little affinity for the working-class wing of the Democratic party and
no inclination to mobilize them in elections.

Electoral Mobilization or New Politics?

Before John Kennedy’s assassination, his younger brother Robert had not
been a popular political figure. Liberal Democrats remembered Robert as
an aide to Senator Joseph McCarthy during the anti-Communist witch
hunts of the early 1950s. Organized labor recollected his aggressive inves-
tigation of links between organized crime and the labor movement as
staff attorney for the McClellan Committee.87 The business community
recalled his pugnacious tactics toward prominent steel industry execu-
tives during the 1962 conflict between the Kennedy administration and
the steel industry over steel price increases. Finally, many African Ameri-
can leaders resented his apparent lack of enthusiasm for the civil rights
cause when he was attorney general during the early 1960s. Kennedy had
authorized the FBI to place wiretaps on the phones of Dr. Martin Luther
King and his close aide, Stanley Levison—an action that infuriated the
entire civil rights leadership when it became known.88

After John Kennedy’s death, however, Robert Kennedy benefited
from the nationwide torrent of grief and emotional support for the
Kennedy family. Popular sympathy for the brother of the martyred presi-
dent helped Robert Kennedy defeat Republican incumbent Kenneth Keat-
ing to win election to the U.S. Senate from the state of New York in 1964.
But Robert Kennedy had to work for his victory, and, sympathy notwith-
standing, he still had political handicaps to overcome. Though he won
the election by a comfortable 719,000-vote margin, President Lyndon
Johnson, who led the ticket, carried New York by a 2.7 million vote mar-
gin. Thus, nearly 2 million New Yorkers who cast their ballots for the
Democratic presidential candidate in 1964 made the decision not to sup-
port Robert Kennedy.89

After his election to the Senate, Kennedy undertook a major effort to
expand his political base in preparation for a future presidential run. He
moved first to build a secure bastion of support on the Democratic party’s
liberal left. Kennedy proved to be a gifted politician, able to stake out
positions in support of previously neglected causes that would subse-
quently prove to be extremely popular among Democratic liberals. He
was among the early supporters of Cesar Chavez in his efforts to organize
migrant farmworkers in California.90 Kennedy’s presence on the picket
lines alongside Mexican American farmworkers did much to enhance the
senator’s image among liberals while at least partially erasing the mem-
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ory of Kennedy’s service for McCarthy and his approval of the King wire-
taps. Kennedy was also among the first national politicians to take a posi-
tion on Native American rights. He toured reservations, spoke out on
behalf of Native Americans and Eskimos, and became the Senate’s cham-
pion of expanding funding for the education of Native Americans.

To enhance his standing among African Americans, Kennedy courted
the support of both mainstream civil right leaders and more radical
activists. He promoted expansion of funding for social programs includ-
ing the community action programs that were popular among local black
and white political activists because they provided a channel of federal
funding for community organizations. Kennedy proposed a variety of
programs designed to create private-sector jobs in the ghetto. He traveled
to South Africa in 1966, where he met with Albert Luthuli a Nobel
Prize–winning writer who had been banned by the government.
Kennedy received a great deal of media coverage in the United States for
speaking out against South Africa’s apartheid system. Gradually, civil
rights leaders like Martin Luther King, John Lewis, Willie Brown, and Roy
Wilkins began to believe that Kennedy’s commitment to their cause was
sincere. At the same time, even more-radical blacks like Floyd McKissick
were drawn into the Kennedy circle through regular meetings and, at
least in McKissick’s case, financial support from the Kennedy family.91

During the 1968 Democratic primaries, Kennedy campaigned vigor-
ously in black areas and won the overwhelming support of black voters.
According to news accounts, Kennedy’s campaign swings through
African American neighborhoods often radiated the ecstatic aura of reli-
gious revivals, his candidacy borne upward by wildly enthusiastic crowds.
In Indiana, Kennedy captured nearly 90 percent of the African American
vote. In Nebraska, nearly 85 percent of the black voters in the Omaha
area backed Kennedy. In the District of Columbia, Kennedy carried two-
thirds of the black vote. In California, blacks and Mexican Americans
were Kennedy’s core constituency. Rival politicians generally ceded the
black vote to Kennedy, believing there was little point to competing
against him for African American support. Eugene McCarthy, for exam-
ple, refrained from campaigning in Harlem because, he said, there was
“No need to stir up the blacks and minorities. They were Bobby’s people
and I saw no point in wasting time campaigning there.”92

Kennedy also saw disaffected young people as a potential supporters.
He gave scores of speeches on college campuses and solicited the advice
of such leaders of youth protest as Tom Hayden, president of Students for
a Democratic Society, and New Left spokesman, Staughton Lynd. Hayden
wrote, “the only politician who expressed an interest in what I was doing
was Robert Kennedy”;93 and he subsequently worked for Kennedy in the
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1968 California Democratic primary. Kennedy’s most important appeal
for the support of radical young people was, of course, opposition to the
Vietnam War. Kennedy broke with the Johnson administration in 1965,
calling for the creation of a coalition government in Vietnam. Between
1965 and 1967, Kennedy avoided taking strong positions on the issue of
the war. In the aftermath of the 1968 Tet offensive, however, he began to
make a series of strong speeches to enthusiastic student audiences, con-
demning the war on moral grounds and calling for an end to the fight-
ing. Kennedy was sufficiently successful in attracting the support of
young people to cause some radical youth leaders like Abbie Hoffman to
worry that he threatened their positions of prominence. Until Kennedy’s
assassination, the ranks of Hoffman’s Youth International Party thinned
as members rushed off to work for the Kennedy campaign.94

While Kennedy worked to build a solid political base on the left, he
was also eager to retain the backing of traditional Democratic supporters,
including labor, farmers, ethnic groups, and machine politicians. As he
began his campaign, Kennedy’s relations with all these groups were
unsettled or just uncertain. Elements of organized labor were troubled by
Kennedy’s prosecution of Jimmy Hoffa and other officials of the Team-
sters Union. But Kennedy developed close ties with leaders of other
unions—Walter Reuther of the United Auto Workers and Cesar Chavez
and his farmworkers, as well as the leaders of newly unionized workers
like the Indiana steel haulers. The link with Chavez helped Kennedy to
win nearly 95 percent of the Mexican American vote on the way to his
victory in the California primary. Where Kennedy was unable to win over
the top national union leadership, he courted local union leaders, lower-
ranking national staff, and the rank and file. Young Kennedy staffers
attended union conventions, where they made a point of meeting rank
and filers. Kennedy himself joined striking workers on the picket lines.
Circumventing labor’s leaders paid off. By April 1968, polls showed
Kennedy leading both McCarthy and Humphrey among union members,
notwithstanding their leaders’ endorsements of Humphrey and the vig-
orous efforts of the AFL-CIO’s Committee on Public Education to mobi-
lize union support for the vice president.95

Kennedy also cultivated the support of a second traditional Democ-
ratic constituency—members of white urban ethnic groups whose ardor
for the party had cooled because of its stand on civil rights. Many white,
working-class voters believed that the Democrats favored black aspira-
tions at their expense. Kennedy was convinced that he could forge a
coalition between blacks and urban ethnics based on their common
economic concerns, much as Franklin Roosevelt had done. He cam-
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paigned energetically in ethnic areas of primary states like Indiana and
focused his messages on the importance of New Deal and Great Society
social programs that were popular among working-class whites, as well
as blacks.

News accounts of the period indicated that Kennedy had been enor-
mously successful in winning white ethnic support. In reporting the
results of the Indiana primary, the New York Times asserted that Kennedy
had managed to win over working-class ethnic whites in Gary as well as
rural whites, thus commanding the support of whites who had previ-
ously backed Alabama governor George Wallace. One commentator
called Kennedy “the last liberal politician who could communicate with
white, working class America.” Another said, “Kennedy could do the
miraculous: attract the support of desperate blacks and white working
class people.”96

A close analysis of Kennedy’s vote in the 1968 primaries suggests
that initial observers overestimated the extent of white ethnic support
for the New York senator. In the Indiana primary, Kennedy actually lost
six out of seven white precincts in Gary and was able to capture urban
areas only because of his overwhelming support from black voters. Nev-
ertheless, Kennedy did well among Indiana’s Polish voters and
Nebraska’s German voters, and he scored significantly ahead of all can-
didates among Catholic voters in national polls. After his death, many
of these working-class voters would become “Nixon Democrats” and
then “Reagan Democrats.”

The precise extent of Kennedy’s success among white ethnics may
be less significant than his vigorous effort to get their support. He was
convinced that he could win their backing and was ecstatic over news
accounts suggesting that he had succeeded. After the Indiana primary,
Kennedy told his aides, “I’ve proved I can really be a leader of a broad
spectrum. I can be a bridge between blacks and whites without stepping
back from my positions.” In a similar spirit, Kennedy courted the
nation’s farmers without much hope of making significant inroads in
the farm belt. But Kennedy scored significant victories in both the
Nebraska and South Dakota Democratic primaries, capturing absolute
majorities in both of these farm states. Kennedy was a liberal politician
who sought to build a broad electoral coalition of younger, middle-class
whites, working-class whites, and poor blacks. When accused by journal-
ists of demagoguery for his often emotional appeals to voters, Kennedy
replied that such appeals were needed to build a broad base of popular
support. “I have to win through the people. Otherwise I’m not going to
win,” he said.97
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The New Politics Matures

Robert Kennedy’s assassination in 1968 also meant the death of his elec-
toral strategy. Many liberal activists were no longer willing to make com-
mon cause with the labor leaders and machine politicians who had
dominated Democratic party politics for decades. They were estranged
from these traditional Democrats by attitudes on race or the Vietnam
War or both. Liberals cemented alliances with African Americans by their
support of affirmative action policies, and constructed their own version
of affirmative action within the Democratic party, in order to assure the
representation of women and minority groups at national conventions.
The McGovern-Fraser rules, adopted at the 1972 convention, effectively
imposed race, gender, and age quotas on state delegations and outlawed
winner-take-all presidential primaries, which were often controlled by
party leaders. States were required to select convention delegates through
open caucus procedures or primaries based on proportional representa-
tion. The reforms strengthened liberal activists and racial minorities
within the party while weakening party politicians and labor leaders.98

The ability to mobilize an electoral constituency was now only one
way to earn admission to party councils. It was also possible to gain entry
by “symbolizing” a constituency through one’s racial identity or gender.
A similar practice was later embraced at Republican conventions, where
the televised image of cultural diversity served as surrogate for the experi-
ence of diversity itself.

In the New Politics of the 1970s, such imaginary political constituen-
cies achieved an institutional embodiment in the formation of public
interest groups. Public participation in public interest groups was actually
quite limited. These groups relied on access to administrative agencies
and litigation to achieve their ends rather than on popular mobilization
in elections. Liberal and (later) conservative activists established hun-
dreds of interest groups, public interest law firms, and think tanks to fur-
ther such goals as environmental quality, the elimination of nuclear
weapons, consumer protection, auto safety, and individual liberty.99

Common Cause, the Sierra Club, the various organizations formed by
consumer activist Ralph Nader—all sought to distinguish themselves
from traditional interest groups by claiming to serve broad public inter-
ests rather than the narrower demands advanced by more traditional
pressure groups on behalf of business corporations, organized labor, or
other producer groups.100 Financial support for public interest groups
came from the Ford Foundation, which provided tens of millions of dol-
lars through its Fund for the Republic; and moral support came from the
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mass media, which rarely questioned the claims of public interest groups
to speak for the public interest.

By speaking for the interest of everyone in general, public interest
groups distanced themselves from anyone in particular. It followed that
they had to exercise political influence by means other than the mobi-
lization of a definable public constituency. To this end, the practitioners
of the New Politics pursued an agenda of regulatory and bureaucratic
reform, including an expansion of the role of the courts in the adminis-
trative process, an agenda that enabled them to advance the public inter-
est without having to rouse the public itself.

One expedient was to urge the delegation of governmental tasks and
public funds to nongovernmental institutions likely to be staffed by fel-
low practitioners of the New Politics—nonprofit social service agencies,
legal services clinics, public interest law firms, and the like.101 At the
same time, public interest groups and their allies sought to enhance their
access to the regulatory activities of the federal government. Consumer
advocates and environmentalists, in particular, were able to increase their
influence in the regulatory process through sunshine laws, by subjecting
federal agencies to close judicial supervision, by providing for the repre-
sentation of public interest groups in the administrative process, and by
using their access to the media to launch exposés attacking administra-
tive practices to which they objected.102

Once created, new federal regulatory agencies like the Consumer
Product Safety Commission, the Environmental Protection Agency, and
the Occupational Safety and Health Administration extended the domain
of the New Politics. Indeed, the executives of the new regulatory programs
created between 1966 and 1976 were often recruited from the public inter-
est lobby, just as the executives of traditional regulatory agencies were
often drawn from the industries that they were supposed to regulate.103

The courts presented the partisans of the New Politics with access to
another kind of influence that did not depend upon the mobilization of
popular constituencies, and these partisans generally sought to subject
federal programs and agencies to tighter supervision by the judiciary.
During the long struggle for civil rights, liberals had learned that judges
could be critically important allies when popularly elected legislatures
were controlled by hostile forces. Public interest groups and their friends
in Congress now supported a lowering of the requirements for standing,
a virtual elimination of the political questions doctrine, the expansion of
class action suits, and an enriched range of judicial remedies. Moreover,
many consumer and environmental statutes, such as the Endangered
Species Act, contained “ citizen-suit” provisions that enabled public inter-
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est groups to use the courts to enforce the statutes’ provisions without
having to seek administrative remedies. Groups could finance such litiga-
tion by means of fee-shifting provisions that allowed them to collect
attorneys’ fees and court costs when they prevailed.104

Party reform, public interest groups, new regulatory programs and
procedures, and the use of litigation all created a political platform for
the New Politics that did not rest to a significant degree on the mobiliza-
tion of the electorate. Ideological justification for their nondemocratic
approach to reform was provided by liberal scholars who argued for
essential democratic values that could not be left to the vagaries of
majority rule.105

Having established their political influence in the absence of compre-
hensive electoral mobilization, the liberal heirs of the New Politics were
understandably reluctant to place it at risk by issuing appeals for mass
activism. They were likely to flourish politically in a low-turnout environ-
ment. Today, tens of thousands of political activists affiliated with public
interest groups, nonprofit organizations, and the quasi-public institu-
tions of the domestic state form the backbone of the Democratic party’s
electoral effort. For these groups, expanded participation would now rep-
resent a threat to their influence over the party rather than an opportu-
nity for increased political power.

Political conservatives were not at all inclined to seize the initiative
in popular mobilization. They rarely are.106 In some respects, they imi-
tated the public-interest-group model pioneered by liberals. Litigation
was a specialty. Through Judicial Watch, the Washington Legal Founda-
tion, and the Federalist Society, they employed the courts to torment
elected officeholders. Republicans did welcome new constituencies to
their party—southern whites, the Christian Coalition, the National Rifle
Association, and the National Federation of Independent Business.107

These groups, however, including the Christian Coalition and its prede-
cessor, the Moral Majority, generally appealed to middle-class Americans
who already participated in politics. Republicans did little or nothing in
the 1980s and 1990s to bring new voters into the electorate.

Historically conservative parties have tried to protect their own con-
geries of interest groups, courts, and media that have helped corporate
interests to exercise political power. When liberal forces opted to follow
the path of the New Politics, they eliminated the possibility of electoral
expansion resulting from what Duverger called contagion from the left
and virtually guaranteed that popular political participation would be
marginalized.

The combination of New Politics and conservatism’s resurgence has
created a highly stratified political process. Those citizens whose resources
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and education enable them to take advantage of the of the new oppor-
tunities for personal access to politics benefit from the ability to com-
municate their views to policymakers. But tens of millions of Americans
are barely involved in the political process, which has produced what
political scientists Sidney Verba, Kay Schlozman, and Henry Brady call
“representational distortion.”108 These are the citizens who have become
mere “customers” for the programs and services designed by their politi-
cal betters.
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Chapter 4

The Old Patronage and the New

FOR MOST OF the nineteenth century, American parties were led by
political managers whose chief goal was electoral success. They were
pragmatic—or perhaps just unprincipled—willing to embrace almost any
issue or policy that promised to bring victory at the polls. The patronage-
seeking campaign organizations that they led were working prototypes
for the vote-maximizing model of party competition introduced by
Anthony Downs in the 1950s and still central to rational choice theory
today.1

Though the party managers were no ideologues, the politics of their
era was anything but issueless. They orchestrated history-shaping debates
about slavery, tariffs, internal improvements, public lands, railroads,
banks, and monetary policy. The very opportunism of the party politi-
cians meant that they were ready and willing to exploit new issues that
might expand the legions of their faithful. Their aim was to outmobilize
the opposition and ride the election returns to the seats of power in
Washington.

But the electoral surge that was sustained by party building and
party competition in the nineteenth century receded steadily during the
twentieth. The political organizations that had energized the electorate
were battered by Progressive reformers, a coalition of issue-oriented pro-
fessionals and business leaders determined to overthrow America’s ver-
sion of party government. Lacking the capacity to outmobilize the party
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managers, the Progressives sought to influence policy by non-electoral
means.2 They created privileged avenues of access to the courts and the
bureaucracy, avenues that allowed them to achieve their political ends
while bypassing the elections, in which mass-based parties held the
advantage.3 But the Progressives also restructured elections themselves to
improve their success in waging popular politics. Their principal innova-
tion was the party primary, which weakened the party bosses’ ability to
handpick candidates. And, like the nonpartisan elections that the Pro-
gressives also championed, the direct primary was a contest in which
the candidates were not distinguished by the party labels that they car-
ried, which thus deprived many rank-and-file loyalists of the vital cue
that told them how to mark their ballots. The primary was the sort of
election that appealed to voters guided not by party identification but by
issues, ideologies, and policy preferences. It was an election for well-
informed and well-educated voters—in short, for people like the Progres-
sives themselves.

Weaker parties meant declining turnout, but only until the Depres-
sion and the New Deal expanded the electorate with thousands of new
voters driven to political action, first by desperation and later by an elec-
toral coalition that was the artful construction of Franklin Roosevelt. As
pragmatic as any nineteenth-century boss, Roosevelt assembled his forces
around the mission of restoring economic prosperity. To the Democrats’
traditional base among white southerners, he added strength among
northern labor, African Americans, and liberal intellectuals. It was an
improbable alliance, a creature of crisis; and even during the New Deal
itself, there were signs of the internal strains that would eventually break
it apart. To satisfy southern conservatives in Congress, for example, New
Deal social welfare policy was reshaped so as to exclude African Ameri-
cans from eligibility for most benefits.4

The political managers who inherited the New Deal coalition dis-
played almost as much ideological flexibility as the party leaders of the
nineteenth century. They had to. But their exploitation of national issues
was constrained by a distinctive political vulnerability. There were some
issues that had to be avoided because they would fracture the disparate
Democratic congregation. They would haunt the Democrats even in the
hour of their greatest success.

In 1964, the New Deal coalition achieved its most decisive victory
since Roosevelt’s own reelection triumph in 1936, but the Democratic
landslide of 1964 set the stage for the coalition’s eventual fragmentation.
The landslide meant that every section of the discordant Democratic
chorus now had a strong voice in government. The party’s family quar-
rels would now be carried on at a higher volume than ever before and,
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because they would be fought out among the bearers of public authority,
with greater likelihood of internal injury. But in 1964, the party’s ideo-
logical breadth made it seem invincible.

In Barry Goldwater, the Democrats faced a candidate whose commit-
ment to ideology seemed stronger than his determination to get elected.
His decisive defeat may have concealed the extent to which his campaign
transformed American politics. It was not just that control of the Repub-
lican party’s nominating process had passed from the Eastern Establish-
ment to ideological conservatives from the West and Midwest. Goldwater
may also have signaled a broader change in the character of American
parties and politics. He was a right-wing harbinger of the New Politics
that would soon derange the New Deal coalition. Goldwater and his fol-
lowers made ideological correctness a test for political standing within
the Republican party. By the 1970s, the Democrats would be doing the
same, and they occupied such far-flung ideological real estate that the
consequences proved even more fractious for them than for the GOP.

By the late 1960s, moreover, Republican strategists had become adept
at exploiting “wedge issues”—contentious subjects that set Democrats
against Democrats. The Nixon administration’s promotion of affirmative
action in the construction trades under the “Philadelphia Plan” fanned
animosities between labor unions and blacks. During the war in Viet-
nam, issues of patriotism could be manipulated to alienate ideological
liberals from blue-collar hard hats. And the pursuit of the “Southern
Strategy” would eventually shift the political allegiances of an entire
region, along with the political balance in Washington.

Within the Democratic party, the cleavages opened by the civil rights
movement, the Vietnam War, and Republican strategy triggered a general
struggle for control of the party’s machinery as well as its soul. The prag-
matic heirs of Roosevelt’s New Deal squared off against the proponents of
the New Politics, who were in many respects the political descendants of
the Progressive reformers. They sought to refashion the political party to
suit well-educated and ideologically motivated activists like themselves.
Among other things, they reconstituted the Democratic party’s nominat-
ing process through the so-called McGovern-Fraser rules, which increased
the influence of liberal activists by guaranteeing representation for
women and minorities at the party’s national convention.5 Mobilizing
popular support was now only one of the ways to gain access to the
Democrats’ presidential nominating process.

The struggle to control that process was an echo—only much
louder—of the one that had made Goldwater the Republican presidential
candidate in 1964. Pragmatic political managers lost influence in both
parties, replaced by issue-oriented leaders and their followers. Pundit
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William Schneider, writing in 1987, looked back with a sense of loss to
the days when “a political party was a big tent, with room inside for all
kinds of people. The Democratic party included southern white racists,
blacks, urban bosses, and liberal reformers.” The Democratic and Repub-
lican parties alike had been converted from big tents into narrow citadels
that accommodated the favored few who could pass the appropriate ide-
ological “litmus tests.”6 Political victory had been redefined. Winning
elections was no longer the point. It was only one of several means for
parties to advance their programs, policies, and principles. In fact, as
noted in Chapter 3, the new party elites sometimes regarded an aroused
electorate as a potential threat and frequently opted to pursue their goals
by means other than full-scale mobilization of the voters.

As the electoral exertions of the two parties weakened in the 1960s
and 1970s, many observers thought they were witnessing the “decline of
parties” in American politics.7 But there is now a dawning recognition
that political parties did not so much decline as change in character and
focus.8 Once oriented almost exclusively to electoral struggle, parties
began to develop other approaches to politics that did not require the
maintenance and mobilization of a large popular support base. Instead,
they developed a capacity to engage in what might be called “institu-
tional mobilization.” Each party established a network of outposts in
interest groups, think tanks, the news media, public agencies, nonprofits,
and other private institutions. Today parties carry on their struggles by
calling up their institutional reserves—a process Benjamin Ginsberg and
Martin Shefter have called “politics by other means”—with only periph-
eral engagement of ordinary citizens.9 The Watergate affair, the Iran-
Contra controversy, the Clinton impeachment process, and the Florida
post-election struggle of 2000 are all cases in point. To the extent that the
parties do involve the general public in their battles, they typically
employ what political scientist Steven Schier has labeled the “activation”
strategy. This strategy targets tried, true, and politically reliable citizens
rather than the unpredictable public at large.10 Competition at the grass-
roots has given way to a battle of mailing lists, phone banks, fax
machines, and the Internet. In effect, the two parties repeatedly round
up the usual suspects and set them in motion. The unknown public at
large is rarely uninvited.

Institutional Mobilization

The Democratic and Republican parties have staked out their respective
institutional territories in government and politics. The Democrats are
entrenched in the social and regulatory agencies of the domestic state; in
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the not-for-profit, public, and quasi-public institutions connected to one
another by the so-called grants economy; and in a host of public interest
groups and important segments of the news media. The Republicans
have built a support base in the nation’s military and national security
apparatus, among corporate contractors and private-sector interest
groups, in religious organizations, and in a complex of conservative
newspapers, magazines, think tanks, and radio stations. This competitive
entrenchment has at least partially replaced voter mobilization as a
means of securing political power in the United States and is one of the
reasons that high levels of partisan conflict can coexist with low levels of
voter participation.

The Democratic party began building its institutional base during the
New Deal, but the growth of this base continued thereafter, especially
during the years of Lyndon Johnson’s Great Society. The core of the
Democratic institutional party lies in the social, regulatory, and grant
programs created, in large part, by Democratic presidents and congresses.
To administer these programs, they created or expanded such agencies as
the Department of Health and Human Services, the Department of
Labor, the Department of Education, the Office of Economic Opportu-
nity, and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). These national
agencies are programmatically linked to state and local bureaucracies
which are nourished in large part by federal grants. These subnational
governments have grown far more sharply during the past forty years
than the federal government itself.11 Other grants-in-aid support non-
profit organizations that administer national social programs. These insti-
tutions and programs are generally staffed by Democrats, promoted by
Democrats, and defended by Democrats in the Capitol and White House.

Federal social welfare and regulatory agencies serve as centers of
influence for the Democratic party in several ways. Federal domestic
agencies create strong ties between the Democratic party and the mil-
lions of Americans who work in the public sector and the millions more
who benefit from social programs such as Medicare. These agencies and
programs also link the Democrats to nonprofit institutions such as uni-
versities, to private social welfare organizations, and to other nonprofit
groups that receive federal grants and contracts. Planned Parenthood, for
example, receives roughly one-third of its $500 million annual budget
from federal grants and Medicaid reimbursements. AARP gets tens of mil-
lions of government dollars each year as a provider of federally sponsored
services to the elderly. Other institutions, including museums, art gal-
leries, and universities, also receive hundreds of millions of dollars in fed-
eral grants and contracts from agencies linked to the Democratic party.
The liberal Democratic affinities of artists, academics, and intellectuals
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may be reinforced by the material benefits that they receive, directly and
indirectly, from the federal treasury.12

The Democratic entrenchment in domestic agencies gives the party
substantial influence over policy implementation even when Republicans
control the presidency and Congress. A majority of the career employees
of federal social welfare and regulatory agencies are Democratic loyal-
ists.13 The reason for this is quite simple. Public agencies that administer
health care, education, and welfare programs quite properly seek to hire
staff members who are committed to agency objectives. Public servants
who support a positive role for government in social policy and eco-
nomic regulation are more likely to be Democrats than Republicans.
Democratic career employees, in turn, usually cooperate with Democrats
in Congress to maintain the programs to which they have shared com-
mitments. With the support of congressional Democrats, agencies that
administer federal social welfare and regulatory programs often resist
efforts by Republican presidents to redirect or limit their activities. For
example, when the Reagan administration sought to reorient EPA poli-
cies, it encountered stiff opposition from the agency’s staff. Agency
employees leaked information to Congress and to the media designed to
discredit Reagan’s EPA chief, Anne Burford Gorsuch. After a series of con-
gressional investigations, Gorsuch was forced to resign, and Reagan
appointed a new EPA head whose views were more acceptable to the
career staff.

The institutional confederation that undergirds the Democratic party
today is the product of the New Deal and the Great Society. Its Republi-
can counterpart took root in the military and national security apparatus
that mushroomed during World War II and hardened during the Cold
War that followed. It soon embraced a huge quasi-governmental defense
contracting industry. In fact, it was precisely the convergence of the pub-
lic- and private-sector elements of this defense establishment that
prompted Republican Dwight Eisenhower to voice his apprehensions
about the military-industrial complex not long before he left the White
House. It was no coincidence that the Republican surge of the 1980s was
accompanied by a parallel surge in the national security budget. The Rea-
gan administration sponsored the largest peacetime military buildup in
the nation’s history. Annual military expenditures in constant 1982 dol-
lars increased by more than 40 percent from $171 billion at the end of
the Carter administration to $242 billion by President Reagan’s second
term.14 Although the Democratic opposition in Congress limited further
increases to the annual rate of inflation, the enormous military buildup
of the first Reagan administration had vastly expanded the base upon
which those increases were calculated.
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The Republicans have not yet developed a network of nonprofit
social service agencies to match those in the Democratic coalition of
institutional supporters, but they are trying. The conservative promotion
of “faith-based” social policy promises to convert one of the most impor-
tant Republican constituencies into a beneficiary of the new patronage.
The organizations known collectively as the religious right have several
hundred thousand members, chapters in every state, and hundreds of
full-time staffers. They stand ready to lobby, litigate, or contest low-
turnout congressional and local elections when issues of abortion, public
morality, or church-state relations are at stake. If President George W.
Bush has his way, these organizations will also become eligible to func-
tion as federally financed providers of social services. Secular social wel-
fare and public interest groups with Democratic affinities may soon find
themselves competing for federal funds with “spiritual” counterparts
sponsored by a Republican administration. African American churches
that currently help to mobilize Democratic voters might be politically
neutralized if they became the beneficiaries of conservative social policy.
Religious conviction is one of the few remaining sources of widespread
grassroots activism in American politics. If sectarian charity becomes an
annex of the Republican party, Democrats will surely attack this partner-
ship as a transgression of the constitutional injunction against the gov-
ernment’s establishment of religion. There is also the possibility that
religious groups financed by government will become less dependent on
the offerings of their members, less responsive to their grassroots con-
stituencies, and less interested in turning out the faithful.

The New Patronage

America’s political parties have changed because government has
changed. Before the New Deal, the government did not amount to much,
and it was even less substantial before the Progressives instituted regula-
tory programs designed to rein in capitalist monopolies and protect the
public against the perils of urbanism and industrialism. Below the cabi-
net level, civilian bureaucrats oversaw the sale of public lands, the deliv-
ery of the mails, and the collection of customs. As a rule, they did not
make or influence policy; instead, they helped to sustain the party organ-
izations that elected the people who did make policy. Their jobs were
valuable chiefly as patronage. Bureaucrats were cogs in the machines that
solicited public support for elected officials, and once elected, the offi-
cials gave them their patronage jobs.

Party patronage is not dead. It has evolved to accommodate the con-
ditions of political life under a new bureaucratic state. Today’s parties
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employ a new patronage, not so much to contest elections as to influence
directly the making and implementation of public policy. That is why
today’s parties seem so much less interested in popular mobilization than
those of the past. Party elites and their institutional allies can often get
what they want from government without stirring up the public. In fact,
federal grants enable some organizations to sustain themselves without
appealing for popular support.

The new patronage is also distinctive because so many of its benefici-
aries are not government employees. Even under the regime of old
patronage, private-sector contractors were among the leading benefi-
ciaries. Since World War II, however, the number of beneficiaries of fed-
eral grants and contracts has increased much more rapidly than the
number employees of the federal government itself. In some agencies—
the Department of Energy is a prime example—the workforce employed
by private contractors far outnumbers the personnel employed directly by
the agency.

The emergence of the new patronage has also changed the terms of
political combat in the United States. Parties attempt to get what they
want through institutional colonization and mobilization. They also try
to disable the institutional base of the opposition party—its patronage
network. During the 1990s, for example, Republicans attacked the Demo-
cratic emplacements in social welfare and regulatory bureaucracies by
calling for regulatory reforms that would have weakened a number of
agencies. They also demanded the elimination of several agencies identi-
fied with Democratic interests, including the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting, the Legal Services Corporation, and the National Endow-
ment for the Arts. In an effort to “defund the left,”15 conservatives cam-
paigned for the termination of a variety of federal grant programs.
Through devolution, they attempted to dismantle national social pro-
grams by transferring their authority to the states. The Republicans’ aim
was shared by Presidents Nixon and Reagan, both of whom fielded “New
Federalism” initiatives to break up a Washington bureaucracy that seemed
hostile to Republican chief executives.16 The GOP failed to achieve signifi-
cant regulatory reform, and it eliminated no agencies or programs. In
1996, however, federal public assistance programs were devolved to the
states and converted from open-ended entitlements into capped block
grants. This shift from federal to state responsibility for welfare reflected
the GOP’s conviction that federal social service bureaucracies had become
Democratic dependencies, and the Republicans succeeded not only in
transferring bureaucratic authority for welfare to the states but also in
putting some distance between the social welfare programs and the liberal
interest groups that lobbied for them in Washington.17
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The Democrats have attempted to launch similar attacks on the insti-
tutional base of the Republicans. When the Democrats gained the White
House in 1993, they attacked the military and national security sectors.
President Clinton proposed substantial cuts in defense spending. More-
over, Clinton and some congressional Democrats sharply criticized the
military for closing its eyes to the sexual abuse of women in the ranks
and for prohibiting the recruitment and retention of gay and lesbian
personnel. In some respects, the 1993 congressional investigation of the
so-called Tailhook affair and the conflict regarding gays in the military
may be seen as efforts by Democrats to stigmatize and delegitimize an
institution that had become an important Republican bastion. In Octo-
ber 1993, Clinton’s navy secretary, John Dalton, cited sexual harass-
ment at the annual Tailhook Association convention both in demanding
the resignation of the chief of naval operations (CNO) and in instituting
disciplinary proceedings against a dozen admirals and U.S. Marine Corps
generals.

The attempted decapitation of the navy’s chain of command (the
secretary of defense ultimately refused to fire the CNO) was announced
just one day after the Pentagon had indicated that it would delay imple-
menting the “don’t ask, don’t tell” compromise concerning gays and 
lesbians in the military that it had negotiated with the Clinton adminis-
tration. The Pentagon attributed this delay to the technical difficulty of
informing base commanders of the new regulations. Other incidents also
bespoke the hostility between the military and the Clinton administra-
tion. For example, in 1993 a White House staffer refused to respond to
a greeting from Lt. General Barry McCaffrey, an aide to General Colin
Powell, saying, “I don’t talk to the military.”18 Later that same year, when
Powell, then chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, introduced former
Republican defense secretary Dick Cheney at a Pentagon function, he
saluted and called Cheney “Boss.” The entire room, filled with military
officers, erupted into loud and sustained cheering at this suggestion that
the wrong people were now in power.

By themselves, these incidents may have made little difference, but
they show that Republican officials tend to develop close ties with mili-
tary personnel as officers rise through the ranks. Republican defense sec-
retaries typically recruit their assistants from the military rather than
from civilian institutions (Colin Powell had served as assistant to Secre-
tary of Defense Caspar Weinberger); they also rely heavily upon the Pen-
tagon’s Joint Staff (the uniformed staff of the Joint Chiefs) for policy
planning. In contrast, Democratic defense secretaries recruit their assis-
tants mainly from congressional staffs and university faculties. These
civilian officials regard the Joint Staff with suspicion, and the military
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brass, in turn, is disdainful of inexperienced civilians. Even Republican
members of Congress have come to rely upon military officers to aug-
ment their personal and committee staffs. The armed services are happy
to cement their alliance with the GOP by providing such assistance. In
1994, former Democratic congresswoman Pat Schroeder of Colorado
caused a minor furor by denouncing this practice, which has, neverthe-
less, continued.19

Just as the officials of the EPA appealed to congressional Democrats
for support when they were saddled with a hostile director, so the mili-
tary sought the support of congressional Republicans in its conflicts with
the Clinton administration. Within the first few months of the Clinton
presidency, the military launched an attack against Defense Secretary Les
Aspin’s civilian staff assistants. Acting on a complaint from career offi-
cers, the Pentagon’s inspector general charged that two of Aspin’s senior
deputies had violated government ethics rules while awaiting Senate con-
firmation. These charges infuriated members of the Senate Armed Ser-
vices Committee, who compelled the White House to withdraw the
nominations.

A year later, Aspin himself was forced to resign after military officers
leaked information to Congress and the media suggesting that Aspin’s
decision not to send heavy tanks to support American troops in Somalia
had led to needless American casualties there. The military’s triumph
over the White House was so complete that Clinton was forced to name
an officer, Admiral Bobby Inman, to replace Aspin. At the televised
announcement of Inman’s appointment, Clinton stood in grim silence
as Inman told the press that his interview with Clinton had left him
with a “comfort level” regarding Clinton’s qualities as commander in
chief sufficient to allow him to work with the president. Ultimately,
Inman withdrew his name for personal reasons, but Clinton replaced
him with William Perry, an appointee acceptable to Republicans and to
the military.

In his second term, Clinton appointed William Cohen, a former
Republican senator, to head the Department of Defense, in a sense
acknowledging that this institution belongs to the GOP. But Cohen’s
appointment did not end hostility between the uniformed services and
the White House. In 1999, for example, the U.S. Army all but explicitly
defied the president’s order to send its Apache attack helicopters into
action against Serbian tanks in Kosovo. The army did not believe in the
mission or trust Clinton’s strategy and offered one reason after another
to delay deployment of the helicopters. In fact, army brass waited until
the conflict was over before declaring the helicopters to be fully ready for
combat.20
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The Battle for the Bench

Though the two major parties have been able to secure a variety of insti-
tutional strongholds, the federal judiciary is one institution of unques-
tioned strategic value that remains contested territory. From World War
II through the 1960s, the federal courts were generally aligned with lib-
eral Democrats on issues of civil rights and civil liberties. With the sup-
port of liberal Democrats, the federal courts expanded their role in the
political process and their power in American society. The Supreme Court,
for example, significantly relaxed the rules governing justiciability—
the conditions under which the courts will hear a case—increasing the
range of issues and parties subject to judicial remedies. The Court has
also broadened the arsenal of remedies and forms of relief that courts can
employ. In some cases, for instance, the courts have taken control of the
day-to-day operations of school systems and state prisons to assure that
their orders are fully implemented (see Chapter 7).

Given the liberal activism of the judiciary, groups identified with lib-
eral causes took up litigation as one of their principal political weapons.
Civil rights groups used the courts to launch successful assaults on south-
ern school systems, state and local governments, and legislative district-
ing schemes. Environmental groups used the courts to block construction
of highways, dams, and other public projects that not only damaged the
environment but also provided money to their political opponents.
Women’s groups used the federal courts to overturn state laws restricting
abortion as well as statutes discriminating against women in the labor
market. Congress contributed to the tide of liberal litigation when it
empowered public interest groups to challenge the decisions of executive
agencies in the courts and to collect their legal expenses if they won.

Successive Republican presidents sought to counter this alliance
between Democrats and the federal courts by using their appointment
powers to place more conservatives on the federal bench. Against the
backdrop of expanded judicial power, this effort led to years of harsh
interparty struggles over judicial nominations. Presidents Nixon, Reagan,
and Bush sought to appoint conservative jurists to the federal bench
while Democratic congresses fought to thwart those efforts. During the
Nixon administration, for example, congressional Democrats blocked the
confirmations of two conservative judges, Clement Haynsworth and G.
Harold Carswell.

Democrats fought unsuccessfully to prevent President Reagan from
elevating William Rehnquist to chief justice. Reagan’s efforts to place
Judge Robert Bork on the high court, however, encountered fierce resis-
tance. Democrats and liberal interest groups organized fund-raising
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drives and sponsored television advertising in the largest public cam-
paign in the nation’s history designed to defeat a judicial nominee. The
administration’s opponents on the Senate Judiciary Committee sought to
discredit Bork in nationally televised hearings. In the end, Democrats
defeated the Bork nomination. Later, Democrats forced Reagan Supreme
Court nominee Douglas Ginsburg to withdraw his name by revealing
that Ginsburg had been seen smoking marijuana while on the faculty of
the Harvard Law School.

In 1991, President George Bush nominated Clarence Thomas, a
prominent black conservative, to replace Justice Thurgood Marshall.
Thomas’s nomination sparked one of the most bitter struggles in recent
American political history. In their efforts to prevent Thomas’s confirma-
tion, Democrats were able to persuade Anita Hill, a University of Okla-
homa law professor, to testify that Thomas had sexually harassed her
when she worked for him at the Equal Employment Opportunity Com-
mission and, previously, at the Department of Education. At the end of
the controversial hearings, Thomas was confirmed in the Senate by a nar-
row vote, but the shadow cast by the confirmation process undermined
his subsequent influence on the Court.

During the Nixon, Reagan, and Bush years, congressional Democrats
sought to limit the impact of Republican presidents upon the federal
judiciary. In the Clinton years, the tables were turned as the GOP fought
to prevent a Democratic president from exercising substantial influence
over the composition of the federal bench. Clinton named two Democra-
tic moderates, Ruth Ginsburg and Stephen Breyer, to the Supreme Court
and sought to name a number of liberal Democrats to the district and
appellate courts. Senate Republicans, however, blocked many of Clinton’s
nominees, especially after 1994, when the GOP took control of the Sen-
ate Judiciary Committee. Republicans adopted the tactic of simply bot-
tling up nominees in committee and refusing to bring the names before
the Congress for confirmation. Liberal Democrats such as Messiah Jack-
son of Pennsylvania and Richard Paez and Marsha Berzon of California
remained in political limbo for a number of years.21 Though Paez and
Berzon were eventually confirmed, a number of other nominations were
withdrawn, and Clinton’s impact on the federal courts was diminished as
a result.

Institutional Struggle

The rancorous partisan warfare that now erupts in the formerly decorous
judicial appointment process is symptomatic of a recent change in Amer-
ican politics. The parties vie for power not so much through the competi-
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tive mobilization for voters as by exploiting their control of institutions
in and around government and by disrupting the institutions controlled
by the opposition. In the 1970s and 1980s, when the Republicans usually
controlled the White House, they sought consistently to enhance the
powers of the president in relation Congress, which was almost as regu-
larly controlled by the Democrats. President Nixon, for example,
impounded billions of dollars appropriated by Congress and sought,
through various reorganization schemes, to bring executive agencies
under closer White House control while severing their ties to Congress.
Presidents Reagan and Bush created and tolerated huge budget deficits in
part because they precluded any congressional policy initiatives that
called for new spending. Reagan and Bush also sought to disempower the
Democrats in Congress and the government regulators allied with them
by centralizing control over administrative rule making in the Office of
Management and Budget. In addition, Reagan and his staff surrepti-
tiously violated legislative restrictions on presidential conduct embodied
in the War Powers Act—a congressional measure intended to curb presi-
dential authority.

There were many others such measures. Congressional Democrats
sought to strengthen the Congress while reducing the powers and prerog-
atives of the presidency. Through the 1974 Congressional Budget and
Impoundment Act, for example, Congress countered Nixon’s challenge
to its fiscal authority. In addition to the War Powers Act, congressional
Democrats also drafted the Foreign Commitments Resolution and the
Arms Export Control Act, both designed to restrict presidential authority
in foreign policy. Democrats used the investigative powers of the legisla-
ture to discredit Republican presidents and the administrative officials
who served them. The Watergate and Iran-Contra investigations were the
most important of these offensives. The first drove a President from office
and temporarily crippled his party. The effects of the second were not so
dramatic, but the Iran-Contra investigation seriously injured the Reagan
administration. Democrats charged that the administration had covertly
sold arms to Iran and used the proceeds to provide illegal funding for
Nicaraguan Contra forces, in violation of the Boland Amendment, which
prohibited such assistance. In the aftermath of televised congressional
hearings in which many of the Democratic allegations were substanti-
ated, Reagan was compelled to appoint a national security adviser, a Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency director, and a White House chief of staff
acceptable to Democrats in Congress. Iran-Contra also halted the ad-
vance of the president’s conservative agenda. The “Reagan revolution”
had been stopped in its tracks.
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As in the Iran-Contra case, the substitution of institutional warfare
for electoral competition frequently produces no clear winners. The
intention is to distract or preoccupy the opposition sufficiently to para-
lyze its capacity to make policy. When parties pursue politics in this
way—and both parties do—the result can be stalemate.

After winning control of Congress in 1994, Republicans used its
investigatory power to inquire into allegations that the Clinton adminis-
tration had sought to use confidential FBI files for political purposes.
Then congressional Republicans conducted a probe of allegedly illegal
fund-raising activities in the 1996 Clinton-Gore campaign. There would
also be investigations of the dismissal of employees in the White House
travel office.

The criminal justice system is an alternative to congressional investi-
gation as an arena for combat between the legislative and executive
branches. Since the early 1970s, the number of federal indictments
against national, state, and local officials has increased more than ten-
fold, to more than a thousand per year. Many of those indicted have
been lower-level civil servants, but large numbers have been prominent
political figures, including more than a dozen members of Congress and
high-ranking federal administrators.22 During the Reagan and Bush
administrations, a substantial number of top Republicans in the execu-
tive branch were the targets of criminal prosecutions stemming from alle-
gations or investigations initiated by Democrats. These included former
defense secretary Caspar Weinberger, former assistant secretary of state
Elliott Abrams, presidential aides Michael Deaver and Lynn Nofziger,
Labor Secretary Raymond Donovan, and national security official Oliver
North. Before leaving office in 1992, President Bush pardoned Wein-
berger and Abrams, asserting that their prosecutions were the result of
inappropriate efforts by Democrats to criminalize policy disputes.

During the Clinton administration, a number of prominent Democ-
rats became the targets of criminal prosecutions sparked by allegations
initiated by the Republicans. Early in Clinton’s first term, the powerful
chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, Dan Rostenkowski
(D-Illinois) was sent to federal prison after being convicted of corruption.
Charges of improper conduct were later leveled at Agriculture Secretary
Mike Espy, Transportation Secretary Henry Cisneros, Commerce Secre-
tary Ron Brown, Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt, and Labor Secretary
Alexis Herman. Espy and Cisneros were forced to resign and were ulti-
mately indicted on fraud and corruption charges. Ron Brown died in a
plane crash before the investigation into his conduct was completed. Bab-
bitt and Herman were both exonerated after lengthy investigations,
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though the exhaustive probes undermined their effectiveness in office.
During the same period, Clinton himself became the target of an inten-
sive probe that led to his impeachment, though not to his conviction of
any criminal conduct.

Despite the large number and importance of cases involving official
wrongdoing, there is little reason to believe that the actual incidence of
official corruption or abuse of power has increased since the 1970s.
Instead, the growing use of criminal sanctions against public officials has
been closely linked to struggles for political power in the United States.
The creation of the Office of the Independent Counsel in the aftermath
of the Watergate scandal established formal machinery to investigate
allegations of unethical conduct on the part of public officials. The 1999
expiration of the special counsel provision of the Ethics in Government
Act changes the manner in which special counsels will be appointed but
does not eliminate their future use in investigations of official conduct.
The mechanism gives both parties a weapon with which to discredit—or
at least immobilize—their opponents. It activates a squadron of investiga-
tors, accountants, and lawyers who are almost certain to find something
embarrassing or questionable before they are finished.

Revelation, Investigation, Prosecution

Today’s tactics of political combat—revelation, investigation, and prose-
cution (RIP)—have moved to the center stage once occupied by electoral
mobilization. The acronym is a fitting political epitaph for the public
officials who have become its targets. RIP was a repertoire of attack that
emerged from the Watergate controversy and was refined by Democrats
in Congress when the White House was under Republican control. Dur-
ing the Clinton administration, however, the roles were reversed, and
congressional Republicans used the tactic against a Democratic White
House.

In the first year of his presidency, Clinton advanced a health care
proposal that would have achieved an enormous expansion of the Demo-
cratic party’s institutional base, giving the Democrats control over a sub-
stantial portion of the nation’s economy and making virtually every
American a beneficiary of a Democratic program. Health care reform
might have enhanced the popularity and power of the Democratic party
in much the same way that Social Security had sixty years earlier.

Clinton’s health care reform effort alarmed Republicans. Some
Republican strategists like William Kristol, who had served as chief of
staff for former vice president Dan Quayle, worked feverishly to mobilize
GOP opposition to Clinton’s proposal. Ultimately the plan was defeated
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by a coalition of corporate interests and the Republican party. But the
combat experience convinced many Republicans that Clinton was a dan-
gerous adversary, and they mounted an all-out campaign to neutralize
him. Adding to the ferocity of the GOP attack, of course, was the rage of
some social conservatives in the party about the president’s stands on
such issues as abortion, gun control, and gays in the military.

In 1993 and 1994, Republicans laid down a barrage of charges against
Clinton and his wife, mainly related to their involvement in the failed
Whitewater real estate development in Arkansas. Although they were
able to embarrass and harass the Clintons, Republicans failed to disable
the administration. In 1994, however, the GOP won both houses of Con-
gress, gaining in the process control of the congressional authority to
investigate and to secure appointment of independent counsels to inves-
tigate on its behalf. Now headed by Republicans, congressional commit-
tees immediately launched wide-ranging investigations of Clinton’s
conduct during his years as governor of Arkansas.

At the same time, congressional Republicans launched several inde-
pendent counsels to search for wrongdoing by Clinton and his associates.
The most important of these prosecutors, Kenneth Starr, was able to
extend the scope of his investigation to include allegations that the presi-
dent had had an affair with a White House intern, Monica Lewinsky, and
that he later both perjured himself and suborned perjury on the part of
the intern and others to prevent disclosure of his conduct. A month after
Clinton was forced to appear before Starr’s grand jury and acknowledge
his affair with Lewinsky, the GOP-controlled House Judiciary Committee
began impeachment proceedings. Clinton’s impeachment was approved
by the full House on a party-line vote. By another party-line vote, the
Senate declined to convict. But Clinton’s presidency had been devastated.

While the process spiraled to its conclusion, the Clinton administra-
tion was preoccupied with the president’s defense. Clinton and his allies
responded aggressively to every accusation and innuendo, leveling coun-
tercharges against his accusers and the special counsel’s office, sometimes
employing private detectives to collect damaging information about the
president’s adversaries.23 Throughout the long struggle, the president
was vigorously defended by the Democratic party. In January 1998, the
Democratic National Committee established a damage control center to
coordinate strategies, disseminate information, respond to charges, and
generally seek to protect the president from new revelations and accusa-
tions.24 Until Clinton’s admissions of sexual misconduct compelled sev-
eral prominent Democrats to distance themselves from him, not a single
significant Democratic politician or interest group spoke against the pres-
ident. Whatever their personal feelings about the president, most Demo-
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crats believed that the destruction of the Clinton administration would
bring a renewed Republican effort to undermine the domestic social
institutions fashioned by the Democratic party. Even the women’s move-
ment, which might have been expected to turn against a president who
admitted having a sexual relationship with a young intern, decided that
Clinton’s support for abortion rights and federal funding for child care,
as well as his record of appointing women to high office, outweighed his
sexual indiscretions.

Just as Democrats had been able to undermine two Republican
administrations through a process of revelation, investigation, and prose-
cution, the GOP had now wrecked a Democratic presidency. Both parties
had developed and demonstrated the capacity to drive their opponents
from office without mobilizing or even consulting the electorate, which
seemed a mere vestigial organ of the American body politic.

The 2000 Presidential Selection

The new, peripheral status of the electorate was underlined by the Florida
post-election struggle that finally made George W. Bush president. It was
fought outside the electoral arena and without the participation of ordi-
nary Americans. Instead, the decision was in the hands of the Florida leg-
islature and the executive institutions of the Florida state government,
and it was dominated by small groups of attorneys and political activists.
Forty lawsuits were filed during the course of the dispute.25 Together, the
two campaigns ran up nearly $10 million in legal expenses during the
month of litigation. This does not include the cost incurred by litigants
who were not formally associated with either campaign. In most of the
courtroom encounters, the Bush campaign prevailed. Despite two set-
backs before the all-Democratic Florida Supreme Court, Bush attorneys
won most circuit court cases and the penultimate clash before the U.S.
Supreme Court, whose conservative majority seemed determined to pre-
vent a Gore victory.

Bush defeated Gore not only because he prevailed in the courts but
also because he and the Republicans were able to mobilize a powerful set
of institutions that gradually wore down their Democratic foes. Demo-
crats controlled the South Florida canvassing boards that tried to conduct
manual recounts, but this advantage was trumped by GOP control of the
governor’s mansion and the secretary of state’s office. In addition, the
Republican-dominated Florida legislature was prepared to select Bush
electors even if the Texas governor lost the court battle, and so gave the
GOP an insurance policy against judicial defeat. Republicans also were
better able to mobilize political activists and party notables to counter
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and, in some instances, intimidate Democratic workers on the ground in
Florida.

Although both campaigns deployed their institutional resources, nei-
ther seemed especially interested in mobilizing popular support. Both
sides sought to suppress large numbers of popular votes that had already
been cast. Bush fought to block recounts that might have revealed addi-
tional votes while Gore allies worked to negate military ballots as well as
thousands of absentee ballots in Seminole and Martin Counties.26 The
national news media insisted that the so-called battle for public opinion
was every bit as important as the legal and institutional struggle. Perhaps
they are prone to such claims because, as the principal line of communi-
cation between political elites and the public, the media’s political status
grows when leaders battle for public opinion. But there was little evi-
dence of any such battle in Florida. Instead of communicating with the
public directly, the candidates employed surrogates to carry their claims
and counterclaims to the press. Neither candidate sought to mobilize
public support. They ignored the calls of political activists like Reverend
Jesse Jackson for mass demonstrations and protests. The two candidates’
occasional public appearances were intended less to bolster popular
enthusiasm than to strengthen the commitments of political allies and
to induce contributors to keep their wallets open to finance the battle of
maneuver between battalions of party attorneys. Although their public
appearances were rare, both Al Gore and his running mate, Joe Lieber-
man, spent hours on the telephone each day contacting contributors.
GOP fund-raisers were active throughout the nation as well. Gore, in fact,
acknowledged the irrelevance of the mass public to the post-election dis-
pute. In response to a television reporter’s question about the role of pub-
lic opinion, Gore said, “I’m quite sure that the polls don’t matter in this,
because it’s a legal question.”27

Media misinterpretation was also evident in self-congratulatory edi-
torials that pointed with pride to the fact that an all-out battle between
the nation’s two major political parties was being resolved peacefully.
There were no tanks or troops in the streets. On a typical day, fewer than
a score of protestors stood outside the vice president’s residence in Wash-
ington. The absence of political ferment, said the commentators, was a
mark of the maturity of American democracy and the people’s respect for
the rule of law. The absence of tanks in the streets was surely a positive
sign, but the muted expression of popular feeling about the post-election
dispute, the slender ranks of the demonstrators, and the near absence of
any popular political action or protest during the course of the battle for
the presidency should not be seen as a symptom of America’s political
well-being. Quite the contrary. They were signs that most Americans were
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indifferent to the struggle in Florida. People assumed it would be quietly
concluded, and, as the polls suggested, they were prepared to accept either
outcome. Popular participation was limited and popular feeling was sub-
dued not because of Americans’ political maturity but because they knew
that they had no role to play in the post-election controversy and did not
feel strongly about it. Citizens at large had become politically irrelevant.

Virtual Citizenship

Though they were originally formed to contest elections, political parties
today carry on a good part of their struggle without benefit of voters.
Elections are still held. Parties still try to pile up more votes than the
opposition. But partisan appeals are currently aimed at a narrow slice of
the electorate—the reliable, predictable voters whose names, addresses,
and affiliations have already been entered into the partisan databases.
The mobilization of the electorate at large has been supplanted by elec-
tronic retrieval of the electorate at hand.28 Even more restrictive than
this electronic electorate is the small elite of Americans who have the
resources, education, and access to exploit the new opportunities for
political participation in America’s new, personal democracy: litigation,
bureaucratic consultation, and recognition as a stakeholder or advocate.
These are the actors who play politics for real these days.

Current political circumstance does leave at least one place for ordi-
nary citizens—on the answering end of public opinion polls. They get to
play virtual politics, expressing their views “as if” a real political leader
were actually listening to them. Politicians, interest groups, and govern-
ment officials sponsor thousands of opinion surveys every year to test
public sentiment on issues ranging from abortion to zootomy. Some poll-
sters have argued that precisely because opinion surveys capture the
views of those who do not participate, the surveys provide a more scien-
tific and accurate picture of public opinion than voting does. George
Gallup, one of the founders of the modern polling industry, asserted that
opinion polls, more than any other institution, “bridge the gap between
the people and those responsible for making decisions in their name.”29

Polling, of course, has no official place in American democracy. The Con-
stitution does not require public officials to follow poll results. During
the entire Clinton impeachment process, the president’s standing in the
polls remained high—as did Richard Nixon’s until the eve of his resigna-
tion. And, Gallup notwithstanding, the representation of public opinion
provided by surveys does more to widen than to bridge the gap between
the people and public decision-makers. The virtual representation pro-
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vided by the polls renders public opinion less disruptive, more permis-
sive, and more amenable to government and elite manipulation

In fact, little distinction is made between poll results and public
opinion, but they are not the same thing at all. Public opinion can be
articulated in ways that present a picture of the people’s political think-
ing very different from the results of sample surveys.30 Statements from
leaders of interest groups, trade unions, and religious groups about their
adherents’ feelings are a common mechanism for expressing public opin-
ion. The hundreds of thousands of letters written each year to newspaper
editors and to members of Congress are vehicles for the expression of
opinion. Protests, riots, and demonstrations express citizens’ opinions.
Government officials take note of all these manifestations of the public’s
mood. As corporate executive and political commentator Chester
Barnard once noted, before the invention of polling, legislators “read the
local newspapers, toured their districts and talked with voters, received
letters from the home state and entertained delegations which claimed to
speak for large and important blocks of voters.”31 These alternatives to
polling survive today. But when poll results differ from other expressions
of public opinion, the polls almost always carry more credibility than the
competition. The labor leader whose account of rank-and-file sentiment
differs from poll results is not likely to be taken seriously. Nor is the
politician who claims that his or her policy positions are more popular
than the polls show. In 1999, for example, Republican congressional lead-
ers claimed that the public opinion disclosed by letters and phone calls
supported their efforts to impeach and convict President Bill Clinton,
even though national opinion polls indicated that the public opposed
Clinton’s removal from office. Virtually every commentator took the
polls to be correct and accused Republicans of disregarding true popular
sentiment.

This presumption in favor of the accuracy of opinion polls stems
from their apparent scientific neutrality. Survey analysis is modeled on
the methods of the natural sciences and conveys an impression of techni-
cal sophistication and objectivity.32 The polls, moreover, can claim to
offer a more reliable and representative view of popular opinion than any
alternative. People who claim to speak for groups frequently do not. The
distribution of opinion reflected in letters to newspapers and government
officials is clearly unrepresentative. Demonstrators are always a tiny,
skewed segment of the public. Scientific samplings of public opinion pro-
vide a corrective for false or biased representations of popular sentiment.

Polling, however, is both more and less than a scientific measure of
public sentiment. The substitution of polling for other methods of gaug-
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ing the public’s views profoundly affects what is perceived to be public
opinion. Polling is what statisticians call an “obtrusive measure.”33 Sur-
veys do not simply measure continuities and changes in a naturally
occurring phenomenon. The polls also define how individual opinions
are to be aggregated. In opinion surveys, for example, the views of well-
informed people usually carry no more weight than those of the clueless.
Pollsters also choose the topics for which public opinion will be tested. In
other words, the data reported by the polls are not “pure” public opinion
but the product of an interaction between the opinion holders and the
opinion seekers. As surveys measure opinion, they also form opinion.

Polling changes the character of public opinion in at least three
important ways.34 First, polling subsidizes the cost of asserting opinions.
In the absence of polling, the cost and effort required to organize and
communicate an opinion are normally borne by those who hold the
opinion. Someone wishing to express a view about abortion, for example,
might write a letter, deliver a speech, contribute to an organization, or
attend a rally. Polls, however, organize and publicize opinion without
requiring the opinion holders to exert themselves in any significant way.
The great majority of those whose views are supposedly captured in a sur-
vey are never actually interviewed. A survey claiming to reflect the opin-
ions of 250 million Americans is typically based upon interviews with
only two or three thousand randomly sampled respondents.35 The
remainder are statistically or “virtually” represented. They need not even
have endured the nuisance of an interview.

This displacement of costs from the opinion holder to the polling
agency has important consequences for the character of the opinions
likely to be expressed. In general, one’s willingness to bear the costs of
asserting political opinions is closely tied to the intensity of those opin-
ions. If you have strong feelings about an issue, you are more likely to
invest the time and energy needed to make your views known than are
others who hold less intense views. One never hears, for example, of a
march on the Capitol by citizens who are undecided about abortion. As
the example suggests, people with strongly held views are also more
likely than their less zealous fellow citizens to be found at the extremes of
opinion on any given question.36 When the costs of expressing opinions
are borne by opinion holders, the views heard are likely to be both
intensely held and relatively extreme.

Polls undermine this relationship between public expression and the
intensity of opinion. The assertion of opinion through surveys requires
almost no effort on the part of opinion holders. The views of those who
care hardly at all about an issue count just as much as the opinions of
those who care deeply. For this reason, the distribution of opinion
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reported in surveys is typically both less intense and less extreme than
the public opinion that concerned citizens would have expressed on
their own.37 In opinion polls, the voices of Americans with strongly held
views are drowned out by the indistinct murmur of the apathetic mass
public.

This is not an entirely bad thing. The polls may make it more diffi-
cult for activists at the ideological extremes to claim widespread popular
support when they do not have it.38 Presidential candidate Pat
Buchanan, for example, presented himself as spokesman for “brigades” of
true conservatives in 1996 and 2000, but surveys indicated that his right-
wing, isolationist views commanded the support of only 2 percent of the
American public.

The polls, however, also enable governments and politicians to claim
that they represent true public opinion even in the face of manifest pub-
lic discontent. President Richard Nixon, for example, claimed to be gov-
erning on behalf of the “silent majority” of Americans who did not join
protest marches to demand changes in American race relations and an
end to the Vietnam War. The administration invoked a silent majority
that spoke only through the polls to counter the political weight and
credibility of the hundreds of thousands of noisy Americans—citizens
who felt strongly enough to take action on controversial issues. The
administration preferred to govern on behalf of this silent majority pre-
cisely because of its silence. It was silent because it had no particular
views on controversial issues and therefore imposed no particular con-
straints upon the government’s conduct. Poll results provided the admin-
istration with an excuse to ignore people who actually had opinions.

Polling transforms opinion in a second way—by treating it as an
attribute of individual citizens rather than a property of groups. Before
politicians sponsored polls, their information about the attitudes of ordi-
nary Americans often came from the leaders of associations and groups.
Those interested in the views of working people, for example, might con-
sult trade union officials. To find out about public sentiment in a town or
county, a politician might inquire with one of its leading citizens. In the
absence of contradictory evidence, the recognition of these leaders as
knowledgeable informants about grassroots opinion enhanced their own
political influence and may have bolstered the apparent political coher-
ence and strength of the groups that they led. The leader spoke for the
group as a unified force and, by doing so, increased the likelihood that
others would regard it as such.

Opinion surveys, however, go directly to individual members of the
public, bypassing the groups to which they belong and the people who
lead them. Polling therefore tends to disclose disagreements among
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group members. This, too, is not all bad. Survey data may prevent the
leaders of a group from accidentally or deliberately misrepresenting their
members’ views. For example, the views of political party convention del-
egates differ considerably from those of the average voter. Republican del-
egates tend to be much more conservative than GOP voters, and
Democratic delegates are decidedly more liberal than typical Democrats
in the electorate. The polls are a helpful reminder to party leaders that
not all Democrats, say, would support the views articulated at the con-
vention by gay rights activists,39 and that not all Republicans share the
beliefs of the leaders of the party’s religious right.

At the same time, however, by undermining the ability of group lead-
ers and activists to speak for their members, the polls can undermine a
group’s influence. In 1947, for example, organized labor bitterly opposed
the enactment of the Taft-Hartley Act, which union leaders disparaged as
the “slave-labor act.” After President Truman vetoed the act, the presi-
dents of major unions vowed to work for the defeat of any member of
Congress who voted to override Truman’s veto. While senators and repre-
sentatives weighed their options, poll data showed that most union
members—as opposed to the leadership—neither fully understood the
Taft-Hartley Act nor saw it as the decisive consideration for their congres-
sional voting preferences. These findings emboldened a number of legis-
lators with large trade union constituencies to vote for the bill, and
Truman’s veto was overridden.40 On the one hand, accurate information
about the preferences of individual union members diminished the col-
lective power of organized labor. On the other hand, if union members
had had accurate information about the bill, the poll results might have
been different, and Taft-Hartley might never have become law.

Political polling was introduced in the United States by Mugwumps,
Progressives, and conservative elites as a way of reducing the collective
power of their working-class opponents, who depended heavily upon
coherent and disciplined organizations to make up for their members’
individual lack of resources and influence.41 The conservative Chicago
Tribune was a major sponsor of polls in the 1890s, and the Hearst news-
papers were avid promoters of polling in the early twentieth century.
Today, of course, all political forces make extensive use of polling. The
fact remains, however, that polling reduces the political weight of pre-
cisely those groups whose most important resource is their collective
weight.

The third way that polling changes public opinion is by restricting
the agenda of topics. Writers of letters to the editor generally choose the
topics on which to express their views. The organizers of a protest march
define the purpose of their action. But respondents in opinion polls
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express themselves on issues that have been selected by someone else.
Opinions filtered through polls are not spontaneous expressions of the
public’s own concerns but rather a reaction to concerns chosen by the
pollsters.

Polling, in other words, may offer a misleading impression of the
public’s political agenda. During the 2000 presidential campaign, for
example, daily polls indicated enormous short-term swings in the rela-
tive standing of Al Gore and George W. Bush. On Monday, August 7, a
USA Today/CNN poll indicated that Bush was leading Gore by nineteen
points. On Tuesday, August 8, Bush’s lead had dropped to two points in
the same poll. By Saturday, however, his lead was back up to ten points.42

These erratic bounces in public opinion probably indicated that the pres-
idential election was not high on respondents’ list of priorities, and, as a
result, they did not have solid opinions to express. The election was more
important to the pollsters than to the public.

Given the commercial character of the polling industry, differences
between the polls’ concerns and those of the general public are probably
inevitable. Polls generally raise questions that are of interest to the pur-
chasers of poll data—newspapers, political candidates, government agen-
cies, business corporations, and public relations and advertising firms.
These questions may or may not reflect citizens’ own needs, hopes, and
aspirations. Perhaps more important, polls are components in the mod-
ern technology of opinion shaping. Corporations poll to determine how
to persuade customers to purchase their products. Candidates poll as part
of a campaign to convince voters to support them. Governments poll as
part of the process of ensuring popular cooperation, or, as the National
Performance Review report might put it, to create less troublesome cus-
tomers. Rather than communicating the opinions that citizens want
political leaders to hear, polls tell elites what they want to learn about cit-
izens’ opinions. The end result is to change the public expression of
opinion from an assertion of demand to a step in the process of persua-
sion. Polls are tools for the management of opinion.

From Electorate to Virtual Citizenry

Scarcely anyone today recommends a revival of the patronage-seeking
parties of the nineteenth century, but hardly anybody seems satisfied
with today’s parties either. In America, it appears, political parties have
never been able to get it right. Perhaps we should have paid more atten-
tion to the founders’ warnings about the evils of faction.

The parties of the late nineteenth century were notable for turning
out the voters in numbers that have never been surpassed. But to what
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purpose? The parties were ideologically amorphous, nonprogrammatic
coalitions that embraced issues primarily to exploit them.

Today’s parties, in contrast, occupy generally consistent and distin-
guishable positions on issues like abortion, social welfare, gay rights, tax-
ation, the environment, and economic regulation. But as their positions
have come into focus, they have pared down their popular followings to
the reliable, mailing-list voters who have helped to make American elec-
tions invitation-only affairs for an electoral elect. For contemporary par-
ties, the public at large is a statistical artifact of opinion polls, a virtual
electorate whose scientifically sampled representatives express opinions
only on issues that they are asked about, and often not even on those.

The parties of the past mobilized real citizens and ministered to the
material wants of at least some of their followers. But to induce mass
activism, they relied on workers who were paid in patronage. As a result,
graft became the bad habit of American politics; and administrative com-
petence, the forlorn hope of reformers who were generally unwelcome
even in the big-tent parties of their time.

The parties of our time mobilize institutions, many of them staffed
by specialists with policy expertise. Republicans can draw on a Pentagon
full of military bureaucrats; Democrats, on the mandarins of social wel-
fare and regulatory policy. These institutions are the embodiment of the
“new patronage,” sustained by weapons programs, grants, contracts, and
government reimbursements. But in the age of institutional combat, one
of the central war aims is to disable the institutional support network of
the opposition. More often than not, major policy initiatives informed
by expertise—health policy, for example—remain suspended in institu-
tional stalemate.

At the end of the eighteenth century, America was the first nation
with a mass electorate. In the middle of the nineteenth century, America
was the first nation with strong mass-based political parties. At the end of
the twentieth century, America became the first nation with a virtual cit-
izenry. To be sure, millions of Americans not only continue to vote but
also have unprecedented opportunities for political access through the
media, the bureaucracy, and the courts. The American upper middle class
practices what we have called personal democracy with great effect.
Tens of millions of other Americans, however, live outside this political
sphere. As we saw in Chapter 2, their services as soldiers and tax-
payers are no longer needed. Opposing political parties have developed
techniques through which to achieve their goals without mobilizing
ordinary citizens for political struggle. The presence of citizens in the
political process is increasingly a statistical matter of virtual representa-
tion through polling.
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The views of these virtual citizens, so carefully monitored by the
polls, have been robbed of the qualities that once made public opinion
an important phenomenon. Those with strong views are submerged by
the more apathetic. Groups and collectivities are atomized and their
political weight is reduced. And, finally, consistent with their status as
customers, they are polled to make them more amenable to persuasion.
Confined to the political margins, these virtual citizens can watch politi-
cal struggles in which they are not invited to participate.
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Chapter 5

Disunited We Stand

AS ENGINES OF popular mobilization, American political parties gradu-
ally ran out of steam during the course of the twentieth century. But the
work of animating the public continued under the auspices of other
institutions that sought to profit from the power of numbers. To a con-
siderable extent, political interest groups succeeded parties as the princi-
pal vehicles for aggregating and expressing popular sentiment, and for
pressuring government to follow its dictates. By midcentury, political
scientists had come to regard group politics as the essence of American
politics.

Whether group politics was a good or a bad thing for popular democ-
racy had been a matter much in dispute. To James Madison and his con-
temporaries, the evils of faction had seemed obvious. But Madison’s
remedy was counterintuitive: The best defense against the dangers posed
by special interests was more special interests. In a republic as large as the
United States, Madison reasoned, the despotic designs of one interest
group would be checked by a multitude of other groups. In time, Madi-
son’s remedy came to be regarded as a virtue in its own right. Competi-
tion among interest groups seemed to be the functional equivalent of
party competition. It was not only a guard against tyranny but also a
mechanism of popular sovereignty. Competing groups would reach out
for public support in order to advance their interests, and the victorious
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interests would be the ones able to assemble the broadest coalitions of
adherents.1

The doctrine of interest-group democracy assumed that groups
would stick to the strategy of grassroots mobilization. For political par-
ties, it had been the only strategy because there was only one test of party
success—winning elections. For political interest groups, however, win-
ning the favor of an electoral majority was not the ultimate objective,
and it was only one of many ways for groups to get what they wanted
from government. To the extent that they employed other means to
achieve their ends, their influence upon government might become dis-
tinctly undemocratic.

That was the prevailing verdict concerning interest groups until the
late nineteenth century. “Factions” were cast as enemies of popular gov-
ernment. Their lobbyists interposed themselves between the electorate
and its elected representatives, and if groups had any effect at all, it could
only be to divert government from the will of the majority.

Interest groups took on a different appearance, however, when
reformers of the Progressive Era began to argue that boss-ruled political
parties had themselves betrayed the majority’s best interests. It was then,
says sociologist Elisabeth Clemens, that three groups ill-served by the
major parties—women, farmers, and organized labor—sought to achieve
their political destinies outside the framework of partisan politics. “What
was novel in the late nineteenth century,” writes Clemens, “was the
intent and the organizational technologies to link `lobbying’ to signifi-
cant numbers of voters who would be guided by associational ties rather
than partisan loyalty.”2

Group politics had been reinvented as a vehicle of mass democracy,
an alternative to the political parties of the time—parties that appealed
not to the collective interests of the public but to private appetites for
patronage, graft, and favor, or to the tribal loyalties of ethnic immigrants
and native Protestants. Addressing policy issues, in other words, was not
the only way to win elections. On the contrary, avoiding issues might be
the best way to preserve party unity, especially in parties that spanned
different sections, interests, and ideologies.3

Group politics, by contrast, was issue-based politics. It linked public
opinion to public policy. That was the function of the so-called new
lobby, whose emergence was described by E. Pendleton Herring in the
late 1920s. It had eclipsed “the representatives of corporations, the
patronage brokers, the `wire-pullers,’ the crowd of old-style lobbyists.”
The wire pullers had been sidelined by the “spokesmen of organized
groups”—groups, in other words, that claimed to speak for a grassroots
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constituency of dues-paying members. “These group representatives,”
wrote Herring,

work in the open; they have nothing to hide; they know what they
want; and they know how to get it. . . . The “old, sly, furtive, pussy-
footed agents of special privilege trusts” have been pushed to one side.
The great organized groups, which now in such large numbers main-
tain headquarters in the capital, constitute the lobby of today. They
are the “third house of Congress,” the assistant rulers, the “invisible
government.”4

“Lobbyist” had ceased to be simply a term of opprobrium. It was no
longer reserved for the “old, sly, furtive, pussy-footed agents of special
privilege trusts.” New practitioners of group politics, supported by grass-
roots constituencies, promoted special interests in the open. Territory
once occupied by the pussy-footed wire pullers was now theirs.

The new interest groups had also gained ground against political par-
ties. The parties, according to Herring, were no longer sufficiently coher-
ent to take positions on policy issues. Prohibition was a case in point. On
the one hand, in New York City, Democrats were wets, but Democrats in
rural Missouri were dries. Republicans, on the other hand, were wet in St.
Louis but dry in rural New York. An institutional interest in self-preserva-
tion prevented parties from taking forthright positions on controversial
issues. Since the political party had forfeited leadership in public policy,
Herring argued, “nonpartisan associations of voters” had stepped forward
in Washington to meet democracy’s need for “means of expressing the
opinions and beliefs held by the citizens.”5

But these organizations could also help the government to meet
needs of its own. Inviting interested groups to participate in the policy-
making process was likely to enhance the efficacy and legitimacy of the
policies that resulted. Charles Nagel, secretary of commerce and labor
under President William Howard Taft, was one of the first public servants
to perceive the possibilities—the positive political convenience—that
interest groups might afford to government agencies. In 1912, with the
approval of Taft, Nagel convened an assembly of seven hundred delegates
sent to Washington as the representatives of the nation’s commercial
organizations. After being called to order by Secretary Nagel and
addressed by President Taft, the delegates proceeded to create the Cham-
ber of Commerce of the United States. It was a private organization
formed with the encouragement of government and endowed with a
quasi-official status. As Nagel told the delegates, “[It has] been suggested
not only that you organize so as to have a common commercial opinion
to submit to the government but that you get the sign of authority in the
shape of a National Charter.” This mark of authority, said Nagel, would
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“enable every officer of the government to say, `This is the recognized
representative of commerce and industry in the United States.’”6

To public officials, in other words, the chamber’s assent would
henceforth mean that American business was on board, that public pol-
icy carried the corporate seal of approval. By conferring semiofficial sta-
tus on an interest group, however, government agencies not only
changed the relationship between public policy and private interest but
also modified the relationship between interest groups and their con-
stituencies. Pendleton Herring had traced the influence of interest groups
to the popular support that they could command as instruments “for
expressing the opinions and beliefs held by the citizens.” But they could
also derive power from their privileged access to government decision-
making. They had become officially recognized “stakeholders.” While
their members’ support gave them leverage with government, groups’
partnership with government gave them leverage with their members.
Citizen support was still an element in group influence, perhaps the most
important element, but it was only one. Official recognition had become
another.

The Chamber of Commerce, of course, was scarcely the voice of
grassroots populism. Its members were businesses, not people, and the
government’s recognition of the chamber as its semiofficial “representa-
tive of commerce and industry” could hardly be said to have co-opted the
organizational vanguard of a popular democratic movement.

The case was different, however, where American farmers were con-
cerned. The Smith-Lever Act of 1914 gave the federal government’s
money and sanction to the agricultural extension movement, an enter-
prise pledged to increase the productivity and prosperity of the nation’s
farmers but originally financed in large part by banks, railroads, and agri-
cultural implement companies. The corporate backers’ concern for the
farmers’ productivity was secondary to their own interest in the profits
that they could harvest from agricultural prosperity. Their concern
stemmed in part from their determination to head off outbursts of rural
populism that typically targeted banks, railroads, and implement manu-
facturers. Under the Smith-Lever Act, the Department of Agriculture
added federal sponsorship and financial support to the extension move-
ment. The county agents who transmitted the latest agricultural methods
from the nation’s land-grant colleges to its food producers became public
officials, and they emerged as key figures in the formation of the agricul-
tural interest groups that came together in the early 1920s as the Ameri-
can Farm Bureau Federation, the most aggressive voice of agriculture in
national policymaking, but a voice that spoke for only some of the farm-
ers. Even in the Department of Agriculture itself, some officials expressed
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doubt about the federation’s representativeness. A few years after the pas-
sage of the Smith-Lever Act, Assistant Secretary Clarence Ousley worried
that the federation failed to reach the poorer and more backward tenant
farmers and sharecroppers and instead concentrated its attentions on
prosperous and progressive commercial farmers.7

The federation’s political influence may not have been fully represen-
tative of rural interests, but it carried the imprimatur of the Department
of Agriculture and the state land-grant colleges. If its support among
farmers was less than complete, this deficiency at the grassroots was eas-
ily offset by the federation’s semiofficial status in Washington and the
foundation of support that it commanded among the successful, go-
ahead farmers who were converting agriculture into a business. In fact,
the limited range of the federation’s constituency might be counted as a
political advantage. It enhanced the organization’s ability to speak with
one voice, which was precisely what most national policymakers wanted
to hear.

Almost as soon as they established themselves in Washington, the
groups that made up Pendleton Herring’s new lobby learned that grass-
roots mobilization need not be the sole source of their political influence.
Official recognition and access to policymaking were also vital political
assets. Without them, interest-group leaders would find it difficult to
make effective political use of the grassroots fervor that energized their
organizations. Perhaps it was inevitable that institutional access and
recognition would eventually become substitutes for grassroots support.
Political scientist Theodore Lowi has propounded an “Iron Law of Deca-
dence” that seems to govern the natural history of interest groups. Invest-
ments in organizational infrastructure and stable relations with public
agencies inevitably divert some of the group’s energies from the forceful
representation of its constituency’s interests to the maintenance of the
group itself and its relationships with public authorities.8

Frances Piven and Richard Cloward make note of a similar phenome-
non in Poor People’s Movements. A movement’s potential for disrupting
the status quo begins to die as soon as its leaders turn their attention to
the acquisition of resources needed to sustain the group. This secondary
mission, according to Piven and Cloward, invariably turns leaders of
lower-class insurgencies toward accommodation with the elites who con-
trol the resources.9

Activist women of the Progressive Era seem to have followed a simi-
lar trajectory. The National Congress of Mothers and its Department of
Parent-Teacher Associations—a significant focus of female activism prior
to the enfranchisement of women—simplified itself into the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers during the 1920s, and control of the
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organization passed from grassroots participants to professional educa-
tors. The same transformation occurred in other crusades powered by
women. The movement for mothers’ pensions achieved victory in forty
states, only to have the program pass out of the custody of activists
and into the care of professional caseworkers. The Sheppard-Towner
Infancy and Maternal Protection Act of 1921 was a monument to mobi-
lized women, but not for long. Implementation of the program was the
business of medical professionals, and grassroots support was not suffi-
cient to sustain the program. It was killed by the Senate in 1929. Female
suffrage itself diminished the intensity of grassroots mobilization.
Having won the right to vote in 1920, women did not cease to be politi-
cally active, but their activism subsided into the more conventional
and less strenuous rituals of electoral participation rather than erupting
in protests, parades, and demonstrations. Even before the vote was won,
says Elisabeth Clemens, the division between active leaders and passive
followers was growing more pronounced in women’s organizations,
separating the general membership from a “more ‘professional’ activist
core.”10

How Government Helps Groups Win
What They Want without Mobilizing

Organizational maturation and success may help to distance interest
group leaders from their followers. The distance, however, is not simply a
function of institutional aging. It is also a reflection of the increasing
availability of alternatives to democratic mobilization, mechanisms that
interest groups can exploit in order to get what they want without devel-
oping or rousing a grassroots constituency.

Starting with the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) in 1887,
the federal government constructed an entire family of institutions that
served as venues for the pursuit of group interests without group mobi-
lization. Independent regulatory commissions, though not an invention
of the Progressive Era, became institutional embodiments of the Progres-
sive faith in nonpartisan expertise. But by placing the regulatory com-
missions outside of partisan politics, the Progressives left them with little
organized political support apart from the very groups that they were
supposed to be regulating. That, at least, was the assessment of Marver
Bernstein, writing from the vantage point of the 1950s. Regulatory legis-
lation, he argued, rode a wave of popular indignation that usually
receded soon after enactment, leaving the regulatory agency alone with
its discretion but with no internal means to defend the exercise of that
discretion.11
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Extending Bernstein’s argument in the 1960s, Murray Edelman con-
tended that one of the chief functions of federal regulatory agencies was
precisely to calm popular indignation, to reassure citizens that their
interests were being defended against corporate profit-seekers, and to
encourage public quiescence—even when regulators were allied with the
corporate profit-seekers, and regulation failed to achieve its official objec-
tives.12 Government regulation, in this view, became a mechanism for
popular demobilization.

In the United States, government regulation originated as a response
to technological change and economic concentration. That much seems
agreed.13 Agreement ends, however, on the question of who was respon-
sible for this response. On one side are those who trace the regulatory
impulse to populist indignation. They see the roots of the ICC, for exam-
ple, in the Granger movement that rose up from the plains to protest the
discriminatory practices of railroads, their anticompetitive rate-fixing
and pooling agreements. An opposing view holds that regulatory policy
began with the very business interests that were supposed to be subject to
regulation. Approaching one another from different disciplines and polit-
ical dispositions, historian Gabriel Kolko and economist George Stigler
have both argued that regulation originated in the interests of the regu-
lated industries, because it protected them from the uncertainties, con-
straints, and costs of unregulated competition. Marver Bernstein’s
formulation might be regarded as a synthesis of the populist and elitist
views: popular outrage provides the starting point for regulatory policy,
but its implementation is heavily influenced by the regulated interests
themselves.14

Among the backers of national railroad regulation in the 1880s, there
were some who hoped that the creation of the ICC would give western
farmers and small merchants a place to stand and fight the economic
power of the giant railroads and the large shippers to whom they gave
favored treatment. Without such a forum, argued Congressman William
Hepburn of Iowa, the average freight customer was helpless: “He stands
there alone, weak and poor and ignorant though he may be, with a ten-
dollar case or a one-hundred dollar case. He must make his own case
against a wealthy corporation. He must do that, too, without technical
knowledge of the matters litigated. He has no witnesses who are better
informed than himself.” But the standard democratic remedy for those
who stood alone, weak, and poor in the face of overwhelming power was
to join forces with one another and to mobilize against their common
enemy. The ICC, however, was supposed to reduce the need for such
combinations. According to Congressman Robert LaFollette, it would
give every citizen “the right to present his grievance and have his case
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tried without the attendant cost which now practically closes the courts
to him.”15

The expertise and impartiality of the independent commission, it
was hoped, would help to even the odds for individual citizens who con-
fronted the new corporate leviathans of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. As a result, the existence of the commission might
diminish the tendency toward mass mobilization along the lines of the
Granger movement. Some early ventures at state-level regulation of rail-
roads were self-consciously designed to move the issue out of state legisla-
tures, which were exposed to mass agitation, and into administrative
tribunals where quiet arbitration might take the bite out of agrarian
protest while meeting the railroads’ demands for flexible and responsive
regulation unattainable under the strictures of black-letter law. Illinois,
whose Railroad and Warehouse Commission provided a model for the
ICC, originated in just such a compromise.16

In practice, however, institutional accomplishment failed at first to
meet such expectations. The ICC, as political scientist Stephen
Skowronek points out, initially lacked the capacity to create an enclave
insulated from political pressure, an enclave where individual claims
could be adjudicated independently by impartial experts. Congress had
not endowed the commission with sufficiently clear or solid authority to
defend the jurisdiction that it claimed, and what powers Congress had
granted, the Supreme Court soon invalidated. The longstanding aca-
demic controversy about which interests created or captured the ICC
obscures a more fundamental point. “The key to understanding the early
regulatory effort,” writes Skowronek, “is not to be found in the interests
themselves but in the structure of the institutions they sought to influ-
ence.” The nineteenth-century American state was too porous and politi-
cally insubstantial to achieve autonomy from the organized interest
groups that sought to shape policy outcomes. The basic problem, accord-
ing to Skowronek, was “how to formulate a coherent regulatory policy in
a government that was open to all contending factions.”17

The early experience of the ICC was symptomatic of a more general
institutional regime under which even the courts themselves, though
institutions of the state, acted to restrict state power in relation to private
interests. It was, in Skowronek’s phrase, a “state of courts and parties,”
and its weaknesses helped to account for the strength and diversity of the
interests that mobilized to influence regulatory policy. Since the state was
not strong enough to protect any particular interest, all interests had an
incentive to mobilize in their own defense—or to seize the advantage.
The most intensely held and best organized interests were most likely to
get what they wanted.18
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The loose-jointed institutional regime that encouraged interest-group
mobilization did not survive far into the twentieth century. The powers
of the ICC, for example, were sharply increased by the passage of the
Hepburn Act in 1906. It established the commission’s authority to set
“reasonable” railroad rates in response to complaints from shippers. Four
years later, the Mann-Elkins Act gave the commission the power to sus-
pend proposed railroad rate increases and required that railroads assume
the burden of proving that such rates were “reasonable.” Commission
rulings thus went into effect immediately, preempting court injunctions
that might postpone implementation until the interminable possibilities
for litigation had been exhausted.19

The commission used its new powers to disaggregate the politics of
interest groups into an adjudication of individual cases. In the year
before the passage of the Hepburn Act, shippers had mobilized on both
sides of the railroad rate issue—some to lobby for more stringent regula-
tion of rates, others to insist on the preservation of the status quo. As
Richard Vietor has pointed out, they tended to choose sides based on the
kind of railroad service available in the communities where they were
located. Shippers in towns served by several competing railroads gener-
ally opposed new regulations. Railroad rate wars usually gave these firms
a competitive advantage when it came to shipping costs. Where a single
road monopolized the local railroad business, however, shippers tended
to support more potent regulation by the commission. During 1905,
when railroad rates were the subject of group mobilization and conflict,
the commission received only 633 complaints from shippers. In 1907,
after the Hepburn Act had taken effect, there were more than five thou-
sand individual complaints.20

Change in the strength and character of a government institution
created an alternative channel of adjudication that substituted case-by-
case balancing of interests for collective mobilization and legislative reso-
lution. It was true that the invigorated ICC provided an alternative, not
just to pressure-group politics but to legal proceedings in the courts,
where the task of proving that railroad rates were “unreasonable” had
imposed an exasperating burden on dissatisfied shippers.21 But it was pre-
cisely their frustration with the vicissitudes of the judicial process that
had helped to turn farmers and merchants toward lobbying rather than
litigating in the first place. The commission restored the quiet, case-by-
case approach to resolving conflicts between shippers and railroads.

The courts also played a role in the creation of the Federal Trade
Commission (FTC), one of the Progressive Era’s most notable additions to
the ranks of the independent regulatory commissions. The Supreme
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Court’s rulings in the American Tobacco and Standard Oil cases in 1911
interpreted the Sherman Anti-Trust Act as prohibiting only “unreason-
able” restraints of trade. Monopoly, in other words, was not necessarily
illegal. It could result legitimately from corporate efficiency and success-
ful competition on the open market. Congress created the FTC, in part,
to make the case-by-case determinations needed to distinguish the rea-
sonable from the unreasonable monopolistic practices. But the law went
further than this. The FTC was empowered to set standards defining the
“unfair trade practices” that restricted competition unreasonably, and it
could prosecute firms that violated such standards or issue cease-and-
desist orders to prevent them from doing business in ways that the com-
mission had proscribed.

The FTC’s mission, as Alan Stone points out, was bedeviled by contra-
diction. It was supposed to preserve business competition, but by specify-
ing what kinds of competition were “fair,” it also restricted competition.
By 1919, the commission was playing host to industry conferences
designed to achieve “voluntary” agreements on fair trade standards, and
the commission used its legal authority to impose sanctions on the firms
that violated these standards.22 In effect, the commission’s exercise of its
statutory powers enabled private trade associations to solve what rational
choice theory identifies as the most critical problem for collective
action—free riders who violate collective understandings in order to gain
short-term advantages over their business competitors. The FTC pun-
ished them and thus reduced the interest groups’ need to monitor and
motivate their own members.

Another regulatory innovation of the Progressive Era—the Federal
Reserve System—sharply curtailed the mobilizing efforts of organized
interests. As we have already noted, the Fed gradually narrowed the base
for government borrowing from the public at large to banks and financial
institutions. In time, the introduction of central banking would also
reduce the playing field for political mobilization on issues of currency
and banking. For most of the nineteenth century, state and national poli-
tics had been animated by currency controversies. Goldbugs, greenback-
ers, and silverites contested elections, wrote pamphlets, and formed
organizations.23 Like the ICC, the Federal Reserve Board was not immedi-
ately able to establish an autonomous domain within its realm of inter-
est-group politics. The regional structure of the Federal Reserve System
and the power of state banks and banking regulators at first prevented
the Fed from functioning as the central banks of Europe did.24 But cur-
rency controversies had already begun to wane after the silverites lost the
election of 1896 and Congress passed the Gold Standard Act of 1900, and
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the accretion of the Federal Reserve System’s control over national mone-
tary policy virtually guaranteed that the rhetoric of gold, silver, and
paper would permanently fade from the American political vernacular.

Public Policy and Private Government

At the dawn of the New Deal, Pendleton Herring published a pair of arti-
cles titled “Special Interests and the Interstate Commerce Commission,”
demonstrating how fully the ICC had become engaged with the interests
that it was supposed to be regulating. The commission benefited from
these relationships at least as much as the special interests did. The num-
ber and complexity of the cases that came before the ICC had increased
sharply since the days of the Hepburn Act. The commission and its staff,
said Herring, were “confronted with tasks of huge proportions and hand-
icapped by a lack of resources.” It was, he said, “impossible for them to
rely solely on their own expert knowledge.” They had to “obtain neces-
sary information by sympathetic contacts with those in possession of it.”
In 1893, for example, Congress had called on the commission to issue
safety regulations for couplers and hand brakes. But the standards finally
adopted in 1900 were the ones worked out by a private trade group, the
Master Car Builders Association. In the 1920s, ICC staff and a delegation
from the American Railway Association jointly arrived at specifications
for automatic train control. The commission, however, brought some-
thing to these discussions that no private trade association could con-
tribute. As one of the commissioners observed in a speech before the
Railway Association, the agency put its coercive authority behind the reg-
ulations to apply them consistently and with “full force and effect.”25

The ICC was not simply enforcing the interests of the railroads. The
railroads had opposed most of the legislation under which they were reg-
ulated. But having lost the battle to escape regulation, wrote Herring, the
railroads were determined to submit to rules that were “framed intelli-
gently.”26 That was why they cooperated with the ICC. Cooperation,
however, may have come more easily because the railroads could rely on
the legal authority and administrative capacity of the ICC to assure that
few if any railroads would be able to evade the costs of complying with
the regulations, and thereby leave the carriers that followed the rules at a
competitive disadvantage. That was how the commission contributed to
the cooperative spirit of the railroad industry as a whole.

Cooperation prevailed even in rate disputes between shippers and
carriers. To avoid the cost and inflexibility of formal proceedings, the
commission had established the Bureau of Informal Cases and the Bureau
of Traffic to settle complaints about railroad rate changes before they
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could burden the formal docket of the commission itself. The Bureau of
Traffic arranged informal conferences among affected shippers and carri-
ers; after discussion, the bureau would offer nonbinding opinions in the
cases under negotiation. The Bureau of Informal Cases attempted to
achieve similar settlements by correspondence with shippers and carriers.
Interested parties who remained dissatisfied with the results of these
negotiations were free to demand formal hearings before the ICC. But
Herring suggested that they were unlikely to achieve more satisfying
results by resorting to official procedures: “This is because the Commis-
sion, in deciding a formal case, must act in strict conformity with a statu-
tory authorization which necessarily limits its freedom of action, and
which may result in a decision less pleasing to both parties than would a
compromise adjustment involving no direct order.”27

Informal regulation by correspondence probably made the ICC
accessible to small shippers and farmers who could not hire attorneys or
travel to Washington for formal hearings. Because they were acting on
their own, however, they may also have been inclined to accept settle-
ments that they would have rejected as participants in organized interest
groups. Informal proceedings offered a low-key alternative to collective
mobilization and protest. They did not, however, immunize the ICC and
its cooperative family of special interests against group conflict.

Congress, as Herring pointed out, was “a natural expansion chamber
for the energies of the many interests concerned.” Complainants or
respondents who did not receive satisfaction from the commission could
turn to their congressional representatives for solutions to their prob-
lems, and, one suspects, congressional representatives sometimes raided
the commission’s jurisdiction on their own initiative to stir up support in
their constituencies. Occasionally, to back up their demands on behalf of
farmers or business travelers or the geographic regions that they repre-
sented, legislators threatened to investigate the commission or to dimin-
ish its authority or jurisdiction. The railroad companies, for their part,
were powerful enough to pressure the commission without relying on
the intervention of Congress. They orchestrated public relations offen-
sives to support their demands for rate increases, offensives that culmi-
nated in letter-writing campaigns aimed at the ICC. The commission
professed to be unmoved. It was not guided by public opinion: “The
statute does not authorize us to arrive at a decision with respect to the
reasonableness of rates on the basis of preponderating views.”28

The commission, in fact, had its own pressure group to champion its
independence from “improper” outside influences. The Association of
Practitioners before the Interstate Commerce Commission, formed in
1930, framed a code of ethics for the representatives of the shippers and
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carriers who had dealings with the ICC. The association was a response
to the representatives’ concern that they had been

too lax in failing to support the Commission in its obvious wish that tes-
timony, briefs, arguments, letters, telegrams, and other forms of appeal
shall not be presented when they are remote from the issues contem-
plated by law, and which can only be described as clamorous appeal for
class or sectional recognition. We have by our own course of conduct
accentuated the looseness of the Commission’s system of pleading and
practice with the tendency to convert what ought to be law suits into
something like town hall meetings, and I regret to say, at times, political
gatherings.29

But politics could not be denied. The railroad industry was in trouble.
It now faced competition from trucking companies, which threatened
not only the nation’s rail system but its system of railroad regulation as
well. “Cross-subsidization” was essential to railroad rate policy. It meant
that railroads could equalize their rates to shippers by using revenue from
more profitable routes and cargoes to subsidize less profitable routes and
cargoes. The truckers, unburdened by regulation, naturally sought the
cream of the carrying trade and, in doing so, took the revenue that rail-
roads needed to equalize their rates. Railroad regulators were as con-
cerned about this loss as the railroads themselves because it threatened
the principle of nondiscriminatory freight rates that was fundamental to
the ICC’s mission, and soon the problem was attracting attention at the
highest levels of government. Even in the best of times, the financial col-
lapse of the nation’s railroads would have represented a shock to the
country’s economy. Against the background of the Depression, it was
unthinkable. With the support of the ICC, the Roosevelt administration,
the railroads, and the shippers who benefited from the ICC-enforced
equalization of freight rates, Congress enacted the Motor Carrier Act of
1935. It brought the trucking industry under the regulatory umbrella of
the ICC, chiefly for the purpose of bolstering the railroads’ competitive
position. Even some of the larger trucking companies backed the legisla-
tion because it helped to stabilize shipping rates in a chaotic new indus-
try with relatively low entry costs.30 But unlike the legislation that
created the ICC, the act that added so significantly to the commission’s
jurisdiction was not a response to any groundswell of popular protest
against abuses committed by the trucking industry.

Though the Motor Carrier Act was supported by a variety of organ-
ized interest groups, the interests that figured in its passage had been
shaped in large part by the government itself as a result of its own regula-
tory policies. The ICC foreshadowed an entanglement of public policy
and private interest that would become pervasive under the New Deal.
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This entanglement resulted from the same political circumstances that
were implicit in the formation of the regulatory authorities themselves.
When Congress created regulatory commissions, it delegated a portion of
its legislative discretion to an administrative agency, but Congress could
not delegate its democratic legitimacy. Nobody elects bureaucrats, and
this democratic deficiency creates two problems for bureaucratic regula-
tion. First, the commission has to establish the legitimacy of decisions
not specifically mandated by any statute, decisions that unelected
bureaucrats make on their own discretion. The second and related practi-
cal problem is getting regulated industries to comply with these rulings.
Outright defiance was not an uncommon response to the orders of fed-
eral regulators, and litigation was another instrument of intractability
that could not only forestall the operation of regulatory authority but
also restrict or overturn it. The solution was to incorporate the regulated
groups themselves into the regulatory process. As Theodore Lowi points
out, “direct interest-group participation in government became synony-
mous with self-government.”31 Direct participation seemed democratic
and promised to be efficacious. Rulings made in consultation with inter-
est groups might be expected to command the respect of the interests
that the groups represented.

Until the Depression, this pattern of delegation, consultation, and
legitimation had been confined, for the most part, to a handful of regula-
tory commissions. But Congress responded to the economic crisis of the
1930s by delegating its authority in wholesale lots to an alphabet soup of
administrative agencies with broad discretion over industry, labor, agri-
culture, and finance.

Writing in the mid-1930s, Pendleton Herring observed that the pro-
liferation of federal administrative agencies had been accompanied by an
increase in the representation of interest groups in Washington. There
was nothing new about this. He had noticed that the same connection
between governmental expansion and interest-group activity had
occurred in the 1920s. But now a special relationship had developed
between New Deal bureaucrats and organized interests. It was not simply
that bureaucracies needed the legitimating assent of interest groups more
than Congress did. Bureaucracies also exhibit a higher degree of internal
specialization than legislatures do. Administrators therefore found them-
selves dealing with narrowly limited groups, usually organized into for-
mal associations that became “articulate forces in administration.”
Administrators and interest-group representatives developed close work-
ing relationships, and Herring noted that there was “a discernable ten-
dency toward the systematizing of these relationships, toward according
them legal recognition, and toward utilizing them in the routine of
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administration.” These new arrangements for administrative consulta-
tion convinced Herring “that we are no longer content with the crude
instrument of the ballot as a means of measuring consent, but are cog-
nizant of more efficient methods of discovering the opinions of the gov-
erned.” In fact, Herring envisioned the gradual development of “an
administrative advisory body with a membership embracing all the inter-
ests falling within the jurisdiction of the federal government.”32

Herring’s congress of bureaucratic clientele groups would presumably
overcome the narrowness of the interests that attached themselves to
particular agencies. This body’s more inclusive deliberations might
diminish the likelihood that a clientele would “capture” its agency and
undermine the independence and impartiality of the public servants
who worked there.

Apprehension about the capture of public authority by private
groups figures prominently in critiques of “interest-group liberalism.” It
is liberalism because it envisions a positive government, but it is a posi-
tive government that seeks legitimacy and compliance by ceding control
of public policy to private interests. Government, in effect, becomes
merely a broker in the business of group politics, and it seeks no higher
public interest than the “average” interest that emerges from the balanc-
ing of special interests. But the result, according to the critics, is that pub-
lic authorities undermine the very legitimacy that they are struggling to
achieve. “Private government” loses the respect of its public. Policy bar-
gains worked out among the most immediately affected interests rarely
do justice to the more general interests of an indirectly affected public at
large.33

But the operations of regulatory agencies like the ICC and the FTC
suggest that interest-group democracy can also undermine the integrity
of the interest groups themselves. First, to the extent that a private group
“captures” public authority, the group may reduce the occasions on
which it has recourse to its rank-and-file constituents. As a stakeholder or
bureaucratic insider, the group already commands the attention of 
decision-makers. Second, to the extent that an organization can rely on
the coercive authority of the state to police the free riders who would
violate the group’s collective interests, it can diminish its own efforts to
monitor and motivate its members.

As Grant McConnell has observed, the internal “private govern-
ment” of interest groups is rarely democratic.34 But the tendency toward
elitism is not simply the result of some iron law of oligarchy inherent in
private associations. The internal functioning of private interest groups
can be affected decisively by the structure of political institutions and 
the constitution of public authority. Government’s accommodation of
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interest-group democracy provides organized interests with an alternative
to the collective mobilization of popular democracy. The groups can get
what their members presumably want without stirring up the members
themselves. And the members, for their part, may be provided with alter-
native avenues for advancing their private interests. Within their nar-
rowly restricted domains, the independent regulatory commissions
substituted case-by-case adjudication for lobbying and legislating. In the
process, they began to reshape the practice of citizenship.
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Chapter 6

From Masses to Mailing Lists

INTEREST-GROUP LIBERALISM originated in a political discovery. Public
agencies and private interest groups discovered that they could help to
resolve one another’s problems. For the agencies, there was the complex
task of regulating modern industries, which would have become incom-
parably more complex had the industries been disorganized and uncoop-
erative. In effect, interest groups helped to prepare their industries for
regulation by organizing the members into coherent and articulate
alliances. The inclusion of these alliances in the regulatory process
assured a high degree of voluntary compliance. The agency, for its part,
used its coercive power to enforce the regulations that emerged from its
deliberations with the regulated interests. If most firms cooperated with
regulations, the occasional free riders who attempted to sidestep the costs
of compliance in order to gain unfair competitive advantage could be tar-
geted for regulatory sanctions. Compliant firms might therefore have
some confidence that their political agreeability would not place them at
an economic disadvantage with respect to lawless competitors. Volun-
tarism and coercion were two ends of the same bargain.

The New Deal and Interest-Group Liberalism

In the New Deal’s National Recovery Administration (NRA), interest-
group liberalism reached its fullest expression.1 The NRA was one of the
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programmatic landmarks of Franklin Roosevelt’s first hundred days in the
White House—a dramatic blueprint for national economic planning on a
scale previously equaled only in wartime. Though the NRA would even-
tually aggravate the alienation of American business from the Roosevelt
administration, it emerged, in part, as a concession to longstanding busi-
ness demands for a relaxation of the antitrust restrictions in effect since
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890.2 Business groups, in consultation
with NRA officials, drew up codes of fair competition for particular indus-
tries and trades. The NRA was responsible for enforcing these standards.
Its prohibition of “predatory” practices would allow for the survival of
firms and jobs that might otherwise succumb to cutthroat competition
for the paying customers who had become so scarce in the 1930s. The
reduction of competitive pressures would allow industry to pay higher
wages to workers—or at least to avoid cutting wages in order to reduce
prices or preserve a profit margin. The workers would use their aug-
mented incomes to make consumer purchases, which would support
business expansion, higher employment, and eventual recovery.3

That was the theory, though the National Industrial Recovery Act
was drawn in such general terms and embraced so many compromises
and improvisations that it was difficult to discern any particular theory
in the legislation itself.4 It was, however, a classic and unambiguous
instance of private collective action supported by government coercion.
To stabilize prices at levels sufficient to pay decent wages, the business
firms in an industry would have to agree to restrict production. As Man-
cur Olson has pointed out, such restrictions are unlikely to survive on a
voluntary basis.5 Each firm has an interest in boosting output so as to
take advantage of the artificially high prices sustained by production
curbs. But if many firms succumb to this temptation, they will glut the
market with goods and prices will fall. One solution is to substitute the
coercive authority of government for the voluntary compliance of indi-
vidual producers, and this is precisely what the government-sanctioned
codes of the NRA were designed to accomplish—not only with respect to
production quotas but also with respect to fair trade practices and labor
practices.

In practice, however, the NRA appears to have met hardly any of the
expectations with which it was invested. It did not raise real wages or
bring cooperation to American industry. It did not live up to the theory
of collective action.6 In the short term at least, the NRA does not even
seem to bear out our argument that government by private interest
groups tends to reduce the political mobilization of the groups’ mem-
bers. General Hugh Johnson, the administrator of the NRA, initiated a
campaign of mass mobilization around his agency’s Blue Eagle emblem
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to rouse public support for the recovery program and to pressure business
into compliance with the preliminary “blanket code” of the NRA—the
standards that employers were supposed to follow until specific industry
codes could be drafted and approved. In New York, a quarter of a million
people marched up Fifth Avenue on behalf of the Blue Eagle while mil-
lions cheered from the sidewalks.7 Not long after the cheering stopped,
the NRA triggered a different kind of political activism. The agency’s
operations exacerbated both group and class conflict and, as a result,
contributed to political mobilization in general, but especially to the
mobilization of American labor.

Like farmers and women’s rights activists, labor was one of those late-
nineteenth-century interest groups that generally operated outside the
framework of partisan politics. But at the national level, at least, labor did
not become part of Pendleton Herring’s “new lobby.” It rarely lobbied at
all. Under Samuel Gompers, the American Federation of Labor pursued
an official policy of “pure and simple trade unionism.” Whatever workers
gained, they won through collective bargaining in the workplace, not by
political mobilization. Long experience had demonstrated that labor’s
hard-won legislative victories were frequently overturned by the courts,
and in any case securing benefits for workers through government insti-
tutions would only divide their loyalties between their trade unions and
their political champions.8 It seemed best to forswear political organiza-
tion in favor of labor organization and collective bargaining.

Organized labor’s political isolation ended decisively with the New
Deal, but not because unions formed a significant part of the coalition
that elected Franklin Roosevelt and a Democratic Congress. In fact,
labor’s role in making Roosevelt president was negligible. Union member-
ship had fallen throughout the 1920s, and labor leaders played scarcely
any part at all in shaping the legislation of the early New Deal.9 Instead,
it was New Deal legislation that enhanced and redefined the political role
of labor, and helped to mobilize the workers.

Organized labor would emerge from the New Deal not just as one
powerful interest group among others but as an interest with a strong ties
to grassroots support and a distinctive tendency to rely upon the politics
of mobilization. Unions are mass membership organizations, and as
Lawrence Flood argues, they “are among the very few American institu-
tions expected to practice democracy.”10 The Landrum-Griffin Act of
1959—designed in part to curb the dictatorial power of union bosses—
was a reaffirmation of this democratic expectation, though also a meas-
ure of labor’s failure to meet it. If measured by the standards of other
interest groups, however, unions actually do exhibit a distinctive propen-
sity for democratic mobilization. According to political scientist Ken Kol-
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man, organized labor is more likely than most other interest groups to
rely on such “outside lobbying” tactics as letter-writing campaigns and
protest demonstrations.11 In this respect, at least, unions seem to be mis-
fits in a demobilized democracy. But the commitment to mobilization
has weakened over time, and its political effectiveness may have dimin-
ished as well.

The political mobilization of labor was a direct result of federal legis-
lation—first the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) of 1933 and,
later, the Wagner Act. For unions, the critical provision of the NIRA was
Section 7(a), which said that each industry code of fair competition
drawn up under the auspices of the NRA would contain a guarantee that
employees had the right to bargain collectively and to be free from
employer interference in choosing and organizing a union to represent
them. (Codes were also required to prohibit yellow-dog contracts, by
which nonmembership in a union was made a condition of employ-
ment. Compulsory membership in company unions was also prohibited.)

To Depression-era observers, the explanation for 7(a) seemed self-
evident: “In view of the special encouragement given in the act to 
self-organization by employers, all labor, and especially organized labor,
would have been put into an ugly, resentful mood, if not given equiva-
lent rights and opportunities.”12 If the NRA gave business a vacation
from antitrust prosecution so that corporations could achieve industry-
wide coordination, unions could not be denied a similar respite from the
antilabor injunctions of the courts so that they could create parallel
organizations of workers. In fact, the Norris-LaGuardia Act of 1932 had
already taken a step in this direction by prohibiting federal courts from
issuing restraining orders against unions in most labor disputes. If capi-
talists could create corporations, workers should be able to organize
unions free from the interference of their employers or the judiciary.13

Section 7(a) and the later Wagner Act were intended to form a more per-
fect pluralism that allowed labor and business to engage in collective bar-
gaining and interest-group politics on roughly equal footing.

Today it is generally agreed that organized labor was insufficiently
powerful in 1933 to extract such favorable terms from the Roosevelt
administration, and the explanation for Section 7(a) has become a focus
of uncertainty and argument. Conflicting interpretations are even more
at odds in the case of the Wagner Act, whose more staunchly prolabor
provisions succeeded Section 7(a) after the Supreme Court’s 1935 deci-
sion in the Schechter v. United States case shut down the National Recovery
Administration. The Wagner Act also created an enforcement mecha-
nism—the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)—far more formidable
than its NRA predecessor. If organized labor lacked the power to impose
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Section 7(a) on the national recovery program, then its role in shaping
and passing the Wagner Act is even more questionable.

One thing seems reasonably clear. The architects of New Deal labor
policy did not fully anticipate its consequences. In general, their vision of
labor relations had been formed in a Progressive tradition “that had
grown increasingly skeptical of the rule of law and increasingly interested
in nonlegal modes of conflict resolution.” They shared the Progressive
dream of “a new era of social cooperation.”14 Senator Robert F. Wagner
was convinced that court injunctions and company unions could not
provide the foundation for this cooperative regime. Speaking to his Sen-
ate colleagues in 1932 in support of the Norris-LaGuardia Bill, he argued
that workers should be free to form unions of their own. Statesmanship,
he said, demanded that workers be encouraged “to take this road of
organized action to responsibility, to self-mastery, to human liberty, and
national greatness. We can convert the relation of master and servant
into an equal and cooperative partnership, shouldering alike the respon-
sibilities of management and sharing alike in the rewards of increasing
production.”15

Urgent circumstance as well as Progressive ideology may have shaped
the New Deal’s determination to create a “cooperative partnership”
between capital and labor. A wave of strikes and worker protests crested in
1934–1935. Political scientist Michael Goldfield has argued that the Wag-
ner Act was a response to this disruption—an attempt to replace class
conflict with the negotiated peace of collective bargaining. David Plotke
offers a somewhat different explanation for the Wagner Act. The aban-
donment of the NIRA after the Schechter decision and the disappearance
of Section 7(a) “seemed to create a dangerous vacuum.” It was filled by a
surge of strikes—some of them “citywide strikes with a political dimen-
sion.” Progressive ideas and the reformers who articulated them con-
tributed to the shape of the Wagner Act, but a mass uprising of organized
and unorganized labor created the circumstances for its passage.16 It was
the shop-floor manifestation of the same popular mobilization that pro-
duced the highest voter turnout of the twentieth century in the presiden-
tial election of 1936.

Political scientist Frances Piven and sociologist Richard Cloward
argue not only that the Wagner Act was a response to disruptions created
by workers but that by encouraging labor organization instead of labor
insurgency, the legislation deprived workers of their most potent
weapon. Senator Wagner had been right when he argued that giving
workers the freedom to organize would make them more “responsible.”
To become organized, labor had to arrive at a modus vivendi with the sta-
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tus quo and the elites who controlled it. Labor organization, paradoxi-
cally, meant the political demobilization of workers. It meant the substi-
tution of interest-group bargaining for mass insurgency.17

There is some support for the contention that a mass mobilization of
workers created the conditions for the passage of the Wagner Act. Leon
Keyserling, Senator Wagner’s aide and one of the bill’s chief draftsman,
later recalled that the legislation had been powered by insecurity about
social order and the hope that the bill’s framework for collective bargain-
ing would help to “prevent revolution.”18 But if the New Deal’s labor leg-
islation was a response to disruption, it was also a cause of disruption.
Both Section 7(a) and the Wagner Act contributed—at least temporarily
—to an intensification of sit-down strikes and protests as workers across
the country tried out their rights under the new regime in labor law.19

The cooperative order envisioned in the NIRA had backfired, not simply
because the Section 7(a) and the Wagner Act encouraged labor-manage-
ment conflict but because conflict that might ordinarily have been con-
fined to the private sector was now politicized.20

The Labor Question: Movement or Interest?

The NLRB was to become a means for the political containment of this
conflict. But converting group mobilization and strife into routine adju-
dication would be more difficult for the NLRB than it had been for the
Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC). The NLRB was different from
other independent regulatory commissions. Most of them were responsi-
ble for regulating politically well organized corporations on behalf of
politically diffuse consumers. The NLRB’s job was to make decisions of
intense interest to two well-organized constituencies often locked in
fierce struggle with each other.21 From the time of its creation to the
implementation of the 1947 Taft-Hartley Act, the NLRB was a focus of
business-labor conflict. Over a period of one year, 1939–1940, the board
was the subject of three hostile congressional investigations.22

Taft-Hartley trimmed the powers of the NLRB, prohibited the closed
shop, and made unions subject to sanctions for unfair labor practices,
ostensibly to protect the rights of individual workers. But business con-
servatives could not achieve sufficient unity for further rollbacks of the
Wagner Act, and organized labor could not muster the strength to over-
turn the most objectionable provisions of Taft-Hartley. The result was
peace, not the peace of labor-management cooperation envisioned by the
Progressives but the peace of stalemate. Although the legislative deadlock
did not end political contention between business and unions, it trans-
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ferred some of their sparring from Congress to less conspicuous decision-
making processes in the executive branch—to the NLRB and the presi-
dent who appointed its members.23

Organized labor found a strategic point of political access in the pres-
idential nominating process, but the exploitation of this opening did not
entail much political mobilization of the rank-and-file unionists.
National union leaders and AFL-CIO president George Meany worked the
proverbial smoke-filled rooms pressuring delegations from states heavy
with union members to support labor’s presidential choices. Behind a
screen of political neutrality, says Taylor Dark, national labor leaders
“enjoyed a high degree of autonomy” in the politics of nomination
“both from their own membership and from other leaders in the union
organization. In fact, a strong union president could endorse a candidate
without undertaking any serious process of internal consultation.”24

With New Deal support, rank-and-file insurgents and sit-down
strikers had laid the foundation for the postwar labor movement, and the
postwar New Deal coalition incorporated the leaders of organized labor.
But the rank and file had become largely silent partners in this alliance.
Occasionally labor leaders would blunt their own members’ wage
demands or steer them away from striking in order to maintain access to
the White House, where presidents—both Republican and Democratic—
sought the help of union barons in averting labor strife and inflationary
wage increases that might damage the economy along with their party’s
electoral prospects. In return, labor leaders got a voice in NLRB appoint-
ments and in shaping national policy, along with occasional White
House support in maneuvering legislation through Congress, where labor
lobbyists mobilized to achieve its passage. During the Johnson adminis-
tration, for example, civil rights legislation, the Poverty Program, and
Medicare all benefited from union backing. But measures that might
have contributed directly to the strength and membership of labor organ-
izations made no headway. Repeal of a critical provision of the Taft-
Hartley Act that prohibited the closed shop was a low-priority item on
the Johnson legislative agenda, and intensive lobbying by the National
Right to Work Committee prevented congressional repeal of closed-shop
provisions in 1966.25

The success of union-supported social welfare measures may actually
have undermined rank-and-file support for unions. In the first place,
opinion surveys from the 1950s to the 1980s consistently showed that
union members were less supportive of labor leaders’ political activities
on behalf of social legislation than of their collective bargaining efforts.
Leaders were generally more liberal and more firmly attached to the
Democratic party than their followers were.26 Second, to the extent that
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union members benefited from government social policies, unions were
likely to lose importance as guardians of members’ welfare.

The political demobilization of union members was not just a by-
product of their leaders’ use of “insider” lobbying at the Democratic con-
vention, at the White House, and in Congress. Collective bargaining itself
tended to mute the voices from the assembly line. Marxist analysis holds
that the union-management contract displaces conflict from the shop
floor to “a framework of negotiation” that “generates a common interest
between union and company, based on the survival and growth of the
enterprise.” The contract, according to this view, is “the principal instru-
ment of class collaboration between trade unions and corporations.”27

Exponents of liberal pluralism arrive at similar conclusions. According to
sociologist Daniel Bell, “the trade union operating in a given market envi-
ronment, becomes an ally of ‘it’s’ industry.” The union becomes “a buffer
between management and rank-and-file resentments” and “often takes
over the task of disciplining the men, when management cannot.”28

Management itself grew less confrontational as the process of union-
ization, overseen by the NLRB, spread from one company to another.
Labor relations became a routine function of the firm, and employers
came to regard unions as convenient institutions through which they
could deal with their workers.29 Managers who accepted labor organiza-
tions and collective bargaining were relatively unlikely to engage in con-
duct that workers would regard as threatening or provocative, and were
therefore less likely to trigger rank-and-file mobilization in the workplace.

Even in the face of threat or provocation, workers were restrained
from reactive mobilization by the Supreme Court’s reinterpretation of
labor law and its implementation by the NLRB. The shift in legal doctrine
began as a practical adjustment to the extraordinary national needs of
World War II. Labor and management voluntarily agreed to suspend all
strikes and lockouts in order to maintain wartime production, and the
National War Labor Board not only encouraged both sides to include
arbitration clauses in labor-management contracts but also ordered arbi-
tration in cases where no such clause existed.

When the war was over, government support for private arbitration
continued. It seemed an appropriate means to cope with the outburst of
strikes that occurred once war’s end closed the brief era of labor-manage-
ment peace. In a series of decisions made during the 1950s, the NLRB and
the Supreme Court both established a policy of deference toward the out-
comes of private arbitration. Unless there were evidence of procedural
unfairness or irregularity, the board and the Court would accept the
results of private arbitration without examining the evidence or the rea-
soning that produced those results.
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The NLRB began by ruling that it would not accept jurisdiction in
complaints of unfair labor practices that had already been resolved by
“fair and regular” arbitration. The board later extended this doctrine to
complaints that were scheduled for arbitration and, later still, to cases in
which arbitration was not scheduled but only a possibility. The Supreme
Court declared its support for private arbitration partly to sidestep the
consequences of a provision of the Taft-Hartley Act that gave the federal
courts jurisdiction in the enforcement of collective bargaining agree-
ments. The Court opted for private arbitration to avert a potential ava-
lanche of labor relations cases that would have overwhelmed the federal
judiciary. It reasoned that Taft-Hartley revealed a congressional intent to
encourage the inclusion of no-strike provisions in union contracts, and
that the no-strike pledge was the union’s quid pro quo for the
employer’s agreement to submit disputes to arbitration. Congress, the
Court argued, had therefore called on the judiciary to support a national
labor policy based on private arbitration. In later decisions, the Court
held that even when the agreement to arbitrate was uncertain, the
doubt should be resolved in favor of a commitment to arbitration, and
that an employer’s agreement to submit grievances to arbitration bound
employees to an “implied” no-strike pledge even if no such promise
appeared in the contract.30

Under Section 7(a) and the Wagner Act, government had politicized
labor-management disputes and encouraged the mobilization of workers.
After World War II, by incremental steps taken in relatively obscure deci-
sions, government not only privatized the settlement of workplace griev-
ances but also effectively prevented workers from mobilizing to protest
them. If the workers’ contract contained or even implied an agreement to
submit disputes to private arbitration, their employer could counter a
walkout with a federal injunction forcing them back to work because
their grievance might be subject to arbitration, and arbitration implied
an agreement not to strike.

The demobilization of the rank and file was not complete or
inevitable. One study of CIO contracts from the mid-1930s to the mid-
1950s shows that Communist-led labor organizations were less likely
than non-Communist unions to cede control of the workplace to man-
agement.31 The former encouraged their members to contest the
employer’s authority on the shop floor. But the Taft-Hartley Act required
all union leaders to file non-Communist affidavits if their unions were to
have access to the protections of the NLRB, and Communist-led unions
had been expelled from the CIO by 1949. A subsequent ruling by the
NLRB dissolved contracts between the expelled unions and employers
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and declared that affiliates remaining in the AFL or CIO were free to raid
the memberships of the proscribed organizations.32

The anti-Communist purge probably eased labor’s entry into the
mainstream of American politics, where, by the late 1960s, it had become
the organizational mainstay of the Democratic party.33 Recognizing its
dependence on the Wagner Act and its vulnerability to antilabor legisla-
tion like Taft-Hartley, unions had decisively forsaken Samuel Gompers’s
firm policy of noninvolvement in partisan politics.

Unions may also have turned to politics as a remedy for a steady ero-
sion of their grassroots base. Though union membership remained
roughly stable in absolute terms until the 1990s, it had been shrinking as
a percentage of the workforce since the mid-1950s. By the 1970s, the rela-
tive decline could no longer be ignored as a temporary contraction. At
about the same time, reforms recommended by the Democratic party’s
McGovern-Fraser Commission threatened the role of union power-
brokers at national party conventions and undermined labor unity in
electoral politics. Angered by new rules that moved the nominating
process from hotel suites to primaries and guaranteed convention repre-
sentation for women and minorities, George Meany’s AFL-CIO boycotted
the 1972 presidential election, refusing to endorse any candidate, though
some AFL-CIO affiliates made endorsements of their own.34

Anxiety about the political status of labor may have contributed to
the unions’ first major legislative offensives since their attempt to repeal
the Taft-Hartley prohibition of the closed shop almost ten years earlier.
In 1975, labor lobbyists persuaded Congress to overturn a 1951 Supreme
Court decision that banned picketing of an entire construction project
when a union had a dispute with only one subcontractor on the site.
President Ford, however, vetoed the bill. In 1977, with a Democratic presi-
dent in the White House, labor confidently pushed for passage of the
same bill, but it was narrowly defeated in the House. And in 1978, a com-
prehensive Labor Law Reform Bill, endorsed by President Carter, cleared
the House only to succumb to a Senate filibuster. The legislation had
been designed in part to reverse the decline of organized labor by simpli-
fying the procedures for union representational elections, by increasing
NLRB membership to speed up the processing of unfair labor practice
complaints, and by stiffening employer penalties for unfair labor prac-
tices while indemnifying the workers who were hurt by them.35

Labor had suffered legislative defeats before, and they had been more
severe than these. Had it not been for the antimajoritarian features of the
legislative process, in fact, organized labor would have won both of its
labor law reforms. It had been frustrated in one case by a presidential
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veto and in the other by a Senate filibuster. Taft-Hartley had been a much
more decisive and jarring setback, and it had occurred at a time when the
proportion of union members in the workforce was approaching its peak.
Labor’s near victories of the late 1970s, however, occurred after unionism
had passed its apogee, when its share of workers was clearly contracting.
Although unions’ representation in the workforce was declining, their
financial resources had continued to grow, and these funds made pos-
sible both an expansion of union lobbying staffs in Washington and a
boost in their political contributions.36

Union political influence was no mere reflex of union membership.
In fact, it may have been a substitute for membership. Perhaps this is why
research finds that union political activity increases as a union’s organiz-
ing efforts decline. The size of union lobbying forces and political action
committee (PAC) contributions are negatively associated with the extent
of union efforts to recruit new members. A union turns to political activ-
ity, in other words, when it has ceased trying to expand its membership
base.37

According to Terry Moe, labor’s new political assertiveness of the late
1970s inaugurated a period of instability and conflict in the politics of
labor relations. The election of Ronald Reagan accentuated this conflict.
There was no room on Reagan’s ideological agenda for a continuation of
the union-business accommodation orchestrated by the NLRB. American
businesses themselves, citing low-wage foreign competition, were ready
to roll back wages and unionism at home—or to export union jobs to the
same low-wage countries whose products competed with theirs. Reagan
appointed as NLRB chairman an antiunion ideologist and right-to-work
activist not even supported by most corporate labor relations executives.
With the cooperation of other Reagan appointees, he reversed twenty-
nine NLRB precedents during his first two years in office. According to
Business Week, the decisions of the NLRB under Reagan gave employers a
“green light to at least try to bash unions.”38

In adversity, the AFL-CIO found the determination to achieve politi-
cal unity and restore its former influence over the Democratic party’s
presidential nomination in 1984. The federation’s president, Lane Kirk-
land, reasoned that an early endorsement by the AFL-CIO would prevent
its member unions from scattering their political commitments across
the field of candidates. Such an early commitment to a candidate would
also preclude consultation with labor’s rank and file about their political
preferences, which were unlikely to have crystallized so early in the presi-
dential election cycle.

The executives of all ninety-nine unions in the AFL-CIO endorsed
Walter Mondale for the Democratic presidential nomination almost five
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months before the first primary. The significance of this decision obvi-
ously depended on the federation’s ability to deliver the labor vote to its
candidate. Delivery had been one of organized labor’s longstanding polit-
ical problems. Substantial numbers of union members fail to vote or,
worse yet, vote for candidates opposed by labor leadership.39 Internal
problems help to explain organized labor’s difficulties in mobilizing the
union vote. Union leaders not only had no time to consult their followers
but also were wary of grassroots mobilization. “Internal union dynamics,”
notes historian Taylor Dark, “which sustained the leadership in power,
was often predicated on a quiescent membership that did not challenge
the status quo. A mobilized membership could make new demands on
the established leaders, possibly threatening their incumbency.”40

Labor’s mobilization nevertheless got much of the credit for Mon-
dale’s nomination in 1984. Its failure to secure his election was counted
as a sign that labor had lost its grip on its own rank and file. Among
union households, Ronald Reagan received 43.2 percent of the voters. But
Taylor Dark points out that Mondale did slightly better in union house-
holds than Jimmy Carter in 1980 and much better than George McGov-
ern in 1972, and that the percentage difference in the Democratic vote
between union and nonunion households was the highest since 1964.
Unlike Mondale, of course, neither Carter nor McGovern had the benefit
of an early and unanimous AFL-CIO endorsement, and in 1964 union
members accounted for more than 30 percent of the workforce. By 1984,
the figure had fallen to less than 19 percent.41 In order to equal past feats
of political mobilization, today’s unions must turn out a significantly
larger share of their members.

One widely held view, in fact, holds that labor has lost influence in
American national politics, not just because membership has dropped
but also because employer resistance to unionization has stiffened,
because public policy has become less supportive, and because unions
themselves have become less aggressive in organizing the unorganized.42

In spite of changes in the size and circumstances of organized labor, there
are signs that its political power survived Reaganism largely intact. Even
as the political system seemed to veer sharply to the right, labor could
count several legislative successes. Two measures strongly supported by
unions—a family and parental leave bill and an increase in federal subsi-
dies for child care—passed both houses of Congress only to be vetoed by
President Bush. A law requiring that employees receive sixty days’ notice
of layoffs or plant closings had been passed earlier over President Rea-
gan’s veto.43

With the election of President Clinton, labor regained regular access
to the White House and eliminated the presidential veto as an obstacle to
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prolabor legislation. Clinton’s appointments to the NLRB reversed the
antiunion course that the board had pursued under Reagan and Bush.44

But the Clinton legislative agenda sent mixed signals to organized labor.
On the one hand, the president’s resolute support of the North American
Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) antagonized unions whose members’ jobs
might be threatened by competition with Mexican workers. On the other
hand, the president’s health care reform initiative responded to one of
organized labor’s longstanding policy objectives. But rank-and-file ani-
mosity toward Clinton roused by NAFTA kept unions from rushing to
support the president’s health care proposal. “Union leaders,” as political
scientist Tracy Roof points out, “may have been able to go home, change
hats, and come back to work to push Clinton’s health care bill, but many
of the activists were not so forgiving. The labor effort on Clinton’s health
care reform initiative started late because many of the supportive unions
had to give people time to cool off.”45

The AFL-CIO had failed to achieve its legislative goals when it
opposed the President on NAFTA. It failed again when it supported him
on health care reform. Then came the congressional elections of 1994
and the Republican Contract with America. The lengthening train of
political defeats moved some of the most powerful unions in the AFL-
CIO to press for the retirement of President Lane Kirkland and led to his
replacement by an insurgent candidate, John Sweeney, president of the
Service Employees International Union.

Sweeney’s election reflected a leftward shift that carried the labor
movement against the conservative tide of American politics. The com-
position of organized labor had changed. Politically liberal public-
employee unions and teacher unions had grown, and so had their
representation at AFL-CIO conventions. Blue-collar craft and industrial
unions had lost both membership and delegates. President Sweeney him-
self joined the Democratic Socialists of America and declared his inten-
tion to make labor a movement once again and not just an interest. The
AFL-CIO would turn away from insider lobbying and checkbook politics
in favor of rank-and-file mobilization. It would renew its commitment to
organizing the unorganized and restore its membership base.

In fact, however, the AFL-CIO opened its checkbook wider than ever
in preparation for the election of 1996. Its goal was to take the House of
Representatives back from the Republicans, who had claimed it with
much celebration in 1994. Democratic House candidates were even more
financially dependent on labor’s money in 1996 than they had been in
1994. Unions accounted for 47.6 percent of Democratic candidates’ PAC
contributions in 1996 compared to 35.8 percent in 1994.46 (In addition,
the AFL-CIO ran its own ad campaign in the districts of targeted Republi-
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can freshmen. The ads succeeded, by one estimate, in decreasing the
Republican congressional vote by an average of 4 percent.)47

According to Tracy Roof, labor’s millions brought results even before
they were spent. In anticipation of labor’s mobilization for the 1996 elec-
tions, apprehensive Republican members of Congress defected from the
party line to vote for a labor-endorsed increase in the minimum wage
and against an exemption for small business. But notwithstanding
Sweeney’s populist rhetoric, there was no clear-cut increase in turnout
among union voters in 1996, and though Republicans lost seats in the
House, they remained in control of Congress. In the low-turnout con-
gressional elections of 1998, union households did account for a larger
share of the voters than in the presidential elections of 1992 and
199648—demonstrating, perhaps, that labor’s electoral impact increases
as turnout declines—but it was still not enough to put Democrats in con-
trol of the House.

In the 2000 presidential campaign, President Sweeney intensified the
AFL-CIO commitment to grassroots mobilization but also increased its
campaign contributions. Sweeney insisted, however, that labor’s compar-
ative advantage in politics was its access to people, not money. The AFL-
CIO could never match the political expenditures of corporations. “But
we have people power and an ability to communicate with people one-
on-one. They have to try to buy that kind of voter contact.” Labor’s strat-
egy for 2000 would abandon its television ad campaign of 1996 and
concentrate instead on a direct effort to organize its members and get out
the vote.49

Taylor Dark concedes that “many political operatives and members
of Congress are convinced that union political money remains a more
important resource for many unions than their members votes.” Orga-
nized labor’s ability to win the votes of its own members is still open to
question. AFL-CIO studies show that television ads are much less effective
in mobilizing union voters than are personal contacts with union officers
and members. But shop stewards and business agents are reluctant to
engage in activities unrelated to such collective bargaining responsibili-
ties as the processing of grievances. According to Dark, “the institutional
incentives that shape union leaders’ quest to retain power within their
organizations have often made them hesitant to take advantage of the
more open, plebiscitarian aspects of the political system. Such mobiliza-
tion can threaten the status of leaders who depend on an unaccountable
bureaucratic machine to maintain organizational control.”50 Political
mobilization can also be a political inconvenience that handcuffs labor’s
lobbyists in Washington. As Tracy Roof points out, “Insider bargaining
gives an organization the ability to compromise and yield to political
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necessity, whereas grassroots mobilization can potentially build up the
support of a group’s membership for a particular legislative path.”51

Finally, a successful voter mobilization strategy for labor demands
that it reverse the contraction of the membership base from which it
draws its electoral support. The “New Voice” leadership of the AFL-CIO
elected in 1995 has stepped up its organizing efforts, but the results thus
far are insufficient to maintain organized labor’s share of the workforce,
much less expand it. To increase the unionized percentage of the Ameri-
can labor force by one percentage point, the AFL-CIO would have to
recruit about 1.5 million new members. But in 1996, the federation’s
unions won less than half of the representation elections overseen by the
NLRB and added, at most, 69,111 new members. The actual growth was
probably much less than this. After winning a representation election, a
union must negotiate a contract with the employer before the employees
begin to pay union dues. Unions succeed in gaining first contracts for
only about half of the bargaining units in which they win elections. And
the calculation of union growth must take account not only of represen-
tation elections but also of decertification elections, of which there were
435 in 1996. Unions lost most of these elections and, along with them,
most of the 25,011 workers who were employed in the bargaining units
where unions were decertified.52

Figures such as these contribute, understandably, to a preoccupation
with the diminished stature of organized labor in American society. But
this preoccupation tends to obscure one critical consideration concerning
the relationship between union size and union power. Even in its reduced
state, the AFL-CIO, with more than 13 million dues-paying members, is
one of the largest organizations in American society. It lags behind the 33-
million-member AARP and falls slightly below the Southern Baptist Con-
vention. But its membership is between four and five times that of the
National Rifle Association. If mass membership could be readily converted
into power, organized labor would tower over most other interest groups
like Gulliver among the Lilliputians. Perhaps the most telling feature of
labor’s political experience has been its ability to exercise power without
mobilizing its membership. And perhaps its recent struggles to hold its
own politically indicate that the power of numbers is no longer the
potent political resource that it was when labor emerged from the Great
Depression to become a senior partner in the New Deal coalition.

The Advocacy Explosion

Numbers still count. The civil rights movement’s march on Washington
in 1963 was not just the occasion for Martin Luther King’s impassioned
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eloquence but an opportunity for the movement to show the nation that
it was too big to ignore. Interest groups have been imitating its example
ever since. But the example is a curious one. In the first place, many of
the movement’s most fervent supporters were not registered to vote—an
obvious handicap in any attempt to deploy the power of numbers in poli-
tics, and one for which the movement sought a remedy—the Voting
Rights Act of 1965. Second, the made-for-television drama of civil dis-
obedience demonstrations in the streets was paired with a law-governed
campaign of litigation. In fact, the two strategies were frequently linked.
Civil disobedience often provided the occasion for courtroom offensives
against racial segregation.

Litigation and demonstrations had something else in common with
each other. Both were the tactics of political outsiders whose access to
democratically constituted political institutions was impaired by popular
prejudice and exclusion from many of the nation’s polling places. The
civil rights movement was therefore handicapped in most efforts to lobby
legislative bodies as though it were a conventional interest group with an
electoral base. The movement attempted to overcome this weakness by
taking its fight to the battlegrounds that were most accessible to its dem-
ocratically disadvantaged constituents—the courts and the streets.

This double-barreled strategy elicited a twofold policy response in
Washington that echoed the movement’s own dual character. On the
legalistic side there was the Civil Rights Act of 1964. It defined a set of
rights that were enforceable in the courts or by civil rights agencies like
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC)—a new addi-
tion to the ranks of government regulatory bureaucracies. Less obviously
connected to the civil rights movement, but no less responsive to it, were
the Poverty Program and the Model Cities Program. Their emphasis on
“maximum feasible participation,” community action, and community
development encouraged the political mobilization of poor people in
general and African Americans in particular.53

Though receptive to the objectives of the civil rights movement, the
federal government’s response was structured so as to disaggregate and
privatize black political demands and disperse the African American
political offensive. The Community Action Program, for example, was a
national initiative aimed at localities, and the resources that it offered for
organization and mobilization were designed to encourage local, not
national, activism. In short, Washington’s antipoverty response to the
civil rights movement was designed to get its people off the government’s
back, or at least to redirect the movement’s forces from national to local
government. National political leaders wanted the civil rights activists to
go home not just because they were disruptive and demanding but
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because for Democratic leaders in particular, they represented a threat to
party cohesiveness. The New Deal coalition had become an increasingly
precarious alliance of southern whites, northern blacks, and blue-collar
union members. The political apprehensions of the Democrats were
reflected in President Johnson’s mandate to the designers of the Commu-
nity Action Program—that they should “do something for Negroes fast
without in the process alarming whites.54

In practice, “maximum feasible participation” created much less dis-
turbance than anticipated, imagined, or remembered. Notwithstanding
War on Poverty atrocity stories about the infiltration and capture of com-
munity action agencies by subversive revolutionaries, black nationalists,
or violent gangs, most local poverty programs posed little threat to the
established order and remained on peaceful terms with the institutions
of local government. Often they were controlled by local government,
and such control was an explicit condition of the Model Cities Program.
To some critics, in fact, the idea of the government’s mobilizing the poor
to make demands of the government seemed faintly ridiculous or posi-
tively pernicious. That was why independent organizer Saul Alinsky
denounced the Poverty Program as “political pornography.” In the end,
“maximum feasible participation” turned out to be minimal.55

Guaranteed representation for the poor in local agencies of the Com-
munity Action and Model Cities Programs reduced the need for the pro-
grams’ constituents to mobilize as a group in order to achieve access to
decision-making. In the absence of such a constituency-forming experi-
ence, it was unclear whether the selected representatives of the poor
spoke for anyone but themselves. In some cities, it was true, representa-
tives of the poor were chosen by election rather than by city hall
appointment. But the electorate in this case was relatively unaccustomed
to political participation. Turnout was generally very low, and campaigns
were issueless. There was nothing unexpected about this. The rationale
for the Community Action Program itself presupposed that the poor suf-
fered from a sense of powerlessness and would not become politically
active without strenuous encouragement. In fact, Community Action
probably made less sense as an antipoverty program than as a citizenship
program for poor people.

Even on these terms, however, the program was not uniformly suc-
cessful, and not just because of low participation rates. Representatives of
the poor frequently advanced highly particularistic demands designed to
benefit themselves or the handful of friends and neighbors who had
elected them. Others articulated no demands at all, and still others aban-
doned their representative roles in order to accept paid positions as staff
members in local community action agencies. But the personalized poli-
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tics of poverty did not prevail everywhere. Political scientists David
Greenstone and Paul Peterson found that where poor neighborhoods
were already well-organized, community representatives tended to speak
for the substantive interests of poor people in general. These representa-
tives, however, were usually not poor people themselves, but members of
an activist elite distinguished by its concern for community control of
community institutions, a concern that was not shared by most of their
low-income constituents.56

The Community Action Program represented a less-than-successful
attempt to convert poor minority-group members into an influential
interest group in local politics. Titles VI and VII the Civil Rights Act
offered legalistic rather than political remedies to many of the same
people. Unlike the solutions promised by the War on Poverty, they did
not call for the collective mobilization of the poor, just individual com-
plaints and lawsuits. Title VI prohibited the practice of racial discrimina-
tion in activities supported by federal grants and contracts. Title VII
prohibited employment discrimination and created the EEOC as the
principal federal agency to address racial bias in workplaces.

The EEOC’s enforcement powers were far more limited than those of
other federal regulatory agencies. Until 1972, in fact, the commission was
authorized only to secure voluntary compliance with fair employment
practices. It could do so through conciliation proceedings between com-
plainants and employers, or by suggesting general guidelines that would
enable employers to avoid discriminatory practices prohibited by the
Civil Rights Act. The EEOC could also recommend cases to the Justice
Department for prosecution. Only in 1972 did the commission acquire
the authority to initiate suits itself.57

The new power did not significantly enhance the commission’s effec-
tiveness in combating job discrimination. It was hamstrung because it
attacked the problem case by case, taking action only in response to a
particular employee’s charge of bias. One critic has pointed out that the
commission’s approach tends “to focus on isolated incidents of discrimi-
nation. Discrimination occurs, however, not in isolation but in system-
atic practices. Although sometimes these practices are addressed by class
action lawsuits, individuals do not usually have the information or
resources to identify these practices and litigate against them.” In fact,
victims of discrimination may not even be aware of the bias that denies
them a job. Because their employment applications have been turned
down, they have no opportunity to compare themselves to the people
hired by a firm and no way to discover whether their qualifications
match those of the people who work there. Individual complaints, in
other words, do not provide effective points of attack against discrimina-
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tory practices, and the attempts of EEOC staff members to expand
individual cases into more comprehensive investigations of employer
practices only prolonged the processing of each case and created an enor-
mous backlog at the commission. Processing delays meant lost evidence
and led to “huge back-pay claims which employers were loathe to pay.”58

Rather than fight discrimination a case at a time, the EEOC might
have made more progress toward equal employment opportunity by
addressing the practices that produce racially disparate outcomes in the
job market. That, at least, has been the suggestion of some of its critics.
During the Carter administration, in fact, when Eleanor Holmes Norton
chaired the commission, it actually shifted toward a strategy that
employed class action suits aimed at discriminatory practices instead of
individual cases of discrimination. But the EEOC’s effort to focus on the
institutional mechanisms of discrimination was hindered by its enor-
mous waiting list of unresolved cases. The commission’s accumulation of
unfinished business, which had stabilized at a backlog of about 100,000
cases by the mid-1990s, created a bureaucratic climate that emphasized
administrative management at least as much as the defeat of discrimina-
tion. In any case, the EEOC’s effort to shift its aim to larger targets was
abruptly abandoned during the Reagan administration after Clarence
Thomas became chair of the commission and limited the agency’s atten-
tion to individual cases in which there were “identified victims.” By the
time of the Clinton administration, the EEOC was still trying to deal
with its case backlog, though the new chair of the commission,
appointed in 1994 after a two-year hiatus, attempted to pick and choose
among the unsettled cases so as to concentrate on the ones that seemed
to promise the greatest impact on discrimination.59

In effect, enforcement of Title VII disassembled the movement
against employment discrimination into a vast accumulation of private
grievances. Title VI seemed to retain more of the collective character of
the civil rights struggle. Federal agencies drafted general regulations spec-
ifying the discriminatory practices that would warrant a cut-off of federal
funds to a contractor or grantee. The postwar expansion in federal aid to
states and localities and in federal contracts with defense firms and other
suppliers and service providers had extended the reach of such regula-
tions across much of the society. Local public schools receiving federal
education aid were among the first institutions to feel the force of the
new rules. Within a remarkably short time, southern school segregation
gave way before a joint assault of the U.S. Office of Education and the
federal courts.60

The elevation of the Title VI regulations above the particularities of
litigation was partly optical illusion. Just as the ICC had to worry about
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the democratic legitimacy and political efficacy of its rulings and regula-
tions, so the Title VI standards needed to be endowed with more political
gravity than mere administrative fiat could provide. The solution was to
model the regulations on standards established by federal court deci-
sions. Civil rights lawyers who wanted to influence the regulations did so
by litigating in federal courts.61

After 1976, Congress provided attorneys with a substantially
strengthened incentive to litigate in civil rights cases. Plaintiffs in these
cases were rarely if ever wealthy. Unless a large organization like the
NAACP provided legal counsel, they could get their day in court only by
means of a contingency fee arrangement with a private attorney. But
many civil rights cases do not result in significant monetary compensa-
tion for plaintiffs, only injunctive relief, and hence no financial settle-
ment from which to compensate civil rights lawyers. Since much civil
rights legislation presupposed enforcement by private plaintiffs as well as
public prosecution, Congress enacted the Civil Rights Attorney’s Fees
Award Act in 1976. It was designed to give greater force to civil rights laws
by authorizing courts to require that defendants in civil rights cases pay
the plaintiffs’ legal fees if the plaintiffs’ attorneys succeeded in making
their case.62 The law meant that civil rights lawyers no longer needed
large and well-financed organizations to underwrite their legal attacks on
racial discrimination. They no longer needed a constituency. If they
could win cases, they could win their fees and survive to file more suits.

The proliferation of fee-shifting statutes like the legislation enacted
for civil rights attorneys in 1976 may help to explain one of the most
remarkable things about the development of Title VI. Its applicability was
rapidly extended during the 1970s from the prohibition of racial discrim-
ination in federally financed activities to the prohibition of discrimina-
tion on grounds of sex, disability, and age. There was a crucial difference
between these sweeping extensions of antidiscrimination policy and its
original concern with racial bias. “In each instance,” says historian Hugh
Davis Graham, the expansion of antidiscrimination controls over the
recipients of federal grants and contracts “occurred with little grassroots
pressure from constituency movements, little attention in the media, and
little congressional debate.” In other words, there was no collective mobi-
lization of the kind that had contributed to the passage of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. “Grassroots constituencies,” Graham explains, “do
not understand the arcane workings of federal regulation.”63 But policy
entrepreneurs in Congress and their allies in advocacy groups did. So did
attorneys.

The arcana that placed federal regulation beyond the comprehension
of grassroots constituencies were the products of politics, administration,
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and litigation. Title VI created a civil rights enforcement machine to
which a variety of advocacy groups subsequently tried to hitch their
interests. The fact that the machine was already functioning diminished
the extent to which these groups had to mobilize their public constituen-
cies, because the political and bureaucratic obstacles to be overcome were
less formidable than the ones that had to be surmounted when civil
rights forces inside and outside government constructed the antidiscrimi-
nation machine. Popular demands therefore played only a minor role in
the extensions of Title VI to women, the people with disabilities, and the
elderly. In effect, these new antidiscrimination initiatives grew out of the
machinery of government itself, manipulated by an “issue network” of
policy experts who knew the machinery because they had created it,
operated it, lobbied it, or litigated against it.

Political scientist Hugh Heclo has pointed out that public policies
now bring into being Washington-based “villages” of policy specialists
attentive to the operation of particular public programs: “Everywhere
extensive networks of village folk in the bureaucracy, Congress, and lob-
bying organizations share experiences, problems and readings on people
and events.”64 To the residents of such villages, political executives and
most members of Congress are mere tourists—although they are welcome
contributors to local prosperity, they are not members of the policy net-
work and are largely uninformed about the intricacies of village life.

The emergence of these policy-centered villages was just one develop-
ment in new era of interest-group politics and public regulation. The
most widely recognized accompaniments of this new era have been a
sharp upsurge in the population of organized interest groups in Washing-
ton—the so-called “advocacy explosion”—and a shift in group interests
and regulatory policy described (imperfectly) as a turn from “economic”
toward “social” regulation. The ICC and the NLRB have been succeeded
by new generation regulatory agencies and regulations concerned more
with “quality-of-life” issues than with economic security. They deal with
matters of environmental protection, consumer product safety, cigarette
advertising, highway safety, and human rights. Interest-group concerns
shifted in a similar direction. According to political scientist Jeffrey Berry,
group politics has entered the era of postmaterialism.65

Postmaterialism’s tangible embodiment was a proliferation of citizen
groups or public interest groups in Washington. By the 1990s, according
to political scientist Jack Walker, they constituted a larger proportion of
national lobbying organizations than ever before, and more than half of
them had been founded in the preceding twenty-five years. Their seedbed
was the era of civil rights, and many drew inspiration from the move-
ment itself. They belonged to a different species than older business and
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occupational groups like the Chamber of Commerce, the American Farm
Bureau Federation, and the AFL-CIO. The Sierra Club, the Children’s
Defense Fund, the Environmental Defense Council, the Center for Sci-
ence in the Public Interest, and the Fund for Animals all mobilize their
supporters around interests other than those rooted in their jobs.

The concerns of these groups, as Jeffrey Berry acknowledges, are not
exclusively nonmaterial. The National Organization for Women, for
example, frequently addresses issues related to the employment opportu-
nities and economic status of its constituency, but it articulates interests
far more comprehensive than those defined by job and income. Perhaps
the distinguishing feature of the new citizen groups is not the intangible
character of their interests but the way in which their interests are
defined. These groups strive to advance the interests of women, children,
the elderly, consumers, or the disabled across a broad range of institu-
tions, economic sectors, and situations. The concerns of animal rights
groups, for example, extend from farms, zoos, and scientific laboratories
to the cosmetics and fashion industries. In a sense, the interests of the
new citizen groups are structured “horizontally,” unlike the interests of
the older groups, which were organized “vertically” on the basis of par-
ticular industries, institutions, or professions.66 In this respect, the con-
cerns of the new public interest groups resemble those of the civil rights
movement, which addressed the costs and consequences of being black
across the entire spectrum of the society. A similar comprehensiveness
has been articulated explicitly by environmental groups, whose ecologi-
cal ideology emphasizes the interconnectedness of air, water, flora, and
fauna with one another and with human activities.

A powerful concern with democratic processes and open government
also distinguishes the new public interest groups. Historian Richard Har-
ris argues that this preoccupation is not just a legacy of the activist cul-
ture of the 1960s but a response to the enhanced role of regulatory
agencies in policy formation. Breaking into bureaucratic agencies
required that public interest groups establish a permanent presence in
Washington—hence the advocacy explosion—and that administrative
institutions and processes be restructured to give them at least as much
access to policymaking as more traditional trade and industry organiza-
tions. Public interest groups had concluded that the ostensible aims of
regulatory policy are sometimes subverted during the process of imple-
mentation when agencies, hidden behind a screen of legal and technical
details, give way to the interests of the regulated groups. The reformers’
solution was to open the regulatory process to citizen participation, so
that public interests could be represented as vigorously as corporate inter-
ests. The reformers demanded that regulatory agencies make decisions in
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public, that they disclose information relevant to those decisions, and
that citizens have direct access to the process of decision-making through
public hearings or provisions for public comment. New public interest
groups like Common Cause, founded in 1970, made it their principal
business to promote such democratic practices in political parties and
election campaigns as well as in public agencies.67

The struggle for participatory administration achieved some of its
most notable victories during the 1970s, when a variety of regulatory
statutes provided for direct citizen intervention in agency decision-mak-
ing and allowed for citizen lawsuits to compel an agency to enforce par-
ticular safety or environmental standards. But the judicial system
contributed even more to the range of opportunities for citizen interven-
tion by extending conventional concepts of standing to sue so that citi-
zens, like corporations subject to administrative regulation, could appeal
bureaucratic decisions to the federal courts under the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act. An interest in environmental protection or scenic beauty now
established the same basis for litigation as the threat of substantial pri-
vate economic loss.68

With the exception of a few mass membership organizations like the
National Wildlife Federation, the new generation of public interest
groups mobilized hardly any citizens at all to support their insistence on
citizen participation. Some of them had no arrangements for democratic
participation or consultation with their own presumed constituents.69

Even groups that legitimately claim mass memberships can count only
handfuls of activists. Political scientist Michael McCann concludes that
“the internal structures of power and initiative in most public interest
groups are little more participatory than the state bureaucracies the
activists openly criticize.” In many groups, membership means little
more than being on a mailing list. Members may never assemble to delib-
erate among themselves or to arrive at a collective expression of their
common interests. AARP, the largest membership organization in the
United States, could hardly be expected to convene its 33 million mem-
bers for open discussion. The group, reports Theda Skocpol, “deals with
masses of individual adherents through the mail.”70 Membership, in
other words, is a personal rather than a collective experience.

In fact, the concentration of interest groups based in Washington
now includes a sizeable population of organizations without any mem-
bers at all. The advocacy explosion was powered by a determination to
keep public authority under public scrutiny, to expose its accommoda-
tions with corporate elites, to unmask its commitments to growth, pros-
perity, and security as complacent acceptance of environmental perils
and threats to consumer or worker safety. But the advocacy groups so
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forcefully demonstrating that the emperor had no clothes were organiza-
tions that had no bodies. “Many of these new groups,” wrote historian
Michael T. Hayes, “have no members at all, freeing them from the imper-
ative of satisfying the policy preferences of a mass constituency. Among
those groups with large nominal memberships, there is frequently little
or no opportunity for members to influence group decision making.”
Using data on almost three thousand “social welfare” and “public affairs”
organizations founded from the 1960s through the 1980s, Theda Skocpol
finds that close to half of them have no members whatsoever. She sees
the outlines of “a new civic America largely run by advocates and man-
agers without members and marked by yawning gaps between immediate
involvements and larger undertakings.”71

Conventional assumptions about the nature of democratic politics
make it difficult to understand the very existence of such memberless
groups, much less their success in influencing public policy. Pendleton
Herring’s “new lobby” of the 1920s drew sustenance and strength from
its membership base. Today’s new lobby obviously depends on other
sources. Private foundations figure prominently among them. In 1970,
for example, in what Jeffrey Berry has described as a seminal move inau-
gurating the era of public interest groups, the Ford Foundation financed
sixteen public interest law firms dedicated to increasing public represen-
tation in government decision-making.72 A decade earlier, it had been
the Ford Foundation that sponsored the first experimental community
action projects that provided models for the War on Poverty. Now it
helped to fashion a new paradigm in popular politics, one that empha-
sized the restructuring of government institutions rather than the mobi-
lization of the disenfranchised. Once set in motion, the new law firms
would be able to run on their own power, sustained by funds derived
under one or another of the hundred or more fee-shifting statutes that
paid plaintiffs’ lawyers in public interest lawsuits. The law firms’ example
was followed by a host of interest groups without benefit of Ford Founda-
tion grants, and some of the groups received funds from the federal gov-
ernment’s own Legal Services Corporation. Litigation became the vital
core of many Washington-based interest groups not just because it gener-
ated resources but because it represented a means for influencing govern-
ment without having to mobilize a popular constituency—a crucial
condition for groups without members. The use and impact of the litiga-
tion strategy is the subject of the next chapter.

Like the early public interest law firms, many of the new citizen
groups in Washington are kept alive not by the support of citizen mem-
bers but by government and foundation grants or large gifts from private
patrons. During the Carter administration, for example, the Federal Trade
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Commission and the Consumer Products Safety Commission financed
the participation of citizen groups in agency proceedings.73 One recent
study finds that almost half of a sample of public interest groups receive
at least 50 percent of their financial support from “patrons,” such as
foundations, corporations, government, or individual donors. These
sources accounted for 44.7 percent of the funding for the entire sample
of public interest groups. Membership dues supplied only 36 percent of
the total. When dues are added to revenue from publications and confer-
ences, constituent support draws approximately even with major gifts or
grants from patrons.74

To the extent that their finances depend on government grants or
tax-exempt contributions, public interest groups expose themselves to
the attacks of their ideological opponents and political antagonists
among businesses subject to the environmental or safety regulations for
which the advocacy group is lobbying. The conservative campaign to
“defund the left” is an attempt to exploit this vulnerability. It began
under Ronald Reagan, who disparaged public interest litigators as “a
bunch of ideological ambulance chasers,” and it was revived under the
Contract with America when Republican leaders of the 104th Congress
targeted liberal advocacy groups—with the assistance of conservative
advocacy groups like the Heritage Foundation, the Cato Institute, and
the Washington Legal Foundation. It is difficult to confirm the claim that
public interest groups received as much as one-third of their money from
the federal government at the start of the Reagan administration, but
there is no doubt that they depend on the tax-exempt status of the pri-
vate contributions that they receive. Under the Internal Revenue Code,
groups that lobby public authorities are not eligible for tax-exempt status,
and Republican strategists believed that this provision could be used
against many of the advocacy groups that campaigned for social and eco-
nomic regulation. But it proved relatively easy for public interest groups
to sidestep this and other attacks. Lobbying responsibilities could be
assigned to a legally separate subsidiary of an organization. Foundations
and private contributors stood ready to compensate advocacy groups that
lost public funding. In fact, the Reagan administration’s assault on envi-
ronmental regulation actually resulted in increased membership and
contributions for national environmental organizations. The emergence
of conservative advocacy groups has also complicated conservative
attempts to cut support for such organizations, because many of the
institutional arrangements that support liberal groups also benefit con-
servative ones.75

Interest groups can survive without members because they have
patrons. But what explains the influence of these groups, and why do so
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many “citizen” groups have so few citizens as members? The two ques-
tions are related. Members become expendable when advocacy groups
can exercise influence without them. Power without popular support
becomes a possibility through the use of litigation and because the inter-
est-based policymaking associated with the classic model of group poli-
tics in the age of “iron triangles”—stable alliances of interest groups,
government agencies, and congressional committees—has been replaced
in part by policy formation based on expertise and ideas. Heclo’s “village
folk” are able to shape public policy because they know the neighbor-
hood, not because they command legions of concerned citizens. Indeed,
part of the Republican campaign to disarm liberal advocacy groups was
to slash congressional committee staffs because they represented part of
the liberal “knowledge base.”76 The new politics of policymaking
attempts to open itself “to all those who have ideas and expertise rather
than to those who assert interest and preferences.”77 Those admission
requirements exclude the great mass of ordinary citizens.

But the requirements do not guarantee that people with ideas and
expertise will actually be able to influence public policy. These talented
activists gain considerable advantage if they show off their expertise and
play up their ideas in Washington, where they can join the inhabitants
of one of Heclo’s villages. Simply being in Washington means that lob-
byists and advocates can form personal relationships with members of
congressional committee staffs or members of Congress themselves.
They can stay in touch with administrators in regulatory agencies and
with fellow activists in allied interest groups. Success in shaping com-
plex regulatory or social welfare policies is the product of day-to-day
contacts and the slow work of building a reputation for being knowl-
edgeable, trustworthy, and smart. It is work that can be done only in
Washington.78 Like real estate, lobbying is in large part a matter of loca-
tion, location, location, but the favored locations are almost all inside
the Beltway.

Location carries an interest group to the threshold of power. Crossing
the threshold is now much easier than it was before the public interest
legislation of the 1970s opened bureaucratic decision-making to advocacy
groups. The Federal Advisory Committee Act of 1972 is one of many rela-
tively obscure statutes that significantly enhance interest-group access to
the policy-shaping processes that operate deep within the executive
branch. One of the law’s purposes was to control the proliferation of for-
mal advisory groups created by statute or by bureaucratic authority. But
“worry that special interests had captured advisory committees and were
thus exercising undue influence on public programs” was a concern of at
least equal importance.79
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The law addressed this concern by requiring that the membership of
administrative advisory committees be “fairly balanced in terms of the
points of view represented and the functions to be performed by the
advisory committee.” Committee meetings must be open to the public
and announced in the Federal Register at least fifteen days before they
occur. Advisory groups are also required to keep detailed minutes of all
meetings, and those minutes must be available for public inspection
along with copies of all reports issued, approved, or received by the com-
mittee. Members of the public who are interested in the deliberations of
the committee are entitled “to attend, appear before, or file statements
with any advisory committee.” The legislation does allow committees to
operate outside of public view in some circumstances, and the courts
have not always ruled in favor of plaintiffs trying to use the law to gain
access to advisory committees. But advocacy groups ranging from Public
Citizen to the Center for Auto Safety to People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals have litigated under the law to challenge policymaking
processes from which they believed they had been unjustly excluded.80

In principle, laws like the Federal Advisory Committee Act help to
open government to all citizens. In practice, however, ordinary citizens
do not comb the pages of the Federal Register looking for the scheduled
meetings of the groups that advise government agencies, and very few
know that they are legally entitled to attend these meetings. The poten-
tial attendance base is reduced further by the fact that most of the advi-
sory committee meetings occur in Washington. In short, laws
guaranteeing public access to government enable a small elite of advo-
cacy groups in Washington to walk in on the workings of government
without mobilizing support among the citizens outside government,
thus reducing the incentives to engage in mobilization efforts or to main-
tain a mass membership.

At times, of course, interest groups must demonstrate, especially to
elected policymakers, that a large segment of the public—preferably reg-
istered voters who are the policymaker’s constituents—shares the group’s
interest. The usual show of support is an outpouring of letters, telephone
calls, and (recently) faxes and e-mail messages aimed at public office-
holders and endorsing the interest group’s position. At one time, an
organization might have called on its members to provide this show of
support, or it might have launched a broad ground offensive to win grass-
roots backing from the public at large. Today it has other, more discrimi-
nating alternatives.

Political scientist Steven Schier distinguishes between political mobi-
lization and political activation. On the one hand, mobilization was the
traditional business of political parties—a general appeal designed to
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rouse a mass response across a broad range of the electorate. Activation,
on the other hand, is the political equivalent of niche marketing. “Suc-
cessful activation,” says Schier, “turns mainly on accurate identification
of the appropriate audience and the appropriate tone and content for
that audience.” Activation is the product of interest-group economics
and modern technology. General mobilization is expensive and un-
predictable. A massive propaganda campaign may succeed only in trig-
gering countermobilization by the opposition. But even if a group’s mes-
sage reaches an entirely sympathetic audience, it is wasted noise unless
the recipients are inclined to act on the message. Interest groups must
therefore be able to target not just their likely supporters but also those
supporters who are most likely to take political action on behalf of the
group cause. Groups accordingly aim their messages at citizens with high
levels of education, income, and political knowledge who have been
politically active in the past. The strategy, in other words, does not
expand the universe of political activists. It simply reinforces existing
inequalities between the politically connected and the disengaged.81

Even organizations with mass memberships, like AARP, the National
Federation of Independent Business, and the Sierra Club, stratify their
members according to the likelihood that they will respond to the
group’s appeals. The Sierra Club, for example, has approximately 500,000
members, but only 15,000 receive its political newsletter, and only about
5,000 of these—the so-called core group—are regularly activated by the
organization. They are the association’s state and local officers along
with a handful of volunteer activists who can be counted on to swing
into action when the club calls. Such narrowly focused activation is not
far removed from so-called grasstops lobbying, used by interest groups to
activate the handful of powerful people likely to have especially close
relationships with the political decision-makers who are the ultimate tar-
gets of group influence.82

Activation is one species of “outside lobbying,” an attempt to influ-
ence public decision-makers indirectly, by provoking the public to which
they presumably respond. Interest groups that engage in outside lobby-
ing direct their efforts outside the government in order to get what they
want from the insiders. But their appeals are frequently directed at audi-
ences outside the interest group itself, at people with whom the organiza-
tion has only a momentary connection. Indeed, the organization may
hire an outside company to do its outside lobbying—a direct-mail spe-
cialist, a public relations firm, a political consultant, or even an Internet
expert. In effect, outside lobbying can be an interest group’s way of “out-
sourcing” membership. Instead of having to maintain a steady following,
the organization calls up a temporary constituency when it needs one
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and thus frees itself to shift its ground when political circumstances war-
rant. The constituency needed for this year’s battle in Congress may not
be suitable for fighting next year’s bureaucratic regulation. Like the labor
unions that opposed President Clinton on NAFTA but supported him on
health care reform, organizations that rely on their own members for lob-
bying the government may suffer from political flat-footedness. A group
that employs outside lobbying—especially selective activation—may
achieve greater political agility than one tied to a large membership base.

Questions arise, of course, about the authenticity of the public opin-
ion elicited by outside lobbying. Reviewing a series of recent national lob-
bying campaigns, Kenneth Goldman concludes that “little about mass
participation in the United States is spontaneous. Rather, interest groups
and lobbying firms inside the beltway are increasingly utilizing new and
sophisticated techniques to water the grass roots outside the beltway.”
And what appears to be grass occasionally turns out to be Astroturf.
According to Ken Kolman, “it is no secret in Washington today that grass-
roots support during the time between elections can, in most cases, be
bought. Consulting firms and lobbying specialists can frame an issue in
such a way and communicate the issue’s urgency to constituents so as
to generate any plausible number of telephone calls or letters to members
of Congress.” Kolman adds that some commercially induced expressions
of public opinion can be just as genuine as the spontaneous ones, but he
cautions that “in the face of improving technological means to generate
phony grass roots, it is vitally important that we come to terms with the
ways groups can lead policymakers away from popular policies.”83

Policymakers will almost certainly be misled if group leaders cannot
maintain contact with their own constituencies. For the new public
interest and advocacy groups, maintaining contact is apt to be a problem.
Vertical connections between interest group leaders and their con-
stituents tend to be scarce when groups define their interests “horizon-
tally” across diffuse and largely disconnected members of society—
consumers, women, the poor, the disabled, the elderly.

Interests defined vertically deal with limited slices of people’s lives,
often the occupational parts. Unions, industries, professions, and other
job-based groupings were the narrow interests that matched up so conve-
niently with the narrowly specialized bureaucratic agencies that Pendle-
ton Herring wrote about in the 1920s and 1930s, when economic
concerns dominated regulatory policy. The vertically defined constituen-
cies often included structures of leadership or authority that linked elites
to their followers, and these hierarchical relationships increased the like-
lihood that leaders would be able to mobilize followers in politics.
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Trade associations, labor unions, and professional organizations usu-
ally had an existence that preceded their transformation into political
interest groups. Horizontally defined constituencies are usually called
into being for the purpose of political action, and they have few if any
preexisting organizational ties to knit them together. Leadership is usu-
ally self-defined. Hierarchies are weak or entirely absent. It is not difficult
to understand why the leaders of the new advocacy groups attempt to
advance their causes by means other than the mass mobilization of their
presumed constituents, and when the group clientele is composed of
children, animals, or the mentally ill, the neglect of mobilization strate-
gies requires no explanation at all.

There may be exceptions to the more general pattern of demobilized
democracy. In contemporary American politics, for example, the Chris-
tian right has been notable for its ability to mobilize a grassroots follow-
ing. But the movement is also exceptional for its institutional structure.
Unlike many other advocacy groups, the fundamentalist right was organ-
ized around a network of preexisting church congregations, with their
own leader-follower relationships. Though the interests of the Christian
right were as comprehensively defined as those of other advocacy groups,
it is organizationally distinctive.

The decline of mass political participation in the United States is not
simply a consequence of the decay of civil society brought on by tele-
vision, suburbanization, and the decline of the family. It is in large part a
product of state development and of changes in the way political elites
define political interests. Beginning with the development of its regula-
tory capacity after the start of the twentieth century, American govern-
ment multiplied the mechanisms by which organized interests could
achieve their ends without mobilizing their grassroots constituents. Gov-
ernment also multiplied the opportunities for groups to support them-
selves without relying upon membership contributions.

Mobilization is an exercise of leadership that also imperils leadership,
and for a large class of contemporary political interest groups, member-
ship mobilization is difficult or impossible, because they have no mem-
bers or because their members have only a dues-paying relationship with
the organization and no relationships at all with one another. In effect,
they have “hired” the organization to be politically active on their
behalf. Largely disconnected from their fellow members, they are in no
position to become politically active on their own behalf. They are dis-
connected not because society is falling apart but because the interests
that they want to advance are those of a large, diffuse, and largely dis-
organized constituency.
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Chapter 7

The Jurisprudence
of Personal Democracy

LONG BEFORE baseball became the national pastime, litigation was
practically an American folkway, a popular expedient for resolving pri-
vate disputes. Americans are still an exceptionally litigious people. Today,
however, they resort to lawsuits not merely to settle private differences
but to shape public policy, and in this they are aided and abetted by the
federal courts themselves.

In the past, judicial self-restraint and a majoritarian political culture
deterred unelected judges from substituting their views for those of
elected officials.1 The repeated exercise of judicial activism has eroded
such restraint, and the majoritarian spirit of popular democracy has
given way to a new personal democracy that exalts the individual citi-
zen’s access to the policy process. It is a regime made to order for govern-
ment by lawsuit. Federal statutes and judicial rulings now enable
individual plaintiffs to raise policy questions for resolution by the courts,
and the result is that courts have moved from the outskirts to the heart
of the policymaking process, where the president and Congress once
reigned supreme. These changes have also contributed to a decline of col-
lective mobilization—a decline that is characteristic of personal democ-
racy—because they enable individual litigants to influence public policy
without enlisting a larger public to support their claims. They need only
mobilize their attorneys.2
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The Expanding Role of the Courts

In the 1950s and 1960s the expansion of judicial policymaking generally
served liberal political objectives—civil rights for racial minorities, civil
liberties for individual dissenters. But there is nothing inherently liberal
about judicial policymaking. By the end of the 1980s, in fact, federal
courts had demonstrated that judicial activism could just as easily serve
conservative ends,3 and in 2000, they demonstrated that it could appoint
a conservative president.

The expansion of judicial authority has been championed at times by
left, right, and center because litigation, though expensive and un-
certain, is far less arduous and risky than the effort to achieve political
ends through the mobilization of a popular constituency. In 1988, for
example, liberals in Congress supported the Act to Improve the Adminis-
tration of Justice, which, by limiting the Supreme Court’s mandatory
jurisdiction to a handful of cases per year, gave the high court almost
complete discretion to select cases it deemed important.4 Environmental
groups used the courts to block the construction of highways, dams, and
other public projects that threatened not just to damage the environ-
ment but to generate material resources that enriched their political
rivals. In response to these and other liberal legal offensives, wealthy con-
servatives and corporations financed organizations like the Pacific Legal
Foundation, the National Legal Center for the Public Interest, and the
Washington Legal Foundation. These organizations have exploited the
litigation option on behalf of crime victims, private property owners who
oppose government regulation of land use, and plaintiffs in “reverse dis-
crimination” cases who claim to have suffered as a result of affirmative
action programs or legislative redistricting.5

But the courts themselves have probably done the most to enhance
the political attractiveness of the litigation option. Since the 1960s the
Supreme Court has relaxed the rules governing justiciability—the circum-
stances under which the courts will accept a case for adjudication. The
Court, for example, has liberalized the doctrine of standing so that it can
hear challenges to the actions of administrative agencies, enable associa-
tions to appear as representatives of their members, and permit tax-
payers’ suits in which First Amendment issues are involved.6 It has also
amended the Rules of Civil Procedure to facilitate class action suits. The
class action is a legal device that permits a court to combine the claims of
many individuals and to treat those individuals as a class during a law-
suit.7 In the past, a class could be almost any aggregation of plaintiffs
deemed by a court to share a common interest. Recent rules have nar-
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rowed the standards for the certification of classes. In 1996, for example,
congressional Republicans enacted a prohibition against class actions
brought by advocates for immigrants against the Immigration and Natu-
ralization Service (INS) and by Legal Services lawyers on behalf of indi-
gents. For more privileged classes, however, class litigation remains an
important political tool.8

While increasing opportunities for class action suits, the Supreme
Court has also effectively rescinded the abstention doctrine, under which
federal courts declined to hear cases not yet resolved by the state courts.
It has relaxed the rules governing determinations of mootness and has in
practice abandoned the political questions doctrine, which once kept the
courts out of policy disputes. Stretching the legal concept of justiciability
has broadened the range of issues subject to judicial settlement and
allowed a wider range of litigants access to the courts.

But the courts have also made a wider range of remedies available to
those litigants. In the past, for example, a federal court might have ruled
that a government agency had violated a plaintiff’s rights and then have
ordered the agency to devise appropriate remedies. Today’s federal courts
can issue detailed decrees specifying how the agency must conduct its
business in the future. Suits challenging conditions in state prisons, for
example, have generated an extensive array of court orders detailing the
living space, recreational programs, and counseling services that must be
provided to all prisoners. Judges have also made use of special masters,
under the control of the court, to intervene in the day-to-day operations
of institutional defendants such as the Boston school system, the
Alabama state prison system, and the Baltimore Housing Authority. In
short, the federal judiciary can now offer to private litigants remedies
that were once provided to the public at large only through the executive
and legislative branches.9

The legislative branch itself has encouraged a shift in interest-group
politics from lobbying to litigation. In Title II of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act, for example, Congress designated the plaintiffs who filed suit under
the act as “private attorneys general” because they were contributing to
the enforcement of federal law, and the legislation made them eligible to
collect attorneys’ fees from defendants if they prevailed at trial. This fee-
shifting provision was endorsed by the Supreme Court in 1968.10 In 1976,
Congress passed the Civil Rights Attorneys’ Fee Awards Act, which
allowed for the recovery of attorneys’ fees for actions brought under all
civil rights laws enacted since 1876. The 1990 Americans with Disabilities
Act protects persons with disabilities from discrimination in employment
and requires that public services be accessible to them. The legislation
created a cause of action that opened the way for extensive litigation by
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groups championing the rights of the disabled. Likewise, the 1991 Civil
Rights Act, which prohibited job discrimination against women as well as
minorities, opened the federal courts to litigants claiming to have been
the victims of gender bias.

A number of regulatory statutes enacted during the 1970s contain cit-
izen-suit provisions that gave public interest groups the right to chal-
lenge the decisions of executive agencies in environmental and consumer
fraud cases. Virtually every federal environmental statute authorizes indi-
vidual citizens and groups to sue private parties for failure to comply
with the provisions of federal statutes and regulations and to collect legal
fees and expenses if they succeed. Such citizen enforcers act not so much
as injured parties seeking to redress a wrong done to them but as private
attorneys general serving a public interest.11 By the mid-1980s, more
than 150 federal statutes contained fee-shifting provisions.12 The
Supreme Court has limited the standing of private attorneys general by
ruling that litigants must have a demonstrable stake in the outcome of
the case and that the remedy sought must be within the court’s power to
grant.13 Nevertheless, citizen suits continue to be important mechanisms
through which public interest groups can simultaneously achieve policy
goals and finance their operations.14

Their success was noted and imitated by a coalition of small business
groups that won the right to collect attorneys’ fees for some cases in
which small firms were defending themselves against government regula-
tions. The Equal Access to Justice Act of 1980 allows for the collection of
attorneys’ fees when individual citizens or business firms successfully
defend themselves against “overreaching government actions.” Though
intended to protect small businesses from the ravages of giant regulatory
bureaucracies, the act is often used by trade associations representing
giant industrial corporations.15

In 2001, the Supreme Court placed restrictions on fee shifting in its
5-4 decision in Buckhannon v. West Virginia.16 The state of West Virginia
had voluntarily dropped its opposition to the plaintiff’s case after
months of litigation. Buckhannon had therefore prevailed only in-
formally, but not as the result of a court decision. For this reason, accord-
ing to a majority of the Supreme Court, the plaintiff was not entitled to a
fee award covering legal expenses. Although some public interest lawyers
asserted that this decision would render fee-shifting statutes meaningless,
most believed that plaintiffs’ attorneys could get around Buckhannon by
simply demanding damages in addition to equitable relief; by doing so,
they prevented their cases from being mooted by the voluntary actions of
defendants and, in the process, preserved statutory fee awards, notwith-
standing Buckhannon.17
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Taken together, these statutory and jurisprudential changes have
opened the way for groups and even citizens acting alone to use the
courts to achieve policy goals that might once have required collective
political action, if they could have been achieved at all. Litigation has
played a significant role in the development of important public policies
regarding employment discrimination and voting rights, consumer and
worker protection, women’s rights, protection of the environment, the
rights of the disabled, and the exercise of religion freedom.18 On issues
like racial segregation and women’s rights, the federal courts have taken
action that we now recognize as essential to democratic fairness but that
went far beyond what could have been won at the time in the arena of
popular politics.19 These are victories of principle for which the judiciary
is revered.

On the other side, however, opening the courts to organized interests
presents at least three major problems. First, litigation allows narrowly
defined groups to imprint their interests on national policy without hav-
ing to create broader coalitions of support or even to defend their posi-
tions against the full range of alternative claims that would be more
likely to arise in legislative proceedings. Second, litigation often allows
advocacy groups to achieve their objectives without mobilizing or even
taking account of the needs and preferences of the groups they claim to
represent. Third, the expanded importance of litigation as a political tac-
tic has further increased the authority of the judiciary—the least demo-
cratic and publicly accountable of America’s governmental institutions.
This increase comes at the expense of the legislative branch, which, for
all its flaws, is still far more representative and democratic than the judi-
ciary exalted behind its bench.

Litigation and the “Cabals of the Few”

Conflicts fought out and resolved before a judge recall the government of
lofty lawgivers that James Madison warned against in Federalist No. 10.
According to Madison, a polity that relies on “enlightened statesmen” to
solve its problems is less likely to achieve the public good than one that
makes its decisions through the open clash of a multitude of interests in
a representative assembly. In other words, Madison’s cure for the evils of
faction was more factionalism. Free and open debate among as many
groups as possible would moderate the influence of any one faction and
encourage compromise and coalition formation while frustrating the
“cabals of the few.”

Courts sometimes permit the few to impose their interests on the
public without resorting to the secrecy or machinations of cabals. By
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comparison with legislative policymaking, judicial proceedings usually
permit the active presentation of only a few viewpoints. Interests that
might be powerfully articulated in congressional debates or committee
hearings may not even have standing to speak in a courtroom.20 In
court, what might have been a cabal of the few finds a political venue
where it can show itself in public without shame and acquire the
respectability of legal recognition. Collusion can occur almost anywhere
in the political process—as in the famous iron triangles that once domi-
nated policymaking in agriculture, military procurement, and other are-
nas of interest-group politics.21 But the narrow scope of judicial
decision-making actually lends itself to collusive outcomes. Litigating
interests often find some common ground that satisfies their needs at
the expense of broader interests not represented at trial. Courts can make
collusion constitutional.

Collusive Settlements: Taxation through Litigation

Consider, for example, the so-called tobacco settlement among the ciga-
rette manufacturers, most state attorneys general, and a collection of tort
lawyers. The settlement appears to satisfy the interests of these partici-
pants as well as those of several powerful lobbying groups. The settle-
ment, however, amounts to a new tax upon tobacco, not mandated by
any representative body, that will be paid by smokers who had no repre-
sentation in court. At the same time, the settlement largely ignores and
in some respects actually undermines the public’s interest in reducing its
exposure to tobacco products.

Although the health risks of cigarettes and other tobacco products
were known or suspected as early as the 1920s, no smoker ever filed a suc-
cessful suit for health damages against any tobacco company until the
1990s. There were many unsuccessful suits. In 1984, a plaintiff finally
won a jury verdict against a cigarette manufacturer, the Liggett Group,
only to see the verdict overturned on appeal.22

The tobacco industry followed a litigation strategy designed to
exhaust plaintiffs’ resources and energies and to discourage trial lawyers
from even undertaking cases. The companies consistently refused to
compromise or settle any case and appealed every adverse decision to the
limit of the law. Plaintiffs’ attorneys were compelled to deal with masses
of pretrial motions that could have taken years to resolve. The tactic dis-
couraged attorneys from accepting tobacco cases on contingency fees,
because they had to face years of legal costs before they could hope to
recover anything from a favorable verdict. And a favorable verdict would
be followed by years of appeals and retrials, forcing most attorneys to
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conclude that the costs of filing suit were not justified by the hope of
gain in the remote future. Few if any plaintiffs could afford to initiate and
fund such proceedings from their own resources.

Between the 1950s and the 1990s, however, a number of develop-
ments eroded the tobacco manufacturers’ legal position. First, whereas
the 1964 surgeon general’s report had identified tobacco as a dangerous
substance, the 1988 report classified nicotine as an addictive drug. In
many instances before 1988, juries had found that plaintiffs knew the
risks they ran by smoking but continued to smoke anyway and, there-
fore, assumed responsibility for the damage that they did themselves. But
if nicotine was an addictive drug, then the plaintiffs had been deprived
of the power to choose, and the cigarette companies could be held liable
for the damages that smokers suffered.23

The legal exposure of the tobacco companies increased in 1994, when
a paralegal employee at a Louisville law firm retained by Brown &
Williamson secretly copied nearly ten thousand pages of the tobacco
company’s internal documents and memoranda relating to the health
risks of smoking. The employee, Merrell Williams, mailed the material to
Stanton Glantz, a University of California professor active in the cam-
paign against cigarette smoking, and he quickly made the documents
public.24 The purloined B & W documents revealed that the company
had known since the early 1950s that its product caused cancer and other
serious diseases. Moreover, twenty-five years before the surgeon general’s
1988 report labeling nicotine an addictive drug, the industry’s own stud-
ies had shown that nicotine was highly addictive. They had also shown
that secondhand smoke posed a serious health risk to nonsmokers. Not
long afterward, the industry had established a research arm, the Tobacco
Industry Research Committee, whose purpose was to prepare nominally
scientific studies designed to cast doubt upon publicly available scientific
evidence about the hazards of smoking. Knowing that nicotine was an
addictive drug, B & W had actually increased nicotine levels in its prod-
ucts in order to make it more difficult for smokers to give up cigarettes.

In the wake of the Williams revelations, a number of prominent
plaintiffs’ lawyers pooled their financial resources to counter the tobacco
companies’ legal tactics. They filed several new individual and class
action suits on behalf of plaintiffs suffering from smoking-related ill-
nesses. Attorneys could now show that at least one manufacturer, know-
ing its product to be both dangerous and addictive, deliberately deceived
and manipulated its customers without regard for their health or for the
health of others exposed to their smoke. Confronted with the evidence,
juries awarding substantial damages to several of the plaintiffs.25 In the
meantime, more than forty state attorneys general filed suit against the
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tobacco companies seeking to recover funds the states claimed to have
spent on the treatment of tobacco-linked illnesses among their
residents.26 These suits were followed by others filed by municipalities,
union health funds, and insurers seeking to recover similar costs.27

Initially, the tobacco companies mounted a vigorous defense against
these suits. In 1997, however, the Liggett Group, one of the smallest of
the tobacco companies, sought to settle with the state attorneys general.
Liggett had been financially weakened by a failed takeover attempt and,
near bankruptcy, could not afford the continuing cost of the various suits
against the industry. The deal negotiated between Liggett required the
company to pay the states $25 million and 25 percent of its pretax
income for the next twenty-five years, and to cooperate in suits against
the other tobacco companies. The states agreed to help protect Liggett
against other damage suits. Consistent with its agreement, Liggett turned
over documents implicating the entire tobacco industry in the manipula-
tion of nicotine levels to encourage addiction and in the use of cigarette
advertising aimed at snaring teenage smokers. The plaintiffs’ attorneys
now had a “smoking gun” to use against the industry as a whole.28

This smoking gun induced other tobacco companies to begin negoti-
ations with the state attorneys general. In exchange for a multibillion-
dollar payment to the states to reimburse them for the costs of treating
smokers’ illnesses through Medicaid, the industry sought state support
for federal legislation that would limit their liability to both individual
and class damage suits. An agreement to this effect was reached between
the companies and the attorneys general in June 1997. It called for more
than $300 billion in payments to the states over twenty-five years. Con-
gress, however, refused to enact the legislation that the industry and
states requested. Once the struggle between the industry and its antago-
nists became a congressional matter, a variety of previously unheard
interests voiced their grievances.29 Antismoking groups thought the bill
did not go far enough to reduce cigarette sales. Liberal interest groups saw
an opportunity to secure new federal funds for social programs through
penalties or taxes levied on tobacco. Conservative forces jumped into the
fray to block these efforts. The national media subjected the entire matter
to intensive scrutiny. A bill introduced by Senator John McCain in 1998
would have settled all state suits, capped the tobacco manufacturers’ civil
liability, and compelled the industry to pay more than $500 billion over a
twenty-five year period to the federal and state treasuries. Two parties to
the original agreement were unhappy with the results of expanding the
conflict to take account of broader interests. In particular, the tobacco
companies thought the price they were now being asked to pay was too
high, whereas trial lawyers representing various plaintiffs in cases against
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the industry opposed the proposed cap on civil liability for smoking-
related damages. After the trial lawyers succeeded in securing the elimi-
nation of the liability caps, a vigorous lobbying campaign by the industry
defeated the bill.30

Once the McCain bill had been torpedoed, the industry, the state
attorneys general, and the trial lawyers returned to court—an arena
where they were far less likely to confront the interests that had un-
raveled their legislative plans in Congress. A lawsuit against the industry
by the state of Washington led to secret talks in November 1998, involv-
ing most of the other states. These talks produced a settlement among the
industry, the trial lawyers, and the forty-six attorneys general who had
cases pending against the tobacco companies. The remaining four states
accepted the general settlement several months later. Under its terms, the
companies agreed to pay more than $230 billion to the states over the
next twenty-five years, with each state’s share determined by formula.
The plaintiffs’ attorneys in the case stood to receive fees ranging from 9.3
percent of Massachusetts’s share to an astonishing 35 percent of Missis-
sippi’s, depending upon arbitrators’ rulings.31 The total fees to plaintiffs’
attorneys are likely to total $15 billion over the next twenty-five years.32

The tobacco manufacturers agreed to the settlement for two reasons.
First, they regarded the states as their most dangerous adversaries and
feared numerous multibillion-dollar judgments that would have to be
paid not from future earnings but immediately, thus bankrupting most of
the companies.33 In fact, the settlement actually gave the industry’s most
dreaded foes a stake—a $240 billion stake—in the tobacco manufacturers’
survival and profitability. The industry calculated that the state govern-
ments, the trial lawyers, and others receiving money under the tobacco
settlement would now feel compelled to oppose any step that would pre-
vent smokers from buying more cigarettes.34

The new tobacco coalitions helped defeat the Clinton administra-
tion’s efforts in June 2000 to impose more-severe financial penalties and
restrictions on the industry.35 The next month, a consortium of industry
lobbyists, state officials, and plaintiffs’ lawyers rallied to the industry’s
defense in response to a Florida jury’s decision to impose $150 billion in
punitive damages upon the tobacco companies because they had know-
ingly caused injury to hundreds of thousands of smokers in the state. The
companies immediately appealed the verdict. Appeals were expected to
last for years, and most legal experts doubted that the decision would be
upheld. But until they were decided, Florida law would have required the
tobacco companies to post an appeal bond equal to the $150 billion
awarded at trial—except that the industry and its new allies in state gov-
ernment had already pushed a bill through the Florida legislature limit-
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ing to $100 million the amount that a defendant in a lawsuit had to post
to appeal a verdict.36 Having become beneficiaries of the tobacco indus-
try, state governments and plaintiffs’ lawyers were eager to keep it alive
and profitable.

For the cigarette companies, the tobacco settlement was both protec-
tion against bankruptcy and a means for recruiting political reinforce-
ments, for which they had to accept a relatively small price increase for
cigarettes, ranging from twenty-five to forty cents per pack. To guard
against the possibility that new companies, not part of the settlement,
would attempt to undercut this increased price, the settlement required
the participating states to enact laws imposing severe tax burdens on cig-
arette sales by new tobacco companies.37 A state that fails to levy this
taxes can lose its cut of the tobacco windfall.

Despite heavy taxes, a number of off-brand cigarettes such as Smokin’
Joes and Old Smoothies have entered the market and are being sold at
prices as little as one-third the cost of the major brands. This develop-
ment, which threatens tobacco revenues, has upset state governments
and led them to look for ways of keeping the upstarts out of the market-
place. “I am disturbed by the proliferation of little companies,” said Okla-
homa attorney general W. A. Edmondson.38 Six states have gone to court
to try to compel the small companies to pay tens of millions of dollars
into escrow accounts to cover the potential costs of future state claims
against them. This requirement would effectively put many of the poorly
capitalized small companies out of business.

The 1998 tobacco settlement yielded tangible rewards for the tobacco
companies, state governments, and some trial lawyers. Most of its costs
fell on smokers, generally members of the lower middle class and the
working class whose addiction to nicotine makes them a captive market,
a fact now acknowledged by all parties to the agreement. The revenues
generated by the tobacco settlement may enable some states to reduce or
stabilize tax burdens that fall disproportionately on middle- and upper-
middle-class taxpayers. For the next twenty-five years these taxpayers will
be subsidized by their tobacco-addicted and generally less prosperous fel-
low citizens.

The more general public interest in curbing the use of tobacco prod-
ucts also suffers. With the exception of an ill-defined pledge to reduce
smoking by young people, the settlement devotes only a few million dol-
lars to antismoking efforts. For the most part, the states are simply
adding their settlement windfalls to their general revenues. According to
one study, only 5 percent of the tobacco settlement revenues received by
the states thus far have been used to fund antismoking programs. Indeed,
the amount of tobacco money spent by the states on antismoking pro-
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grams barely exceeds the amount that states spend to subsidize tobacco
growers.39 Some of the trial lawyers are using their newfound fortunes to
purchase sports teams and, perhaps, to bankroll a future assault on some
other industry that endangers the public, and then protect that indus-
try’s profitability to assure that it pays off its court judgments.40 The
states, though they originally filed suit to cover the cost of medical treat-
ment for tobacco-linked illnesses, no longer have any reason to reduce
tobacco consumption and every reason to maintain it. They now occupy
positions similar to those of national tobacco monopolies in Europe and
Asia where governments resist antismoking campaigns.

The tobacco settlement is a case of taxation without representation.
It is a narrowly focused and collusive bargain, forged in litigation and val-
idated in court proceedings that were closed to some of the most directly
affected interests.

Zones of Interest: Endangered Species
versus Endangered Interests

Occasionally, judicial proceedings enable a cabal of the few to dominate
not just a particular policy outcome but an entire policy regime.
Although Congress is not immune to such manipulation, the courts have
an inherent susceptibility to “capture” by a narrow but intensely moti-
vated coalition.41 Like administrative agencies, but unlike Congress or
the presidency, the judiciary lacks a popular political base. Like many
bureaucratic agencies, the courts tend to be drawn into long-term
alliances with organized groups that can provide them with the political
support necessary to enforce their will against the resistance of other
institutions, both public and private.42

Twenty years of litigation under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of
1973 illustrate the syndrome. The ESA protects wildlife at risk of extinc-
tion. The agency chiefly responsible for administering the act is the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), which is under the authority of the
secretary of the interior, though marine species fall under the authority
of the secretary of commerce working through the National Marine Fish-
eries Service. On behalf of the interior secretary, the USFWS indicates
which species are threatened and designates their “critical habitats.” But
the ESA requires that economic impacts be taken into account when criti-
cal habitats are designated. The secretary of the interior may amend a
critical habitat proposal if the economic costs of blocking its develop-
ment outweigh the benefits, so long as this does not result in a species’
extinction.43 Once a species and its critical habitat are properly desig-
nated, the act requires that federal agencies refrain from undertaking
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actions that may have an adverse impact upon them. Any agency that
believes its actions might have such an impact is required to seek a writ-
ten “Biological Opinion” from the USFWS. Agencies are generally prohib-
ited from proceeding with actions likely to jeopardize the species or its
habitat. The act also provides for the reintroduction of an endangered
species into its historic habitat if is not currently found there.

The ESA allows for enforcement by citizen suits. “Any person” may
ask a federal court to enjoin alleged violations of the act or compel the
secretary to perform duties required by the act. Citizen suits have become
one of the chief enforcement mechanisms under the ESA. But, in prac-
tice, “any person” has not meant individual citizens. The “persons” have
usually been environmental interest groups, such as Defenders of
Wildlife and the Sierra Club, able to initiate federal suits because they can
cover the initial expenses with foundation grants or membership dues. If
the action succeeds, they can recover their legal expenses through the
fee-shifting provisions of the ESA. Given their commitment to environ-
mental protection, these groups invariably argue in favor of the strictest
interpretations of the ESA and generally view the claims of property own-
ers, logging companies, land developers, water users, and even federal
agencies whose interests might bring them into conflict with wildlife
preservation as secondary if not completely irrelevant. Thus, “any per-
son” has come to mean that judicial enforcement of the ESA is initiated
by committed environmental activists.

Of course, the statutory declaration that any person can file suit
under the act might be interpreted as a grant of legal standing to mining
companies, loggers, property developers, and other interests affected by
the protection of endangered species. But a number of federal courts
sympathetic to the environmentalists’ cause—including the Ninth Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals, which oversees much of the West—chose to inter-
pret the law differently.44 One of the key legal decisions defining the
term “any person” was the Supreme Court’s opinion in TVA v. Hill. The
Court ruled that economic interests should not weigh as heavily under
the ESA as environmental ones.45 In the Hill case, the Court enjoined the
Tennessee Valley Authority from completing a dam upon which it had
already spent more than $100 million. A citizen suit brought by an envi-
ronmental group had charged that the dam would destroy the habitat of
a three-inch fish called the snail darter. The Court ruled that the trend
toward species extinction must be reversed, “whatever the cost.” In short,
the costs that environmental protection imposed on companies and
communities were not to be taken into account.

Other federal courts ruled that the citizen-suit provisions of the ESA
were available only to environmental groups. These rulings extended the
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so-called zones of interest test of prudential standing initially developed
by the Supreme Court in a case involving data-processing services. The
test requires that plaintiffs seeking judicial review under a statute provid-
ing for citizen suits must show that their interests fall within the “zone of
interests” protected by the statute.46 In a number of cases, federal district
and appellate courts held that claims by purely economic interests assert-
ing that they were suffering harm from enforcement of the ESA did not
fall within the zone of interests protected by the act, and the courts
therefore denied these interests standing to bring suit under the law.47

This limitation became even more important when the Court extended
the scope of the ESA to include the actions of private individuals.
Though the act had been aimed at the operations of government agen-
cies, the Court, in response to citizen suits filed by environmental
groups, held that ESA’s prohibitions against harming an endangered
species also applied to the actions of private persons on private land.48 In
this particular case, a group of landowners, loggers, and families depen-
dent upon forest product industries were prevented from developing pri-
vate lands because of an alleged threat to the critical habitat of the
red-cockaded woodpecker and the northern spotted owl.49

Another group of private citizens who ran afoul of the ESA consisted
of cattle and sheep ranchers in Idaho, New Mexico, Montana, and
Wyoming. In 1995, under pressure from environmental groups to obey
the act’s mandate to reintroduce endangered species into their historic
habitats, the USFWS began releasing populations of wolves imported
from Mexico and Canada into several national parks where they had not
existed for many decades.50 The wolves soon began leaving the parks and
attacking livestock and dogs on ranches in surrounding areas. Local
ranchers discovered they had little or no legal redress. The act’s citizen-
suit provisions were not available to them, and under federal law, the
government is not liable for the actions of wild animals even when the
government itself placed the animals in a position to do harm.51

Ranchers responded with their own “shoot, shovel, and shut up”
solution to the wolf problem. They killed the animals and buried the car-
casses where they were unlikely to be found by federal authorities. One of
the ranchers, however, a Montana man named Chad McKittrick, was
caught and sentenced to six months in federal prison for killing a gray
wolf in Red Lodge, Montana. The wolf was part of a pack of Canadian
wolves that had been brought to Yellowstone National Park by the
USFWS. McKittrick’s attorney argued that the gray wolf was certainly not
an endangered species in Canada—where the wolves are apparently
thriving—and had not even been listed under the ESA as an endangered
animal. But the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, relying on a novel argu-
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ment advanced by attorneys for environmental groups, held that the
Canadian gray wolf had become endangered the moment USFWS work-
ers transported it across the border from its home in Canada and that the
wolf was therefore protected under the statute.52

Although environmental interests dominated the courts, their influ-
ence in Congress was challenged by the various economic and political
interests the courts were not willing to hear. After the Supreme Court’s
TVA v. Hill decision declaring environmental concerns to have priority
“whatever the cost,” Congress amended the ESA to create the Endan-
gered Species Committee, nicknamed the “God Squad,” empowered to
grant exemptions from the ESA when a national or regional public inter-
est or economic concern outweighed the need to preserve an endangered
species. The God Squad, however, seldom granted such exemptions, and
commercial and property interests continued to press for relaxation or
even outright elimination of the ESA. A number of bills loosening ESA
rules were introduced during the 1990s, and President George Bush called
the ESA a “broken law that must not stand.”53

By 1997, the Republican-controlled Congress, responding to a mili-
tant new interest—the property-rights movement based in the West—
began to draft legislative proposals designed to water down ESA
restrictions on private development and land use.54 In July 2000, the
USFWS responded to Congressional pressure by proposing rule changes
that would allow federal agents, but not ranchers, to kill gray wolves that
posed a threat to livestock,55 and the Clinton administration urged the
use of procedures that minimized the impact of the ESA upon private
landowners. In what might be seen as a parting shot at the ranchers,
however, the USFWS proposed returning grizzly bears, a species some-
what more formidable than gray wolves, to a spot along the border
between Idaho and Montana.56

The Supreme Court may actually have diminished the congressional
threat to the survival of the ESA by issuing a decision unfavorable to
environmental groups in 1997. In Bennett v. Spear,57 the Court ruled that
commercial and other interests could use the ESA’s citizen-suit provisions
to claim that their property rights were being violated by aggressive
enforcement of the ESA. In other words, ranchers concerned about the
reintroduction of wolves, or developers accused of encroaching upon an
endangered bird’s critical habitat, could now bring suit to charge that the
act was being overenforced. By including property owners and business
firms within the zone of interests covered by the ESA, the Bennett deci-
sion may have saved the act from extinction.58

The decision also marked the end of a twenty-year period in which
the federal courts seemed to be captives of environmental organizations
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determined to protect species at all costs. The courts ruled that eco-
nomic interests could not be taken into account under the act, applied
the ESA to private landowners, and refused to grant property owners
standing under the act’s citizen-suit provisions even though the lan-
guage of the act stated that “any person” was entitled to a day in court.
The interests excluded from court found a hearing in Congress, just as
Madison would have predicted, and it was Congress whose institutional
influence was largely responsible for breaking the judicial monopoly of
the environmentalists.

Using Litigation to Settle Scores

In addition to the dangers of collusion and capture, judicial proceedings
also suffer from a third institutional shortcoming. An interest too nar-
rowly defined to be confident of success against its rivals in congressional
or electoral politics may find that the courts offer a more congenial
forum for its purposes. In court, a narrowly defined interest needs only to
convince a judge of the virtues of its position. It need not prevail against
the opponents and rivals it would have to confront in the free play of
American politics. The judiciary can be a great equalizer. It has protected
the politically helpless and defended the rights of the weak, but it can
also bestow profit on the privileged when they cannot secure it demo-
cratically or competitively. One of the more unseemly examples of this
phenomenon is what might be called “competitor litigation,” in which
firms use the courts to challenge and defeat rivals whom they could not
best in competitive markets or democratic politics.

A case in point is the breakup of the American Telephone and Tele-
graph Company (AT&T), which resulted from the settlement of a Justice
Department suit against the company and was completed in January
1984. The outcome was, in large part, the work of MCI and other new
firms trying to enter the telecommunications market in the 1960s and
1970s.59 AT&T’s rivals were not able to defeat it in the marketplace, nor
were they successful in persuading Congress to enact legislation favorable
to their interests. Having struck out in politics and the market, MCI and
the others went to court, alleging that AT&T and its operating companies
represented a conspiracy to preserve monopoly power against newcomers
in the telecommunications field.

In 1974, MCI was able to convince the Justice Department attorneys,
eager to demonstrate the department’s commitment to the then prevail-
ing notions of the public interest, to charge AT&T with a variety of
monopolistic practices in violation of the Sherman Act and other federal
antimonopoly statutes. During the lengthy trial that ensued, MCI offi-
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cials provided hours of testimony and thousands of pages of documents
that it had obtained from AT&T during prior litigation, and helped the
government to secure the services of expert witnesses against AT&T. Ulti-
mately, AT&T was compelled to accept its own dismemberment. MCI had
succeeded through litigation in bringing about a result it had not been
able to achieve in more public venues.

The Justice Department’s ongoing antitrust case against the Microsoft
Corporation is not substantially different from its action against AT&T.
Microsoft is currently appealing a federal court finding that the company
engages in illegal monopolistic practices—the basis for U.S. District Judge
Thomas Penfield Jackson’s June 2000 order that the company be split
into two independent firms. Microsoft founder Bill Gates has frequently
asserted that the antitrust case was actually the work of the company’s
competitors, and there is evidence that he may be correct.

The Justice Department’s case was initiated after the department
received a 222-page report titled “White Paper Regarding the Recent Anti-
competitive Practices of the Microsoft Corporation.” The white paper was
written in the summer of 1996 by attorneys for Netscape Communica-
tions, Microsoft’s chief competitor in the market for Internet browsers.60

The paper detailed Microsoft’s allegedly illicit business practices.
Netscape sent copies of its white paper to the Justice Department and to
the attorneys general of a number of states. The company also sought to
interest members of Congress in its problems but failed to win significant
legislative backing. The Justice Department, however, was interested. The
legal and economic theories of the Netscape white paper—even its
language—would turn up in the Justice Department brief against
Microsoft two years later.

Netscape could not force the Justice Department to take up its cause,
but it did introduce ambitious federal prosecutors to a case big enough to
make their reputations, along with much of the legal ammunition
needed to make it succeed. It was Netscape, not the Justice Department,
that first conceived of the idea of an antitrust suit against Microsoft. For-
mer Netscape general counsel Roberta Katz said that prior to Netscape’s
intervention, the Justice Department “did not understand the Internet or
software” and “had a lot of learning to do.” Katz added, “My whole
approach was to get to the point where they really understood what was
going on.”61 In addition to the accusations against Microsoft, the
Netscape document contained materials that Netscape had received from
other computer companies, materials suggesting that Microsoft had vio-
lated a 1996 consent decree in which it promised not to compel users of
its Windows software to feature its Explorer browser over Netscape’s Navi-
gator browser.
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Netscape also sent copies of its white paper to the heads of a small
number of other firms involved in the computer and software businesses
in an effort to enlist them in the legal campaign against Microsoft. Subse-
quently, several of these companies, including Time Warner, Disney,
Sabre, Palm, Sun Microsystems, and America Online, provided informa-
tion and testimony to the Justice Department. Apple Computer and sev-
eral others produced their own anti-Microsoft white papers, detailing
allegations of illegal practices by the software giant.

Microsoft responded to its legal defeat by mounting a huge public
relations and lobbying campaign aimed at swaying popular and congres-
sional opinion. Part of this effort involved the common ploy of creating
or funding “citizens’ groups” that lobbied on Microsoft’s behalf and
sponsored advertisements and press releases criticizing the Justice
Department’s case against Microsoft. Judging that Microsoft’s campaign
was having some success, rival software companies moved to discredit
these groups by publicly revealing their ties to Microsoft. To this end,
Microsoft’s rivals engaged in various forms of corporate espionage. For
example, laptop computers containing information about Microsoft’s
contributions to a group calling itself Citizens for a Sound Economy had
been stolen from the group’s offices. This group had inspired pro-
Microsoft op-ed pieces in newspapers and urged Congress to block funds
for the Justice Department’s antitrust case.62 Subsequently, information
obtained from the laptops became the basis for a number of newspaper
articles exposing Microsoft’s propaganda campaign. In a similar vein, the
Independent Institute, a group that sponsored pro-Microsoft newspaper
ads in June 1999, reported that laptop computers were stolen from its
offices. The computers contained information indicating that Microsoft
had paid for the ads. The information was later given to the New York
Times by “a Microsoft adversary associated with the computer industry,”
an adversary that the Times refused to name.63

In June 2000, the Wall Street Journal reported that one of Microsoft’s
rivals, Oracle Corporation, had hired Washington private investigator
Terry Lenzner to collect information about Microsoft and its allies that
might be useful to the government’s case.64 Lenzner, a veteran of so-
called opposition research, specialized in locating the skeletons in
people’s closets—or their garbage. He had previously attracted attention
for his efforts to obtain information that might discredit the various
women who made allegations of sexual improprieties against President
Bill Clinton. One pro-Microsoft lobbying group, the Association for
Competitive Technology, charged that after leasing space in its office
building, Lenzner’s employees had twice sought to purchase the associa-
tion’s trash from night cleaning crews—a practice known as “dumpster
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diving.” Lenzner refused to comment, but critics noted that the tactic
was remarkably similar to one the detective had characterized in a 1998
magazine profile as a “very creative” means of securing information.

Tough tactics are common in competitive markets, as they are in
adversary proceedings at law. But market rivalries have traditionally been
resolved through competition, not litigation. Within the narrow confines
of the courtroom, Microsoft’s competitors were able to accomplish what
they had failed to achieve on the broader playing fields of the Congress
and the market. It is by no means clear just how the public interest is
served by processes that permit economic rivals to short-circuit the mar-
ket and use the federal courts to do business on their behalf.65

Mobilization and Representation

Economic, social, and political interests often prefer litigation precisely
because by litigating, as legal scholar Stephen Yeazell puts it, they can
“dispense with the costs of creating an organization.”66 Litigation, of
course, has its limitations. Political scientist Gerald Rosenberg suggests
that the courtroom accomplishments of groups battling for civil rights,
women’s rights, the environment, and criminal-law reform were rela-
tively ineffective, despite decades of litigation.67 But such assessments
overlook two vital considerations. First, they fail to take account of the
extent to which litigating groups can prosper even though they make lit-
tle progress toward their declared social or political objectives. Some
advocacy groups flourish when their causes seem most threatened. Oth-
ers prosper more by litigating than by succeeding. A second and more
serious problem is that the advocates are often self-appointed. Those who
claim to speak for particular social goals or to serve as the agents of
deserving groups speak mainly for themselves.68 “Pseudo-representation”
is not unique to the courts, but the judiciary is probably most susceptible
to it. Advocacy groups that campaign to elect their friends to public
office or lobby to achieve their ends by legislation are usually forced to
mobilize large numbers of supporters if they hope to be successful. The
existence of an organized body of followers, in turn, operates as a check
upon group leaders. Elite venality or departure from the group’s agenda
may result in membership disaffection and, ultimately, challenges to the
leadership’s authority. The history of the American labor movement, for
example, is replete with examples of reformers charging entrenched
union leaders with corruption and malfeasance, and campaigning for
their dismissal—sometimes successfully.69

In the courts, however, group effectiveness need not be diminished
merely because interested parties have not bothered to organize a sub-
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stantial following. Most class action and other mass tort attorneys, for
example, indicate that they see no particular reason for actually mobiliz-
ing the classes they claim to represent.70 In fact, as we have already seen,
one of the attractions of litigation is that it allows narrowly focused
groups to take on more broadly based rivals and to do so on roughly
equal terms. Having little actual incentive to organize a following,
groups that pursue litigation will usually refrain from political mobiliza-
tion. It would only expose their relative weakness. Some groups have
even dispensed with the popular followings they built before deciding to
shift their energies from the legislating to litigation.71 Political organiza-
tion and mobilization are difficult and costly endeavors that, among
other things, may require leaders to share the spoils of victory with their
erstwhile supporters.72 Political and economic interests are typically
unwilling to bear these costs if they can achieve their goals without
incurring them.73

Pseudo-representation becomes an acute problem in the courts
because interests that turn to litigation in place of other forms of political
action speak—or at least claim to speak—for a constituency that has no
tangible existence except, perhaps, as a list of signatures collected by
attorneys in the course of class litigation. Citizens who become part of a
court-certified class have little actual control over the litigation launched
on their behalf.74 Under some circumstances, in fact, plaintiffs cannot
opt out of a class even if they are dissatisfied with the representation they
have received.75 Law professors Jonathan Macey and Geoffrey Miller
argue that in most of these cases the plaintiffs are merely names on paper
and the attorney is an entrepreneur exercising plenary control over the
case.76 Where the beneficiaries of litigation are presumed rather than for-
mally defined, say breathers of polluted air or victims of school segrega-
tion, constituents have even less control over the actions of their
self-proclaimed representatives.77 Lacking any concrete existence, these
hypothetical classes also lack any concrete impact upon the conduct of
their legal champions.78

Policymaking through Litigation: The Class Action

One form of litigation through which a few parties purport to represent
the interests of large, unorganized constituencies is the class action suit.
Class actions are provided for by Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Pro-
cedure as adopted by the Supreme Court in 1966. Rule 23 allows the
common claims of an entire class to be adjudicated in a single proceed-
ing and permits the class to be represented by a common attorney or
group of attorneys.79 From the perspective of the courts, class actions
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promote efficiency by allowing he courts to consolidate what might oth-
erwise blossom into hundreds or even thousands of almost identical
cases. From the plaintiffs’ perspective, class actions can be desirable
because they provide an avenue for making claims that, individually,
might be too small to justify the costs of litigation but, in combination
with other similar claims, allow them to seek redress for damages they
believe they have suffered.

Perhaps most important, say proponents of class action, is the oppor-
tunity it offers to reinforce the regulatory efforts of the government by
deputizing private parties to orchestrate collective litigation to right
social wrongs that the state has failed to address.80 Class action suits filed
against the manufacturers of defective products or dealers in shady secu-
rities serve a public interest that public authorities may have overlooked.
When the Supreme Court eased class action rules in 1966, for example,
many liberals envisioned civil rights attorneys using this instrument to
strengthen enforcement of the new civil rights laws. Citizen-initiated
class actions have their counterparts in the administrative practices
common in early modern Europe by which princes contracted with
private tax farmers, bounty hunters, condottieri, and privateers like
Sir Francis Drake to compensate for the state’s own inability to collect
taxes, bring criminals to justice, and wage war on land or the high seas.
Modern states abandoned these practices in favor of state bureaucracies
specializing in tax collection, law enforcement, and war making. Private
government proved to be inefficient, prone to abuse, and, ultimately,
incompatible with popular sovereignty.81 As economists might say, the
agency costs associated with tax farmers, mercenaries, and privateers
were too high.

Reliance on private parties to advance the state’s regulatory interests
through class litigation turns out to be prone to similar abuses, and it
may also be incompatible with popular sovereignty. Class actions rarely
arise because some group of citizens recognize a common grievance and
join together to seek a legal remedy. Instead, these cases are usually initi-
ated by entrepreneurial attorneys who ferret out potential violations of
the law and then track down the potential plaintiffs who may have suf-
fered injury because of these violations.82

Such entrepreneurial activity is common throughout politics. Groups
protesting abortion or marching against capital punishment or lobbying
for more Medicare spending do not arise spontaneously. Entrepreneurial
politicians form and sustain interest groups. Unlike the parties to a class
action suit, however, the members of an interest group can argue with
their leaders or even fire them. In 1965, for example, the membership of
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) decided that
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one of its founding leaders, John Lewis, was insufficiently radical and
deposed him in favor of the more militant Stokely Carmichael, thus
changing the course of the civil rights movement.83 When leaders of
organized interest groups get out of step with their followers, they place
their jobs at risk.

Class action attorneys need have no such worries. They do not need
to mobilize a following, only a lead, or representative, plaintiff and usu-
ally, though not always, the formal consent of other members of the sup-
posedly aggrieved group to speak for their interests. The lead plaintiff is
often supplied by the law firm itself. For example, John Coffee notes that
a Mr. Harry Lewis, who possessed an uncommonly broad securities port-
folio, served as the named plaintiff in several hundred securities cases.84

Some of these quasi-professional lead plaintiffs have financial arrange-
ments with the firm bringing the case. In other words, it is not the client
who retains the attorneys, but the attorneys who hire the client.

The other members of the class usually consist of people who have
been identified as potential victims of the abuse in question. Attorneys
typically solicit these would-be plaintiffs by direct mail or through third
parties such as medical clinics.85 Once the class members sign consent
forms giving the law firm permission to represent them in the case, they
are unlikely to hear anything further from their advocates until they
receive notice of settlement. Not all members of a certified class must give
their consent to be represented. For purposes of settlement, a class may
include potential future claimants whose injury may not yet have mani-
fested itself. Examples might include smokers or persons exposed to
asbestos who have not yet suffered any harm. These prospective plaintiffs
may be bound by a settlement to which they have not explicitly con-
sented,86 and because the defendant, not the nominal client, pays the
attorneys’ fees, the plaintiffs have no leverage over the attorneys who
claim to represent them.

Since the plaintiffs in class action suits have little or no actual control
over the attorneys who represent them, the stage is set for attorneys to
pursue their own interests, which may differ not only from those of their
clients but also from the interest of the public at large. According to Cof-
fee, for example, collusive or sweetheart deals between attorneys and
defendants at the expense of plaintiffs are a serious problem in class liti-
gation.87 Such deals typically involve an agreement between the plain-
tiffs’ attorneys and the defendant to a settlement that involves a high fee
for the attorneys and a low damage recovery for the plaintiffs. One exam-
ple is the so-called coupon, or in-kind, settlement, in which the plain-
tiffs’ attorneys receive cash and the actual plaintiffs receive coupons
allowing them a discount on future purchases of the allegedly defective
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product.88 In one such case, each purchaser of an allegedly defective
General Motors pickup truck received a coupon worth $1,000 toward the
purchase of a similar truck. The attorneys bringing the suit received
nearly $10 million in cash. In a similar case, the class plaintiffs in a suit
regarding price fixing by domestic airlines received discount coupons on
future air travel. The attorneys were paid $14 million. In most coupon
settlements, only a small percentage of the coupons were ever used,
which further reduces the cost of the settlement to the defendants.

But even these coupon-winning plaintiffs fared better than the nomi-
nal victors in a suit alleging that the Ford Bronco II had an unfortunate
tendency to roll over. The vehicle’s owners received no pecuniary com-
pensation but were awarded a package of benefits that included a flash-
light, a safe-driving video, and a road atlas. Their attorneys accepted $4
million in cash.89 Even worse were the putative clients of a law firm that
built a lucrative practice suing banks over the handling of mortgage
escrow accounts on behalf of the mortgagees. In several cases, the firm
reached settlements in which the banks agreed to pay the plaintiffs’
lawyers with funds drawn directly from the plaintiffs’ escrow accounts,
leaving the nominal beneficiaries of the litigation poorer than they had
been before.90

According to Coffee, collusion grows out of the very structure of the
class action process.91 Clients have no control over their attorneys. Attor-
neys’ fees are usually determined by the “lodestar” formula on the basis
of the amount of time spent on the case, giving attorneys an incentive to
settle quickly once they have reached the maximum number of billable
hours a court is likely to allow. Moreover, challenges to settlements are
difficult to mount. Although in recent years, courts have refused to allow
several clearly collusive settlements,92 in general, courts have their own
incentives to accept settlements at face value and seldom interfere with
an agreement that seems to satisfy the plaintiff and the defendant.93

Even these settlements might be acceptable if class litigation actually
augmented the government’s administrative and regulatory capacities.
Though individual plaintiffs may receive little, the cumulative cost of
many small awards may add up to serious punishment for the defendant
and a deterrent to future misconduct by others. But the relationship
between class litigation and the public interest is problematic. Like the
tax farmers, condottieri, and bounty hunters who preceded them, the
plaintiffs’ attorneys are untrustworthy servants of public authority
because they are in a position to substitute their private interests for
those of the state and the public. Bounty hunters tended to employ
excessive and indiscriminate violence. Mercenaries often displayed in-
sufficient zeal against the enemy, sometimes accepting bribes to leave the
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field of battle. Tax farmers squeezed and angered the populace but took
such a large share of what they collected that little was left for the public
coffers.

In a similar manner, plaintiffs’ attorneys can substitute their private
pecuniary interests for the public’s administrative and regulatory inter-
ests.94 Like bounty hunters, class action attorneys tend toward excessive
enforcement of certain types of regulations. In particular, they tend to
piggyback on the government’s existing law enforcement efforts, using
them as a guide to the selection of cases that are easy to win.95 In
antitrust law, for example, plaintiffs’ attorneys are likely to follow in the
wake of some earlier proceeding by a government agency, such as the
Federal Trade Commission, or a criminal action brought by the Justice
Department. Prior governmental action produces a mountain of docu-
mentary evidence at no cost to class action attorneys, and if the govern-
ment’s enforcement efforts succeeded in court, similar private suits are
likely to succeed as well. It follows that class action attorneys have an
incentive to engage in redundant overenforcement of regulations to
which the government is already devoting considerable attention, and
the efforts of “private attorneys general” might be directed more usefully
elsewhere.

At the same time, like Renaissance condottieri, plaintiffs’ attorneys
often accept bribes from the nominal enemy to leave the field of battle.
As noted above, collusive arrangements are common in the realm of class
litigation. Class action attorneys, who have little allegiance to their
clients and almost no contact with them, may work out settlements that
actually enhance the capacity of defendants to continue the harmful
activity in which they were engaged. The tobacco settlement is a case in
point. The public’s interest in reducing the damage produced by tobacco
use was subordinated to the interests of trial lawyers and others who put
themselves in a position to profit from the continuing sale of cigarettes.

Finally, like tax farmers, plaintiffs’ attorneys harass and infuriate tax
payers while keeping for themselves the lion’s share of what they take in.
One case in point is the infamous Agent Orange product liability case.
The defendants, consisting of various chemical companies, were charged
with responsibility for a number of illnesses suffered by Vietnam veterans
allegedly exposed to a chemical defoliant known as Agent Orange. The
defendants spent more than $100 million preparing for trial before
finally agreeing to a settlement. The settlement called for payments of
approximately $10 million to the plaintiffs’ attorneys. A large percentage
of this fee went to a group of “investor attorneys” who helped finance
the suit but performed no actual legal work.96 And what did these mod-
ern-day tax farmers recover for the public? Each plaintiff received a
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$12,000 disability benefit and a $3,400 death benefit. The costs of collec-
tion and the fees paid to the collectors left little to distribute to the osten-
sible beneficiaries of the process.

Unlike collective political action, class action litigation sidesteps the
costs of mobilizing a popular constituency and shortchanges the con-
stituents. The class is not an organized group but often the invention of
entrepreneurial lawyers, and it has little influence over its legal represen-
tatives. These pseudo-representatives are, as a result, free to pursue their
own interests at the expense of the formally defined but actually non-
existent group for whom they speak in court. The class that benefits most
from class action litigation is composed disproportionately of attorneys.

The Private Attorney General

The problems raised by litigation on behalf of court-certified classes can
arise when private attorneys general present themselves to the courts as
representatives of abstract interests like “the environment” or diffuse
groups such as “the poor.” Though the cases are sometimes filed as class
actions, the legal representatives of these amorphous claimants scarcely
ever ask their supposed clients’ permission to speak for them in court,
and as a result these “clients” have even less control over their represen-
tation than the unfortunate coupon winners in class action suits. Where
attorneys are fighting on behalf of abstract goals, as legal scholar Mar-
shall Breger observes, the cause is the true client, not the human beings
who happen to serve as its symbolic embodiment.97

The term “private attorney general” has been applied by the courts to
plaintiffs who are given a cause of action by the state not to seek redress
for individual injuries but to facilitate the enforcement of public
policies.98 The first mention of the term came in the 1943 case of Associ-
ated Industries v. Ickes.99 It turned on a challenge to a provision of the
1937 Bituminous Coal Act that authorized “any person aggrieved by an
order issued by the Bituminous Coal Commission . . . to seek judicial
review of the Commission’s decision.” Judge Jerome Frank of the Federal
Circuit Court of Appeals asserted that Congress could enact a statute
“conferring on any non-official person, or on a designated group of non-
official persons, authority to bring a suit . . . even if the sole purpose is to
vindicate the public interest. Such persons, so authorized, are, so to
speak, private Attorney Generals [sic].”100

Today, private attorneys general receive statutory recognition in a
variety of federal laws including the civil rights acts, the citizen-suit pro-
visions of environmental statutes, and such diverse pieces of legislation
as the Federal Election Campaign Act, the Federal Trade Commission Act,
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the Natural Gas Act, the Toxic Substances Control Act, the Federal Power
Act, the Federal Communications Act, and the Violence against Women
Act.101 An individual or, more often, an advocacy group serving as a pri-
vate attorney general is conceived to be a principled advocate for a partic-
ular public goal.102 Litigation by a private attorney general is a form of
political action aimed at law enforcement and the collective good rather
than at the vindication of a particular private claim. In recent years, hun-
dreds of federal court cases have involved advocates claiming to speak for
broad public concerns.103

In most instances, those undertaking litigation under statutory citi-
zen-suit provisions or similar causes of action are sincere spokespersons
for civil rights or environmental quality or some other genuine public
concern. Nevertheless, this form of political action through litigation
raises a number of concerns. First, those presenting themselves in court
as representatives of the poor, women, minorities, and other groups are
always self-anointed. Unlike their public counterparts, private attorneys
general are neither elected nor appointed by the duly elected representa-
tives of the public they claim to represent. Unlike elected officials, private
attorneys general seldom even present survey data showing that the prin-
ciples they affirm in court are actually supported by members of the
groups on whose behalf they are litigating. Discrepancies between the
goals sought by advocates and the views of their nominal clients are
inevitable. Since the client groups are often large, unorganized, and with-
out clearly articulated interests, these differences are almost always
resolved in favor of the advocates.

Harvard law professor Derrick Bell recounts one such case. In 1975,
Bell was invited by representatives of black community groups in
Boston to meet with them and attorneys for the NAACP Legal Defense
Fund, who were planning the next phase of litigation in their effort to
desegregate Boston’s public schools. The NAACP lawyers were deter-
mined to bring about school desegregation through citywide busing of
school children. This effort was opposed in the courts by the city
administration and in the streets of Boston by violent protests on the
part of whites in the working-class neighborhoods whose schools were
to be desegregated. But Bell reports that black community groups did
not support the NAACP’s plans either. Black parents were less concerned
with desegregation than with educational quality. They wanted to
upgrade the quality of schools in black neighborhoods and to minimize
busing to working-class white areas. Though the NAACP attorneys lis-
tened politely, according to Bell, they were unmoved. The NAACP,
whose paramount goal was school desegregation, did not feel bound by
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the actual wishes of the black community in Boston, on whose behalf
the fight was being waged.104

Because black parents in Boston were organized, they were able to
communicate their views directly to federal judge W. Arthur Garrity, who
adopted some of their positions despite the NAACP attorneys. In other
instances, however, advocates using the courts to advance political goals
have been able to ignore the wishes—and, perhaps, the real interests—of
their unorganized, sometimes impoverished and voiceless clients. In a
well-documented Pennsylvania case, for example, a small group of par-
ents and guardians brought suit attacking conditions in the Pinehurst
State School and Hospital for retarded children.105 The lawyer who han-
dled the case and some of the parents who brought the suit wanted to
force deinstitutionalization of Pinehurst’s patients, and they sought the
closure of the institution and its replacement with community-based
facilities. As the case developed, however, it turned out that the over-
whelming majority of Pinehurst parents wanted to keep the facility open.
Their opposition to deinstitutionalization was based on a variety of fac-
tors. Some parents may have seen Pinehurst as a safe place for severely
retarded children. Others may have wondered whether community-based
treatment would actually materialize. But the views of these parents were
not taken into account. The lawyer strongly supported the principle of
deinstitutionalization and took the position that the parents simply
wished to avoid the embarrassment and difficulty of having their dis-
abled children living at home. Accordingly, he argued successfully that
the parents’ interests were in conflict with those of the children whom
he represented and should be disregarded by the court.106

Even when advocates accurately reflect the views of some members
belonging to a large and diffuse group, they are almost certainly ignoring
and misrepresenting the views of other members. Within any large group
there inevitably exist significant differences of interest and outlook. It is
absurd to claim that all women or all African Americans or all poor
people agree on every significant topic that affects them. Once a group
organizes and establishes agreed upon procedures for collective decision-
making despite internal disagreements, its representatives may have a
mandate to speak for the group. But private attorneys general represent-
ing large and diffuse groups almost never have such a mandate.107

At best, especially where groups are diffuse and issues complicated,
those claiming to represent the interests of a group will reflect the views
of only a fraction of the group’s membership. In the absence of some
accepted formula for aggregating preferences, this form of legal represen-
tation simply ignores the interests and opinions of many of the individu-
als for whose benefit the litigation has nominally been undertaken.
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Aggregation of preferences through voting rules and mechanisms of rep-
resentation is, of course, one of the most complex problems in political
life.108 In the case of private attorneys general, at least, the courts have
solved the problem by ignoring it.109

But the problem does not go away. Advocates of bilingual education
have pursued their cases despite the opposition of parents who saw profi-
ciency in English as the necessary ticket for their children’s success. Self-
proclaimed advocates for people with mental disabilities have used the
courts to demand deinstitutionalization over the opposition of some rela-
tives who favored institutionally based treatment. Advocates for the
homeless have pressed communities to build shelters, which many of the
homeless shun.110 In these and many other instances, those claiming to
litigate on behalf of a needy group are using the courts to assert the inter-
ests of one segment of the group against those of others.

Even more problematic are those cases in which the interest being
articulated in court is not that of a group but of an even more diffuse
public at large. In such cases, the representative plaintiff is a mere stand-
in for everybody in general and nobody in particular, and the attorneys
are trying to gain the court’s sanction for a particular conception of the
public interest—their own, or the one held by their client-cum-every-
man. The advantage of litigating on behalf of the public interest, of
course, is that only a judge, and not the more numerous and various rep-
resentatives of the public at large, needs to be convinced that some par-
ticular definition of the public interest deserves to be placed above
others.

Advocates for recent interpretations of the public interest have suc-
ceeded in convincing judges—though not necessarily their fellow
citizens—that protection of an endangered species takes precedence over
all economic considerations, that parents have no right to object to the
sex education materials presented to their children in the public schools,
that power lines should not be allowed to interfere with scenic views, and
that all forms of religious expression should be banned from public set-
tings. The environment, education, aesthetics, and religion are important
public concerns. But the particular positions taken by advocates in these
cases are not the only plausible expressions of the public interest in these
matters. These definitions of the public interest were made the govern-
ment’s definition in deliberations between a self-appointed advocate and
a judge.

The absence of a true client for attorneys engaged in public interest
litigation leads to still another concern. That absence means that the liti-
gators are responsible only to themselves. Unfortunately, this arrange-
ment sets the stage for conduct whose contribution to the public interest
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is highly questionable. One example of such an arrangement is a species
of environmental litigation frequently undertaken by advocacy groups
under the citizen-suit provisions of the Clean Water Act.111 Like most
environmental statutes, the Clean Water Act includes complex record-
keeping requirements. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
which monitors compliance under the act, routinely reviews the records
of firms subject to the requirements. Often EPA auditors find technical
deficiencies in a firm’s records and order the firm to take remedial action.
Where the record-keeping defects are deemed willful or repetitive, the
EPA may impose fines or take other actions. But in the case of minor
infractions the agency usually declines to take further action.

These minor violations that the government has chosen not to pur-
sue have provided several environmental groups with a steady source of
funding for the past twenty years. The groups identify cases from EPA
records obtained under the Freedom of Information Act and then bring
suit in a federal court under the Clean Water Act to demand the imposi-
tion of fines and penalties where the EPA has already determined that
these were not warranted. In practice, the penalties are seldom levied,
because the advocacy groups agree to drop their suits in return for out-of-
court payments that are lower than the potential fines. The money usu-
ally goes for the support of some environmental project sponsored by a
group allied with the organization bringing the suit. In this case, litiga-
tion is little more than a form of extortion masquerading as legal action
in the public interest. It is parasitic on the EPA’s existing enforcement
actions and so adds nothing to environmental law enforcement. Indeed,
the advocacy groups involved are so busy stalking record-keeping viola-
tors that they seldom pursue other, more serious breaches of environ-
mental law. All this is possible because in the absence of an actual client,
these public interest litigators answer only to themselves.112

In another variation on the same theme, advocacy groups make
widely publicized charges of wrongdoing, usually against some prosper-
ous corporation. These charges are usually accompanied by actual or
threatened litigation against the supposed malefactor. Negotiations
follow, culminating in a settlement generally involving the creation of
vague programs designed to correct the alleged abuse along with pay-
ments of various sorts to the advocacy group bringing the charges.
This group then declares itself satisfied with the outcome, points to the
corporation as a model of good citizenship, and begins the search for
another case.

In 1999, for example, Reverend Jesse Jackson’s Rainbow/Push Coali-
tion helped mediate the settlement of a class action suit that had been
filed against the Boeing Company by several thousand of its African
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American workers, who charged that the company showed racial bias in
its hiring, pay, and promotion practices. Reverend Jackson initially sup-
ported the workers’ claims and widely publicized their cause as another
example of racism in American industry. After a period of intense negoti-
ation, however, Jackson announced that a favorable settlement had been
reached. Under the terms of the agreement, the Boeing workers were to
receive an average of $1,768 each.113 The attorneys representing the work-
ers collected $3.8 million. The Boeing Company agreed to make a
$50,000 contribution to Rainbow/Push and to name a person who hap-
pened to be a Rainbow/Push board member to monitor the expenditure
of several hundred thousand dollars in new antibias programs the com-
pany had agreed to create under the terms of the settlement. Outside the
terms of the settlement, the company also directed multimillion-dollar
contracts to two businesses connected with Rainbow/Push.114 Boeing
chairman Phil Condit and Reverend Jackson pronounced themselves well
satisfied with the agreement. Though such settlements generally go
unchallenged, a group of dissatisfied African American workers contested
this one, claiming they had been betrayed. Attorneys for the dissidents
raised pointed questions about the funds Boeing channeled to Jackson’s
organization. Asked directly by a federal judge whether he thought Jack-
son had engaged in fraudulent and collusive conduct, the attorney for
the dissatisfied workers replied, “No Sir. We believe he was misled.”115

Interestingly, Reverend Al Sharpton, a one-time Jackson protégé,
recently threatened to stage sit-ins and boycotts against the Burger King
corporation nominally on behalf of a black franchise holder who was
then engaged in a dispute with the company. To Sharpton’s dismay,
Burger King called in Jesse Jackson, who urged Sharpton to halt his
protests. It was later revealed that Jackson’s organization had received a
$500,000 donation from the company. Sharpton told a reporter, “It is
very difficult for me—trained by Jesse Jackson to confront the corporate
world—to now go in those same corporate suites, and they use the guy
that taught me as their protection.”116

Politicians who compete in elections or legislative bodies can also be
“misled” into believing that their own interests coincide with the public
interest. This is one reason for popular concern about the private financ-
ing of political campaigns. Large campaign contributions from the
wealthy represent incursions of private interest into processes that are
supposed to identify the interest of the public at large. The likelihood of
self-dealing increases substantially, however, when private interests need
not even undergo the formalities of democratic mobilization and consul-
tation. The litigation conducted by private attorneys general and other
self-appointed spokespersons is beyond the reach of these constraints.
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The litigators need not campaign and have no constituencies. They are
not formally accountable to anyone and are seldom compelled to answer
to organized adherents or defend their conceptions of the public interest
against the multitude of other conceptions likely to emerge in electoral
or legislative debate. In the absence of these checks, it is relatively easy to
succumb to the comfortable conviction that one’s own interest and the
public interest are one.

Judicial Power

The importance of litigation as a political tactic both reflects and rein-
forces the prominence of the judiciary as a decision-making institution
in the United States. For two decades, the assertiveness of the courts has
been the topic of considerable scholarly commentary.117 Though familiar,
the central point raised by critics of judicial assertiveness is still worth
making. In a democracy, the legitimacy of policymaking by the courts
rather than by elected officials is always open to question.

The federal courts are sheltered from public criticism of their policy-
making role, not just by their undemocratic nature but by the recogni-
tion that they have often served as institutional defenders of individual
rights and political equality. In fact, they have occasionally intervened to
protect the democratic process itself. We should recall, however, that the
courts’ effectiveness as champions of democratic liberty has frequently
been enhanced by other public institutions. In the advancement of civil
rights, for example, the president and Congress both had roles to play
along with the courts, and the principal force in the struggle was an
organized, mobilized, and vibrant civil rights movement that fought for
its cause in America’s streets as well as its courtrooms—the prime exam-
ple of mass mobilization in postwar American politics. Litigation accom-
panied a grassroots campaign of heroic proportions,118 and this visible
evidence of widespread citizen protest lent a democratic legitimacy to the
courts’ principled decisions. Litigation in this case was a by-product of
democratic mobilization. More recently, however, litigation has become a
substitute for democratic politics, whose chief beneficiaries are interests
unwilling or unable to compete openly in the larger public forum. When
self-appointed advocates attempt to make policy through litigation, per-
sonal democracy for the few takes precedence over popular democracy for
the many.
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Chapter 8

Movements without Members

THE IDEA THAT even the most humble citizens are capable of prodi-
gious political feats has always possessed a certain romantic appeal in the
literature of politics. Left to themselves, however, ordinary citizens usu-
ally lack the financial wherewithal, the organizational skills, and the
political knowledge to make more than fleeting appearances on the polit-
ical stage. They generally require considerable assistance from groups in
possession of these resources to secure a more lasting place in the public
forum. During the course of American and European history, competing
elites brought ordinary folks into the political arena by building organi-
zations and fashioning issues and policies that would appeal to their
needs and interests. Elites, moreover, were compelled to broaden their
appeals to take account of the views and interests of the common folk,
whose political support they coveted. To acquire popular support for
political struggle, elites were forced to offer to share the spoils of victory
in the form of pledges and programs that would appeal to broad popular
interests rather than their own more narrow concerns.

In recent decades, unfortunately, the elites that once activated and
organized popular constituencies for political battle have found other
ways to achieve their goals. They rely upon the courts, privileged access
to the bureaucracy, and “insider” interest-group politics. Contemporary
elites have found that they no longer need to engage in the arduous task
of building popular followings. As a result, environmental groups have
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few members, civil rights groups field more attorneys than protestors,
and national political parties engage in activation of the few rather than
mobilization of the many. Even the 2000 presidential election was
decided in the courts rather than the voting booth. This after a pitched
battle involving small cadres of political activists rather than armies of
voters was fought to decide Florida’s electoral vote.

Today, even the most avowedly progressive political movements—
movements that once might have been especially likely to mobilize pop-
ular followings in the name of political and social reform—pursue their
ends through the courts and bureaucracies rather than in the arena of
popular politics. As a result, the goals and aims of these movements are
closely tied to the confined interests of their upper-middle-class leader-
ship. Freed from the necessity of having to reach beyond their limited
class base to accommodate broader constituencies, current reform move-
ments often focus on the narrowly defined desires of affluent elites for
comfort, status, and satisfaction of aesthetic needs rather than on the
more fundamental material needs of their less fortunate compatriots.
How else is one to characterize the “post-materialistic” or “quality of life”
issues espoused by so many so-called citizens’ groups?1 To paraphrase
Lenin’s critique of the working class, left to its own devices, the bour-
geoisie seem capable only of consumer consciousness. Three contempo-
rary reform campaigns, the civil rights movement, the environmental
movement, and the consumer movement, illustrate the point.

From Civil Rights to Affirmative Action

During the late 1950s and early 1960s, a coalition of African American
ministers, intellectuals, and professionals, assisted by allies from the
white upper middle class, mobilized a constituency of hundreds of thou-
sands of blacks, including tens of thousands of young activists, on behalf
of a broad civil rights agenda. The goals of the movement included vot-
ing rights, school desegregation, an end to housing and employment dis-
crimination, and the eradication of what amounted to an apartheid
system in public accommodations and transportation, as well as the cre-
ation of social programs to relieve poverty and enhance economic oppor-
tunities for blacks. This broad agenda served the needs of virtually all
elements within the African American community and allowed the
movement’s leadership to build the strong and united mass base of sup-
port that would be needed for the long and perilous struggle ahead.
Although the civil rights movement won some vitally important victories
in the federal courts, most of its success stemmed from its strategy of
mass mobilization.
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This mobilization began with the 1955 Montgomery, Alabama, bus
boycott led by Dr. Martin Luther King. During the decade that followed
the boycott, Dr. King’s Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC)
and other civil rights groups organized protests, demonstrations, and
boycotts throughout the South. King’s strategy emphasized nonviolence
and passive resistance to the often brutal assaults launched by law
enforcement officers and racist thugs who opposed desegregation efforts.
A parallel strategy was employed by the Student Nonviolent Coordinat-
ing Committee (SNCC). The SNCC leadership organized thousands of
black high school and college students in scores of southern cities and
towns in a sit-in movement aimed at bringing about the desegregation of
lunch counters, stores, movie theaters, and libraries. In a similar vein,
beginning in May 1961, the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) enlisted
more than seventy thousand students, most of them black, as Freedom
Riders. These students rode buses to more than one hundred southern
cities to challenge segregated accommodations. Nearly four thousand
Freedom Riders were arrested and thousands of others were subjected to
intimidation and violence.

A strategy of nonviolent protest required the active participation of
hundreds of thousands of marchers and demonstrators, and boycotts
entailed action—or inaction—on the part of hundreds of thousands
more. In addition to the activists in the South, millions of both black and
white sympathizers in the North were sufficiently engaged by televised
accounts of the protests and police violence to demand a response from
national institutions and politicians. One indication of the success of this
massive popular mobilization was the August 1963 march on Washing-
ton, D.C., organized by a coalition of civil rights groups. The march drew
as many as 200,000 demonstrators to the capital to protest racial discrim-
ination and press for the enactment of civil rights legislation then being
debated in the Congress. The strategy of mass mobilization employed by
the civil rights movement achieved a number of notable successes.
Between 1957 and 1965, in response to the movement’s efforts, Congress
enacted several major pieces of civil rights legislation. For example, the
1957 Civil Rights Act established the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
elevated the importance of the Civil Rights Division of the Justice
Department and made it a federal crime to intimidate or threaten indi-
viduals attempting to exercise their right to vote.

Subsequently, the 1960 Civil Rights Act authorized the federal gov-
ernment to appoint referees to register voters wherever a “pattern or prac-
tice” of discrimination was found by a federal court. The omnibus 1964
Civil Rights Act prohibited discrimination in hotels, restaurants, theaters,
and commercial conveyances. The 1964 act, moreover, empowered the
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attorney general to bring suit against segregated school districts and
authorized the withholding of federal aid from segregated schools. The
act also outlawed discrimination in employment practices and created
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to enforce the
law. The Voting Rights Act of 1965 empowered the attorney general to
appoint federal voting examiners who would replace local registrars and
ensure that African Americans would be allowed to register to vote in
areas that had previously engaged in discriminatory electoral practices.
These pieces of federal legislation, along with a number of federal court
decisions dealing with racial discrimination, began the overthrow of the
Jim Crow system that had arisen in large portions of the United States—
in the North as well as the South—over the preceding century. At the
same time, social programs enacted during the presidency of Lyndon
Johnson, under the rubric of the Great Society, were aimed, in large
measure, at alleviating the poverty of millions of African Americans.

After these initial victories, a number of strains emerged within the
civil rights movement. The strategy of popular mobilization employed by
Dr. King and the others activated and energized previously quiescent
forces from the bottom rungs of the African American socioeconomic
ladder. An unanticipated consequence of this process was the emergence
of new, militant, activist cadres, who argued that the progress of the
movement was much too slow to help the black masses. These new
cadres created their own organizations—the Black Panther Party, for
example—which rejected the integrationist and nonviolent philosophies
theretofore espoused by the civil rights movement in favor of an agenda
of black separatism and more forceful confrontation of the white power
structure. These new organizations competed vigorously with the African
American ministers and professionals who controlled the established
civil rights groups for the allegiance of the black community. Even
within existing civil rights groups, insurgents charged that the tactics
employed by established leaders were insufficiently militant and sought
to replace them with leaders committed to more emphatic forms of
protest. For example, radical insurgents were able to take control of both
the SNCC and CORE during the mid 1960s, leading both groups to adopt
more militant stances.

The mobilization of new political forces accompanied by the emer-
gence of militant black leaders contributed to the occurrence of increas-
ingly violent forms of black political protest including serious rioting in
the black neighborhoods of a number of major American cities between
1965 and 1967. The assassination of Dr. King in 1968 touched off another
wave of violent protests and disturbances throughout the nation. The
growing association of the civil rights movement with violence had a
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number of important consequences. Many of the movement’s white sym-
pathizers were alienated by this turn of events. This was especially evi-
dent among the movement’s many Jewish supporters, who were hurt and
offended by the anti-Semitism articulated by some black militants.2 Black
violence also provided some law enforcement agencies with a pretext for
campaigns of violent repression. A number of Black Panther leaders, for
example, were shot and even killed by police officers and federal agents
under questionable circumstances. Black violence also provided ammuni-
tion for those white politicians who opposed the civil rights movement,
allowing them to present themselves as champions of law and order
rather than as proponents of segregation. This strategy played an impor-
tant role in Republican campaigns after 1966. The promise to curb civil
unrest helped Republicans increase their strength in Congress and helped
Richard Nixon win the 1968 presidential election. Subsequently, the civil
rights movement and its allies found that securing the enactment of sig-
nificant legislation in the Congress became considerably more difficult,
though some victories were achieved, such as the Equal Employment
Opportunity Act of 1972.

Militant black groups were generally suppressed by the authorities or
starved for funding. However, the threat posed by black militants to the
established civil rights leadership and to white support for the movement
led the mainstream civil rights organizations to abandon their campaign
of mass mobilization. During the 1970s, the civil rights movement
turned from a campaign of mass political mobilization to one that relied
primarily upon litigation and the use of bureaucratic agencies such as the
EEOC. The courts had always played an important part in the efforts of
the movement, and the civil rights legislation enacted during the 1960s
provided the movement with new causes of action under federal law,
especially in the realms of voting rights and employment discrimination.
Indeed, the 1972 Equal Employment Opportunity Act, the movement’s
most important Nixon-era victory, facilitated a litigation strategy by giv-
ing the EEOC authority to bring suit against persons or corporations
engaging in employment discrimination.

The shift from a strategy of mobilization to a strategy of litigation
and bureaucratic struggle had profound consequences for the character
of the civil rights movement and the nature of its political objectives.
The original agenda of the civil rights movement, consistent with its
effort to build a broad base of support, included elements designed to
appeal to virtually every segment of the black community. These
included antipoverty and social programs for the poor as well as desegre-
gation and voting rights legislation that would serve the interests of all
African Americans. The end of the era of mass mobilization also brought
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a narrowing of the civil rights agenda from one that served the broad
interests of the black community to one that served the somewhat nar-
rower interests of the middle class and professional strata from which the
movement’s leadership was drawn. This new agenda, of course, was affir-
mative action.

From the late 1960s to the present, affirmative action has been the
major focus of the mainstream civil rights organizations. Executive Order
11246, issued by President Lyndon Johnson in September 1965, required
businesses holding federal contracts to search aggressively for qualified
minority applicants through advertising or special recruitment efforts.
Once identified, these applicants were to be considered, on a color-blind
basis, along with white applicants. The same executive order created the
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) in the Labor
Department to monitor contractors’ conformity with this standard.
Working closely with civil rights groups, the OFCCP quickly expanded its
mandate to require federal contractors not only to search for qualified
black applicants but also to ensure that blacks would be properly repre-
sented in their workforces.3 This victory demonstrated to the middle-
class leadership of the civil rights movement that it could achieve
substantial gains for its own social stratum without being compelled to
mobilize forces from the lower rungs of the black community’s class
structure.

Another important bureaucratic and legal victory for the civil rights
movement came in 1967, when the EEOC interpreted Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act to require large employers to collect and report data
on the racial composition of their workforces. The data indicated that
few African Americans held white-collar jobs. The commission responded
by developing regulations placing the burden on employers to show that
low levels of black representation, especially at the management level,
were not the result of biased employment practices. Armed with the com-
mission’s data and findings, civil rights lawyers then began to bring cases
against firms to force them to hire more African Americans, mainly for
the semiprofessional, technical, white-collar, and administrative posi-
tions that were sought by middle-class blacks.

In subsequent years, affirmative action virtually supplanted all other
goals of the civil rights movement and, as a result, became the corner-
stone of the nation’s civil rights policy. The OFCCP expanded its efforts
to compel federal contractors to demonstrate that their workforces con-
tained substantial numbers of minority employees. The EEOC increased
its scrutiny of private and public employment practices. At the same
time, other federal agencies began their own affirmative action programs.
For example, in 1968, the Small Business Administration (SBA) initiated a
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program of set-asides guaranteeing that a percentage of federal contracts
for small businesses would be reserved for firms owned by African Ameri-
cans. In a similar vein, the 1977 Public Works Employment Act, which
authorized $4 billion for local public works projects, required that at least
10 percent of the dollar value of the work be contracted or subcontracted
to black-owned firms. Also, the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare issued regulations interpreting Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act to give wide latitude to affirmative action admissions programs by
colleges and universities.

In recent years, of course, affirmative action both in government
contracting and college admissions has been subjected to intense attack
from conservative quarters and has suffered a number of defeats in the
federal courts as well.4 Nevertheless, the continuation and expansion of
affirmative action programs remains the chief goal of most civil rights
organizations.5 Whereas the original civil rights agenda offered benefits
for all strata of the black community, affirmative action generally serves
the interests of middle-class African Americans. It is the black middle
class that is in the best position to benefit from preferences in admission
to elite universities, from access to white-collar and managerial positions,
and, especially, from set-asides for minority-owned businesses.6 Partially
as a result of the ability of the black middle class to take advantage of the
affirmative action policies that were largely irrelevant to the needs of
poor blacks, income disparities within the black community had
increased sharply by the late 1980s.7 Conceding this point, prominent
African American social scientist Orlando Patterson recently argued that
the middle-class slant of affirmative action programs should not be seen
as a negative factor. “The argument that affirmative action has done
almost nothing for the underclass and poor but favors middle-class work-
ers, while correct, deliberately misleads,” Patterson observes. “Affirmative
action was never intended to help the poorest and least able members of
the minority classes. . . . It is, by its very nature a top-down strategy. . . .
For the underclass and working but chronically poor, an entirely different
set of bottom-up strategies is called for.”8

Patterson’s argument is quite correct as far as it goes. Affirmative
action is an effective mechanism for increasing the opportunities avail-
able to middle- and upper-working-class blacks. It might certainly be one
important part of a larger package of programs and policies, including
education, job creation, and antipoverty efforts designed to serve the
needs of every stratum in the black community. These programs, how-
ever, have come to be more and more neglected by the civil rights move-
ment. Once it abandoned its strategy of mass mobilization in favor of
litigation and bureaucratic struggle, the civil rights movement also
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diminished its efforts on behalf of the larger black community. Affirma-
tive action for the middle class became the movement’s chief preoccupa-
tion. In the absence of a need for mass mobilization, the middle-class
and professional strata that led the movement have found little reason to
pursue a bottom-up policy goal. Instead, working through the courts and
the bureaucracy, these leaders have come to focus upon a goal that serves
the narrowly defined interests of their own social stratum.

From Saving the Environment to NIMBY

The history of the American environmental movement in important
ways parallels that of the civil rights movement. The modern environ-
mental movement began during the 1960s, sparked by rising levels of air
pollution in urban areas and such environmental disasters as the death of
virtually all plant and animal life in Lake Erie, a massive oil spill in the
Santa Barbara Channel, and a fire on the heavily polluted Cuyahoga
River in the center of downtown Cleveland, Ohio.9 A number of books
calling attention to environmental problems—such as Rachel Carson’s
work, Silent Spring, on the devastating impact of pesticide use—also
played an important role in increasing public awareness of environmen-
tal issues.

Growing public concern about the environment led to the creation
of several new organizations dedicated to improving environmental qual-
ity and reenergized some of the older organizations that had been estab-
lished as part of the turn-of-the-century conservation movement. The
largest organizations, centered in Washington, D.C., included the Sierra
Club, the National Wildlife Federation, the National Audubon Society,
the Natural Resources Defense Council, the Wilderness Society, and
Friends of the Earth.10 Later, these were joined by other groups including
Greenpeace and the Defenders of Wildlife. In addition to the national
organizations, a number of energetic local groups also formed during this
period. These included the Campaign against Pollution (CAP) in Chicago
and the Group against Smog and Pollution (GASP) in Pittsburgh.11

Though the majority of active environmentalists were drawn from
the middle and upper middle classes, at its inception the environmental
movement was definitely a citizens’ movement, attracting the support
and participation of millions of ordinary Americans with some represen-
tation from every social stratum, including members of minority groups.
A survey conducted in 1980 found that more than 15 million Americans
considered themselves “environmentally active.” Activities included
becoming involved in environmental groups and campaigns, writing let-
ters to newspapers and politicians protesting environmental degradation,
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participating in demonstrations, and making financial contributions to
environmental causes. The latter amounted to roughly a half billion dol-
lars a year donated by citizens to environmental groups.12 In some
respects, the culmination of citizen activism was Earth Day 1970, organ-
ized by a coalition of environmental forces along with such politicians as
Wisconsin senator Gaylord Nelson. Earth Day was celebrated by an esti-
mated 20 million Americans who participated in rallies and activities
throughout the nation including a huge demonstration on the Mall in
Washington, D.C.13 Consistent with its sizeable citizen base, the environ-
mental movement presented a broad agenda of goals including restoring
air, water, and soil quality, restricting the use of chemical pesticides, lim-
iting population growth, controlling hazardous wastes, cleaning up toxic
waste sites, protecting plant and animal life endangered by industrial and
commercial development, creating renewable energy sources, and pro-
tecting employees from workplace hazards and consumers from danger-
ous products.

Environmental activism helped bring about the enactment of a num-
ber of major pieces of legislation during the 1970s designed to address
many of the movement’s concerns. These included the Clean Air Act of
1970, the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, the Water Pollu-
tion Control Act of 1972, the Maritime Protection Act of 1972, the 1972
Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, the Marine Mammal
Protection Act of 1972, the 1973 Endangered Species Act, the Safe Drink-
ing Water Act of 1974, the 1976 Toxic Substances Control Act, the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, the 1977 Clean Water
Act, and the 1980 Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensa-
tion, and Liability Act (also known as Superfund).14 It is noteworthy that
several of these statutes were enacted during the Nixon administration,
which is not remembered as particularly sensitive to environmental con-
cerns. In fact, the enormous scope of environmental activism convinced
Nixon and other Republicans that it would be politically expedient to
support environmental goals. Indeed, in his 1970 State of the Union
address, Richard Nixon called upon Americans to “make peace with
nature” and repair “the damage we have done to our air, to our land, and
to our water.” Journalists called the environment “Nixon’s new issue.”15

The need to administer new environmental programs led to the cre-
ation of a substantial environmental bureaucracy in Washington and the
state capitals.16 New federal offices and agencies established during the
1970s included the Environmental Protection Agency, the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration, the Council on Environmental Qual-
ity, and the Consumer Product Safety Commission. Older federal agen-
cies, such as the Fish and Wildlife Service, took on new environmental
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tasks. In addition, established federal agencies developed offices to deal
with their responsibilities under environmental statutes. For example,
the Justice Department created its Environment and Natural Resources
Division, and the Department of Energy established an office to study
alternative-energy programs. Most states and a number of municipalities
also created agencies designed to deal with environmental issues.

In the wake of these successes, the tactics of the environmental
movement underwent a significant transformation. First, as we saw in
Chapter 7, all the new environmental statutes contained citizen-suit pro-
visions that, in effect, invited environmental groups to use the courts to
enforce and expand environmental law. Several environmental groups—
including the Natural Resources Defense Fund, and the Sierra Club,
through its Legal Defense Fund—had already embarked upon an active
program of environmental litigation. Now the others followed suit,
expanding their legal staffs and developing active court dockets.17 Envi-
ronmentalists welcomed their new statutory opportunities for litigation.
They believed the courts would provide an arena in which the economic
power of business and other antienvironmental forces could be more eas-
ily defeated than in the Congress. The director of the Sierra Club’s Legal
Defense Fund said environmental litigation “means power for people who
don’t have economic power. Its one way to fight the political fight.”18

At the same time that the environmental movement expanded its
presence in the courts, it also moved to take advantage of the new envi-
ronmental offices and agencies created during the 1970s. Environmental-
ists sought and won appointment to the staffs of the agencies as well as
to the various advisory groups that became components of the agencies’
rule-making processes. As recognized stakeholders in the environmental
policy arena, environmental groups were routinely asked for their com-
ments on proposed regulations as well as their testimony in congres-
sional hearings. During the Carter administration, a number of
well-known environmental leaders—such as Joseph Browder of the Envi-
ronmental Policy Center and Gus Speth and John Bryson, cofounders of
the Natural Resources Defense Council—were appointed to federal
posts.19 The extent to which the environmental movement had become
part of the government became even more evident during the organiza-
tion of the first Clinton administration in 1993. Dozens of leaders and
staffers from Washington environmental groups were appointed to posts
in the new administration. For example, Rafe Pomerance of the World
Resources Institute was appointed to an international environmental
post at the State Department. Wilderness Society president George
Frampton was named to head the Fish and Wildlife Service. Audubon
Society lobbyist Brookes Yaeger took a post in the Interior Department. “I
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can’t tell you how wonderful it is,” said one environmental official, “to
walk down the hall in the White House or a government agency and be
greeted by your first name.”20 The movement, it seemed, had successfully
stormed the bastions of political power.

Access to the courts and the bureaucracy changed the character of
the environmental movement. As national environmental organizations
shifted their focus to litigation and bureaucratic infighting, most of them
reduced their grassroots recruiting and organizing efforts, becoming staff
organizations rather than membership groups. Indeed, during the 1980s
and 1990s, membership in the major environmental groups fell sharply,
as did financial support from ordinary citizens. Most environmental
organizations came to depend heavily on the proceeds from litigation
and on grant support from foundations and national corporations for
financial sustenance.21 Financial support from business led to charges
that some environmentalists had “tended to develop an all-too-cozy rela-
tionship with the industries they set out to battle.”22

Collusion with business interests, however, was not the most serious
problem that developed in the wake of the changes taking place in the
environmental movement. When the movement relied upon a broad
base of citizen support, as we saw, it also worked on behalf of a broad
agenda of environmental issues. As the movement’s base narrowed, so
did its agenda. Currently, mainstream environmental groups focus upon
natural resources, wilderness preservation, and endangered species.
Although important, these issues are mainly of concern to a relative
small number of upper-middle-class Americans whose material and phys-
ical well-being is sufficiently secure to allow them to focus upon the wel-
fare of gray wolves and the aesthetics of wilderness preservation. A host
of other environmental problems, particularly those affecting primarily
lower-middle-class, working-class, and minority communities have not
been major items on the agendas of established environmental groups.
These concerns include toxic waste disposal, public health, and the distri-
bution of environmental risks.23

The failure of established environmental groups to address major
environmental problems has exacerbated what is known as the NIMBY,
or “not in my backyard,” problem. In many different parts of America, ad
hoc local citizens’ groups have mobilized against what they have
regarded as potential environmental hazards in their own communities.
Very often, these have involved efforts by private concerns and public
agencies to site hazardous waste disposal facilities in working-class or
poor communities presumably deemed to lack the political clout needed
to offer serious opposition to the plan. Often enough, this calculation is
correct, and the facility is built without significant community opposi-
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tion. In some instances, however, local residents, perhaps helped by itin-
erant political activists, are able to mount serious opposition to the dis-
posal of hazardous wastes in their own backyards. In recent years,
California seems to have witnessed a number of such NIMBY battles,
sometimes involving thousands of ordinary citizens and, on several occa-
sions, forcing governments and corporations to retreat from their siting
plans.24 The ad hoc citizens’ coalitions that engage in these fights are
often criticized for selfishly seeking to push hazardous sites from their
own neighborhoods into the backyards of perhaps even more powerless
groups. There is certainly merit to this criticism. These battles would be
better fought and resolved on a national rather than a local basis. Yet, the
NIMBY phenomenon also shows the potential for grassroots environ-
mental action. Ordinary citizens are willing to engage in political action
on behalf of environmental goals that are relevant to their own lives and
communities. The mainstream environmental movement, however, has
chosen a form of political action that does not entail citizen mobiliza-
tion. The movement seems to prefer the corridors of power in Washing-
ton to the gritty barrios of East Los Angeles. This choice of tactics, in
turn, has left the environmental movement free to pursue goals that
serve the needs and interests of a relatively small group of elites rather
than the concerns of broader popular strata.

Can the Citizen Be Brought Back In?

In the abstract, the factors that induce groups to refrain from pursuing a
policy of popular mobilization could easily be changed. The nation
might impose strict limits on class action suits and modify or even elimi-
nate citizen-suit provisions in regulatory statutes. These small legislative
and juridical changes would have the major consequence of increasing
the difficulty of legislating through litigation. This, in turn, might help
induce competing interests to mobilize and organize popular followings
in support of their legislative agendas rather than deploy staffs of attor-
neys to achieve their political goals through the courts. A strategy of
mobilization and legislation would increase the likelihood that such a
group would be compelled to develop a broad agenda rather than pursue
narrow and selfish goals.

In a similar vein, we might suggest substantial modification of the
various bureaucratic processes, discussed in Chapter 5, that allow politi-
cal forces direct access to policymaking processes and absolve them of the
arduous labor of creating and maintaining popular followings. Though it
may seem paradoxical to argue that more-open administrative procedures
are inimical to democratic processes, in an important respect they are.
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Again, elites that do not need to build popular followings are not likely to
do so, and the result is that non-elites are left out of the political process.

As to the “privatization” advocated by some politicians and manage-
ment gurus, this, as we have seen, often represents a thin cover for the
private use of public power. Fannie Mae and the other government-spon-
sored enterprises, for example, are private institutions that wield public
power without being subject to even a modicum of accountability in the
political arena. This is a recipe for continuing marginalization of the pop-
ular political arena. One could certainly suggest that these practices
should be curtailed rather than encouraged.

The notion, however, that what might be true in principle could
actually be realized in practice is rather unrealistic. Established political
elites have no interest in changing the processes through which they
maintain privileged access to power. For example, note the resistance to
any significant change in the current system of campaign finance. Those
who hold power under a particular set of rules and procedures seldom
welcome their modification. It might seem, of course, that new or emer-
gent groups and forces lacking “insider” access to the courts and bureau-
cracy might engage in old-fashioned popular mobilization to achieve
their political goals. Perhaps Ross Perot’s independent political campaign
in 1992, Ralph Nader’s Green Party campaign of 2000, and even the
recent series of protests against the World Bank’s policies are examples of
such efforts. In recent years, however, most insurgent groups have shown
a clear understanding of the new politics of personal democracy. These
groups have launched campaigns seeking direct access to the courts and
to governmental agencies without investing much effort at all in popular
mobilization. One example of a set of political forces that from the very
beginning abjured citizen mobilization in favor of an immediate strategy
of litigation, lobbying, and burrowing into the bureaucracy is the con-
sumer movement.

The contemporary consumer movement was born during the 1960s
partly in response to a series of books and news stories highlighting
defective products and deceptive business practices. For example, Jessica
Mitford’s 1963 volume, The American Way of Death, exposed fraudulent
practices in the funeral industry. In a similar vein, Ralph Nader’s Unsafe at
Any Speed, published in 1965, asserted that a then popular automobile,
the Chevrolet Corvair, suffered from design flaws that had led to several
fatal accidents. The revelation that General Motors, the Corvair’s manu-
facturer, had engaged in clandestine efforts to discredit Nader only
increased the author’s prominence and provided more publicity for his
allegations. During the same period, a number of highly publicized prod-
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uct safety cases, including the 1960 thalidomide scare, raised additional
questions about consumer product safety. Thalidomide was a European
tranquilizer linked to birth defects when used by pregnant women.

A number of new organizations were formed and several established
groups reenergized in response to the publicity surrounding consumer
issues. These included Ralph Nader’s Public Citizen, the National Con-
sumers League, the Consumer Federation of America, Consumers Union,
the Center for Auto Safety, the Center for Science in the Public Interest,
and a host of others. During the late 1960s and the 1970s, consumer
groups used media exposés and lobbying campaigns to bring about the
enactment of several important pieces of consumer rights and safety leg-
islation. These included the 1968 Truth in Lending Act, the 1972 Con-
sumer Product Safety Act, the 1974 Fair Credit Billing Act, and the 1976
Toxic Substances Control Act.25

The large number of groups associated with consumerism hides the
fact that most of these groups never had many actual members. They
were what John McCarthy and Mayer Zald call “professional social move-
ments” led by a small, full-time staff and purporting to speak for largely
unorganized and imagined constituencies.26 Michael Pertschuk, former
chairman of the Federal Trade Commission, argued that the term “move-
ment” misdescribed the character of consumerism. According to
Pertschuk, consumer advocacy has been the product of a small number
of groups and Washington policy entrepreneurs rather than the result of
a grassroots effort.27 Rather than undertake an effort to build a strong
membership base and engage in popular politics aimed at expanding
consumer legislation, consumer groups focused their attention on gain-
ing access to the courts and the executive branch. Even when they
sought legislation, one of the primary goals of consumer groups was to
bring about the enactment of laws that would contain citizen-suit provi-
sions and new causes of action for litigation.

Consumer groups also fought tenaciously for the development of
bureaucratic procedures that would open rule-making processes to small
groups of policy entrepreneurs. As noted in Chapter 5, the Administrative
Procedure Act requires that all interested parties be given an opportunity
to comment on proposed federal regulations before these are adopted by
any executive agency. Since the 1960s, consumer activists have made full
use of this statutory provision to present testimony and file petitions dur-
ing agency rule-making processes. Indeed, consumer activists sought to
go beyond this general right to create an even more favorable environ-
ment for intervention into bureaucratic processes that concerned them.
During the 1970s, Ralph Nader and other consumer activists fought for
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the creation of what they called the “Agency for Consumer Advocacy,”
which would have had the power to intervene in other agencies’ rule-
making processes on behalf of consumer interests.

Though the idea of a consumer advocacy agency was narrowly
defeated in Congress, the 1972 Consumer Product Safety Act did establish
a new government agency, the Consumer Product Safety Commission
(CPSC), with broad power to recall dangerous products and to issue
industry-wide regulations governing product safety.28 Over the years, the
CPSC has been a vehicle through which consumer activists have exer-
cised significant power in the marketplace. CPSC regulations affecting
product design and safety have forced manufacturers to negotiate with
consumer forces and to make major design changes. For example, CPSC
standards have affected the flammability of apparel, the packaging of
pharmaceutical products, the design of children’s toys and furniture, the
characteristics of lawn mowers, and the manufacture of a host of other
products used throughout the American economy. Under the law, con-
sumer groups enjoy broad access to CPSC rule-making processes and reg-
ularly and successfully petition the agency with regard to new regulatory
activity. In many respects, consumer activists set the CPSC’s regulatory
agenda.

Early in their history, consumer organizations also developed power-
ful legal arms such as Public Citizen’s Litigation Group. In the 1980s, the
Litigation Group won several important court decisions limiting Con-
gress’s power to overrule regulatory actions by administrative agencies.29

Having gained access to the regulatory process, consumer groups strongly
opposed allowing mere politicians the power to undo their work. In addi-
tion, consumer groups have made extensive use of litigation to challenge
unfavorable regulatory decisions. The threat of litigation also forced a
number of agencies, including the Food and Drug Administration, the
Federal Trade Commission, the Department of Transportation, and the
National Highway Transportation Safety Administration to give con-
sumer activists greater representation in their own rule-making processes.

The consumer movement has achieved a number of notable suc-
cesses. As in the case of a number of other movements, however, the
absence of a mobilized popular base has narrowed the movement’s
agenda to issues of interest mainly to the upper-middle-class stratum that
staffs and bankrolls the movement and for whom “consumption” is a
major life activity. Perusal of recent issues of Consumer Reports, a maga-
zine published by the Consumers Union to offer advice on products and
services, tells the story. The March 2001 issue, for example, helps con-
sumers choose among competing $700 large-screen color television sets,
select among alternative $1,500 home gyms, and decide in which mutual
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funds to invest. In a similar vein, the January 2001 issue, featuring a
photo of a $35,000 Mercedes sport-utility vehicle on its cover, offers
advice on auto leases and $400 digital cameras. The editors seem unaware
that most Americans have not reached a sufficiently exalted level of con-
sumption to benefit from the advice being offered to them. In the 1960s
and 1970s, consumer activists, like their progressive counterparts in the
movements we have examined, built a movement without members that
relied mainly upon litigation and bureaucratic processes to achieve its
ends. This strategy virtually guaranteed that those ends would be very
narrowly focused.
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Chapter 9

Privatizing the Public

WRITING IN THE early 1950s, political scientists Robert Dahl and Charles
Lindblom saw their society uplifted by a tidal surge of innovation in
“social techniques.” Technological progress, they argued, was not simply a
matter of machines and the energy sources that powered them. There was
also a technology of organization and politics, and its advancement was
“increasing possibilities for rational social reform through the improve-
ment of techniques.” But movement toward rational reform through
social innovation was also undermining the ideological categories that
helped ordinary citizens to make sense of the political world. As govern-
ments developed their versatility by incorporating new social techniques
into public policies, they dissolved the boundaries between capitalism and
socialism, public and private, coercion and persuasion. Most policies
turned out to be ideological hybrids or half-breeds that combined “tech-
niques” drawn from disparate systems of political thought.

In fact, ideology itself seemed to be receding as a guide to political
thinking and action. Like other observers of America during the 1950s,
Dahl and Lindblom anticipated if not an end to ideology, then at least its
demotion to a smaller, secondary role in politics. Policy, they wrote, “is
technique-minded, and it is becoming increasingly difficult . . . to argue
policy in terms of the mythical grand alternatives.”1

With Daniel Bell, they looked favorably on a “middle way,” guided
by considerations of effectiveness, efficiency, and feasibility, not the all-
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or-nothing temperament of the ideologue. The formula for any new
utopia, said Bell, would have “to specify where one wants to go, how to get
there, the costs of the enterprise, and some realization of, and justifica-
tion for the determination of who is to pay.”2 It would have to be a decid-
edly practical utopia. It would have to make compromises.

The determination to be reasonable did not necessarily exalt rational-
ity. In fact, the elevation of technique was accompanied by a new respect
for the shortcomings of human calculation. Exhaustive, synoptic ration-
ality was unattainable—just like the cloudy utopias of the ideologues—
and expecting public decision-makers to achieve such austere precision
in the messy work of government was unreasonable. Optimizing would
have to give way to “satisficing”—settling for the outcome that was good
enough rather than the best conceivable.3

But postwar receptiveness to new social techniques in public policy
also suggested ways of expanding the modest attainments of human rea-
son. Humans could pool their capacities for reasoned decision-making in
social arrangements designed to expand the power of calculation and
implementation. For example, although unable as individual consumers
to determine the optimum allocation of economic resources, humans
acting collectively through competitive markets could reach economi-
cally efficient distributions. Public policies could create their own quasi-
markets as mechanisms of implementation and so turn the invisible
hand of the private sector to the service of public purposes. Likewise, a
lone decision-maker might not have all the information needed to define
public welfare, nor the selflessness to pursue it, but if citizens were given
the opportunity to express their preferences, the collective result might
approximate the public interest. And if citizens could not be kept contin-
uously on hand to vote for their conceptions of the general will, they
could be represented by competing leaders or interest groups who struck
bargains that reflected the balance of citizen sentiment. Taken together,
the price system, bargaining, and democracy (or polyarchy) offered a
powerful armory of devices that could be put to work on behalf of
rational social reform.

Hierarchy, the command-and-control technique associated with gov-
ernment bureaucracy, also had its uses, but those uses were offset by a
certain bureaucratic flat-footedness. Hierarchy imposed enormous
demands on the information and calculation capabilities of top decision-
makers. In practice, it was true that the limited vision and insight of top-
level executives could be supplemented by the implementation skills of
lower-level functionaries, but those subordinates, especially if they were
skilled specialists, could resist changes mandated by their superiors. Hier-
archy, therefore, might be hostile to innovation. In general, the short-
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comings of hierarchy could be overcome only by moderating its top-
down discipline with more loose-jointed policy mechanisms like the
price system or bargaining that encouraged experimentation and com-
promise.4

Dahl and Lindblom conceded that the demands of warfare might
make hierarchical coordination and coercion essential, but it was the
experience of war, paradoxically, that helped to accelerate the abandon-
ment of bureaucratic hierarchy. World War II had been the finest hour not
just for the country’s armed forces but for its government contractors, set
to their tasks by a combination of bargaining and competitive bidding.
The reliance on private organizations was especially pronounced in the
case of the scientific research needed to develop the new weapons and
detection systems that revolutionized warfare. These private contractors
and grantees had their antecedents in the nongovernmental research
organizations of the Progressive Era, like the Brookings Institution, the
Russell Sage Foundation, and the National Bureau of Economic Research,
all of which provided scarce expertise to government agencies. The
wartime scientific establishment that succeeded these institutions begat
the Rand Corporation and a host of other think tanks and laboratories
nourished by the taxpayers to perform the work of government in peace-
time. Government agencies themselves sometimes became little more
than holding companies funneling funds to outside contractors. The work
done by many of these contractors could often have been performed just
as easily by government employees, but personnel ceilings in public agen-
cies and hostility to public bureaucracy made private contracting the only
feasible means to advance government agencies’ missions.5

A longstanding fusion of public and private organization set the
stage for the transfer of private-sector “techniques” to the conduct of
public business. This was the kind of technology transfer strenuously pro-
moted in the recent movement to “reinvent” government. Its advocates
urged that government should become more “market-oriented”—not a
big switch for an institution that was already doing much of its work
through the market. Nor was it difficult to see how citizens might be rein-
vented as customers. After all, in its many contracts for goods and serv-
ices, the government itself was already a customer.6 The spirit of public
entrepreneurship, reinvented as the latest thing in paradigm shifts, had
actually been born from more than half a century of government
improvisation with “social techniques.” It was only on the eve of the
Clinton administration, however, that the spirit of reinvention became
fully self-conscious and unabashedly celebratory.

Critics wondered whether the administration’s emphasis on produc-
ing results was consistent with the rule of law, which sharply limited the
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means that government could use to attain its ends, or whether “cus-
tomer satisfaction” was the same as public accountability.7 Behind the
guiding maxims of reinvention, however, there was a single powerful
premise: Hierarchy did not work, but flexibility did. In a democratic soci-
ety, the proposition was hardly open to question. Hierarchy meant
inequality; it meant authority exercised from the top down, rigidity, sub-
servience, not thinking for oneself. Yet one of the political curiosities of
the age is that the abandonment of hierarchy as a principle of govern-
ment organization and public policy has progressed in tandem with a
decline in the democratic mobilization of citizens. Perhaps by becoming
less hierarchical, the government increased the points of access that indi-
vidual citizens could exploit on their own without resorting to collective
action. Or perhaps there was something about the abandonment of hier-
archy that actually frustrated mobilization.

Long before the reinventors caught Washington’s ear, two Hoover
Commissions insisted that a starkly defined bureaucratic hierarchy was
essential to government accountability. Unity of command and clear lines
of authority helped to fix responsibility for public policy—a vital prerequi-
site for democratic control. Theodore Lowi, in the late 1960s, made a simi-
lar point about a congressional tendency to transfer discretion in
wholesale lots to the agencies of the executive branch without specifying
how that discretion was supposed to be exercised. It was difficult to hold
anyone responsible for the results, and ambiguously defined policy
invited special interests to shape it in the image of their own private
wants. Abandoning the public elitism of bureaucratic hierarchy, with its
clear assignment of responsibility, might make government the servant of
private elites. But the campaign to make government less government-like
could also make the collective mobilization of non-elites less likely.

According to Dahl and Lindblom, hierarchy works through “direct”
rather than “indirect” controls. In policies that operate hierarchically,
public decision-makers directly inform their bureaucratic subordinates or
the public in general what they are supposed to do and (usually) why.
Indirect controls are less obtrusive. They get people to do what the gov-
ernment wants not by telling them directly but by changing the incen-
tives or environmental influences that shape their conduct. The essential
difference is that direct controls require policymakers to state publicly
what they want to accomplish; indirect controls do not. Indeed, indirect
controls may even prevent decision-makers from declaring their objec-
tives, because those ends are to be defined through the market, or bar-
gaining, or consultation with citizens.

Public policies that articulate no particular purposes may represent a
convenience for political elites because agreement comes more easily
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when the decision-makers need not arrive at the same understanding
of what they are agreeing to. Conflict is limited, as is the inclination
to mobilize constituencies. By themselves, diffuse policies may not
inhibit popular participation. Vague promises, after all, have been known
to win elections. But nonhierarchical policies are also disaggregated 
policies—decentralized, privatized, or atomized into thousands of market
transactions—and while disaggregated policies may be highly effective as
“social techniques,” they are not conducive to widespread collective
mobilization. Daniel Patrick Moynihan recognized this demobilizing
potential inherent in disaggregated, market-based policies when he spear-
headed the Nixon administration’s welfare reform efforts at the begin-
ning of the 1970s:

An assertion came forth, labeled conservative but in historical terms
almost classically liberal, that government administration did not work
while the market did. . . . The assertion turned on the issue of incentives,
the idea being that the incentive structure of the market was vastly the
more powerful. A further argument which may be adduced on behalf of
the new conservatism is that diffusing responsibility for social outcomes
tends to retard the rise of social distrust when the promised or presumed
outcome does not occur.8

In other words, the market mechanism is a powerful instrument of public
policy that is unlikely to stir up the public. It obscures accountability and
disarticulates collective purposes. In dissolving the “mythical grand alter-
natives” of ideology, the new, nonhierarchical techniques of the public
policy specialists also dimmed the rallying cries that helped to make pub-
lic policy a vehicle for popular mobilization. Privatization, decentraliza-
tion, and the market are patterns for structuring public policy without a
public.

Privatization

Privatization is one way of putting the market to work for government. It
introduces competitive bidding into public programs and thereby avoids
the supposed inefficiencies of government’s monopoly on public ser-
vices. But privatization is not just a way to get the most for the taxpayer’s
dollar. It is also an instrument for achieving privileged access to power;
and once achieved, that power is sometimes exercised to impose addi-
tional costs on American taxpayers.

In the United States, privatization rarely means the outright sale of
public assets to private purchasers. There have been exceptions—the sale
of public lands to settlers and land transfers as a subsidy to railroads and,
more recently, the sale of the government’s interest in Conrail. In most
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cases, however, privatization refers to the use of nongovernmental organ-
izations to run government programs. Today almost every federal agency
relies heavily on private contractors. Whereas the federal government
directly employs fewer than 2 million civilian workers, one recent study
estimates that more than 12 million Americans are employed by a
“shadow government” of private corporations, universities, research lab-
oratories, foundations, and state and municipal governments that hold
government contracts, receive federal grants, or are required to carry out
federal mandates.9 Many federal agencies have responded to presidential
and congressional efforts to “downsize” their workforces by replacing
civil service workers with contract employees. Between 1984 and 1996,
for example, the Department of Education, in response to presidential
directives, reduced its civil service workforce by 6 percent. During the
same period, however, the agency’s contract workforce increased 129 per-
cent.10 In this case, at least, downsizing actually meant growth.

A number of federal agencies could barely function without the sup-
port of this shadow government. The Department of Energy, for example,
employs fewer than 17,000 actual civil servants but relies upon an army
of 150,000 contract employees who work for private sector and not-for-
profit entities with DOE contracts.11 Increasingly, however, even the
monitoring of contractors is being contracted out to private auditing and
accounting firms.

The government’s use of nongovernmental organizations to adminis-
ter its programs is intended to promote a number of public interests. 
Private-sector firms, on the one hand, radiate a capitalist halo of com-
petitive spirit, efficiency, flexibility, and discipline.12 Voluntary and 
not-for-profit agencies, on the other hand, are supposed to bring a sense
of mission to their missions.13 Both are viewed as an antidotes to the
tired, bureaucratic inertia of “big government.”14

Though privatization is a governmental practice of long standing, it
has lately become the objective of a coherent political movement ener-
gized, in part, by ideological emissaries from Thatcherite Britain. Some of
the movement’s determination to transfer public functions to private
contractors rises from the conviction that many government programs
are not responses to the demands of aroused constituencies but products
of bureaucratic empire-building designed to enhance the status, job secu-
rity, or income of self-interested functionaries. Personal democracy’s
unmobilized public is therefore a given in the privatizers’ belief system.
What government does, it does for its own reasons, not in response to
popular sentiment. But the privatizers are also aware that the mere elimi-
nation of public services might provoke public resistance to privatization
proposals. According to President Reagan’s Commission on Privatization,
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“if privatization consists simply of eliminating government programs
and cutting off benefits, change may come at a slow pace. If privatization
consists, however, of forming and recognizing new private rights for the
beneficiaries of existing programs, the pace of privatization could acceler-
ate.”15 The substitution of private rights for public benefits would, of
course, change the nature of the public itself. It would become a mere
aggregation of private customers rather than citizens.

When the private organizations serving these customers are profit-
seeking companies, an overriding preoccupation with the bottom line
may divert them from the public purposes of the benefits that they sell.
These organizations do not see themselves as providing citizens with
assistance to which they are entitled by virtue of their membership in the
American political community. They are simply selling a product to cus-
tomers to whom they have no obligation beyond the exchange of a fee
for a service. These customers need feel no connection with one another.
They are buying alone, to paraphrase Robert Putnam. Detaching them
from their government also separates them from their political commu-
nity and may reduce their sense of commitment to public authority
itself. As customers of a private service-provider, after all, they have only
an indirect business relationship with government.

Not-for-profit organizations generally have a high level of commit-
ment to the programs they administer and are less likely than for-profit
firms to place revenue considerations ahead of service provision. But
nonprofit organizations have their own social and political goals. A man-
date from the government often allows such groups to use public power
and resources to achieve what are essentially private aims. When non-
governmental organizations, whether for-profit or nonprofit, are used as
vehicles for government programs, the danger is that they will displace
the public agenda with one of their own.

Finally, whether privatization devolves government functions to
profit-seeking or nonprofit organizations, its effect may be the political
demobilization of would-be activists. A government contract can bring
influence over public policy that might otherwise have been generated
by rousing a public constituency. For nonprofit groups, in fact, a contract
can make the mobilization of support unnecessary. The organization
now has a source of income that does not come from grassroots adher-
ents, and its agenda of responsibilities now includes tasks other than agi-
tation. As social service provider, moreover, the nonprofit may also call
for a new kind of activism from its members. Instead of assembling them
for rallies, marches, protests, and letter-writing campaigns, it now recruits
them as community service volunteers, who turn away from the frustrat-
ing mission of trying to influence the government to the more immedi-
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ate gratifications of personal democracy—doing good directly. The new
voluntarism, as political scientist David Wagner points out, represents
“the encapsulation of oppositional groups within the landscape of social
service and therapeutic endeavors.”16

Government-Sponsored Enterprises:
Public Power and Private Purpose

Perhaps the least understood vehicles of public policy are government-
sponsored enterprises (GSEs). GSEs are privately owned, profit-making
corporations created by the government to make credit available to bor-
rowers and markets designated by Congress. Though federally chartered
for specific purposes, the GSEs have boards of directors, sell shares on the
open market, compete with other private firms, and try to reward their
shareholders with dividends. Because the GSE is created by the govern-
ment with a mission defined by Congress, it represents one of the most
“public” vehicles of privatization. Its history demonstrates that even
when private organizations are closely tied to government purposes, they
can use their public powers to pursue private purposes of their own.

The best known of the GSEs are Fannie Mae (the Federal National
Mortgage Corporation) and Freddie Mac (the Federal Home Loan Mort-
gage Corporation). The others are the Student Loan Marketing Associa-
tion (known as Sallie Mae), the Farm Credit System (FCS), the Federal
Home Loan Bank System (FHLBS), and the Federal Agricultural Credit
Corporation (Farmer Mac). The GSEs are among the nation’s largest
banking institutions, collectively controlling assets of nearly $3 trillion.
Fannie Mae alone is currently the nation’s twenty-sixth largest business
enterprise in terms of revenues, and it ranks third in total assets. Each of
these six GSEs was originally established to overcome perceived flaws in
credit markets.17 The FCS, for example, was organized in 1916 to enhance
the availability of credit in rural areas that were then isolated from the
nation’s financial centers.18 Fannie Mae was chartered in 1938 as part of
an effort to create a secondary market for residential mortgages, thus
encouraging financially weak Depression-era banks to make loans avail-
able to home purchasers. Fannie Mae was a wholly owned government
corporation until 1968, when it was converted into a GSE. Sallie Mae was
established in 1972 to increase the supply of tuition loans to college stu-
dents, a market that many commercial banks had avoided. Today, rather
than compensate for perceived market failures, the GSEs operate to pro-
vide off-budget subsidies to specific groups favored by Congress.19

Though there are individual variations, the GSEs operate in similar
ways. To begin with, GSEs raise money in the credit markets by issuing
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bonds and mortgage-backed securities. In principle, GSE bonds and secu-
rities, unlike Treasury bonds and other government bonds, are not
backed by the formal promise of the United States government to repay
investors. Because of the GSEs’ quasi-governmental standing, however,
investors treat their securities as though they were backed by the full
faith and credit of the U.S. government. This perception allows the GSEs
to borrow money at a rate only slightly higher than that paid by the U.S.
Treasury itself and substantially below the rate paid by commercial insti-
tutions. GSEs also benefit from exemption from state and local taxes and
from a variety of other valuable privileges normally enjoyed by federal
agencies. According to Federal Reserve Board chairman Alan Greenspan,
lower borrowing costs and tax exemptions are worth $6 billion per year
to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac alone.20

The GSEs use the funds that they borrow to make loans to private
lending institutions that issue mortgages to home buyers, credit to farm-
ers, and tuition loans to college students. These institutions borrow from
the GSEs at a rate higher than the GSEs cost of funds, and the profit gen-
erated by this difference has provided a comfortable return for the GSEs
and their investors. Fannie Mae, for example, produced a 25 percent
return on equity in 1998 while Freddie Mac earned nearly 23 percent.
The GSEs also provide primary lenders with a secondary market for their
loan portfolios, further encouraging these lenders to extend credit to bor-
rowers. By the end of 1999, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac together owned
single-family mortgage loans worth nearly $550 billion and representing
47 percent of all conventional single-family mortgages in the United
States.21

Generally speaking, the GSEs have successfully carried out their pri-
mary mission of enhancing the availability of credit to defined classes of
borrowers. But public purposes often get sidelined in private corpora-
tions, even those sponsored by government. To begin with, the GSEs are
primarily responsible to their shareholders, not to the government; and
they regard the president, Congress, and regulatory agencies as interlop-
ers in their affairs.22 The president appoints a minority block of directors
to each GSE’s board—five of eighteen directors in the case of Fannie Mae.
But the duties of these presidentially appointed directors are unclear.
Though the directors may seem to represent the public’s interests, their
fiduciary responsibility is actually to the shareholders rather than to the
public at large. When public directors have sought to question a govern-
ment corporation’s practices, they have often been frozen out of deci-
sion-making processes and, in some instances, not even notified of board
and committee meetings.23 GSEs are less accountable to Congress than
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almost any other government-sponsored organization. In general, the
most effective instrument of congressional control is the power of the
purse. But the GSEs have purses of their own. They finance their own
activities through the profits they earn on their operations.24 Govern-
ment regulations are no more effective than Congress. Federal regulatory
agencies have limited statutory power over the GSEs and often find
themselves politically unable to exercise the few powers they possess.25

Limited public accountability means that Congress and the presi-
dent have scarcely any leverage to induce GSEs to carry out missions
inconsistent with their central goal of financial profitability. For exam-
ple, despite congressional legislation and pressure from the Department
of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), both Fannie Mae and Fred-
die Mac have been slow to amend their lending standards in ways that
might increase the availability of conventional mortgages to minority
and working-class borrowers.26 Instead, according to critics, both GSEs
have sought to push such borrowers into the so-called subprime market,
where they are charged substantially higher mortgage rates. Since Fannie
and Freddie lend money to subprime lenders, both agencies may actually
profit from the discrimination against subprime borrowers. In addition,
despite recurrent criticism from Congress, federal regulatory agencies
and consumer advocates, the GSEs have refused to pass along to con-
sumers the borrowing, tax, and regulatory advantages that go with their
quasi-governmental status. According to a study by the Congressional
Budget Office, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac retain for their shareholders
approximately one-third of the subsidy they receive from the federal
government. Sallie Mae, according to analysts, retains its entire subsidy
as profit.27

The absence of accountability has also allowed the GSEs to shift their
operations from less profitable markets to more profitable ones, notwith-
standing their public missions. Critics call this “mission creep.”28 All the
GSEs have interpreted their charters expansively, arguing that the char-
ters contain “implied powers” allowing them to tailor their activities to
changing economic conditions and to respond to circumstances that
may not have been anticipated when they were chartered.29 On these
grounds, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have recently diverted funds from
the mortgage market to potentially more profitable investment activities
including financial arbitrage; home equity lending; mortgage, life, and
disability insurance; and the sale of repossessed property.30 Fannie and
Freddie, chartered to operate in the secondary market, have gradually
been invading primary loan markets as well. The Federal Home Loan
Banks (FHLBs) offer an even more telling example of mission creep. Many
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of the savings and loan associations that were to have been their princi-
pal clients were forced into bankruptcy during the 1980s. Though their
original, public purpose has evaporated, the FHLBs borrow more than a
trillion dollars each year at the discounted rate their quasi-governmental
status makes possible. They use the money to engage in complex finan-
cial arbitrage activities designed to produce a handsome—and taxpayer-
subsidized—profit.31

Sallie Mae has virtually completed the vertical integration and
monopolization of the student loan business. In 1997, Sallie Mae share-
holders ousted the company’s management and replaced it with an exec-
utive team that pledged to maximize profits. The shareholders used the
GSE’s taxpayer-subsidized profits to buy out the competition. In 1999,
Sallie acquired the assets of two regional rivals for $440 million and, in
2000, purchased its largest competitor, the USA Group, for $770 million;
these purchases gave Sallie a commanding market position. Ironically,
Sallie’s only serious competitor is the U.S. government’s direct student
loan program. Sally, in other words, receives a federal subsidy to compete
against the federal government.

When the GSEs are criticized for losing sight of their public mission,
they typically respond with furious lobbying and public relations cam-
paigns. Since they are private corporations, GSEs are permitted to lobby,
make political contributions, and engage in other political and public
relations activities that are forbidden to government agencies.32 While
the GSEs claim to be public entities when it comes to borrowing money,
they are decidedly private when it comes to using the political process to
protect their privileges. All the GSEs, Fannie Mae in particular, spend
enormous amounts of money on lobbying, public relations, and political
campaigns, donating hundreds of thousands of dollars each year to polit-
ical candidates.33 In 1998, moreover, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
together spent nearly $8 million on Capitol Hill lobbying efforts and in
1999 increased their combined spending to $11 million. In 2000, Fannie
Mae spent more than $8 million on one advertising campaign alone.34

Through vigorous lobbying, Fannie and Freddie were able to resist
HUD efforts to force them to change their lending standards to the
advantage of minority borrowers and were able to defeat the Clinton
administration’s recent efforts to force them to pay the customary Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission registration fees on the securities they
issue. Fannie and Freddie save tens of millions of dollars each year by
claiming exemption from these fees. Fannie and Freddie have recently
stepped up their lobbying efforts to block congressional threats to con-
solidate regulatory oversight of the GSEs and to strip them of their line of
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credit from the U.S. Treasury—a move that might weaken Wall Street’s
confidence that GSE securities are backed by the government. Sallie Mae
is also lobbying heavily to improve its competitive position with respect
to the government’s direct student-lending efforts.35

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac employ advertising agencies to burnish
their corporate images and counter any charges made against them. In
the summer of 2000, Fannie and Freddie launched an $8 million cam-
paign designed to influence “opinion leaders.” In a series of ads in publi-
cations like the Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, and New York Times,
the two corporations portrayed their critics as a “Coalition for Higher
Mortgage Costs”—a cabal of anonymous bankers and bureaucrats
furtively plotting to drive up interest rates for homeowners.36

In addition to conventional corporate advertising and public rela-
tions efforts, Fannie Mae has sought to use financial assistance to co-opt
potential opponents. In 1996, Fannie created the FNMA Foundation,
beginning with a gift of $350 million in stock. The foundation has
awarded grants totaling $50 million to $70 million a year, usually to com-
munity organizations active in the cause of affordable housing. Critics
point out that a substantial percentage of the grants seem to be awarded
to groups based in districts or states represented by members of Congress
who happen to serve on committees of particular importance to Fannie,
such as the Senate and House Banking Committees. Still other grants
have gone to groups willing to publicly endorse Fannie’s lending prac-
tices.37 In 1996, Fannie donated a total of $1.3 million to forty-one organ-
izations in its home base, the District of Columbia. Fannie worked closely
with city schools and was the leading supporter of housing and commu-
nity development projects in the city. This largesse may have helped local
political activists forget that Fannie’s tax-exempt status cost Washington,
D.C., as much as $300 million in annual tax revenues.38 Fannie Mae rep-
resentatives denied that the foundation’s efforts were motivated by polit-
ical concerns. One referred to the organization’s critics as “paranoid.”39

Paranoid or sane, they are frustrated in their attempts to mobilize the
public against Fannie Mae because Fannie’s philanthropy is designed to
keep the most likely activists sitting on their hands.

Though created by government to serve public purposes, the GSEs’
main goal is profitability. Though their profits depend on substantial pub-
lic subsidies and government-bestowed privileges, they face scarcely any
public accountability. Groups and public officials who threaten to change
these generous ground rules are quietly bought off. The GSEs need not
appeal for public support themselves because they can finance their sur-
vival with private revenues—generated by secure public privileges.
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Privatizing the Public

In the United States, privatization usually means that the government
contracts with private firms to provide services formerly delivered by
public agencies.40 Private firms share the GSEs’ focus on profit and lack
even the nominal public purposes that are written into GSE charters.
When profit and public interest pull in opposite directions, the private
contractors predictably choose profit, as became apparent after Septem-
ber 11, 2001, in the case of the security companies responsible for airline
baggage inspection at U.S. airports.

Proponents of privatization-by-contract argue that the preoccupation
with profit is precisely what makes private firms more efficient in the
delivery of public services than public agencies themselves, which may
be so, though evidence of cost savings is hardly conclusive.41 But some
hidden costs of contracting-out are seldom taken into account. First, the
government’s private contractors are generally not bound by the consti-
tutional and legal constraints under which national and state agencies
operate. Basic constitutional protections like the Bill of Rights and the
Fourteenth Amendment limit the actions of the federal government and
the states, but not those of private firms. Second, citizen rights of more
recent vintage, like those established by the Freedom of Information Act,
have been held by the courts not to apply to private firms operating
under government contracts.42

Concerns about human rights are especially acute where prisoners are
concerned, and incarceration is one of the growth industries created by
privatization. Tens of thousands of inmates are housed in private prisons
operated by corporations, such as the Corrections Corporation of America
(CCA) and Wackenhut, which are under contract with state and munici-
pal governments and, increasingly, with the Federal Bureau of Prisons.43

Prisons have traditionally been public institutions, not just because
they house people who have broken the laws promulgated by the state,
or because they are supposed to be institutions that impose public justice,
but because the prison was the visible symbol of the public’s solidarity in
its intolerance of crime.

The public penitentiary is by no means a perfect institution. But
when the penitentiary is private, the public purposes of incarceration
often disappear behind the prison walls. Rehabilitation and other serv-
ices are usually the first to go. Unlike inmates in public prisons, inmates
in private prisons do not have the right to bring suit in federal court if
they are mistreated. Recreational activities, counseling services, and voca-
tional training all reduce profits and are cut to the bone. Profits can also
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be protected by hiring fewer correctional officers than in public prisons,
but this means that private institutions can operate safely only if they
confine prisoners to their cells virtually all the time.44

For similar reasons, the conditions of incarceration and punishment
tend to be harsh in private prisons. The scarcity of personnel leads guards
to resort quickly to manacles and isolation for even minor infractions of
prison rules. Health care is strictly rationed because medical services
threaten profit margins. Low levels of staffing lead to high levels of
inmate violence.45 Prisoners in private institutions also tend to serve
longer terms than prisoners in public institutions for reasons having
nothing to do with the severity of their crimes. A study by one state’s cor-
rections department showed that prisoners in private facilities lost “good
time,” that is, credit toward an earlier release, at a rate eight times as high
as the rate for inmates of public institutions.46 The explanation was sim-
ple. The earlier the release, the less the revenue produced by the inmate
for the corporate jailer.

Though private prisons have numerous critics, the correctional cor-
porations, like GSEs, are able to keep their foes at bay and expand their
domains through vigorous lobbying and public relations efforts, and
they can afford to do so. Private prisons make money. Revenues were
more than $1 billion in 1997 and continue to climb. The largest prison
firm, CCA, showed a tenfold share price increase between 1994 and
1998.47 The flow of cash has provided private prison firms with the
means and motive to promote their interests in politics. Often they pur-
chase services and supplies from companies owned by local and state
officials. They make substantial contributions to political campaigns and
use expensive lobbyists to sway state officials.48 Like the GSEs, private
prison firms also co-opt potential critics with grants. In one notable case,
a well-known criminologist who published research favorable to private
incarceration in general and to the CCA in particular and who often
defended the corporation’s treatment of inmates in media and academic
commentary, turned out to have been the recipient of substantial
research funding from both CCA and Wackenhut—a conflict of interest
he failed to disclose.49 Private prison firms have also lobbied the states
for increased prison terms for a variety of offenders, a strategy designed
to fill prison beds and corporate coffers.50

Many of the problems associated with private prisons can also be
found where other types of private firms have taken over the duties of
public agencies. Under Medicaid contracts, for example, profit-seeking
chains of residential facilities have become major operators in the provi-
sion of care for the physically and mentally disabled. Like private prison
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firms, these corporations have an incentive to increase their profitability
by skimping on service. The result, according to critics, has been a
nationwide pattern of patient neglect.51

In many respects, however, privatization of prisons raises issues that
are more serious than those raised by privatization elsewhere. Law
enforcement and the punishment of offenders are defining attributes of
both sovereignty and community. By imprisoning criminals, the state
protects its citizens, asserts its power, and discourages people from taking
the law into their own hands so as to create a condition of anarchy in
which no one is safe. The public punishment of criminals also defines
the boundaries of citizenship and reinforces the coherence of the politi-
cal community by identifying the conduct that stands beyond the pale.52

The privatization of punishment threatens to transform the law, justice,
and punishment into mere commodities, and the private prison is an
institutional declaration that we have ceased to be a public.

Vouchers

The use of vouchers may be an excellent way to achieve privatization.
Contracting-out privatizes the supply of public services, but vouchers pri-
vatize their consumption as well. The citizens who receive vouchers from
the government make their own private decisions about where to spend
them. In the process, they create competitive markets for public services,
markets in which demand is subsidized by government. These markets
are supposed to generate higher-quality public services than government
bureaucracies can produce, and with greater cost efficiency. In theory,
the discipline of market competition will force private firms in the public
service business to manufacture their products at the lowest possible cost
so as to keep their prices competitive or to maximize profits and attract
investment capital. But if the services that they sell are unsatisfactory to
consumers, the customers will take their vouchers to competing firms
that give them the kinds of services they want. The outcome—again, in
theory—is that efficient producers of high-quality services will prosper
while the inefficient and incompetent will founder, and the public in
general will be better off than they would be if monopolistic government
bureaucracies were the only suppliers of public services.

The theoretical argument apparently makes practical sense to many
policymakers. States and localities have made extensive use of vouchers,
and the federal government now employs them in its Food Stamp Pro-
gram, in its Women, Infants, and Children nutrition program, and as one
mechanism to provide low-income households with affordable housing.
In addition, vouchers have been put to work in subsidizing child care,
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transportation, job training, prescription drugs for children, the neuter-
ing of pets, low-volume flush toilets, and the purchase of electric rather
than gasoline-powered lawnmowers. Some states have converted cash
welfare benefits into vouchers as a way of preventing noncompliant
recipients from making non-essential or improper purchases,53 and the
practice may spread as welfare reform cuts off cash benefits to recipients
who have reached the maximum permissible time on public assistance.
Vouchers could be issued to proscribed welfare mothers to make sure that
their children do not go unfed, unsheltered, or undiapered.

In theory, Americans at large could purchase a wide variety of public
services through the use of vouchers. But in practice, reliance on vouchers
seems most extensive in policies and policy proposals aimed at Ameri-
cans whose circumstances are modest at best. Voucher programs in
housing, nutrition, job training, and child care are all intended for citi-
zens of low to moderate incomes. On the one hand targeting the poor is
perfectly understandable. Vouchers represent public subsidies, and subsi-
dies tend to be redistributive. On the other hand, many nonpoor Ameri-
cans receive government subsidies in the form of contracts, grants, tax
credits and deductions, or direct cash payments. Vouchers are rarely for
the rich.

Though portrayed as passports to consumer sovereignty and instru-
ments of choice, vouchers are actually mechanisms of control. In the first
place, they restrict the consumption decisions of their recipients. Hous-
ing vouchers are to be used only for housing. In fact, the sale of vouchers
for cash, as sometimes occurs in the case of food stamps, is a federal
crime. Vouchers are not fungible.

In the second place, vouchers influence their recipients’ political
conduct as well as their consumer behavior. No other mechanism of pri-
vatization so clearly converts citizens into customers, and as customers
they have little occasion to mobilize for collective action. Dissatisfied cus-
tomers rarely organize in protest. They simply take their business else-
where. Vouchers, in other words, tend to melt collective identities down
into private interests and dissolve collective behavior into private con-
sumer decisions. The substitution of housing vouchers for public housing
projects eliminates the occasion for tenants’ councils to make collective
demands of public housing authorities. Instead, communal demands
directed at public institutions are disaggregated into the private com-
plaints that individual tenants address to private landlords. This does not
mean that housing vouchers constitute bad policy or that public housing
projects are good for poor people. It means that voucher programs can
have profound consequences for our conceptions of citizenship and our
political experience. The massive protests and school boycotts that finally
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drove New York City to decentralize its public school system in 1968
might never have occurred in a world of vouchers. Parents who dis-
approved of the schools to which their children had been assigned could
have taken their children and their vouchers elsewhere.

Public education, in fact, has been the focal point for political con-
tention about vouchers, and the targeting of poor people has become
more pronounced as the controversy over school vouchers has unfolded.
School vouchers were originally intended for democratic citizens in gen-
eral. Universality was central to Thomas Paine’s vision of government
support for citizen education in The Rights of Man.54 Milton Friedman
had similar expectations when he offered the first explicit proposal for a
system of school vouchers in 1955. It was to be a replacement for public
education in general. But once launched on their long and troubled jour-
ney in American politics, school vouchers evolved into an educational
policy option designed almost exclusively for low-income urban families.
Experimental voucher programs in Cleveland and Milwaukee, and one
approved by Congress for the District of Columbia, have all targeted chil-
dren from poor families. A Florida voucher program designed to provide
educational alternatives to children at academically nonperforming
schools is effectively aimed at poor children. Privately financed voucher
initiatives have focused on the same clientele. Recent school voucher
proposals advanced by political conservatives for the nation as a whole
also envision a clientele composed of the poor, and in the tradition of
unlikely bedfellows, these proposals have attracted considerable support
among African American parents who seek alternatives to the inner city
public schools that they, along with many others, regard as academically
inferior.55

But the new conservative case for school vouchers is not just a device
to separate black voters from their traditional allies in the Democratic
party. It also tends to neutralize liberal critics of educational vouchers.
Middle-class white parents, the argument goes, can escape bad schools by
buying a house in a better school district, but poor residents of the inner
city, trapped in ghetto neighborhoods, have no options for their children
except the ineffective neighborhood schools. Those schools are likely to
perpetuate the educational disadvantages that have prevented the par-
ents from escaping urban ghettoes, and may condemn many of their
children to serve life sentences in the same places.

The egalitarian case for school vouchers has found favor with some
Americans who are not free market enthusiasts. But the political momen-
tum of the idea has been diminished by voter rejection of voucher refer-
enda in California and Michigan and by an unfavorable federal court
decision on Cleveland’s voucher experiment. The elder President Bush
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proposed federal support for school vouchers and his son supported
them as governor of Texas. But once exposed to the political currents in
Washington, the younger Bush quietly dropped the controversial idea
overboard in order to ensure a smooth passage for his education pro-
gram—one that emphasized national standards, nationwide testing, and
the use of federal aid to enforce school accountability. Vouchers have
sunk with scarcely a trace, at least for the moment.56

The use of vouchers in the Food Stamp Program and the federal
housing program has provoked disputes, but nothing like the seismic
upheavals occasioned by proposals for educational vouchers. Food and
shelter are private commodities obtained through private purchase, with
few consequences for parties other than the buyers and sellers. Education
has a more complex and ambiguous status. As education scholar Henry
Levin points out, schooling “addresses public interests by preparing the
young to assume adult roles in which they can undertake civic responsi-
bilities; embrace a common set of values; participate in a democratic
polity with a given set of rules; and embrace economic, political, and
social life that constitute the foundation for the nation.”57 Simply stated,
public schools are supposed to transmit public morality from one genera-
tion to the next. And they are not very good at it.

Political scientists John Chubb and Terry Moe explain why. The goals
of public education cannot be defined with any precision because they
must accommodate the diverse moral and cultural inclinations of a het-
erogeneous society. The problem is a common one in urban bureaucra-
cies charged with upholding public morality. Almost everyone claims to
know what public morality is, but there is hardly any agreement about its
substance. That, according to Chubb and Moe, is precisely the problem
that leaves the public schools adrift in “weak and watered down” medi-
ocrity.58 Instead of trying to meet the needs and wants of the children
and parents whom they most immediately know and serve, the schools
are forced, democratically, to answer to everyone in general. Vouchers
would help to narrow each school’s clientele and clarify its mission.
Instead of trying to please the public at large, each school would take its
cues from its own students and their parents. It could become a little
community of the like-minded, as parents with similar cultural and aca-
demic values were drawn toward the schools that most nearly matched
their preferences.

Substituting market control for democratic control over education
means that citizens with no children in the schools would have no voice
in school policy. Yet they would presumably continue to be taxed to pay
for education. Taxation without representation is sometimes tolerated in
the United States, old slogans notwithstanding, but such departures from
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principle require justification, especially when the unrepresented tax-
payers constitute the public at large. The implicit rationale is that
voucher schools can achieve educational excellence beyond the reach of
democratically controlled public schools. The resulting increase in the
competence of the voucher-school alumni as workers, citizens, and par-
ents should make the political autonomy of the voucher schools accept-
able to a majority of the people who have to live with their graduates.

But the educational effectiveness of voucher schools has been the
subject of a sometimes rancorous debate. One especially intense dispute
has revolved around the analysis of data from the experimental voucher
programs in Milwaukee and Cleveland. The methodological sniping
among social scientists—bewildering and tedious to most of the civilian
bystanders—seems finally to have arrived if not at a conclusion, then at
least an emergent consensus: Vouchers may conceivably have a positive
effect on the academic performance of children, but not a large one. In
one of the most rigorously designed analyses of data from the Milwaukee
voucher experiment, Cecilia Rouse concludes that children in the pro-
gram outdid a control group of children in the public schools by about
1.5 to 2.0 percentile points on math achievement scores but did no better
in reading. Classroom reforms introduced within the existing framework
of public education could easily produce improvements of the same or
greater magnitude.59

The findings are inconclusive, not just because the estimated effects
of vouchers seem slight but because the Milwaukee and Cleveland experi-
ments from which the data were drawn were not full-scale school
voucher systems, enrolling the poor children of an entire city. Increases
in scale are likely to create a need or a demand for more administrative
direction. Milton Friedman’s 1955 proposal for educational vouchers
envisioned little more oversight of voucher schools than the health
department exercises over restaurants. But the authors of more recent
variants on Friedman’s plan usually call for more public regulation of pri-
vate schools receiving vouchers. Racial discrimination in admission and
employment practices would be prohibited by most voucher proposals
currently in circulation. Even Friedman would presumably have allowed
for health and safety inspections of school buildings, and he conceded
the need for some curriculum controls as well. Other possible subjects for
public regulation are teacher qualifications, whether and under what
conditions voucher schools should be able to reject or expel students
whom they do not want, what kind of information schools should be
required to provide to parents, whether the schools must meet truth-in-
advertising tests, and what kind of information they must supply to pub-
lic authorities.60
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Since public funds are supposed to support vouchers, it is reasonable
to expect some public regulation. And if vouchers follow the usual
course of politics, the body of regulation can be expected to grow. The
same circumstances that make voucher proposals so controversial today
would generate pressures for regulation in any future system of market-
driven school choice. In time, policymakers might be pressured to aug-
ment the value of vouchers for schools that emphasize the acquisition of
certain vital skills or use favored teaching techniques like phonics. They
could be moved to restrict the use of vouchers in schools that practice
bilingual education, supply students with condoms, or refuse to hire gay
and lesbian teachers. In short, the effort to liberate education from the
supposedly stifling central control of bureaucracy may succeed only in
replacing a school bureaucracy with a voucher bureaucracy. If so, how-
ever, that bureaucracy will be a fortunate one whose clients are disin-
clined to mobilize in protest against incompetence or nonperformance.
They will simply move their children from schools that they dislike to
others that they dislike less. As customers in a personal democracy, these
clients will have settled for less collective access to public or systemic
decisions in return for the private right to make certain personal deci-
sions themselves.

But there is likely to be one powerful control over the bureaucratic
regulation of voucher schools. The business firms that run the schools
can be expected to have an intense interest in the conditions imposed
upon them by public authorities—and in the value of the vouchers.
Unless prevented by public regulation, more profitable voucher schools
may find it advantageous to buy out their less successful competitors and
achieve economies of scale in everything from cafeteria food to textbook
purchases. Or perhaps existing educational firms, like the Edison Com-
pany or the Sylvan Learning Corporation, will operate chains of voucher
schools, doing for education what McDonald’s has done for food.

This is not necessarily a bad thing. The educational franchisers who
win the battle of the marketplace will presumably do so on the strength
of educational performance, and just as the public schools offer different
educational options for different students, corporate educators could
advertise different packages of schooling for different tastes and financial
resources. But as a means of escape from bureaucracy, vouchers will have
failed. The scheme that was supposed to generate more choice among
educational alternatives seems just as likely to give us schooling under
the auspices of a voucher bureaucracy or corporate educational bureau-
cracies or both.

For some voucher advocates, this outcome would represent a serious
disappointment. John Chubb and Terry Moe have argued that some of
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the most serious academic deficiencies in public school systems are the
products of their organization under centralized democratic control.61

Voucher schools are not immune to central bureaucratic controls, but
they need not be conventionally democratic. Having converted citizens
into customers, the privatized school system would have eliminated one
of the most obvious conditions for collective mobilization—the inclina-
tion to exercise “voice” because “exit” is not an option. In a voucher sys-
tem, of course, schools might be sensitive to parents’ voiced complaints
precisely because exit and the transfer of vouchers to another school are
relatively easy if complaints go unheeded. But this means that schools
will operate according to personal, not popular, democracy. Schools will
be responsive to individual parents who complain. Those who do not
complain will have no one to represent them, and any attempt by par-
ents to mount a collective campaign for school improvement will be
handicapped by their easy access to the exit option. The same dissatisfac-
tions that provoke collective action will also cause potential dissidents to
desert their fellow protesters for other schools.

Some research, however, seems to point in a different direction.
Although claims for the academic impact of vouchers are controversial,
there is general agreement that parents who select their children’s
schools under a voucher plan or other system of school choice tend to be
more satisfied with those schools than comparable public school parents
and more trustful of their children’s teachers. Parents who select schools
are also more likely to participate in the education of their children. Par-
ents of children in the Milwaukee voucher experiment, for example, were
more likely than nonparticipants to help their children with reading and
math assignments and somewhat more likely to attend parent-teacher
conferences.62

According to one account, “market-like reforms” promise to make par-
ents more than mere customers, because “by expanding the options that
people have over public services, citizen/consumers can also become bet-
ter citizens, and by so doing, increase the nation’s stock of social
capital.”63 But this type of citizenship has a distinctive emphasis. The
participatory parents of voucher schools are activists in the education of
their children. Like the community service volunteers who produce pub-
lic goods instead of demanding them, participatory parents are engaged
primarily in supply-side citizenship, and their participation is more per-
sonal than collective. But participation is hardly evil or hurtful. On the
contrary, parental involvement contributes powerfully to the effective-
ness of education. In the context of school choice, parents’ selection of
schools that reflect their own cultural, moral, and pedagogical prefer-
ences would no doubt contribute to the effective socialization of chil-
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dren. Distinct interpretations of public morality, not “weak and watered
down” versions, could be embodied in voucher schools espousing coher-
ent educational philosophies reinforced by parents whose values echoed
those of the schools. Their children’s ethical and cultural sensibilities
would reflect the enhanced energy and clarity with which the voucher
school and its subcommunity had transmitted their shared moral values.
But where would those values be debated?

The Nonprofit Sector: Customers and Volunteers

Voucher programs belong to a family of public policies that attempt to
mobilize private interests to advance the public interest. These policies
represent an alternative to so-called command-and-control policies, in
which government agencies identify a public objective and then map out
a trail of regulations designed to enforce the behavior that leads to the
goal. One problem with the command-and-control model, however, is
that it frequently operates in the dark concerning the most efficient
means for reaching its ends. Its methods are never tested by market com-
petition, and administrators may be oblivious to the unintended costs
imposed on the economy by their bureaucratic pursuit of the public
interest. Regulations can distort resource allocations, raise prices, and
destroy jobs.

The remedy is to leave the means up to the market. That was the
approach urged in Harvard’s 1976 Godkin Lectures by Charles L.
Schultze, soon to be President Carter’s chairman of the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers. Instead of trying to specify methods of pollution con-
trol, he argued, the Environmental Protection Agency should levy
effluent charges on polluting industries and then rely on the profit-
maximizing imperatives of the marketplace to energize the search for the
most cost-effective methods of reaching acceptable pollution levels.64

While command-and-control policies frequently operate in the dark
where means are concerned, market-based policies that activate private
interests sometimes fly blind with respect to ends. An educational
voucher system, for example, need never specify what constitutes a good
education. Such specificity, in fact, would violate the system’s market-
based rationale, which is to allow consumers the freedom to choose the
kinds of education that they want. The ends of “choice” policies may
never be publicly articulated, much less debated.

But there is a crucial difference between the ignorance of bureau-
cratic command and the blindness in policies of choice. As Schultze per-
suasively argues, a government that operates through bureaucratic
regulations frequently does not know what it is doing. But in market-
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based programs, it is the people who may not know what the govern-
ment is doing. If no public authorities define the kind of education that
they are trying to achieve, how can anyone be held responsible for the
education that results? Policies of private choice promote responsiveness,
but not responsibility. The primary responsibility lies with the customers,
who are expected to make intelligent choices consistent with their prefer-
ences. If they make mistakes, of course, they can often change their
choices. However, the damage done by a bad choice may not be so easily
reversed as the choice itself, and the collective results of good, self-
interested choices may prove distasteful to the public at large. Perhaps
this is what H. L. Mencken had in mind when he noted that democracy
gives the people what they want—good and hard.

Implementing public policies through nonprofit organizations is one
postwar innovation that stands midway between policies of command
and policies of choice. Nonprofits embody a self-conscious awareness of
ends along with a flexible experimentalism in the choice of means—
more accountability than the market, more responsiveness than public
bureaucracy. Nonprofits are private groups dedicated to public interests.
Born in altruism, their ability to attract financial support depends upon
their explicit espousal of worthy objectives, but they combine this com-
mitment to their missions with “an organizational vitality free from the
coercion of government laws.”65

Nonprofit organizations, at first associated with religious denomina-
tions, have worked in cooperation with government since the first half of
the nineteenth century, notwithstanding recent debates about the nov-
elty of “faith-based” social policy. But until 1960, relationships between
nonprofits and the state were limited and relatively distant. Reliance on
nonprofits increased sharply, however, during and after the Great Society
years of the Johnson administration. Like the New Deal, this era marked
a growth spurt in the welfare state; but unlike the expansion of the
1930s, this one was accomplished largely outside the formal boundaries
of the federal government, and nonprofits were among its principal vehi-
cles. The local implementation of the Johnson administration’s
antipoverty program, for example, was carried out by a thousand com-
munity action agencies. Approximately 90 percent of them were non-
profit corporations rather than government agencies.

The growth in government reliance on nonprofits has been concen-
trated among providers of social services such as mental health treat-
ment, family planning, legal services, treatment for alcoholism and drug
abuse, health care, child protective services, job training, and shelters for
battered women. Congress contributed significantly to this trend in 1967,
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when it approved amendments to the Social Security Act designed to pro-
vide funds to the states for social services. Aside from explicitly encourag-
ing the states to purchase services from private, nonprofit agencies,
Congress devised a matching formula that made such purchases irre-
sistibly attractive. It said that the federal government would match pri-
vate as well as state social service expenditures at a three-to-one ratio.
States could help themselves to federal dollars, not just by spending their
own money on social services but by going into partnership with private
nonprofit agencies whose expenditures could also be counted toward the
federal match. By 1971, one-fourth of all state funds for social services
were being used to purchase services from nonprofits. By 1972, Congress
took notice of the bonanza that it was financing and capped federal
social service grants at $2.5 billion a year. But the states’ contracts with
private agencies continued to grow.66

Reagan administration cuts in grants to states and localities repre-
sented a serious setback for nonprofit service providers. By 1997 the fed-
eral government’s social service funding for nonprofits was 21 percent
higher than in 1980, but during the dry years that intervened, the private
organizations had suffered a cumulative loss of more than $35 billion in
federal support.67

The welfare reform legislation of 1996, however, may prove as big a
boon to nonprofit social service agencies as the Social Security Amend-
ments of 1967, but the legislation brings new pressures as well. In effect,
the new regime in welfare substitutes social services for cash benefits. Its
supreme objective is to move welfare recipients into the workforce. But
their transformation into wage earners cannot be accomplished without
remedial education, job training and job placement, transportation, and
day care for their children. Many of these services are provided by non-
profits; but not all social service agencies will flourish equally as a result
of welfare reform, and they will often find themselves in competition
with profit-seeking firms that have recently moved into the mushroom-
ing social service business. A preliminary study of the legislation’s impact
in the Cleveland area suggests that small, community- or faith-based
organizations, like neighborhood centers and settlement houses, may not
be prepared to respond to government and private-sector funders’
demands that they become more businesslike and that they demonstrate
through outcome measures that they can produce the results for which
they are being paid.68

Government’s insistence on accountability is legitimate and under-
standable. When public agencies contract with any service provider,
they surrender direct control over public services, and monitoring the
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activities of their contractors is often difficult.69 One problem is what
economists call “information asymmetry.” Contractors have far more
information than the government about what they are doing and can
often camouflage practices that government bureaucrats might ques-
tion. The bureaucrats, for their part, sometimes complain that in their
zeal to privatize, Congress and the state legislatures often fail to appro-
priate the funds necessary to hire government workers to monitor the
contractors. After all, legislators see the purpose of privatization as
reducing, not increasing, the size of government bureaucracies.70

Nonprofits present special problems of accountability. They often
enjoy greater legitimacy with the public than either government authori-
ties or profit-making businesses. Often too, their boards of directors
include prominent people who will come to an organization’s defense if
it is subjected to criticism. Government monitoring of nonprofits is also
complicated by the fact that many have a variety of funding sources
including government grants, private donations, and for-profit sub-
sidiaries. This variety allows them resist pressure from any single funding
agency, though as political scientists Steven Smith and Michael Lipsky
point out, the “blockiness” of government contracts means that their
loss can leave a more hurtful gap in the resources of a nonprofit than a 10
percent drop in donations or a shortage of volunteers.71

Government oversight must also contend with fundamental changes
in the behavior of nonprofits, changes that began during the lean years
of the Reagan administration and may be reinforced by the very insis-
tence on accountability and oversight now emphasized in bureaucratic
monitoring of nonprofit contractors. Nonprofits have “commercialized”
in order to develop streams of income independent of government
contracts, foundation grants, or donor contributions. Organizations as
diverse as the Girl Scouts, the Jewish Community Centers Association,
and the American Cancer Society now charge fees for some of their
services or make “cause-related marketing arrangements with business
corporations.” Nonprofit social service organizations “trade on their rep-
utational and membership assets to expand sales of products and services
that become identified with their names.” Since they now recognize their
reputations as marketable assets, they must also take care not to engage
in business ventures that would reduce the sales value of their names or
undermine the credibility of their commitments to their primary mis-
sions. But care has not saved them from criticism. AARP ran into trouble,
for example, when it decided to license managed care providers. Licens-
ing was a service of potential interest to AARP members but one that
allied the organization with firms that rationed medical care as well as
dispensing it.72
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The exploitation of multiple revenue sources by nonprofits reduces
the government’s leverage with the organizations and threatens to
weaken its policing of social service contractors. There is ample reason
for oversight. The corruption of a national United Way executive called
attention to the presence of venality in nonprofit agencies, and a large
number of other cases suggest that corruption is not rare. Occasionally it
consists simply of high salaries and bonuses for nonprofit executives; in
other cases, outright fraud, usually at the expense of programs and
clients.73

If the government’s use of nonprofit agencies creates problems for
public administration, however, it generates far more serious dilemmas
for the nonprofits themselves. A number of studies have suggested that
government funding of social service agencies can “crowd out” private
contributors, frustrating the organizations’ efforts to avoid heavy
dependence on government contracts,74 and possibly explaining organi-
zations’ recent adventures in capitalist commercialism. Government
demands for more businesslike management and accountability in non-
profit agencies mean that “more and more organizational resources [are]
being directed to administration and management and less to service
delivery.”75 But the most politically significant consequence of the new
contractual relationship between government and nonprofits is the redi-
rection of organizational energy from the mobilization of public con-
stituencies to the “treatment” of clients one by one. In the process,
attention shifts to personal rather than political problems.76

The tendency for redirection became evident early in the era of non-
profit social services financed by government. In a national study of
community action agencies receiving grants from the Johnson adminis-
tration’s Office of Economic Opportunity, James Vanecko found that the
local organizations seemed to follow one of two paths. One group of
community action agencies was devoted to the goal of “organizing the
poor to increase their political power.” The other concentrated on deliv-
ering social services to the poor so that they might overcome their
poverty through individual rather than collective action. The difference
in goal orientation proved to be associated with a difference in impact.
The commitment to political mobilization was accompanied by an exten-
sive array of changes in local institutions that served the poor—from
public schools to social service agencies. They were, for example, more
likely to hire minority personnel, more likely to offer services beneficial
to poor people. But Vanecko found almost no evidence of institutional
change in towns where the Poverty Program’s community action agen-
cies saw their role as that of service-provider.77 When the local organiza-
tions emphasized service-delivery, they evidently soaked up the demand
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for social services and absorbed the pressure for change that the turbu-
lence of the 1960s had stirred up among low-income city residents, many
of whom belonged to minority groups.

A study of local Poverty Program and Model Cities agencies in Balti-
more showed why the organizations sponsored by government might
have difficulty in maintaining citizen involvement. The government-
sponsored citizen groups were compared with neighborhood-based
groups that had been formed independently by local residents, many of
them in the same neighborhoods where the Model Cities and Commu-
nity Action programs operated. The sharpest difference between mem-
bers of the government-sponsored groups and independent community
groups occurred in their responses to the question whether they and
their fellow participants had problems “figuring out what the organiza-
tion was supposed to be doing.”78

Members of the government-sponsored groups were far more likely
to acknowledge this problem than people belonging to the independent
groups, and difficulty in defining group objectives was associated with
perceptions of serious internal conflict, mutual suspicion among mem-
bers, and a lack of confidence in the efficacy of the organization itself.79

The paradox of “maximum feasible participation” is that citizens pre-
sumably participate because they have something to say about the objec-
tives and design of public programs. On the one hand, fully developed
and clearly defined programs leave little to be shaped by the interests,
imaginations, or convictions of the citizens. On the other hand, leaving
significant decisions up to citizens means fielding programs with diffuse
objectives and undefined strategies that may leave citizens uncertain
about the purposes of their government-sponsored community organiza-
tions, and cause them to become disaffected.

Independently initiated citizen groups presumably avoid this prob-
lem because they form not because of some general legislative mandate
but because their members have identified some immediate need or
problem that requires their attention. There is seldom any question why
the organization exists or what its objectives are. But even independent,
nonprofit organizations undergo substantial changes when they provide
social services under government contracts. Service delivery tends to dis-
place collective mobilization.

The political activities of nonprofit organizations are restricted even
before they become government contractors. In order to qualify as a tax-
exempt group under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code,
organizations may not engage in partisan politics, and may not spend
more than one-quarter of their privately raised funds on political activity
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of any kind. Some groups maintain both their nonprofit status and their
political freedom by establishing subsidiaries to carry out their political
missions.80 But even within the limitations of the Code’s 501(c)(3) provi-
sions governing nonprofit status, there remains room for political
maneuver. Nonprofits have legally “provided the institutional base where
citizens could come together and discuss their problems, thereby engag-
ing in an active form of citizenship. Nonprofits have advocated for their
client communities, giving voice to their needs in policy dialogues.” But
even these limited forms of grassroots mobilization may disappear once a
group becomes a service-provider under government contract. Contract-
ing contributes to the “depoliticization of nonprofits” as they are pushed
“to adopt more market-oriented practices, and to meet individual client
demand rather than community need.”81

Social service nonprofits dependent on government contracts must
become more circumspect about mobilizing their constituencies for
political action than they would be without contracts. “If they engage
in advocacy,” as Smith and Lipsky observe, “they do so with the knowl-
edge that their fate as organizations, not just clients’ interests, will
be affected by such initiatives.” The nature of their political activism
is likely to change as well. “The material interests of nonprofits under
contracting tend to reduce the ideological character of political advo-
cacy and shift it to technical issues relating to rates, funding levels, and
regulations.”82

It is not only the dependence on government that narrows the politi-
cal world of social service contractors. Service delivery itself often limits
the political consciousness of clients and providers alike. Social services
tend to individualize social problems by treating their victims one at a
time. The social services function, according to social critic Jeffrey
Galper, draws the participants’ attentions “away from the nature of the
society at large or from necessary changes in the client’s environment
that go beyond what any one person can provide for another.”83 Con-
tracting with nonprofits for social services is a device that not only
expands the welfare state without expanding the state itself but also con-
tributes to the demobilization of political activists.84

The rise of the new contractual welfare state has changed our under-
standing of activism itself. It has reshaped citizenship to fit the emerging
regime of personal democracy. Social scientist David Wagner pinpoints
the paradoxical connection between the political demobilization of our
era and the simultaneous mobilization of community service volunteers:

Today’s younger generation of activists, human service workers, and vol-
unteers has seen no major radical movements in two decades and conse-
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quently has come to mistake the missionary zeal of service work with
politics. For neophytes, the constant assertion that nonprofit social serv-
ice agencies are somehow “political” reinforces the mistaking of bureau-
cratic organizations for social movements. The new generations do yearn
for some meaningful activity. But the absence of large-scale social and
political movement as well as the influence of elder siblings and the
media has made the idea of volunteering with the homeless, with Habi-
tat for Humanity, with people who have AIDS, or with battered women
about the most ‘radical’ thing a person can do.85

The nonprofit social service contractors supply one of the links between
the new, individualized “service” citizenship of personal democracy and
its demobilization of collective movements in American politics. By
expanding the scope of government into the so-called independent sec-
tor, the state has absorbed or neutralized its potential challengers. The
service contract, says Stanley Aronowitz, is one of “the key mechanisms
for transforming social movements from independent adversaries of the
state to collaborators.”86 In the process, citizens are transformed into vol-
unteers or customers.

Devolution

Instead of colonizing the independent sector that stands between the
public and the private, perhaps government should leave the nonprofits
to their independence and concentrate instead on making itself more
accessible, and more responsive, to the public that it serves. In theory, at
least, that has been one of the explicit justifications for a longstanding
campaign to shift the business of government downward in the federal
system—out of Washington and into the states and localities that are
supposed to stand “closer to the people” than the insular empire on the
Potomac.

Some of the most fervent exponents of federalism and decentraliza-
tion, however, have preached the cause in Washington itself. In 1957,
President Eisenhower, addressing the annual meeting of the National
Governors Association, proposed a federal-state inquiry to identify the
programs and revenues that the federal government could transfer to the
states. The Joint Federal-State Action Committee, created to carry out this
study, submitted its report in 1960, but it produced no reversal of the
centralizing tendencies that had been building the concentration of
authority in Washington through the New Deal and World War II.

The concentration, however, was not all that it seemed. To be sure,
the national government was growing. The number of civilian employees
of the federal government increased by approximately 400,000 during
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the 1960s. But state and local governments added ten times that number
during the same decade, increasing their personnel by about 40 per-
cent—hardly a sign of power concentration on the Potomac. But there
was a further complexity in the era’s federalism. Much of the growth in
state and local governments was being financed and directed through
federal programs of grants-in-aid, and while they added to the public
workforce outside of Washington, they also added to the mass of regula-
tions, deadlines, and reporting requirements that states and localities had
to observe in order to sustain the flow of federal dollars.

Under the regime of “creative federalism” proclaimed by the Johnson
administration, the federal government did not turn power back to the
states. It “shared” power with them, and with a host of nonprofit organi-
zations that were also parties to the proliferating programs of the Great
Society. By 1969, when the Nixon administration won custody of the
sprawling system of intergovernmental relations, it was a crazy quilt of
more than five hundred programs, some of them operating at cross pur-
poses, all of them carrying a heavy cargo of regulations and guidelines
along with the money that they shipped from Washington to states and
localities.

The explicit objective of the Nixon administration was not to abolish
but to rationalize, streamline, and tame the intergovernmental behe-
moth. Block grants and revenue sharing were to be the principal vehicles
for management reform in intergovernmental policy. Block grants, or
“special revenue sharing,” would have consolidated a number of federal
grant programs serving the same general purpose—education, job train-
ing, or rural development, for example—and allowed the states much
greater discretion in spending these funds than they had enjoyed under
the existing “categorical” grants, which were tied to particular programs
and bound up with regulations and reporting requirements.

General revenue sharing represented an even more drastic simplifica-
tion in the system of intergovernmental aid. It sent quarterly checks to
every single one of the thirty-nine thousand or so state, local, and Indian
tribal governments in the country. The amount of the check was deter-
mined by a formula that accounted for population, poverty, and local tax
effort; and the recipient governments could use the money for virtually
any purpose they liked. General revenue sharing was conceived not only
as a way to minimize federal regulation of states and localities but also as
a remedy for disparities between national and subnational revenue-
raising capacities. States and localities depended heavily on property
taxes and sales taxes. But property taxes did not respond readily to infla-
tion or economic growth, and the sales tax was regressive. The federal
income tax, in contrast, because of its progressivity, captured a growing
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percentage of Americans’ incomes during periods of inflation or eco-
nomic expansion.

Simplification, deregulation, and revenue equalization were not the
only purposes served by the Nixon “New Federalism” initiative. As politi-
cal scientist Richard Nathan has pointed out, when the federal govern-
ment exported its money and authority to the hinterland, it also
undercut the influence of Washington-based interest groups and bureau-
crats, many of whom were hostile to Nixon’s agenda. By decentralizing
authority over public policy, Nixon circumvented the most stubborn
obstacles that he faced in Washington, and enhanced the authority of
the White House in relation to the iron triangles that made public policy
the captive of bureaucratic agencies, congressional subcommittees, and
organized interests. In fact, the Congress initially rejected Nixon’s New
Federalism proposals precisely because its members feared that the new
arrangements would displace the categorical grant programs that they
favored and controlled.

Perhaps the political plot behind the New Federalism was too com-
plex to succeed, but it did not fail entirely. In the end, Congress rejected
most, but not all, of the President’s block grant proposals and approved
general revenue sharing. Though carefully plotted as a political maneu-
ver, the most striking feature of the New Federalism as public policy was
the extent to which it was plotless, and the Johnson administration’s
Creative Federalism pointed in the same, uncertain direction. The distri-
bution of national political authority to states, localities, and nonprofit
agencies reduced the federal government’s responsibility to determine
where it was headed. In the case of general revenue sharing, this sense of
direction disappeared almost entirely. The legislation “lacked even the
perfunctory statement of purpose that customarily served as a preamble
for almost all bills introduced in Congress.”87 Policy evaluators were sub-
sequently frustrated in their attempts to assess the success or failure of
the program because they could not figure out what purposes revenue
sharing was supposed to serve in the first place.88

Like vouchers and “maximum feasible participation,” revenue shar-
ing and block grants left the ends of national policy largely undefined.
Washington decision-makers could easily agree about these policies, pre-
cisely because their purposes were so diffuse. But mobilizing a popular
constituency around a political vacuum is difficult, and although ambi-
guity about ends might ease the approval of a program, the same lack of
definition meant that rallying defenders would be difficult when the pol-
icy was under attack. The flagships of Nixon’s New Federalism were sus-
ceptible to several threats. Their supposed virtue was flexibility, but
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flexibility meant ambiguity, and ambiguity invited efforts at clarification.
States litigated in order to define their authority and responsibilities. Fed-
eral policymakers responded to the same ambiguity, and “pressures re-
emerge[d] for recentralization, recategorization, and retrenchment.89

Revenue sharing would be one of the first triumphs of Nixon’s New
Federalism to suffer the consequences of its political vacuity. When the
program came up for renewal in 1977, it lost one-third of its appropria-
tion. The $2 billion in revenue-sharing funds earmarked for the states
were eliminated. The surviving remnant of the program went down dur-
ing the Reagan administration, along with an armada of other inter-
governmental assistance programs. Many shared the same kind of vulner-
ability. Since they articulated no clear national purposes, they were diffi-
cult to justify and lacked strongly motivated defenders. It was no
coincidence that the deepest budget cuts of the Reagan administration
fell upon federal grant programs for states and localities.90

Reagan’s New Federalism used one of the mechanisms of Nixon’s
New Federalism to achieve its more conservative ends. Nine new block
grant programs were created in 1981 to consolidate seventy-seven cate-
gorical grant programs and reduce their funding by approximately 25
percent. Reagan’s objective, as political scientist Timothy Conlan shows,
was not to enhance the resources of subnational governments at the
expense of Washington but to shrink the stature of government at all lev-
els. Nixon’s purpose had been to break the connection between federal
grant programs and their organized constituencies. To the degree that he
succeeded, he left the programs without friends in the presence of their
enemies. Reagan’s budget cuts demonstrated their vulnerability, and
through his own block grant proposals, he created new candidates for
programmatic oblivion. But he was unable to extend his New Federalism
initiative beyond his first year in office, perhaps because the advocates of
federal grant programs had sensed his larger strategy. As one witness testi-
fied before a congressional committee in 1981, “the problem with block
grants . . . is that by removing the targeting [to specific clienteles], you
remove the constituency for funding. Pretty soon you can pretend there
was no need for funding at all.”91

From the 1960s through the 1980s, the Creative and New Federalisms
eroded the purposes of national policy. Decentralization made no sense,
after all, unless state and local authorities could exercise their discretion
to modify federal policy or design their own local versions of national
programs. Allowing for this discretion, however, required that national
policymakers suspend the definition of means and ends and permit both
to be tailored to fit local preferences and conditions in state capitals,
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cities, towns, and counties. Programs that lacked clear definition, how-
ever, were difficult to defend in national politics, where they had to com-
pete for money and attention with clear and pressing priorities like
national defense and economic growth. In a sense, these up-in-the-air
programs were instruments of political demobilization. They detached
national policy from any particular objective or any particular con-
stituency. The resulting political void helped to open the way for privati-
zation, vouchers, and policies of “choice.” Where public purposes
evaporated, private interests were the only ones that counted.

Private interests seemed to matter more than ever after the congres-
sional elections of 1994, which won recognition as a watershed in public
policy because they shifted control of Congress to a new Republican
majority whose champion, Newt Gingrich, came to Washington with an
explicitly conservative legislative program that challenged the leadership
of the White House. The Republican Contract with America was an alter-
native State of the Union message that charted a path independent of
the one outlined by President Clinton. But its scheme for “devolution”
simply continued the decentralizing tendencies begun in the era of Cre-
ative Federalism. Though Gingrich excoriated the supposed liberal
excesses of the Great Society, he was in fact living on their legacy.

Great Society government often operated outside the bureaucratic
agencies that had been the workhorses of the New Deal policy. Long
before Gingrich raged against the “Great Society structure of bureau-
cracy,” the heralds of the Great Society itself expressed a Kennedyesque
disdain for the stolid routines and stunted imaginations of Washington
bureaucrats. The War on Poverty was initially waged by bureaucratic
guerilla fighters whose aim was to prevent their program from falling
into the hands of mere civil servants. By design, most of the action took
place far from the capital, in cities and towns where local people, not
national administrators, were supposed to figure out how to fight poverty
and what “maximum feasible participation” had to do with the fight.
With the possible exception of Medicare, the same decentralization of
effort characterized the Great Society in general. The Great Society was
not a creature of Washington, and its policies frequently abandoned the
direct approach of bureaucratic command and control. The evident pur-
pose was to create a Great Society without a big government.92

The Great Society’s visionaries were no doubt aware that their poli-
cies would have to pass muster with people who shared Gingrich’s ani-
mus toward national government. They were also aware that they were
dealing with one of the most explosive issues in American politics—race.
It was the unspoken theme of the War on Poverty. Instead of launching a
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general ground offensive against poverty, it concentrated its resources
where African Americans were concentrated. The localization of the
antipoverty initiative may have helped to keep racial confrontation at a
distance from Washington, but it could hardly banish the race issue from
national politics; and critics would subsequently argue that localities
were not the arenas in which to fight poverty in any case.

The devolutionary provisions of the 1994 Contract with America
would meet a similar objection. The central contention of the critics of
the contract was that programs benefiting the poor at the expense of the
nonpoor could not succeed or survive if entrusted to states or localities.
States had to compete with one another for taxpayers and investment
capital. From the perspective of these revenue producers, antipoverty
programs represented costs without any corresponding benefits. States
therefore had an incentive to reduce their “redistributive” expenditures
so as to make themselves more attractive to the people who paid taxes
and to the capitalists who created jobs. Antipoverty programs run by the
states were doomed losers in a “race to the bottom”—a race in which
competing governments sought to outdo one another in cutting their
social welfare expenditures.93

In the 1990s, however, programs for the poor became prime candi-
dates for devolution to the states. An attempt to convert Medicaid into a
block grant failed,94 but in 1996 the Aid for Families with Dependent
Children Program fell to devolution. Renamed Temporary Assistance for
Needy Families, it lost its status as an entitlement program, and the states
gained broad authority to divert the funds from cash benefits for poor
people to a variety of other uses.

In this case, however, devolution did not set off the predicted race for
the bottom, perhaps because it occurred at a time of national economic
prosperity, when grants to the states were based on the large welfare
expenditures of less prosperous years preceding the boom. The states had
welfare money to spare. The welfare reform legislation also contained a
maintenance-of-effort provision that prohibited the states from reducing
their welfare expenditures below 80 percent of their pre-reform spending
levels.

But devolution made a difference. In a study comparing welfare poli-
cymaking at the national level with welfare policymaking in the states,
Pamela Winston found that a narrower range of groups mobilized when
authority over welfare moved to the states.95 The political pattern of state
policymaking matched the one outlined by political scientist Grant
McConnell, who argued that the likelihood of elite control increased
along with the decentralization of political authority. Being “closer to
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the people” did not necessarily mean more fully democratic participa-
tion. Margaret Brassil encountered a similar result in a study of the de
facto devolution of affordable housing policy under the Reagan adminis-
tration, when federal funds for the construction of low-income housing
were drastically cut. The states did not abandon the poor to the housing
market. Instead of racing for the bottom, they began their own programs
for the construction of affordable housing. But they did not do so in
response to political mobilization among the poor or their advocates.
Federal housing programs had encouraged the establishment of state
housing bureaucracies. They survived the Reagan housing cuts and pro-
vided a political base for the continuation of affordable housing policies
after direct federal funding dried up. Additional support for the construc-
tion of low-income housing came from business groups. Low-income
housing was promoted as an economic development measure rather than
a redistributive policy—a means to accommodate the low-wage workers
employed in local business firms.96

Like other efforts to make national policy more flexible and respon-
sive, devolution also contributes to public demobilization. It does so in
two ways. First, along with the New Federalism initiatives of Nixon and
Reagan, devolution tends to dissolve the national purposes of national
policies. In order to leave discretion to the states or localities, block
grants and other devices of devolution must refrain from fully specifying
a policy’s means or ends. The result is a diffuse policy with a diffuse and
probably passive or inactive constituency. Second, by decentralizing deci-
sion-making authority from the national government to smaller units,
devolution tends to reduce political participation in those decisions.
Some portion of this reduction may simply be a failure to achieve critical
mass. In the nation as a whole, for example, piano tuners may be numer-
ous enough to form a national association with an interest in arts policy
or small business loans. But in Idaho or Oklahoma, piano tuners may be
too scarce to field a softball team, much less play politics. In addition,
Madisonian logic suggests that small constituencies are more likely than
large ones to fall under the domination of a single interest. Its hegemony
may discourage opposing interests from mobilizing, or it may use its
political privilege to structure local institutions so that other interests
find it difficult to organize. Organization, as E. E. Schattschneider ob-
served, is the mobilization of bias; some interests can be organized into
politics while others are organized out.97

There is a common denominator that links devolution with privati-
zation, vouchers, and policies of “choice.” They are all instruments for
circumventing the federal bureaucracy and its hierarchical mechanisms
of policy implementation. The difference among them is that devolution
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is frequently an intermediate stage on the way to a more thoroughgoing
disaggregation of public purposes and public constituencies. Devolution
tends to divorce public policies from the organized groups that support
them and leaves policies vulnerable to elimination, downsizing, “out-
sourcing,” and privatization. Devolution and block grants are stepping
stones on the path from citizenship to customerhood and clienthood.
Devolution leads not to a new public philosophy but to the absence of
such a policy.
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Chapter 10

Does Anyone Need Citizens?

AMERICANS ARE entering a political world in which citizens have
ceased to compose a public. Americans continue to participate in politics
(at reduced levels and with diminished influence), but they do so increas-
ingly on their own. America is becoming a nation of emphatically private
citizens—customers and clients who find it difficult to express coherent,
common interests through collective political action. In fact, Americans
have sacrificed something of citizenship itself. Proper citizens have a col-
lective identity. That is precisely what has been lost in the era of personal
democracy.

So far, citizens have done little to reassert their collective status,
though the profound alienation from politics that surfaces in public
opinion polls and political commentary suggests that they are hardly sat-
isfied with their current standing. Unless apathy and withdrawal are
regarded as forms of political participation, however, citizens have made
no concerted effort to change their standing. Personal democracy creates
a Catch-22 for the collective mobilization of citizens. If citizens are to be
roused from apathy to action, someone in a position to arouse them
must have an interest in doing so, but one of the essential features of
today’s personal democracy is that hardly anyone in power fits that
description.

Historians can point to some instances of spontaneous popular
mobilization—urban mobs or peasant uprisings—that erupted without
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elite sponsorship.1 The protests of ordinary people, often driven by depri-
vation and injustice, have overthrown dynasties.2 Ordinary people swept
away the old order in eighteenth-century France and prepared the way
for the collapse of the Romanovs and the rise of Bolshevism in Russia.3

More recently, they assembled for nightly vigils in the city squares of East
Germany until the rulers lost confidence in their own capacity to govern.

But spontaneous popular action, though sometimes decisive, is usu-
ally ephemeral. It takes place in what political scientist Aristide Zolberg
calls a “moment of madness,” a short burst of intense, sometimes violent
political agitation that soon subsides.4 Ordinary citizens, after all, have to
reconcile their political roles with their responsibilities as parents and
breadwinners. If they are to play a continuing role in collective politics,
their participation must be structured or subsidized by others who can
reduce the costs of political activism or intensify the motives that stimu-
late it. Students and practitioners of mass politics have long recognized
that spontaneous citizen movements seldom amount to much and last
only briefly. Lenin, for example, argued that the working class on its own
was capable of only very fitful and limited forms of political action. They
needed a vanguard drawn from the bourgeois intelligentsia to develop
their political consciousness and revolutionary ardor.5 Like proletarians,
organized interest groups also require elite stimulation. The origins of
modern interest groups have been traced to the activities of “organiza-
tional entrepreneurs” who had resources to invest in gathering together a
membership.6

Historically, the “assistance” needed to sustain popular political
involvement has come from two sources. First, there was government,
which sought to promote the political engagement of citizens in order to
solidify the state. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, West-
ern governments learned that popular participation helped give the state
access to a stabilizing base of taxpayers, soldiers, and citizen administra-
tors. The expansion of suffrage, political representation, and civil rights
from the time of the American Revolution to the early decades of the
twentieth century signified that popular support was the principal source
of political power and state legitimacy.7

Competition for that citizen-based power produced the second stim-
ulus to grassroots political participation. Political elites tried to mobilize
popular support for their struggles against their political antagonists.
When Western democracies expanded the electorate, they created a new
realm of political possibilities in which the active support of ordinary cit-
izens could be put to political use by leaders competing for power or
struggling to achieve their policy objectives. In the United States, from
the time of the Jeffersonians and Federalists, competing elites appealed
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for popular support through political party organizations and their pro-
grams. Parties won control of government offices by bringing voters to
the polls. Control of government gave the parties access to the patronage
that brought activists into party organizations and enhanced the capac-
ity to mobilize the electorate, which in turn enabled the party to win
more offices. As long as elites needed the support of common citizens,
they encouraged collective activism and fashioned their policies to
attract wide support.

But the old patterns of leadership competition and state building
have faded, and the elite encouragement of mass participation has weak-
ened along with those patterns. To begin with, governments are no
longer so dependent as they once were upon mobilized citizens. State
construction eventually gives way to state conservation. Public adminis-
tration, revenue collection, and the waging of war do not rely so heavily
as they once did on popular activism and enthusiasm. Government
today cultivates satisfied customers rather than mobilized citizens. This
change is reflected in new forms of civic education that stress individual
participation in noncontroversial public service activities rather than
public demands, debate, and collective engagement. In government
bureaucracies, public service has been transformed into customer rela-
tions. The military today recruits volunteers by promising to make each
soldier an “army of one.” Instead of national health insurance, Congress
produces a “patient’s bill of rights.” In one public setting after another,
government disaggregates the public into a mass of individual clients,
consumers, and contributors.

Not only has government found new and nonparticipatory ways of
doing business, but the competing political elites that once activated and
organized popular constituencies to influence or run the government
have found other ways to achieve their ends. They rely on litigation, priv-
ileged access to bureaucratic regulatory processes, official recognition as
“stakeholders,” access to “insider” interest-group politics, and member-
ship in the “political-donor class.” Contemporary elites have found that
they need not engage in the arduous task of building popular constituen-
cies. Public interest groups and environmental groups have large mailing
lists but few active members; civil rights groups field more attorneys than
protestors; and national political parties activate a familiar few rather
than risk mobilizing anonymous millions.

Political Currents in Personal Democracy

The new politics of partial and selective mobilization has imposed limits
not just on political participation but also on the substance of politics
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itself. The Democratic party, historically the party of blacks and blue-
collar workers, has reinvented itself as the champion of suburban “soccer
moms.” President Clinton’s tactic of “triangulation,” or capturing the
middle, indicated that the Democratic party had turned its face from eco-
nomically vulnerable factory workers and the poor and uneducated. Over
the protests of organized labor, the Clinton administration promoted
trade deregulation that threatened the jobs of American workers. The
administration embraced a welfare reform proposal that succeeded in
moving thousands of poor Americans off the public assistance rolls, but
not out of poverty.

The latest thing in mainstream American liberalism is “postmaterial-
ism,” the civilian counterpart of the powerful public ideas that guide
government policymakers. Postmaterialism levitates above the sordid
scuffle of the special interests and sets its sights on enhancing the quality
of life, often without regard to economic considerations. Postmodernism
is for saving the whales and the wilderness, preserving a woman’s right to
choose, building self-esteem, conserving energy, and reforming campaign
finance. It is against AIDS, fundamentalist intolerance, offshore drilling,
gay bashing, and the gun lobby. And its adherents have discovered a dif-
ferent color loop of ribbon for every noble cause. The causes, by and
large, are noble. But they are the causes of the comfortable.

Postmaterialism is the faith of citizens who have escaped want. They
are not oblivious to the needs of the needy—they probably account for a
disproportionate part of the army of individual volunteers who deliver
soup and services to the poor and homeless—but the political mobiliza-
tion of the unfortunate is not on their agenda. When the left-of-center
loses interest in the tangible goods of public policy, it distances itself
from the silent ranks of citizens who live in straitened circumstances—
not just the poor but also working-class families trying to stay afloat in an
economy in which manufacturing has ebbed and a high school diploma
no longer assures economic self-sufficiency. These are citizens whose
material needs are too compelling, too substantial, too urgent to ignore.
They are the Americans who cannot afford postmaterialism, and their
political voicelessness contributes not only to their own deprivation but
also to the impoverishment of the political system as a whole.

The rightward drift of American politics since the 1970s is, at least in
part, a by-product of leftward demobilization. Today’s progressives,
unlike their Jeffersonian forebears, seldom seek to advance the interests
of the disfavored by enlisting them in grassroots political movements.
Today’s conservatives, therefore, unlike their Federalist predecessors, are
not so driven to compete for popular support as a means of political self-
preservation. Though they sometimes strike a populist and patriotic
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stance on morally symbolic issues, there is little to deter them from pub-
lic advocacy of tax and economic policies sharply slanted toward the
royalists of wealth. It would be difficult for conservatives to mobilize
broad popular support for a repeal of inheritance taxes, a reduction of
capital gains levies, or a repeal of the alternative minimum tax for busi-
ness corporations. Conservatives are spared the inconvenience, in part,
because postmaterial progressives abstain from popular mobilization
themselves.

Crusaders for a variety of progressive causes have looked to the civil
rights movement as a model of mass mobilization. None can emulate it,
and as we have seen, the embers of the civil rights movement itself grad-
ually lose their fire amid the legal and bureaucratic particularities of affir-
mative action and minority contracting. These remedies for racial
inequality have their value, but they are the concerns of W.E.B. DuBois’s
“talented tenth.” The disadvantaged majority of the nation’s minority
groups are not the beneficiaries of these remedies. But they are not
entirely ignored.

The latest form of justice urged on behalf of these groups is repara-
tions. Whatever the rights and wrongs of the proposal itself, it promises
material benefits for a sizeable constituency consisting disproportion-
ately of the poor and economically marginal. The demand for reparations
is tailored to the mass mobilization of political outsiders, but it is being
advanced through litigation, not mobilization. Reparations advocates
have filed suit against several corporations alleged to have profited from
slavery. The case is likely to focus narrowly on the actions of the compa-
nies, not the institution of slavery. “If a lawsuit does not lead to a general
discussion in society about slavery,” argues political theorist Elazar
Barkan, “then the lawsuits are not very helpful.”8

Like many other manifestations of personal democracy, reparations
would function as a mechanism for political demobilization. They would
disaggregate a morally coherent demand into 20 million private claims,
as though the historical crimes of a nation against a race could be
redeemed by cash indemnities, a sorry stand-in for political justice—and,
one might argue, a sorry kind of citizenship, energized by private gain
rather than a commitment to public service. It may be a measure of how
far we have fallen from the patriotic state of grace in which Tom Brokaw’s
“greatest generation” soldiered through a depression and suffered
through a war to give us the American century. We seem to have frittered
that grace away in private self-indulgence.

No wonder public schools have made community service a gradua-
tion requirement. Academic lamentations about the loss of “civic com-
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munity” and “social capital” strike a responsive chord among journalists
and opinion leaders who trace the unraveling of citizenship to a decline
of neighborliness or to the passing of a world in which families sat down
together for dinner without a place at the table for television.

Yet there are unmistakable signs that citizens stand ready to respond
to the call of justice alone—without reparations or reward. As this book
reaches its close, salvage workers are sifting the cinders of what was the
World Trade Center, and we learn that the U.S. mails carry contagion.
Americans are frightened, but they are also ready and even eager to be of
use to their nation and their fellow citizens. Contributions have poured
into relief funds; volunteers stand ready to demonstrate generosity of a
more personal kind; blood donors have waited patiently in long lines to
give something of themselves to fellow citizens; flags are everywhere. But
there is hardly anything for citizens to do.

In an appearance before a joint session of Congress, President Bush
declared war on terrorism. In another time, he might have called young
men to the recruiting stations and women to the defense plants, and he
might have prepared the nation at large for sacrifice. Instead the only
demand he made of Americans was “to live their lives and hug their 
children”—in other words, to go on as though nothing had happened. We
are exhorted to have the courage to consume, to patronize the travel and
hospitality industries, to do our business, lest a reduction of household
expenditures undermine the economy needed to produce smart bombs
and cruise missiles. The president’s annual State of the Union message
calls on the nation to ready itself for a prolonged war but asks no one to
pay for it, and even recommends a reduction in taxes. He is the first
wartime president to do so. No indictment of ours could demonstrate so
decisively the extent to which our government is able to dispense with
active citizen support, or the degree to which it has lost its regard for its
own citizens.

Solutions Are the Problem

How can we make rulers take us seriously as citizens? The question itself
assumes that the remedy lies with the citizens themselves. It suggests
that we have not taken citizenship seriously enough—because we spend
too much time watching television instead of attending to public affairs,
because we have allowed the country’s vital civic institutions to deterio-
rate, because we are insufficiently attentive to understand complex policy
issues. In fact, the role of citizens has contracted not so much because cit-
izens themselves have neglected their responsibilities but because the
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country’s leaders have less use for citizens than they once did. If the ties
that bind citizens to one another have weakened, one reason may be that
today’s political elites create few occasions to bring Americans together
through the collective mobilization of grassroots support.

Any measures designed to encourage the vigorous exercise of Ameri-
can citizenship must be aimed at least as much at political leaders as at
the citizens themselves. But because the target is so diffuse, the aim can-
not be precise. Personal democracy is a political culture that reflects sys-
temic changes in American politics. It will not give way to institutional
tinkering alone. Our fondness for institutional remedies, in fact, may
actually contribute to citizen disengagement. It draws us toward mechan-
ical solutions, like term limits, that promise to provide for the general
welfare without the intervention of public-spirited citizens. In fabricating
their government, Americans aspired to create a “machine that would
run of itself”—a government of laws resistant to human failings. It was
designed to get by with leaders who were less than Washingtonian. It
could hardly demand much of its citizens. This convenient fiction con-
cealed the essential character of citizenship. It is hard work.

Americans have willingly undertaken the unglamorous work of citi-
zenship in response to the incentives or inspiration offered by their polit-
ical leaders. For a small minority, the work is its own reward. But for
most, political activism is a chore undertaken only when vital interests
are threatened and their leaders summon them compellingly to serve.
Today the leaders seldom call, and they ask little when they do. Citizen-
ship has withered as a result.

Leaders can motivate citizens, but they are unlikely to do so when
they have few political incentives to mobilize popular constituencies. Too
often, they find that they can achieve their aims more easily through
lawsuits than by appeals to the public. Reducing leaders’ opportunities to
make public policy by litigation could reenergize citizens by encouraging
leaders to address the public rather than the judiciary. Campaign finance
reform could also help—but not the kind recently enacted by Congress.
Reforms adopted in 2002 seek to restrict the soft money contributed to
the national parties. These reforms will probably hasten the final stages
of organizational decomposition that have made political parties inco-
herent congregations whose members adhere to no faith in particular.

Rather than destroy parties, America should adopt reforms that
would make the parties the principal institutions for campaign finance.
Such reforms might bolster the possibilities for collective political action
and refill the nation’s empty voting booths. But would the parties risk
mobilizing voters whose political inclinations may not be fully known
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and tested? Perhaps the parties could be induced to take the risk by elec-
toral regulations that invalidated the results of any contest in which a
majority of the eligible public did not participate.

These remedies hardly add up to a comprehensive program of reform.
They are simply examples of the kinds of measures that might help to
reconstitute American citizens as an American public. What is at stake in
this effort is not merely the distribution of the nation’s power and wealth
but also its identity. Imagine a society whose members no longer look for
connections between their own interests and those of their neighbors, or
become insensitive to the resonance between their own aspirations and
those of their fellow citizens. Imagine a country whose inhabitants see
no reason to explain their hopes to one another, or to justify their anxi-
eties. That country may not remain imaginary much longer. Under the
regime of personal democracy, citizens have scarcely any reason to
explain themselves to one another or to justify their wants. The experi-
ence of collective mobilization encourages citizens to form their own
interests within a framework of common goods. Without collective
mobilization we become a nation of occupants. We will no doubt remain
on speaking terms, and we may even argue with one another less fre-
quently, but there will be fewer reasons for us to be interested in one
another or to engage one another politically.

End of an Era

We are approaching the end of a political epoch, one in which citizens
jointly inhabited a public sphere. They were gathered there because they
mattered. Because the people were essential to the development and
functioning of the state, elites could not govern without them. In the era
of popular democracy, the support of this public was also essential to
political leaders who wanted to win control of the state. Today the com-
petition for power and the operation of government no longer depend so
vitally upon the mass public.

Both the public and the citizens who make it up have become obso-
lete. They could hardly have been expected to go on forever. The public
sphere was an artifact of modernity. It provided a place in which mere
political subjects evolved into political actors and full citizens. The public
sphere enabled them to become a public.9 Since these developments had
a starting point in history, it is only reasonable to suppose that they may
also come to an end. That end is now in sight. What will come after it is
not yet visible, but we can imagine two futures for democracy—one dark
and one somewhat brighter.
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What lies ahead, perhaps, is a dissonant echo of the past. For the bet-
ter part of its first two centuries, the American Republic experienced
cycles of mobilization as competing elites vied with one another to
expand their popular support. But the nation’s new elites have discovered
a succession of arrangements to achieve their aims without popular sup-
port. That process of discovery may not yet be over. The progressive
demobilization of the public may continue as leaders find new ways to
insulate themselves from the uncertainties of popular participation or to
reduce the resources that must be devoted to popular mobilization. In
other words, recurrent cycles of demobilization may go on unraveling
popular democracy—a replay in reverse of the processes that once knit
together the American public and integrated it into American politics.

The new terms of political combat may accelerate this downward spi-
ral of demobilization. Political candidates already wage campaigns of
attack designed not so much to mobilize supporters as to keep their
opponents’ partisans away from the polls. Another battle tactic in
national politics is to disable the institutional support base of one’s
antagonists. Parties and politicians sustain themselves by colonizing
institutions in and around government. They live off the “new patron-
age”—the grants, contracts, tax benefits, and programs that employ or
finance their allies—and they seek victory by paralyzing or dismantling
the institutional infrastructure that sustains their opponents. Budget
cuts, devolution, privatization, and the launching of independent prose-
cutors on open-ended investigations are all employed to disable oppo-
nents. Among the institutions disabled may be some that still function to
rouse citizens to action. Wrecking them will further reduce the scope of
the politically active public.

The members of that public may not go quietly into political retire-
ment. Inducing them to accept their new status depends on their ability
to get what they want from government without resorting to collective
mobilization. Personal democracy “empowers” citizens to get what they
want on their own. It disaggregates the public into a collection of private
customers, clients, cases, or consumers whose personal interests seldom
grow into collective demands because government provides channels for
satisfying those interests through market mechanisms, litigation, or
administrative adjudication.

This does not mean that political elites are engaged in a conscious
conspiracy to atomize the public. Some of the measures that moved us in
this direction promised increases in institutional effectiveness or respon-
siveness. Others were popular. The government’s support of home mort-
gages, highway construction, and low gasoline taxes combined to create a
nation of suburbanites who pursued happiness and the good life not by
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pressing demands on local governments but by moving from one politi-
cal jurisdiction to another. Instead of joining with their neighbors to
voice demands for better public services or amenities, they exercise the
quiet, private “exit” option.

There is nothing new about private solutions for public problems.
The open frontier of the nineteenth century is sometimes invoked to
explain why working-class insurgency played such a small role in Ameri-
can political history. Malcontents, the argument goes, moved west. Sub-
urban commuters, however, have much less distance to travel, and
private solutions in general have become more plentiful and easily acces-
sible than they were in the past. The technology of governing now
includes many mechanisms for translating public policy into private
choices. In fact, the public use of private interest is consciously promoted
as a technique of effective governance. It is a convenience not just for
government but for citizens too. Collective action is complicated and
time consuming. But convenience, as we have seen, comes at a cost.

Pluralists as long ago as Arthur Bentley have argued that the public
was an empty abstraction; the public interest, non-existent. But the terms
“public” and “public interest” continued to carry weight in political
debate, and they have proven solid enough to curb some of the excesses
of special interest and political self-dealing. Special prosecutors still
depend upon some conception of a public interest. The public, however,
is eroding. In time, it may become just as insubstantial as Bentley imag-
ined it.

Politics without a public could be an Orwellian nightmare, but with
multiple Big Brothers locked in political conflict high above the people
that they presumably represent. Elites would not be completely free of
democratic constraint. Government would still have to assure that its
“customers” remained satisfied. If it failed to do so, the processes of
demobilization outlined here could be interrupted as a result. Political
leaders, after all, are not politically infallible. Because they are leaders,
their mistakes often originate in hubris. Sometimes entire institutions are
infected by it. In this case, hubris might lead them to believe that they
could dispense with citizens or institutions still indispensable—and capa-
ble of retaliation. Even more likely is the possibility that combat among
political elites may so damage public institutions that they are no longer
able to deliver services that citizens regard as essential. Popular backlash
might then halt the drift toward personal democracy, especially if popu-
lar leaders stood ready to take advantage of the backlash by mobilizing a
popular constituency of angry citizens.

Personal democracy may therefore suffer from an internal contradic-
tion that makes it inherently unstable. The institutional casualties of elite
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combat could impair the programs and organizations necessary for main-
taining popular quiescence. Public reaction to the 1995 shutdown of the
federal government may be an early sign of future possibilities. The
Republican-controlled 104th Congress refused to grant funds for continu-
ing government operations while it worked out a budget compromise
with President Clinton. The maneuver backfired. Instead of demonstrat-
ing that the country could do without its government, Congress lost
public support for paralyzing public authority in the cause of ideological
correctness.

Finding hope for a reanimation of the public in government gridlock
is not a happy prospect, but a functioning government with a disabled
public is unlikely to serve the public good. Today, however, the vitality of
the public as a force in American politics is crumbling, and the time may
soon arrive when the most pressing and yet disturbing question in Amer-
ican politics is “Who cares?”
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